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Philanisus plebeius, 27
Pycnocentria, 28
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URODELA
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8
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8
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8
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L/rt/co d/o/co, 8, 39

ferox, 63

incisa, 63
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SQUAMATA
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Lacerta vivipara, 24
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EDITORIAL

Members will have seen the inter-

sting new cover illustration on this

;sue, drawn by Mr G. Thomson

13689), who has also kindly offered

lis services to advise Members on

Jrawing and allied topics. His address

ppears in the 1964 Membership
upplement. Mr Thomson has kindly

Irawn a number of illustrations for

ur front cover and these will appear

m future issues. Members will also

lOt have failed to notice the fine

rawing—which was made from a

pecimen taken on an AES Field

leeting—by Mr J. Cooter (3290J),

>n the last issue.

In 1951 Bulletin contributions were
ublished from 103 different Mem-
bers. In 1964 only 70 Members con-

ributed. This to some extent

eflects the tendency for the quart-

rly Bulletins, now that they have

found their feet ' to contain the

onger articles which were not

ossible in the eight-page monthly
;sues of 1951. But it is also very
lOticeable that Members do not so

eadily submit brief notes confirming
ir refuting observations made in

hese pages, so that while the 98
iages of entomological matter in

951 contained more than 1 60 articles,

2ss than 130 articles were to be
Dund in the 144 pages of 1964.

The main reason for this shortage

•f smaller items appears to be the
eluctance with which Members now
epiy to comments or queries pub-
shed earlier. This can best be

-ont cover illustration: The ichneumon Rhyssa laying

1 egg in its wood wasp host, drawn by Mr. G. Thomson
1689).

brought out in Table I, which shows
that the actual number of replies to

earlier articles was several times

greater in 1951 than it was last year.

number of replies number of topics with
on any topic that number of replies

1951 1964
5 4 0
4 I I

3 1 I

2 3 4
I II 3

Total 44 18

Table I: Number of replies, to articles

published earlier, In 1951 and 1964,

It is of course true that the larger

quarterly issues instituted in 1963

provide scope for a larger number of

regular articles, and this is one of the

best features in our present Bulletins.

On the other hand, the shortage of

smaller items referred to above is

probably due, in part at least, to the

fact that Members have the subjects

dealt with in the Bulletin brought to

their notice only every three months,
rather than monthly. This has been
accentuated by the delays which have

been experienced in the production

of the Bulletin (in fact forcing the

change to quarterly issues)—and
more recently in the distribution to

Members—over the past few years.

These delays have also caused a

decrease in Membership (which has

now, however, been reversed),

although this decrease is by no means
sufficient to account for the drop in

the actual number of contributions.

There are two things which Mem-
bers can do to help the Society in

this respect. In the first place they
can try very hard to recruit new
Members, and it would be a good
thing if a concerted * Membership
drive ' was made by all of us.
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In the second place, Members can

make up their minds to write to the

Bulletin every time that they make an

observation new to them, or read

something with which they disagree

or which they would like to enlarge

upon or substantiate. Nobody minds
being 'taken to task' in these

pages provided that any criticism is

informed and constructive. Again,

no-one need have any fear of con-

tributing any item at all which
honestly reports an observation, or

theorises or counter-theorises within

the limits of the facts: and ' entomo-
logical gossip ' and anecdotes find a

place in a properly balanced Bulletin

too.

It has been suggested that the
' new look ' of the Bulletin over the

past few years may have discouraged

contributions from the ' old-timers
*

—some not so old—who were inti-

mately concerned with starting the

Society on its way and had grown
used to the small print, etc., of the

monthly Bulletins, This I do not

believe: the decline in such con-

tributions reflects instead a turn-

over in Membership, for sadly ento-

mology has lost some of those who
formed the backbone of this Society,

which they helped to create, and

were the real ' writing nucleus ' of

years ago.

We have instead, however, a new
generation of keen amateurs, though
unfortunately only a relatively small

proportion of our Membership has

the inclination to write contributions.

Fortunately, this issue includes the

comments of some of our active

Members on the Bulletin and on the

Society: for it is only by such com-
ments that the Editor, who produces
our magazine for the Members, of

course, not for himself, can deter-

mine whether the majority of the

Membership feel that any changes

from the style of the Bulletin, main-

tained since your present Editor

took over, are necessary.

With this in mind, the inclusion of

the ' Guidance for Authors ' item
which normally appears in February
has been held back until Members
have crystallised their opinions as to

what they would prefer the Bulletin

to be like.

In recent years there has been,

then, a rapid change within the

Society. There has been a change too
in the very style of writing and use of

words over the thirty years of the

Society's existence, emphasized by
the alteration in type-size and style

at the beginning of 1962. These
changes have taken place together
with important changes in the study

of insects as a whole. More and more
we are beginning to realise the

ecological implications of the lives of

insects; our hobby, like most of the

habitats in which our creatures live,

is changing constantly: the approach
to it has changed over the last century

our outlook towards other branches

of Natural History is being modified,

and entomology is providing not

only an outlet for some from the

worries of the world, but is the

subject for scientific investigation

into the problems posed by the

progress of civilisation—progress

which itself affects us and our hobby
a great deal.

I have written enough already in

these columns about some of these

changes, in the hope of bringing to

light fresh ideas from Members who
cared to contribute the sort of

comments for which I have appealed

above. Let me appeal once more for

replies to previous articles, or for

articles starting new controversies

—

might we begin with some comments,
particularly from our older Members
and the Juniors, on this item and on

the thoughtful contributions of Mr
Collinson and Mr Cribb in the

following pages?

H. V. Danks (2907).
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^NNUALGENERAL MEETING

The A.G.M. for 1965 will be held

on Saturday, 27th March in the

.innean Society's rooms at Burling-

:on House, Piccadilly, London, W.I.
The meeting will be preceded by

1 talk entitled "Expedition to Porto

Santo, Madeira, 1963", given by Mr
R. W. J. Uffen and illustrated by

colour slides.

A fuller notice of the meeting will

oe circulated to Members.

TREASURER'S LETTER

It has been the policy of the

Councils of the AES to keep sub-

scriptions as low as possible. Since

the end of the last war subscription

increases have been few and far

between. However, rising costs in

every department of the Society's

activities have now produced a

position where subscriptions only

just cover the cost of producing

Bu//et/ns. Thus all the other expenses

have to be borne by income from

publications, donations, etc. If this

IS allowed to continue there will be

an ever increasing drain on the

limited cash reserves of the Society,

making any thoughts of new pub-

lications out of the question.

At a Council meeting held during

the first week of November 1964,

the Council considered this matter.

It came to the conclusion that the

only alternative was to increase

subscription rates. It was agreed that

from September 1st 1965 the new
subscription rate will be :

j

Senior Members £1 5s. Od.

Junior Members 12s. 6d.

This means that those Members
who have paid their subscription for

1965 will be asked to pay the new
rates on January I st 1 966. Those Mem-
bers who have not paid their sub-

scription by September 1st 1965 will

be asked to pay the new rates. New
Members joining the Society after

September 1st will automatically

pay the new rate of subscription.

It was with great reluctance that

the Council came to this decision.

However, the realisation that with-

out this action the future of the

Society would be in danger gave

them no other alternative.

It may be considered by some
Members that an increase of 10/- on
the senior membership rate is

excessive. However, the Council

felt that it was important to attempt
to keep to the policy of the Society

of not increasing subscriptions very

often. It is hoped that with the new
rates it will not be necessary to

trouble Members again for several

years to come.
Although the Society needs a

* fresh injection ' of cash at the

present moment, it was felt by the

Council that it had a duty to Members
to give them as long notice as possible

and be prepared to run the Society

during 1965 with a deficit.

I am sure that after consideration

Members will agree that your
Council had little alternative action.

I will be pleased to answer any

questions that any Members have if

they care to write to me, or if they

prefer to wait until the Annual
General Meeting in March 1965.

G. D. Trebilcock (2976).

Hon. Treasurer,

ANNUAL EXHIBITION
24th OCTOBER 1964

This was once again held at the

Hugh Myddelton Secondary School,

London, E.C.I., but a fortnight later

than the usual date of the first

Saturday in October. The weather

was extremely kind and a large
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gathering, possibly a record number of

Members and friends, joined to make
it both a successful and very enjoyable

occasion. It was certainly very

gratifying to meet the many Members
from all parts of the country who
make an annual pilgrimage to the

Exhibition as a ' must ' in their

calendar.

A disadvantage of the later date

was the comparative absence of live

material. This was accentuated by

the exceptional summer which had

accelerated the life cycle of many
species but, being preceded by an

inclement spring, had not produced
many second broods. Conversely,

the later date gave collectors more
time to sort out the season's captures.

Special attractions included :

—

1. An authoritative talk by Mr
R. W. Uffen under the heading
" Identification of Lepidoptera by

means of their genitalia."

2. A practical demonstration of

the technique of setting microlepi-

doptera by Mr T. S. Robertson.

3. The showing of the Society's

collection of slides by Mr D. Ollevant

and Mr P. W. Cribb. These have all

been donated by Members and are

available to all Members for the

purpose of lectures, etc. Thanks are

especially due to Mr C. Garrett-Jones

(989) who recently doubled the size

of the collection by donating an

excellent selection of slides of

Lepidoptera (British and Continental.)

Mr Garrett-Jones works with the

Division of Malaria Eradication of the

World Health Organisation at

Geneva and has considerable oppor-
tunity for the photographing of

Continental species.

4. A ' Wants and Exchanges
'

section where members could

dispose of their surplus material or
alternatively obtain their own require-

ments.

5. A panel of experts was present

to answer any general entomological

queries. Specific items and material

for identification should be sent to

the appropriate member of the AES
Advisory Panel. (For a full list, see

6u//et/n No. 262, Vol. 23, February,

1964, and additions in Vol. 23, p. 109,

November, 1964.)

As in previous years, the leading

dealers were present, literally pro-

viding a * supermarket ' for all

entomological equipment, set and

living livestock and new and second-

hand literature. Good parking

facilities and refreshments added to

the general amenity. In conclusion

the Council express their appreci-

ation to Mr B. F. Skinner and the

many helpers who gave up so much
of their time to ensure another
excellent Annual Exhibition.

As in previous years, a note was
made of Exhibitors, who included :

—

Appleton, D. (3631), Dickinson, R.

(3674 J) and Else, C.

British Lepidoptera from S. Hamp-
shire and Canvey Island (Essex) and

Continental Coieoptera and Lepi-

doptera. Also an improved example
of the galvanised zinc and flower pot

breeding cage as illustrated in the

Amateur Entomologist, Volume 9.

Bradford, E. S. (3068)

A collection of British microlepi-

doptera, and a beehive comb showing
the extensive damage caused by the

pyralid moth Achroia griselia Fab.

(Wax Moth).

Bruce, C. G. (1746)

Lepidoptera taken in 1964, mostlyfat
* m.v.' light and including Blair's

Mocha (Cosymbia puppillaria Huebn).

Burgess, L. W.
Long series of the Clouded Yellow
Butterfly (Colias croceus Fourc.r.),

including the helice and pallida forms.

Castle, M. £. (2490)

Portable * m.v.' light-trap in the

form of a plastic bucket and run from
two twelve -volt accumulators. A
selection of species taken in the trap.

A cheap head-mounted lamp for use
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in the field at night. A collection of

Mygal (American bird-eating) spiders.

Cooler, J. (3290j)

Coleoptera taken in W. Sussex,

Surrey and the New Forest during

1964. Also Lepidoptera from the

same areas and overwintering larvae.

Cribb, P. W. (2270)

Series of Euphydryas aurinia Rott.

(Marsh Fritillary) from many British

localities, for comparison. Photo-

graphs and specimens of Lepidoptera

from expeditions made in 1964 in

this country.

Don, J.

Interesting varieties of many British

moths.

Down, D. G. (2453)

A representative collection of Lepi-

doptera from S. E. Essex.

Dransfield, R. D. (3492j)

Large collection of moths taken in an
' m.v.' trap at Shoreham, Sussex.

Dunmore-Smith, S. J. (2832)

An interesting Natural History

exhibit including various scorpions.

European Study Group

The exhibit (presented by Cribb, P.

W. (2270), Cribb, H. J. (2044) Cole-

ridge, W. L. (2194) and Taylor, P.

(3571)), included butterflies taken in

various Continental localities (Nym-
phalidae, Satyridae, Lycaenidae) and

a collection made by Mr P. Taylor in

the Hautes Alpes, July, 1964. Mr P.

W. Cribb had prepared a case of the

I

genus Melitaea, showing the species

found in France, with drawings of

male genitalia for identification

purposes. Mr H. J. Cribb had pre-

pared a case of Coleoptera repre-

senting mountain species from the

Alpes and Provence and there was a

case of Hymenoptera Aculeata and

a case of the other insect orders.

Maps and photographs added interest

to the exhibit and also on display

were reference books dealing with

continental Lepidoptera. Mr W. L.

Coleridge spent a busy afternoon

discussing aspects of the subject with

I interested visitors.

The intention is to form within the

Society a Group interested in collect-

ing on the Continent, and names and
addresses should be sent to P. W.
Cribb, 355 Hounslow Road, Han-
worth, Feltham, Middlesex.

Goddard, P. A. (2206)

Highly magnified photographs of

microlepidoptera taken in the field

in the Stanmore Common and Harrow
Weald (Middlesex) area.

Hilliard, R. D. (99)

Type collection of the Noctuid sub-

families (Lepidoptera) Catocalinae,

Pantheinae, Plusiinae and Ophider-
inae.

Hough, M. J. (3354)

Representative collection of British

and foreign hawkmoths (Sphingidae).

Lewis, K. C. (3680)

Insects from the Bexley, Kent, area.

Fully illustrated life-history of the

local Geometrid, Scopula imnnorata

Linn. (Lewes Wave).
London Zoological Gardens

By courtesy of the Governors, our
Member Mr G. J. Ashby (2252),

curator of the Insect House, showed
a selection of many exotic insects

and allied orders from the London
Zoo.
McCormick, R. F. (3375)

A collection of Lepidoptera taken at

the AES and associated Field Meetings

during 1964. Assisted by fine working
conditions, the six localities visited

produced a wide range of species.

Oilevant, D. (1514)

Collection of British microlepidop-

tera with special attention to species

described and illustrated in the

Collecting Notes " appearing each

month in the Bulletin. Also typical

autumn larvae.

Osborne, R. J. (2437)

Photographs and specimens to

illustrate the various stages of some
foreign hawkmoths and silkmoths.

Payne, R. M. (2982)

Comprehensive collection of Crane
flies (Tipulidae) occurring in a

London suburban garden.
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Robertson, T. S. (2417)

Series of Speckled Wood Butterflies

(Pararge aegeria Linn.) from English

and Irish localities to illustrate the

variation. Also aberrations of British

butterflies taken in 1964.

St Ivo Entomology and Natural History

Society (249 1 A)

Living creatures of many groups
which are being bred at this School

by the members of this enthusiastic

Society. As in past years, surplus

material was available for anyone
interested. A fuller report will appear

in the Junior News Section.

Sills, S. P. (2173)

A collection of Lepidoptera occurring

in the Southend-on-Sea area (Essex).

Skinner, 6. F. (2470)

Lepidoptera taken in the 1964 season

including bred series of Scottish

insects from Aviemore.
Speke, G. (3729J)
Interesting British moths, mainly

taken in 1964.

Swindells, R. j. (26l9j)

A progressive series of the Common
Blue Butterfly {Polyonnmatus icarus

Rott.), to illustrate the wide colour

variation in the females. Also varieties

of many British Lepidoptera.

Trebilcock, G. D. (2976)

Variation in British moths.

Virus Research unit, Cambridge
We were once again indebted to Mr
C. Rivers who demonstrated the

work of this Unit, and answered the

many queries. With the aid of

photographs, colour slides and live

material, he explained the theory

and practice of the control of insect

pests by the use of viruses. It was
surprising to learn that the stock

obtained from a single affected larva

was sufficient to treat an acre or

more of crops.

Walker, N. A (3705J)
Collection of Lepidoptera from the

Birmingham area.

Wurzell, 6. (3718)

Detailed life history of a large

ichneumon (probably Ambyjoppa

laminatoria Fab.) parasitising the

Elephant Hawkmoth (Deilephila

elpenor Linn.).

Yeomans, D.

British Lepidoptera taken in 1964.

Typical Coleoptera from Australia.

R. D. Milliard (99).

COLLECTING NOTES
February, 1965

The Smaller Moths

The two moths illustrated by Mr
Bradford are of the genus Depressaria,

a genus of nearly three hundred
species occuring in the cool

climates of the world, of which there

are forty-three species in Britain.

Most species hibernate during the

winter as moths, often in thatch,

haystacks and similar places. The
genus may be distinguished by the

flattened appearance of the bodies,

Depressaria costosa Haw. Mr Brad-

ford's notes read:— " The two most
recognizable features of this moth
are the reddish brown cilia at the

apex of the forewings and the tuft of

scales sticking upright at the base of

the thorax. The forewings are an

ochreous buff and the dot about a

third of the way along the centre is

black. There is a darker patch just

over half way along and a paler dot

(not always there). The wings are

speckled with darker scales and

spots. Hindwings, a pale buffish colour

and slightly darker towards the

apex."

The moth is on the wing in July

and August and probably hibernates.

The larva feeds in spun shoots of the

following:—Gorse (U/exspp.), Broom
(Sarothamnus scoparius (Linn.) Koch),

and Petty Whin {Genista anglica

Linn.). It is common throughout
Britain.
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Depressaria costosa Haw.

Depressor ia arer)ella Schiff.

D. arenella Schiff. Mr Bradford's

notes read:
—

'* This moth has a paler

buff colouring on the forewings and

they are more suffused with reddish

brown scales with darker dots and

patches near the centre. The hind-

wings are a pale buff darkening
towards the apex. It is on the wing
in the autumn months and hibernates

to appear again in April. I have seen

many attracted to lighted windows."
The moth is common throughout

Britain, the larva feeding in folded

leaves ofthe following plants: burdock
(Arctium spp.), thistles [Carduus spp.),

and Knapweeds (Centaurea spp.).

Semioscopus avellanella Schiff. is on
the wing in March and April and

occurs locally in woods It may be

found on tree trunks by day and

comes to light after dark.

Tortricodes tortricella Huebn., will

probably be seen flying in the same
woods during the day.
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The larvae of Myelois cribrumella

Huebn. may be found in thistle stems.

Eurhodope advenella Zinck. is a

local Pyralid and its larvae spin

together Hawthorn (Crataegus spp.)

flower buds or leaf shoots in April

and May. The larva is light green

with a pink (or red) subdorsal line

and a light brown head.

Pyrausta olivalis Schiff., on the

other hand, is a much commoner
moth; its larva may be found in

April spinning together the leaves

(or turning down a leaf) of:—Hedge
Woundwort (Stachys sylvatica Linn.),

Stinging Nettle (Urtica dioica Linn.),

Dog's Mercury (Mercurialis perennis

Linn.), Ground Ivy (Glechomo

hederacea Linn.), Elder (Sambucus

nigra Linn.), Yellow Archangel

(Galeobdolon iuteum Huds.), Hop
(Humulus lupulus Linn.), and Cow
Parsley (Anthriscus sylvestris (Linn.)

Hoffm.). Can any Member add to this

list ? D. Ollevant (1514).

The Hymenoptera Aculeata

The observant among you will

notice from the foot of this column
that since the last article in this

series I have joined the AES. This is

obviously something I should have

done long ago, but I am proud now
to be a Member, though my number
will never be considered low! The
main impact of joining has been the

reading in a short space of time of

the last few numbers of the Bulletin,

and I thought I might be allowed to

make some general comments, from
the point of view of a hymenopterist,

within this column.
To a comparative outsider, the

Bulletin is refreshing and alive. There
is no lack of ideas and comments.
Some offerings could be considered

naive, but all are accepted at their

face value, and commented on
sincerely and helpfully. Surely this is

the right atmosphere for the beginner

and indeed many more advanced
students, to develop his ideas and
widen his interests. The major
emphasis of course lies with the

Lepidoptera, but here what could be

called the advanced aspects, genetics,

migration, and ecology, receive com-
mendable attention.

The topic which has attracted my
own attention most has been that of
* the Light-trap.* The battle rages :

to use or not to use? What is the

effect on natural populations? But
these are not the aspects which I

wish to comment on now. The
impression is that there must be

numerous light-traps being run up
and down the country, and from my
own experience they must be catching

much in addition to Lepidoptera. The
occurrence of Diptera, Coleoptera
and Hemiptera is sometimes mention-

ed, but what do we read of Hymen-
optera?—little but the occasional

reference to raiding wasps and

perhaps to the large orange-bodied

Ichneumonids of the genus Ophion

which so unexpectedly sting! I

would expect more.
I raise the matter now not because

I feel I can answer many of the

questions, but because i hope others

will be stimulated to watch for

Hymenoptera among their light-trap

catches. My own captures over this

last season illustrate the range of

possibilities: three species of sawfly,

for two of which I had no previous

Kent record; among the many
Parasitica two species of Procto-

trupinae, one new to Kent; six

species of ant including Stenamma
westwoodii Westw., and Lasius umbrat-

us Nyl. and L. mixtus Nyl.; one
species of social wasp and two of

Bombus. I feel this list raises more
questions than it answers. In parti-

cular, was 1964 an exceptional season

i n this respect? I certainly did not

notice as many species in the previous

two seasons.

The occurrence of ants at light is
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nteresting. In tropical areas both

ints and termites come to light in

ibundance, often at the start of the

-ainy season. I witnessed this myself

It Ibadan, Nigeria, in March 1964,

/vhen several species and thousands

Df individuals were involved. In this

zountry Collingwood (1963) records

L. umbratus and L mixtus as coming
into a lighted room, but otherwise

there is little or nothing in the way
of records.

I have already mentioned in this

series {Bull.amat.EntSoc, 22: 107-9)

the occurrence of Vespula spp. at

light. In 1963, seventy workers of

V. vulgaris Linn, were taken and only

two of V. germanica Fab. 1964 was a

poor year for wasps and only one
queen and four workers occurred,

all V. vulgaris. As V. vulgaris was
relatively more abundant in 1964

than in 1963, this finding does not

add as much weight to the possibility

of a true specific difference as I would
have hoped, but it is suggestive.

I hope that these few facts and

thoughts will stimulate interest, and

lead to more observations. I do not

wish to suggest that the end always

justifies the means, but if light-traps

are to be used, at least let them yield

as much information as possible.

|7.I2.64. J. C. Felton (3740).

I REFERENCE

I

COLLINGWOOD, C. A. (1963). Entomologist, 96:

i

145-58. The Lasius (Chthonolasius) umbratus (Hym.,
Formicidae) species complex in North Europe.

CRANE-FLIES

In the last issue of the Bulletin I

'wrote about the advantages of

collecting and studying Diptera, and
I recommended that you should
start by tackling one of the groups
of big flies in which it is easy to find

plenty of specimens and not too
difficult to name your captures.

In this issue I am going to talk

about the crane-flies, a good natural

group for the beginner to collect.

You will all be familiar with the
common daddy-long-legs, but you
may not realise what a numerous
family they are. The family Tipulidae

contains almost 300 British species,

ranging in size from rather bigger

than the commonest species, down
to flies about four mm. in length.

Tipula maxima Poda, a beautiful

woodland insect with strikingly

patterned brown wings, is the largest

of all British two-winged flies, with

a wing span of two inches, and a

number of other Tipulids approach
this size, many with distinctive wing-
markings. An all-over mottled or
' marmorated ' pattern of dark and
light on the wings is found in many
species. In a few genera the wings
are hairy. Normally there is no
obvious difference between the

wings of males and females, but in

one large woodland species, Tipula

fulvipennis Deg., the male has wings
of a bluish shade while those of the

female are brown. (This is probably

the only one of our crane-flies with

strong powers of flight, and cap-

turing male specimens requires a lot

of patience and agility with the net.)

In some genera the antennae of the

male are strongly pectinate. On the

whole, the bodies of crane-flies are

dull-coloured, but several have yellow

abdomens, and one common genus,

Nephrotoma, consists of large flies

which are almost entirely shining

yellow and black.

About a quarter of our native

crane-flies are common and wide-
spread insects, while others are

local or scarce; you can therefore

have the excitement of hunting for

rarities on holiday, whilst you will

not go so long without coming across

any of the group that you tend to

lose interest in them. To give you an

idea of their ubiquity, I have taken

no fewer than twenty-nine species

inside my own suburban house.
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With very little experience, it is a

simple matter to recognise a crane-

fly as such in the field. All crane-

flies are basically like the ordinary

daddy-long-legs in that they have a

long, comparatively slender body
and long, thin legs which break off

very easily. With some of the smallest

ones it may be necessary to look at

them closely in the net to distinguish

them from flies of certain other

families of Nematocera. (The Nemat-
ocera are one of the major divisions

of Diptera, characterised in the adult

stage by their generally fragile form
and by their long thread-like anten-

nae. They include mosquitoes, gnats

and midges, as well as crane-flies.)

The quickest certain way to tell a

true crane-fly is by the arrangement
of the wing-veins, and by the time

you are ready to take a real interest

in the small species you will certainly

have become familiar with the dis-

tinctive Tipulid venation.

Now let us assume that you are

not content to wait for the various

crane-flies to appear on your windows
and ceilings, but that you are going

out to look for them in their more
natural habitats. When are they on
the wing, and what kind of place is

likely to be the most fruitful ?

Although many species have a

comparatively short flight period,

crane-flies as a family may be found

at any time from March to November.
(The winter is usually spent in the

larval stage, the leatherjackets being

well-known farm and garden pests.)

April sees a good many on the wing,

but the five months May-September
are the most prolific, with a peak in

numbers of species in June. By
October there are again comparat-

ively few species to be found. But

although midsummer is the richest

time for the variety of species to be

seen, you will notice that the greatest

numbers of individual specimens

often occur in September or even

early October, for it is then that one

or two of the most abundant pests

are at their peak, in particular

Tipula paludosa Meig., the daddy-
long-legs par excellence.

I should mention at this point the

very closely allied family Trichoceri-

dae, the winter gnats. To the beginner

the ten species of this family are

indistinguishable from small crane-

flies, except that they are normally

seen just when the true crane-flies

are not about, /.e., in the depths of

winter. On still days from October
to March one of the several common
species may often be seen dancing

up and down in swarms under trees

in the garden.

Crane-flies (and their allies) have

comparatively poor powers of sus-

tained flight, and probably do not

go far from their breeding-places.

In general, the larvae live in damp or

wet soil, or in decaying wood, whilst

a few inhabit fungi. Adult crane-flies

are therefore to be found in greatest

variety in boggy woodland, but ponds
and streams are always worth looking

at, particularly if they are edged with

tall vegetation. Some species are

restricted to upland bogs and rushing

streams and waterfalls (where the

larval stage may be spent in wet moss)

and others to'^the vicinity of the sea-

shore. On the other hand downland,
heath and open, dry ground generally

are not likely to be at all rewarding

places in which to look for crane-flies.

In the next issue of the Bulletin,

when the season will be well under
way, I will discuss methods of collect-

ing crane-flies and their subsequent

handling and identification.

9.1 1.64. R. M. Payne (2982)

e

FROM OUR NORTHERN
CORRESPONDENT

Looking forward, looking back . . .

It is said that the ancient god Janus

was situated at the entrance to the
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city. He was the possessor of two
heads, and this, together with his

point of vantage at the city gate

enabled him see both that which

entered and that which left the city.

It was from this remarkable character

that the month of January, standing

at the gate of the year, was named.

Whether the facts of this intro-

duction are strictly accurate I cannot

say but it does seem that the first

Bulletin of another year gives an

appropriate opportunity to look

back a little and to look forward too.

Contributing regular articles to the

Bulletin, as well as having several

other advantages, serves to bring one

into contact with many Members of

the Society either in person or by

letter. It has been my pleasure to

broaden many friendships during the

past year and I would say, with much
satisfaction, that our Society appears

to be in good heart, doing worthwhile

service and generally seeking to

extend the goodwill and fellowship

of our branch of nature study. This is

a tribute to our Editor and other

office-bearers who do so much work
and carry so much of the burden on

our behalf.

If our Society does face dangers

from within (it was part of Janus's

job to keep his eye on that too) it is

perhaps from a growing division of

thought on one or two basic ideals.

1 feel that we are in danger of estab-

lishing two, or even four, schools of

thought quite opposed to each other.

There are the keen conservationists

who have given us a wealth of advice,

articles and sometimes stern rebukes

over the last year. There are the

equally keen old time bughunters

who are heartily sick of being told

that their nets and * m.v.' lamps are

a sign of inner sinfulness. Again there

are the Members who have a strong

leaning toward the scientific side of

nature study and who would view

the antics of the non-scientific Mem-
ber with something like the same

distaste that is shown by the trout
angler to his ' coarse ' companion.
He on the other hand (the ' coarse

'

companion or non-scientist) is perhaps
equally put off by the other—as

graphically pointed out by one of

our oldest Members the other day :

"These pseudo-scientific Johnnies

give me the belly-ache."

I stand, perhaps where most of

our Members do, about mid-way
between the two. Enjoying bug-

hunting long before I even heard of

the word science I nevertheless find

many thrills in learning more and

seeking more closely into the reason

for the things we study. Having bred

a fine variety of ' caja '
I want to

know whether it really is recessive

to type. It is perhaps interesting to

note that the founder and early

builders of our Society had this very

point in mind right from the start.

Year 1965 will mark the 30th

anniversary of the date in which Mr
L. R. Tesch inserted his famous
advertisement into the daily press

asking for people of similar bug-

hunting interests to get into touch

with him. Three years later, in his

address to the first proper General

Meeting he said his hope was " That
the Society may effectually serve the

cause for which I founded it, namely,

to assist all interested in insect life,

and particularly the young, amateur
collector." The work, so ably started

by Mr Tesch was taken on by Mr B.

A. Cooper who held together the

thread of life throughout the war
years and got us restarted when we
returned to the fold. On November
3rd 1938 when our first printed

Bulletins appeared Mr Cooper wrote
" Our mind was made up—we
would do our best to foster and

encourage entomology, in both its

collecting and its scientific aspects, as

a recreation, not for the specialists,

but for the amateur imbued with

enough patience and enthusiasm to

take an interest in insect life."
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Here then was the concept, broad

and embracing and by no means
out-dated by the passage of time.

Our's was a Society to provide a point

of contact for all shades of thought,

each giving something worthwhile
to the other. If I have a personal

comment to make, and I feel sure our
Editor (honorary and hard-working)

will bear with me, it is that we have

tended a little too much toward the

scientific in recent months. We must
never make the eager, young bug-

hunter feel that the Society is not for

him, because it is precisely for him
that we exist at all. I wish our Mem-
bers all they wish themselves: and

happy hunting in 1965.

W. E. Collinson, F.R.E.S. (247).

RELAXING LEPIDOPTERA

I read with interest Mr Knight's

article in the August Bulletin {BulL

amat £nt. Soc, 23: 83) on using a

syringe for relaxing insects. Since

then I have experimented with this

method and have observed the follow-

ing points which may prove to be of

interest to Members.
It is certainly true that butterflies

relax in an amazingly short period of

time. However, there are certain

points to remember:
1. Although the wings relax, the

antennae do not: they remain brittle

and are very easily broken off.

2. Similarly, legs of insects remain
very brittle and can be easily de-

tached.

To overcome these difficulties I

have found that it is advisable once
the wings are relaxed to carefully pin

the insect and then place it in a

relaxing tin for twelve hours. It will

be found that after this period the

insect will be in perfect condition

for setting.

Bearing in mind the above points,

there is an added difficulty. When
inserting the syringe needle into the
hard body of the insect great care

must be taken. The sudden breaking

into the body of the needle may
cause damage to the insect if the
latter is not held firmly. I have found
that if a small drop of warm water is

allowed to rest on the spot where it

is intended the needle should enter,

the body softens sufficiently for the

needle to enter smoothly.

I have not yet relaxed any large

tropical butterflies with this method,
but used the method on British

butterflies I caught and papered this

year. I relaxed the following species

with this method : P/er/s napi Linn.

(Green-veined White), Argynnis

paphia Linn. (Silver-washed Fritillary),

Polygonia c-album Linn. (Comma),
Melanargia galathea Linn. (Marbled
White), Lycaena phlaeas Linn. (Small

Copper), Thymelicus acteaon Rott.

(Lulworth Skipper) and Pararge

aegeria Linn. (Speckled Wood). I

experimented also with badly set

specimens, to see if this method
could be used for relaxing, resetting

and repinning, using for my experi-

ments five Gonepteryx rhamni Linn.

(Brimstone), two P. aegeria, two
P. (=D/ro) megera Linn. (Wall), and

five Coenonympha tullia Muell. (Large

Heath). I found that since the insects

were already pinned it was easier to

hold them firmly with less chance of

damaging them. I used the method of

dampening the point of entry of the

needle, which proved very successful.

The insects relaxed very quickly and

I found that out of the fourteen

butterflies used the pins could be

removed very easily indeed with

twelve of the butterflies but the

other two remained very stiff and

the pins were removed successfully

after the butterflies had been in the

relaxing-tin for twelve hours.

So far I have not noticed any

tendency for the insects to ' spring
'

or ' drop.' I have come to the con-
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elusion that this method can be used

very successfully, but the greatest

difTiculty that I encountered was to

hold the papered insect firmly enough

to allow entry of the needle and yet

not detach some legs.

I would be interested to hear from

any other Members who have used

this method. It is more than likely

that a better system to use with a

syringe has been perfected.

G. D. Trebilcock (2976).

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS
ON THE PURPLE EMPEROR

BUTTERFLY

'i [See Bull, amat. Ent. Soc, 23: 116-118.

Some Personal observations on the

breeding of the Purple Emperor Butter-m
I was successful in overwintering

nine larvae of Apatura iris Linn.,

losing one in the first moult after

hibernation, it failing to cast its skin

properly due to disturbance whilst

moulting. When the larvae were
about an inch long I brought them
inside to feed on sallow (Saiix sp.) in

pots. One somehow crawled past the

plug in the water container and

j drowned but the remaining eight

successfully pupated. I gave two away
and built a special cage for an attempt
at pairing from the remainder. The
butterflies started to emerge on 17th

June, and the last one emerged on
23rd June, being about twenty days

in the pupal stage. All were females,

ll

Fortunately Mr R. Jarman was able

I
to let me have a freshly emerged male

which had emerged on 17th June and

I placed it into the cage with the

latest emerged female on 23rd. I fed

them regularly each morning on
honey-water and they themselves
fed on the lumps of wet manure which

lay inside the cage. I watered these

and the potted sallow in the cage

each day. Although the butterflies

seemed to show some interest in

each other I did not observe any
pairing and after several days I

unsuccessfully attempted hand-

pairing. The male claspers are very
small and although on several

occasions the male grasped the

female, she was unresponsive and I

could not get them to mate. I then
transferred them to a small cage

about 12'' X 12" x 10", similar to

that used for pairing Papilio spp., but

still did not observe any pairing. I

finally moved them back into the

large cage and on 30th June the

female commenced to lay eggs, and

on the day following the male died.

The female continued to deposit

eggs at the rate of five to ten each

day but on 8th July I noticed that

those laid first were commencing to

shrivel, indicating that they were
infertile.

The method of laying the eggs was
interesting. The female spent much
of the time sipping on the manure or
settled on the sides of the muslin

cage. She would then flutter off on to

one of the three small potted sallows

and crawl about over the surfaces of

the leaves finally sitting motionless

on one. She then lowered the tip of

her abdomen and felt over the

surface of the leaf with the end of the

ovipositor open. Her motions were
now very slow and deliberate. With
her ovipositor just above the surface

of the leaf she would not move for

some time and then with a slight dip

of her 'tail' the egg appeared
secure on the leaf. The maximum
placed on one leaf was six eggs at

separate layings and one or two eggs

were placed on the stems of the

leaves instead of the lamina. This may
have been due to the cramped con-

ditions and a shortage of new suitable

sites. The weather was fine all the

time with bright sunshine but I kept
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the cage shghtly shaded over the

foodplant. The final count of ova
deposited was 149.

Although the experiment was
unsuccessful as to pairing, it did

demonstrate that it is fairly easy to

keep the female alive and fit in

captivity and that even when unmated
she will lay her eggs quite freely.

The ovipositing period is very long

which would require long life and a

fair amount of good weather as

during dull periods the butterflies

do not fly. These factors probably

play some part in the scarcity of the

insect as many females must be

devoured before they have a chance

to deposit all their eggs and our very

doubtful summers must reduce the

number of days upon which ovi-

positing is possible.

The feeding of the insect is very

easy. I mixed honey with warm water
into a very thin syrup and unrolled

the inch-long yellow proboscis with

a fine piece of grass so that it dipped

into the mixture absorbed into a

piece of cotton wool. Feeding would
continue until the insect was replete

when it would curl up its proboscis

and become restless. The dung used

was well rotted horse manure, and

grass cuttings which had been lying

with it.

7.64. P. W. Cribb (2270).

THE STATUS OF THE
ALDER MOTH

In reply to Mr E. A. Sadler (6u//.

amaL EnL Soc, 23: 107) from the

point of view of an old collector, I

think that the Alder Moth (Apatele

aini Linn.) can still be regarded as

a very uncommon, if not a rare moth,

in spite of the ease with which some
lucky people seem to be able to get

specimens at mercury-vapour lamps.

During thirty years of moth hunt-

ing by one method or another, I have

found only one Alder Moth by search-

ing in the conventional manner. I

can still remember the way my heart

jumped when I realised that, at last,

I had a real bona fide Apatele aIni

within my grasp. It was at rest on
the massive bole of a 300 year old

Beech tree (Fagus sylvatica Linn.)

growing in Tupton Park, about five

miles outside Chesterfield. I had

searched that trunk hundreds of

times as I walked to and from school

and whenever I went on a hunting

expedition, as well as the trunks of

the other score or so of ancient

beeches growing along that pleasant

path. I have found scores of A. psi

Linn, and A. rumicis Linn, resting on
those trunks at one time or another,

and they are really common in such

situations, but never until May 25th

1953 had I set eyes on the famous A.

alni. I took a deep breath and held it

while I took out the matchbox which
I always carry for such a lucky break.

I approached the dark shape on the

bark with the utmost caution, holding

my breath all the time so as not to

give the creature any excuse for

moving, but I could not stop my hand

shaking. As I put the box near the

trunk my hand trembled so much
that I knocked the moth to the

ground and I thought miserably
" Just my luck! I never really thought

I was going to catch it, to see it is

enough for the first time," but for

some reason the moth did not fly

away. It rested quietly on the ground
where it fell and I was able to box it,

slip it in my pocket, and carry on up

the path searching every tree trunk

more diligently than I had ever done
before, but no more Alder Moths
were to be found there on that day

or any other day.

I began to operate a mercury-

vapour light-trap in my garden,

about 500 yards in a straight line

from the tree where I had discovered
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the specimen mentioned above, a

few days afterwards and I suppose to

mal<e a good story I should now have

taken a dozen A. alni in a week. The
truth is I did not take a single one

until 1958, which year was, by a

strange irony, the worst year for

moths that I have ever had. Although

it is clear that the Alder Moth exists

in this industrial area, it is by no

means abundant. Admittedly this

district is industrial and not really

the best for moth collecting, but

there are plenty of suitable places for

most species of moth to live and

multiply.

When I took my mercury-vapour
light-trap to a farm about twenty
yards from a well established oak

(Quercus spp.) wood, and operated

it one night each week (usually

Saturday) I had much better luck. In

1959, on June 6th I took one specimen

of A. alni. In the following year,

between May 27th and June 17th, I

took seven perfect specimens, in-

cluding a female which produced a

small number of eggs. I reared a

dozen larvae, and was very surprised

to see that when they were tiny they

resembled bird droppings so closely

that every human being who saw
them was completely deceived.

When they were about half grown,
however, they changed their appear-

ance completely and once again I was
amazed. Instead of a dirty white and

grey splash I now had a magnificent

black and yellow creature which no

eyes could miss, it had rows of long

silky black hairs which terminated

in thick swellings, and altogether it

was a most outstanding sight.

After feeding for a few weeks on
oak and birch (Betula sp.) leaves the

larvae began to wander round the

box so I provided them with a few
dead Elderberry {Sambucus nigra

Linn.) twigs, and in a short time they

had burrowed into the soft pith and

pupated. The following year I obtain-

ed six perfect Alder Moths, three of

which were quite typical, but the
others were all bfeck! This was an-

other great surprise! I had not heard
previously of melanism in this species,

in this area there are plenty of

melanics in all the usual species so

it is not really surprising that a

species which rests on tree trunks
by day should be found in a melanic

strain.

I saw no Alder moths in 1961, 1962,

1963 nor in 1964 so I think it is

reasonable to regard it as an uncom-
mon and, from the collector's point

of view, a valuable moth.
J. F. Johnson (1040).

THE SWALLOWTAIL
BUTTERFLY IN SURREY

At about three o'clock on the

afternoon of Sunday 26th July 1964,

I saw in my border garden at The
Gatehouse, in Woldingham, Surrey,

a Swallowtail Butterfly (Papilio

machaon Linn.). It flew in a complete
circle around me while I stood there

in astonishment fmding it hard to

believe my eyes. I saw it quite clearly

for about thirty > seconds before it

eventually flew over the yew (Taxus

sp.) hedge and the road in a north-

westerly direction.

The conditions at the time were
anticyclonic, with a gentle south-

easterly breeze, hot sunshine with

occasional cloud, but the sun was
shining brightly at the time; shade

temperature was 75 degrees Fahren-

heit (24 degrees Centigrade).

I have seen this species in the fen

country near Ely while an under-

graduate at Cambridge in 1936, and

have bred an imago from a caterpillar

found there. I have also seen many
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specimens on the wing in the French

Alps near Chamonix and Annecy in

September 1934, together with

Camberwell Beauties (Nymphalis

antiopo Linn.) of which i caught

several.

This is the first occasion, however,
that I have seen a Swallowtail on the

wing in July, and also the first time
I have seen one in Surrey.

The Swallowtail, which is the

largest of our indigenous British

butterflies, as far as I am aware breeds

naturally only in East Anglia. It seems
unlikely that the specimen I saw
would have originated in the Fens.

It is possible that it came from Hugh
Newman's garden in Westerham,
which lies about five miles to the

east-south-east, and where in 1963 he

is said to have naturalised some larvae

on Hog's Fennel (Peucedanum palustre

(Linn.) Moench). He is also reported

to have seen a butterfly there this

summer. Another possibility is that it

originated in his Butterfly Farm and

either escaped from or was released

by a customer. Alternatively, this

butterfly could have been a genuine
migrant from the Continent, in which
case it is likely that there will be

further reports of other specimens
seen on the wing both here and in

France.

23.9.64. Raymond L. Hanbury (3739).

INSECTS, FOODPLANTS AND
PLANT-RELATIONSHIPS

3. Sawflies and Moschatel

Adoxa moschatellina Linn., the

charming little Moschatel that always

seems to breathe the very quintess-

ence of spring, is a plant that has long

been the subject of controversy among

botanists as to its affinities and proper
place in the scheme of classification.

No agreement has been reached
about it even yet ; it remains a

botanical puzzle, and has been given

a family of its own, the Adoxaceae.

It was therefore a matter of

peculiar interest (at least to myself)

when the discovery was made, less

than twenty years ago, that two
insects in Britain were strictly assoc-

iated with this mysterious little

plant (See Woollatt, 1945, 1946;

Chambers, 1946, 1947). So far as I am
aware, these two insects—the saw-

flies Sciapteryx consobrina Klug and

Dicrostema gracilicornis (Zadd.) Bens.,

both belonging to the family Ten-
thredinidae—are the only such

insects at present known. When I

read of this discovery, therefore, i

turned to Benson's (1950, 1952)

invaluable works on the biology and

systematics of the British sawflies in

order to learn whether the foodplant

preferences of their nearest British

relatives might provide any clue as

to sawfly views on the classification

of Adoxa,

The result was both interesting

and suggestive. The closest British

ally of Sciapteryx—a species of the

genus Elinora Bens.—is attached to

Cruciferae; whilst the allies of

Dicrostema—the genera Eutomos-

tethus, Stethomostus, Phymatocera,

Rhadiniceraea and Monophadnus—are

attached, respectively, to glumiflor-

ous Monocotyledons (Graraineae,

Cyperaceae, Juncaceae), Ranunculus,

Poiygonatum, Iris, and Ranunculaceae.

Within their respective subfamilies

and tribes, these two sets of sawfly

genera form, in respect of their

foodplants, rather clear-cut groups.

As regards Sciapteryx (tribe Sciap-

terygini), it is worth noting that the

members of the adjoining tribe,

Tenthredopsidini, are attached to

Rubiaceae {Galium) and Glumiflorae

(Gramineae and Cyperaceae). The
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members of other related tribes are

either attached to various shrubs

and trees, or are polyphagous. As
regards Dicrostema, the remaining

genera of its tribe (the Blennocam-

pini) are mostly attached to woody
plants (especially Rosaceae), though

one again favours Gaiium.

The plants selected by the immed-
iate allies of these two Adoxo-feeding

species belong, therefore, either to

the so-called ' early ' herbaceous

families of Dicotyledons (in the

Bentham & Hooker system), or to

various Monocotyledonous groups.

Now there is general agreement
among botanists that the herbaceous

Monocotyledons (especially the

Alismataceae) show clear evidences

of relationship with the Ranuncu-

laceae (cf Benson, 1950, p. 1 32; but

see also Stant, 1964, pp. 18-19, who
finds little support for such relation-

ship from anatomy). The fact, there-

fore, that related sawflies should

select plants from these two groups

as their pabulum must be regarded

as significant: human botanical

classification is here evidently sup-

ported by the taxonomic views of the

sawflies! But it is particularly inter-

esting to find that the perplexing

little Adoxa is drawn into the same
botanical assemblage. The relation-

ships most frequently suggested for

it have been the Caprifoliaceae (cf

Sambucus), Araliaceae (cf Panax), and

Saxifragaceae (cf Chrysosplenium)

{vide Sprague, 1927). Now it is my
personal belief (though I have never

previously expressed it in print) that

there are, in fact, grounds for assum-

ing a relationship of the two latter

families with the order Ranales.

(The Caprifoliaceae probably belong

to a more distant circle of affinity;

but it is interesting to note that the

pollen of Adoxa is stated by Erdtman
(1952, p. 35) to be somewhat similar

to that of Sambucus. This genus
occupies an isolated position in the

Caprifoliaceae, and those workers

who separate it as the Sambucaceae
have good grounds for doing so).

These considerations suggest to me
that Adoxa may be regarded as

standing somewhere midway between
the herbaceous Ranales, on the one
hand (with which it shares vegetative

rather than floral characters), and

the herbaceous Saxifragaceae and

Araliaceae (and Umbelliferae) on the

other. I regard this as a case where
phytotaxonomic views receive re-

markable elucidation from the food-

plant choices of a group of related

insects.

Further light was thrown on this

matter a few years ago in an interest-

ing study on the bionomics of the

larva ofSciapteryx consobrina published

by the Czech entomologist Benes

(1961). This worker found that the

larva would eat not only Adoxa, but

also Anemone, Ranunculus and Ficaria

(Ranunculaceae), Oxalis (Oxalidaceae)

and Asorum (Aristolochiaceae); it

would also eat Dicentra (Fumariac-

eae) in captivity. Here is strong

confirmation of the Ranalean con-

nections of Adoxa: out of five natural

alternative foodplant genera chosen

by Sciapteryx, three belong to the

Ranunculaceae, whilst Asarum, in the

Aristolochiaceae, belongs to a family

closely connected to the Ranales

through the Annonaceae and Mag-

noliaceae. Dicentra, in the Fumariac-

eae, which the sawfly would probably

never encounter under natural con-

ditions, belongs to the order Rhoea-

dales, always placed close to the

Ranales.

That ecological factors also enter

into the picture cannot be doubted.

Adoxa is a plant of damp, cool, shady,

well-drained woodland soils—con-

ditions favoured by a number of

other spring-flowering members of

the woodland ground-flora, such as

Ranunculus spp.. Anemone nemorosa.

Linn, etc.; whilst others, such as

Chrysosplenium, Caltha, etc., may be
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found in wetter habitats near-by,*

and Umbellifers such as Sanicula

make their appearance in the wood-
lands slightly later. Oxaiis acetosella

Linn, is a frequent inhabitant of well-

drained woodlands, and its appearance

in the list of foodplants in the fore-

going paragraph can probably be attri-

buted to its frequent close proximity

to Adoxa in the ground-flora, coupled

presumably with the absence

of distasteful qualities in its tissues,

since the Oxalidaceae cannot be

regarded as closely related to the

Ranales. The same argument may
well apply in the case of the botani-

cally remote genus Galium, mentioned

earlier in this note, though here much
will depend on the particular species

(and therefore habitat) involved.

I trust that these rambling notes

may have helped to indicate that,

whilst the bases and ' motives ' of

insect plant-classification are usually

very different from ours, and often

cut right across our ideas of relation-

ships, they nevertheless sometimes

provide valuable sidelights upon
problems of plant-classification.

Whilst it is probable that there are

few plants remaining in the British

or European flora whose affinities

are as obscure as those of Adoxa or

Plantago, there are certainly many
such in the warmer countries of the

world. I would therefore strongly

urge upon any of our Members who
visit or reside in such countries to

make a point of systematically noting

and recording the foodplants of all

insects whose identity is known to

them, or can be discovered; for this

information may eventually prove

to be of much interest and value.

Above all, if they have any botanist

friends who can indicate to them
those plants of the country which are

taxonomically isolated, or otherwise

*" Often associated with Anemone nemorosa and
ranunculoides, Ranunculus ficaria, Caltha palustris

Chrysosplenium alternifolium, Aegopodium podagraria,

Arum maculatum, Paris quadrifolia, etc." (Hegi, 1915,

p.261).

perplexing, they may be able to do
a real service to plant systematists by
making an effort to discover, firstly,

what insects, if any, are specially

attached to such plants, and, secondly,

what are the regular foodplants of the
nearest known relatives of those
insects. If any reader should feel

seriously inclined to attempt this

line of investigation in any country
overseas, I should be pleased to try

to make suggestions as to what plants

of that particular area might be the

most worthwhile from this point of

view.

2.10.64. H. K. Airy Shaw (545).
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INSECT NUMBERS

Almost every article which records

observations on insects in their nat-

ural state includes some estimate of

their density of population. It is

true to say, however, that the stan-

dards used for such an estimate vary

between observers. In plant com-
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munities the terms favoured by

Tansley in his various worl<s are

generally used, although the concept

of dominance (where a plant species,

by affecting the environment in

which others live, controls to some
extent the growth, etc., of these

others) is hard to apply to motile

nsects in which the determination

of interactions between species be-

comes more complex, Tansley's

other terms are, however, often

used — though generally in a diff-

erent sense — when describing the

numbers of animal species as abun-

dant, frequent, occasional or rare.

Other terms, not part of any

system, have been introduced to

refer to animal populations but

mean different things according to

the outlook of the observer. Such

terms as very common, common,
fairly common, etc., are valuable

when populations are compared by

the same observer, but between
different observers can show very

little.

A helpful concept in the estimation

of animal populations is that of

biomass. This is, roughly speaking,

the weight of living animal of a

particular species within a given

area. That this gives a fairer picture

of population than absolute numbers
of individuals is clear from a study

of food supply and conversion, and

of available sub-habitat (i.e., that

part of a habitat in which a particular

species is able to survive), within

the habitat.

A few aphids seen weekly through-
out a season would hardly merit the

term ' common ', therefore, whereas
the same numbers of Lucanus cervus

Linn, (the Stag Beetle) — of a bio-

mass equivalent to several hundred
aphids — would be more striking.

The simple application of this con-

cept of biomass/population density

is upset by a number of factors. In

the first place, as in the Lepidoptera,

where the larvae feed on leaves, the
adults on nectar, the larvae may
occupy a different sub-habitat from
the adults, so that the stages do not
compete with one another and can

survive at higher population densi-

ties. Here the biomass of both larvae

and adults must be considered. But
it must be remembered that pre-

dation and parasitism are important
(as, again, in the Lepidoptera) and
the balance with controlling organ-

isms may, so to speak, require a

higher population density than that

actually needed for mating and

laying eggs to carry on the life-cycle.

Again, those insects with well-

developed powers of flight can dis-

perse for mating, egg-laying, etc.,

and are able to increase their effective

population density by this means.

The fact remains, however, that

in all qualitative assessments it is

the reaction of the observer which

finally decides the recorded popu-
lation density. It is an unfortunate

fact that this reaction depends largely

on past experience. Consequently
no two observers' results, unless

they have worked closely together

for a long time, will correspond

exactly. In other cases consideration

of biomass, of effective population

density, and of conspicuousness of a

species may succeed in ensuring that

we all know what is meant by the

term * a common insect I personally

would define the latter as an insect

which is able to maintain its popu-

lation over a period at a level high

enough for its biomass at any one
time to represent a significant fract-

tion of the biomass involved in the

ecological food-chains in its habitat.

To deduce whether this is the case

requires rather more careful obser-

vation than when, as sometimes
occurs, a ' hit-or-miss ' adjective is

used to describe the abundance of

an insect species.

H. V. Danks (2907).
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ROCKING MOVEMENTS IN
ARTHROPODS

One of the two problems raised

for discussion by Mr H. V. Danks
(6u//. amat. Ent. Soc, 22: 121-2) con-

cerned the function of vibratory

movements in a Tipulid. Subsequent-

ly Mr J. Vincent has speculated about

this problem and there have been

further comments from Mr Danks
(Bull. amat. Ent. Soc, 23: 77-8). I have

been interested in the rocking-

movements of stick and leaf-mimick-

ing insects since Dr N. Tinbergen,

F.R.S., suggested this subject as a

research topic for me. I would stress

that my research is principally con-

cerned with an investigation of these

movements from the point of view

of adaptive function or survival value.

The movements described by Mr
Danks for the Tipulid Limonia sp.

seem to be essentially similar to those

of Phasmids and certain other arthro-

pods which we call rocking move-
ments (following Blest, 1958, and

other authors).

In order to arrive at a standard

description I would define rocking

movements as those involving oscill-

atory movements of the entire

animal body. These movements have

been variously described in the

literature as ' bobbing,' ' swaying,'

and ' vibrating.' Such movements
can occur when the animal remains

in one place, i.e., without involving

locomotion, or they may occur in

conjunction with locomotion. They
are known to occur in several classes

of arthropods and in some verte-

brates. Amongst the arthropods,

animals which ' rock ' are known
from a fairly diverse assemblage of

orders and families. Table 1 shows
the systematic position of all those

animals which ' rock ' and are known
to me. I should be very pleased to

hear of any examples not included in

my table.

Although the oscillatory move-
ments of all the animals listed in the

table can be described as rocking, it

must be emphasised that they are

not alike in their appearance to the

observer. The rocking of stick and

leaf-like forms is generally of much
lower frequency and amplitude than

that of non-cryptic forms. The occur-

rence of an apparently conspicuous

type of movement in conjunction

with elaborate structural features

which make the animal inconspicuous

seems to be a fundamental contra-

diction and separates the problem
of rocking in cryptic animals from
that of rocking in other non-cryptic

animals.

Behavioural adaptations commonly
occurring in cryptic insects include

the following :— I. They are noctur-

nally active and motionless by day.

2. They tend to adopt a diurnal

resting position on an appropriate

background. 3. They assume a resting

attitude which is appropriate to their

structural or colour camouflage. 4.

They tend to be scattered within a

particular habitat due to some process

of spacing-out. Stick and leaf-mimick-

ing Phasmids fit this behaviour-

complex very well, apart from the

apparent anomaly of the rocking

movements. The latter, at least to

the human observer, spoil the effect

of their inconspicuous stick-like form
and stick-like resting attitude. If we
proceed from the assumption that

movement is very disadvantageous

to a cryptic animal since it will attract

the attention of predators, rocking

breaks the ' rules of camouflage ' and

should therefore be selected against.

One has therefore either to dismiss

rocking as the unavoidable conse-

quence of some mechanism whose
advantages far outweigh the selective

disadvantage of this movement or

examine possible ways in which

rocking might be advantageous.
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Class

INSECTA

Order

Phasmida

Dictyoptera
(Blattaria)

(Mantodea)

Hemiptera
(Heteroptera)

Lepidoptera
Diptera

ARACHNIDA Opilionida

Species known to rock

Carausius morosus
Orxines macklotti

Clitumnus extradentatus

Sipyloidea sipylus

Bacterium bicornis

Bacillus rossii

Clonopsis gallica

Diapheromera femorata
Eurycnema goliath

Phyllium bioculatum

Eurycnema versifasciata

Aplopus mayeri

Periplaneta americana
Mantis religiosa

Empusa egena
Sphodromantis bioculata

Acanthops falcata

Two spp. of Tanganikya
mantids as yet not identified

by me.

Emesaya brevipennis

other Emesinae
Automeris aurantiaca

Tipula paludosa

Trichocera haemalis

Limonia sp.

Several species

Source

Personal observations

Araneida

Table I. Arthropods known to perform ' rocking movements.'

Pholcus phalangioides

Tetragnatha solanderi

Steiniger, 1934
Nadchatram, 1963

Stockard, 1908

Steiniger, 1934

Steiniger, 1934

Personal observations

Readio, 1937

Blest, 1958

Steiniger, 1934

Danks, 1963-4

F. A. Turk, pers. comm.
and Danks, 1964

Personal observations
Steiniger, 1934

Taking the latter course one clue to

possible adaptive function lies in the

fact that the rocking movements
strongly suggest to the observer the

passive movements of the objects

which the insect mimics. This led

Grimpe (1922) to call rocking in the

leaf-insect Phyllium wind-mimicry. In

some circumstances if an animal

remained still whilst the background
vegetation moved in the wind the

animal would be conspicuous by its

motionlessness. However in the case

of Phasmids there is no likelihood of

this since they would be passively

moved by the movements of the plant

on which they rest by day. It is

necessary to look for a more sophis-

ticated explanation of rocking and

this involves considering the behavi-

our of the predator,

if this is done It is possible to

reason along the following lines:

predators hunting amongst trees,

bushes and foliage may have to be

unresponsive to passive movements
of inedible objects occurring in these

surroundings. Thus if birds for

instance pecked at every leaf or twig

which was moved by the wind this

would occupy a considerable amount
of time in unproductive activity. It

is conceivable therefore that pre-

dators either have to learn to ignore

such movements or have some
mechanism which renders them un-

responsive to this type of movement.
A stick insect moving in a manner
characteristic of inanimate objects

might consequently benefit from
such unresponsiveness on the part

of the predator. If this hypothesis is

correct stick insects could be expect-

ed to rock either in response to
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stimuli signalling the presence of a

predator or when conditions of the
external or internal environment
necessitated movement. So far my
experimental work indicates that the
latter category of stimuli induce
rocking most consistently. Thus
phasmids rock when abandoning
their stick-like resting position to

move away from high temperatures
or whilst feeding and drinking during

the day. Slow locomotion also fre-

quently has a rocking component.
Species which are more day-active

than the Indian stick-insect Carausius

morosus Br., e.g., Phyllium spp. and
Diapheromero femorata Say, rock

before and after locomotion and

often during locomotion. If the

response of predators to passive-

type movements is as argued above
then rocking before and after loco-

motion might ensure that although

the movement is seen it is ignored.

At present I am experimenting on the

reaction of predators to rocking

stick-insects but so far I have not

reached the stage where it is possible

to confirm or reject this hypothesis.

Two further possible explanations

of rocking in Phasmids would involve

an adaptive advantage. Thus rocking

before and after locomotion could

smooth over the transition from
motionlessness to locomotion so

that a predator situated at some
distance from the insect would not

be given a sudden change of peri-

pheral stimulation as a consequence
of locomotion. This interpretation

would suggest a parallel between
rocking and the hesitant movements
of a stalking hunter. Sudden rocking

in response to the presence of a

predator could constitute a ' startle

display ' which would scare off the

predator. In this case one might

expect that the insect would possess

brightly coloured markings revealed

as part of the display. The Phasmid

Orxines mackiotti de Haan, which is a

bark-mimic (Kuyten, 1961) rocks in

response to tactile stimuli and has

brightly coloured wings which are
often displayed following such tactile

stimulation.

I would stress most strongly that

these speculations only apply to
rocking in cryptic insects. In view of

the very diverse assemblage of

animals from which rocking move-
ments are known it is most unlikely

that the phenomenon fulfils a single

adaptive function. Similarly attempts
to correlate all cases of rocking with
any single factor, structural or
otherwise, seem ill-advised. Thus
while many insects which rock possess

long legs, as Mr Vincent suggests,

there are notable exceptions (e.g.,

Phyllium and Acanthops).

Many readers must keep stick

insects and I would be extremely
grateful for any comments on the

above speculations. Any field obser-

vations on the predation of rocking

insects would be most valuable, as

would be any information on other
instances of rocking, particularly

where this occurs in cryptic animals.

I.I 1.64. M. H. Robinson (3613).
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AN ECOLOGICAL APPROACH
TO LIGHT-TRAPPING—

I

Introduction.

When, several years ago, I first

began an analysis of insects taken in a

mercury-vapour light-trap I was

unaware of the number of papers

which had been published on the

subject. I now find that my study

has been partially covered before

but that some interesting points

have come to light that the previous

workers have overlooked. The inten-

tion of the work was firstly to investi-

gate possible factors which influenced

insects' attraction to light, including

temperature, pressure, light, wind,

rain and time.

Lepidoptera were studied mainly,

but Trichoptera, Hymenoptera,
Psocoptera and Homoptera were
touched upon.

Each species of moth was studied

carefully and the trapped ratio of

sexes, varieties, size, weight and

abundance under physical conditions

recorded. The second aim then was

to build up a series of observations

of each species and from these derive

how the insect fitted in its ecological

niche.

In this first article it is intended to

outline the method of analysis by

dividing it into two parts, one con-

cerned with the procedure while

trapping and the other with the

compilation of records.

A home-made trap was in use from

1961 and a Robinson type during the

last year (1964). Each night a square

waterproof sheet and matching white

cover were placed on the lawn and

the trap laid upon them. An upturned

seven inch diameter ' Pyrex ' dish

over the bulb prevented any damage
from the rain and still allowed insects

a free access to the trap. By using a

Philips 160 watt ' m.v.' bulb it was
found unnecessary to have a choke,

the bulb being merely connected to

the mains supply. [This should not be
attempted with ' m.v.' bulbs without
sound advice.]

Initially the trap's position was
varied, but when it was found that

the surrounding buildings affected

its efficiency a set position was
adopted thirty yards from the house.

The next stage was to record the

physical data. A thermometer record-

ed the ground and air temperatures
(the latter seven feet up) to within

0.5°F, while the pressure was noted

to within 0.0!" on a barometer
standardised with Edgbaston Obser-
vatory. The windspeed was estimated

on an arbitrary scale, with its direc-

tion and the general weather con-

ditions such as cloud coverage, rain,

fog, and visibility also recorded.

All these readings were taken at

I I p.m. B.S.T., for this was found by

experiment to be the time at which
the conditions best approached the

night's average.

Each day the trap was automatically

switched off at dawn, and removed to

the house for examination. Insects

were classified into their orders,

while the Lepidoptera alone were
recorded as species, varieties and

sexes. Later, typical specimens were
weighed on an Oertling balance (to

within 0.00! gm.) and their wingspan

measured (to 0.05 cm.) for further

comparisons which will be explained

later. All the insects were then

released carefully to stop back-

trapping and confusion of the results.

By a series of marking experiments

it was found that to prevent recapture

the minimum distance of release from
the trap was 200 yards.

The next stage concerned the

compilation of the records into a

form from which deductions could

be made. One important point

should be stressed here, that the

results obtained in relation to a

physical variable, e.g., temperature,

were correlated with others, e.g.,
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cloud cover. With a large number of

observations at a particular temper-
ture the background condititions

were so varied about a mean that

was assumed unnecessary to include

them in the deductions. Although
temperature has been used here as

an example, the above assumption

has been incorporated into all the

results. So by dividing the summation
of the numbers of each species caught

at a certain temperature by the

number of observations, the average

number at that temperature can be

calculated. The validity of this result

is directly proportional to the number
of observations and here the experi-

ment fails owing to the random con-

centrations of a variable in Nature.

Little emphasis should be placed on
the effects of small changes in the

environment such as i °F, for such

changes can occur within half an

hour, but the general result should

be emphasised.

By using this theory and its

assumptions in the next article I

intend to illustrate the relationships

with temperature shown by insects

belonging to the various orders.

J. S. Badmin (3406).

A NATURALIST'S PARADISE

Having heard a great deal about the

Mineries, Priddy, Somerset, on July

1 0th 1964 I decided to visit the area.

The Mineries is a large area of rough
ground consisting mostly of heather

and gorse, and is situated on the

Mendip Hills at a height of 1,600 ft.

There are two large pools containing

small Perch (Perca flaviatilis Linn.),

Roach (Rutilus rutilus Linn.) and Rudd
(Scardiniuserythrophthalmus Linn.). On
one side is a large state forest of

mostly young conifers, and the other

side is surrounded with old lead

mines.

It was a sunny day with high winds
so I wasn't in great hopes of seeing

a lot. First I started looking round
one of the large pools which was
alive with small frogs and toads. It

was not long before I saw a young
male Adder (Vipera berus berus Linn.)

sunning himself on a dry patch of

grass. I spent an hour looking round
the sheltered area of this pool and

recorded three Adders— two male,

one female— four Grass Snakes

(Matrix natrix helvetica Lacepede)

—

three male, one female—and one
female Slow-worm (Anguis fragilis

Linn.).

I then walked to the lead mines

and spent about two hours looking

around. There were many Viviparous

Lizards (Lacerta vivipara J acq.) which
scuttled away as I approached. I re-

corded two small male Adders, three

male and two female Slow-worms.
From here I decided to have a

general look around the whole area

and was surprised at the large number
of Viviparous Lizards. It wasn't long

before I found a small pond about

thirteen feet long and nine feet wide.

It was an average of one foot deep,

and heavily weeded. I spent some
time netting around the edge and

recorded the Smooth Newt (Triturus

vulgaris Linn.), Palmate Newt (T.

helveticus Razoumoski), Great-crested

Newt (T. cristatus Laurenti), Water
Spiders (Argyroneta aquatica Clerck)

in large numbers, larvae of Libellula

and Aeshna, immature Notonecta

glouca Linn, and two species of

hytiscus. For such a small, dirty-

looking pond the number and variety

of species recorded was surprising.

Now to come to the Lepidoptera,

most of which I observed on a large

grassy bank dotted with the Early

Purple and Bee Orchids (Orchis

mascula Linn, and Opis apifera Huds.).

There was a large colony of Marbled

White Butterflies (Melanargia gala-
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thea Linn.), consisting of liundreds of

specimens, and also a small colony of

ratherdamaged Pearl-bordered Fritill-

aries (Argynnis {=Clossiana) euphro-

syne Linn.).

Other species recorded were the

High Brown Fritillary {Argynnis

cydippe Linn.), Common Blue (Po/y-

ommatus icarus Rott.), Chalkhill Blue

(Lysandra coridon Poda), Small Heath
(Coenonympha pamphiius Linn.), Small

Copper (Lycaena phlaeas Linn.), Small

Tortoiseshell {Aglais urticae Linn.),

Meadow Brown {Maniolajurtina Unn).

Hedge Brown (M. tithonus Linn.),

Small Skipper (Thymelicus sylvestris

Poda), Large Skipper {Ochlodes venata

Br. and Grey), Small White (Pieris

rapae Linn.), Green-veined White (P

napi Linn.), Grizzled Skipper (Pyrgus

malvae Linn.), Ringlet (Aphantopus

hyperantus Linn.), Wall Brown (Par-

arge megera Linn.), and the Silver Y
Moth (Plusia gamma Linn.) and Six-

spot Burnet Moth (Zygaena filipen-

dulae Linn.).

There were also some interesting

birds of which some were Buzzards

(buteo buteo Linn.), Kestrels (Faico

tinnunculus Linn.), Swifts {Apus apus

Linn.) and Goldfinches (Carduelis

corduelis britannica Hart.). The birds

of prey would probably feed on the

numerous voles and shrews, although

they would take Adders and lizards.

I must say this is the richest Natural

History area I've found near Bristol

and I can only hope that it will remain
untouched by the human drive of

progress.

15.10.64.

Derek J. Foxwell, F.R.E.S. (270).

THE COLLECTOR AND
SCIENCE

The letter from Mr Waddington in

the last issue (Bull. amat. Ent. Soc, 23:

142-3) undoubtedly sets down the

feelings of some Members of the
Society, but in fairness to Mr Wad-
dington and those who would support
him, I think that the subject needs a

little more airing, particularly in view
of the modern need for and emphasis
on conservation.

It would be true to say that the

greater part of our scientific know-
ledge in the world of natural history

has had its beginning from the

activities of collectors and this con-

tinues to be true for a very large

section of natural history studies in

regard to taxonomy and classification.

Most men have an inherent compul-
sion to hunt or collect, and thus arise

the hordes of fishermen lining the

banks of our lakes, rivers and canals;

the sports of hunting and shooting;

and the collectors of a miscellany of

items from cigarette cards to antiques.

With the softening of the challenge

of existence itself, mankind looks for

compensatory fields of endeavour and

challenge and finds one outlet in the

quest for material acquisition. If the

quest ends here then its attainment

can be frustration. If the collector's

aim is only to amass cabinets of

butterflies then one day he will find

that he will reach saturation point

and will need to turn his interest

elsewhere. This accounts for the

number of Lepidopterists who turn

to the collecting of varietal forms or

to another Order of insects. However
it is fortunate that a far greater

number become very soon interested

in something more than the collection

and preservation of insects, or what-

ever their quarry may be, and wish

to know more about the subject of

their quest. As soon as this desire is

put into effect then the collector is

becoming a scientist; for science is

basically the quest for knowledge and

systematising one's findings. I think

that Mr Waddington does himself an

injustice in denying that he himself

lacks this scientific interest as his

articles on breeding moths indicate
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otherwise.

The interest of Peter Scott in

wildfowl was given life by his original

sport of wildfowling; modern palae-

ontology was born from the keen

collecting of fossils by Gideon Mantel!

and the taxonomists of South Ken-
sington and Kew would fmd little to

work upon were it not for the con-

tinuing activities of collectors through

out the world. We must not there-

fore decry the collector without

qualifying our criticism nor must we
deny that every collector worthy of

his salt is either an active or potential

scientist. It is for this reason that the

older Members of the AES are so

keen for Junior Members to enter

the Society and are always willing to

give them a helping hand; for among
their numbers are the entomologists

of the future, the new seekers after

knowledge and the custodians of

our insect heritage.

It is almost a truism to state that

the only people really interested in

the preservation of our insect fauna

are collecting entomologists. I have

found some scientific purists who are

against conservation and more so

against ' putting down ' or re-intro-

duction, on the grounds that it inter-

feres with the course of natural

events and introduces an artificial

state of affairs. This attitude I would
consider to be defeatist and just as

dangerous for the insects as over-

collecting. As a collector I want to

see all species of insect flourishing in

as near a natural habitat as possible

so that future generations will have

the same pleasures and opportunities

to collect and study that I have had

and will be able to hand on the same
chances to posterity. I would there-

fore condemn out of hand the selfish

and greedy collector who must have

a drawer of each species, no matter

how rare, and who is prepared to go
to any extreme to achieve his goal.

No collector worthy of his salt would
associate himself with such people.

There are few species in this country
today which could not survive sensible

collecting, but there are these few
and every effort is being made to save

them for posterity. The Large Blue

{Maculinea arion Linn.) is an example
and no effort should be made at

present to collect this insect at all.

Other localised species or those which
are subject to severe fluctuations

must also be treated very gently.

Great pleasure can be obtained from
seeing and photographing a rare

species and a great satisfaction is

secured in seeing a re-established

species on the wing. Several years ago

my father, Mr H. J. Cribb, and I put

down a colony of the Marsh Fritillary

(Euphydryas aurinia Rott.) in Sussex

and we have had the thrill each year

of seeing the colony spread and its

strength build up. i hope that these

butterflies will in years to come give

pleasure to other collectors who will

treat them kindly.

Mr Waddington's point about the

use of scientific names in the Bulletin

is well taken and I think that the

Editor is aware of the danger of too

wide an application of their use.

Where the biological item referred

to is immediately relevant to our
subject I think that we must use the

scientific name. The wide use of

colloquial names for our flora is most
confusing and often it is most impor-

tant to be sure of the exact species of

a plant. Many of our native insects

and the majority of European species

have no colloquial names so that it is

better to have a ' rule * which states

that scientific names plus the collo-

quial or vernacular name, where
known, should be given in all pub-

lished material. When the item

referred to has no particular signifi-

cance then it becomes pedantic to

use the scientific name. It could

become ridiculous, e.g., I then sat on

the grass Agrostis spp. and Festuca

spp., with the young lady {Homo
sapiens Linn.), and so on. I trust in
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our Editor's commonsense to avoid

this sort of thing and hope that all

Members will do their best to assist

him in keeping the standard of the

Bulletin at the level he has achfeved.

As he has said, if you don't knov^ or

cannot find the scientific name, he

will, given sufficient information,

find the name for you and add it to

your article. No one should therefore

be deterred from writing down an

item for the Bulletin because he has

not sufficient reference books to

trace the scientific names of the

things about which he writes.

P. W. Cribb (2270).

ENTOMOLOGY IN NEW
ZEALAND—

3

Siphonaptera

There are quite a number of

introduced fleas which plague man
and his domestic animals. Miller (1955)

states that the Maori gave introduced

fleas the collective name of " te

pakeha nohinohi " (the little stranger),

a term he applied also to Europeans !

There seems to be but two known
native fleas from the main islands :

Porribius pacificus Jordan 1946, like

all other members of the family

Ischnopsyllidae, parasitises bats, in

this case the New Zealand long-

tailed bat (Chalinolobus tuberculatus

Forst.). The genus Porribius contains

a total of six known species, all of

which except P. pacificus are confined

to Australia. One of the Australian

species includes two Chalinolobus spp.

among its hosts. Apparently the

ancestors of the New Zealand bat

took their fleas with them (like later

immigrants). The other New Zealand
bat, a paleo-endemic, apparently has

i no fleas.

Parapsyllus longicornis Enderl.

(family Rhopalopsyllidae) parasitises

several species of penguins. The sub-

species P. 1. australiocus Roths, feeds

on the Little Blue Penguin, Eudyptula

minor Forst., which breeds around the
coast of New Zealand and south-east

Australia. The penguins have been
known to nest underneath seaside

cottages, upsetting the inhabitants

with nocturnal noises and fleas. No
doubt other bird fleas await record-

ing.

Trichoptera

Unlike most other insect orders,

the New Zealand caddises have been
revised in a fairly recent taxonomic
monograph (Mosely and Kimmins,
1953). This deals also with the known
Australian fauna. A few new species

and genera have been described by

New Zealand entomologists since

1953, but these do not affect the main
zoogeographical conclusions of

Mosely and Kimmins. These are

briefly :

(1) Only three New Zealand

species (out of 76) are not endemic
(being shared with Australia).

(2) Only ten families are repre-

sented in New Zealand, seven less

than in Australia (the Holartic-

Oriental Phryganeidae do not occur

in either country).

(3) Of a total of thirty-three

genera, eighteen appear to be ende-

mic. Mosely and Kimmins believed

that a large number of forms must
remain to be discovered, and this is

supported by more recent work by

New Zealand entomologists.

The most interesting New Zealand

caddis, and one of the three shared

with Australia, is the Marine Caddis,

Philanisus plebeius Walker. The larva

of this famous insect lives in rock-

pools near low water mark. It con-

structs a cylindrical case spun from
brown silk, and covered with pieces
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of coralline seaweed (Corallina sp.)

and sometimes also with sand-grains.

These cases are so well camouflaged

that they are quite difficult to see

amongst Corallina. When full-grown

the larva closes the ends of the case

with silk and pupates. Adults emerge
about January and frequent littoral

rocks, sometimes in great numbers.
The life-cycle is described in greater

detail by Hudson (1904, pp. 79-80),

and a taxonomic description, with

illustrations, may be found in Mosely
and Kimmins (1953, pp. 135-142).

Structural peculiarities of adults and

larvae led the latter authors to create

a new family (Philanisidae) for the

Marine Caddis.

Caddis worms are the commonest
insects in many stony streams and

rivers, there are some which inhabit

the more sluggish, muddy streams of

the North Island plains, and a few
live in lakes and ponds. The Seri-

costomatidae are numerous in species.

Perhaps the commonest is Oiinga

feredayi McLachlan. The larva is

abundant in many running streams.

It constructs a smooth tusk-like case

(very similar in shape to the shell of

the mollusc Dentalium). Apparently
successive broods overlap each other,

but most larvae mature in the spring.

The posterior end of the case is

fastened to a stone, the free end is

closed with a tight-fitting lid ; the

larva then pupates. These fixed cases

are usually found in groups of twenty
to thirty individuals, attached close

together on the underside of a single

boulder. Adults appear in late spring

and summer, and fly at dusk, often

in considerable numbers. Pycnocentria

spp. have larvae which live in sluggish

streams with a muddy bottom. These
construct somewhat irregular tusk-

like cases covered with a layer of silt

particles. Their life history is similar

to that of Oiinga.

Larvae of Triplectides obsoleta

McLachlan live in clear, rapid forest

streams. They usually inhabit twigs,

in which they apparently bore holes

for themselves (Hudson, 1904, pp.
72-5). The sight of small twigs moving
around apparently unaided can be a

trifle upsetting to the uninitiated !

Introduced trout (Salmo spp.) are

plentiful in many rivers. A study of

trout stomach-contents by Hudson
(1904, pp. 93-9), showed that caddis

worms comprised the main item of

diet. The actual figures for 60 trout

(species not stated) are : 424! caddis

larvae (mainly Pycnocentria spp. and

Oiinga feredayi), 529 mayfly nymphs,
18 black creepers (alder fly larvae),

16 stoneflies, 590 beetles, 42 flies, 4
Hymenoptera, 3 Orthoptera, 23

Hemiptera. The freshwater fishing of

New Zealand is an important tourist

attraction, so that one can say with

some measure of truth that caddises

play their part in assisting the national

economy!
4.12.64. J. C. Watt (3578).

REFERENCES
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Corrigendum

In Part I of this series it was stated

(Bull. amat. Ent. Soc, 23: 101) that

Pedinidae occur in New Zealand.

This is a printer's error for Pedilidae,

which are often regarded as a sub-

family of Anthicidae. The Pedininae

(or Pedinini) are a fairly specialised

subfamily (or tribe) of Tenebrionidae,

and do not occur, in the modern
restricted sense, outside the Pale-

arctic region.

J. C. W.
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JUNIOR NEWS SECTION

A Happy New Year to you all (and

strength to your writing hands).

The 1964 Annual Exhibition was
some months ago but I am sure that

any of you who managed to attend

found enough inspiration and con-

tacts to keep you going for another

year. It is unfortunate that boys and

girls find their first AES ' Annual ' a

little dull. This is because they know
so few people and are not familiar

with the layout of exhibits or with

the types of merchandise offered by

the traders. I suppose it is rather

bewildering. Please do not be put off,

for you will find it much more inter-

esting next year. It is an excellent

chance to replenish your equipment
store and to buy specimens at reason-

able prices. You will not fail to get

new ideas and techniques and, what
is more important, a chance to make
some life-long friends.

I should rather like to hear from
any of you who feel that the Annual
Exhibition is really worthwhile from
your point of view and from those of

you who feel that it is not so worth-
while (with reasons please).

My school club, St. Ivo Entomology
and Natural History Society, was at

the exhibition in force.We managed
to pass the man on the door without
him noticing that most of our display

was not even composed of insects.

The creatures we displayed were:-

Insects

Mealworm Beetles (Tenebrio mollitor

Linn.)—pests of flour mills.

Cellar Beetles (blaps mucronata Latr.)

—scavengers in food stores.

Diving Beetles (Dytiscus marginalis

Linn.).

Desert Locusts (Schistocerca gregaria

Forsk.)—infamous terrors of the

Bible Lands.

African Migratory Locusts (Locusta

migratoria Linn.)—from West and

jCentral Africa.

Indian Stick Insects (Carausius morosus
Br.)—eat privet {Ligustrum spp.) or
Ivy (Hedera helix Linn.).

Corsican Stick Insect (Cionopsis

gallica Charp.)—eats bramble (Rubus

spp.).

Black Shouldered Cockroaches (Pyc-

noscelis surinamensis Linn.)—from
Malaya.

Australian Cockroaches (Periplaneta

australasiae Fab.).

American Cockroaches (Periplaneta

americana Linn.)—found everywhere
that is warm and hospitable.

Great Drummer Cockroaches (6/o-

berus cranifer Burm.)—from S.

America.

Ornate Shouldered Cockroaches
(Nauphoeto cinerea Olivier)—in

bananas from the West Indies.

German Cockroaches (blatella germ-

anica Linn.)—these are not German,
but originate in the tropics.

House Crickets (Gryllulus domesticus

Linn.).

Animals which eat insects

Various lizards, Mygal spiders, turtles,

scorpions, frogs, toads, mice and

fancy rats. (We usually have a few of

these latter to spare).

Animals which eat animals which eat

insects.

A broad-nosed cayman and boa

constrictor from Brazil and a Reticu-

lated Python (Python reticulatus Linn.)

from Thailand.

We also brought a Chinchilla

(Chinchilla laniger Molina) as we
thought it was a pity to leave it

behind.

There is usually a surplus of some
of the insects in our collection so

please write if you would like some

—

gratis.

We were not the only Junior group
exhibiting last autumn. The following

people are certainly worthy of hon-

ourable mention.

J. Cooter (3290J), R. Dickinson

(3674J), R. D. Dransfield (3492J),

G. Speke (3729J), R. J. Swindells

(26I9J).
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We owe apologies to Richard

Claypole :— we got liis number
wrong in the August 1964 issue, it

is 2688J. not 3688J.

Have any of you planned expedi-

tions for next summer ? St. Ivo is off

on a shoestring budget to Northern
Italy, and would be grateful for any

useful tip you could let us have, if

anyone would like particular speci-

mens from this area we shall be

pleased to try to obtain them (this

applies to Senior AES Members too).

A young Japanese entomologist

would like to correspond and ex-

change insects, especially Lepidoptera,

with boys and girls in the United

Kingdom. He is sixteen years old and

writes English.

Yoshikatsu Okano, 12 Ohinomoto
Noyori, Motoyamacho Higachinadaku,

Kobe City, Hyogo, Japan.

Happy hibernation !

H. J. Berman (249 1 A).

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sir,— In the Junior News Section of

the August 1964 issue (Bull. amat.

Ent. Soc, 23: 102), Mr Berman
exhibits a sketch of a Small White
Butterfly (P/er/s rapae Linn.) collected

by Brian Coles that has small inden-

tations on all four wings.

It occurs to me that, when the

insect is resting with its wings folded

over its back they might very well be

in such a position that these inden-

tations coincided. A single tear, or

snap by a bird, might then be res-

ponsible for all four of the indenta-

tions.

23.9.64. S. S. A. Watkins (1728).

Sir, — On 9th May 1964 I took a

male specimen of Ferdinandea

(=Chrysochlamys) ruficornis Fab.

(Diptera: Syrphidae) on low foliage

bordering a field just outside Lewes,
Sussex. Its identity has been kindly

confirmed by Mr L. Parmenter and
Mr R. L. Coe.
Coe (1953, p. 45) records this

species as rare from Worcestershire,
Essex, Oxfordshire, Kent, Somerset
and Hampshire. As far as I know this

is the first record of this insect

occurring in Sussex and I should

welcome other Members' obser-

vations on this.

M. O. Hughes (3612).

REFERENCE
COE, R. L. (1953). Handbooks for the identification of

British Insects, 10: (I), Diptera: Syrphidae. R. ent.

Soc. Lond., London.

APPEAL FOR INFORMATION

I am preparing an entomological

guide to North Cornwall, with

particular reference to the area

stretching from Perranporth to

Padstow and inland to Bodmin. I

would be very grateful to receive

any lists of captures, notes and

observations from Members who
have visited this area. All information

will be treated in the strictest con-

fidence and actual localities for any

particular insect will not be published.

G. D. Trebilcock (2976).

•

NOTES AND
OBSERVATIONS

THE GREAT BROCADE MOTH

I am able to record the taking of a

specimen of Eurois occulta Linn.
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Great Brocade Moth) in my ' m.v.'

:rap on the night of 13th August of

:his year. This is only the second

hat I have ever taken here in Frome,
Jomerset. The other came to ' m.v.'

n 1954.

16.8.64. G. H. W. Cruttwel! (1 18).

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
ROSY MINOR MOTH

Mr S. H. Church's note on the

Xosy Minor Moth (Procus literosa

Maw.) in the August issue (Bull. amat.

Int. Soc, 23: 108) is rather surprising.

The Minor is widely distributed here,

ilthough mainly in a dark form, and I

hought that its apparent ' migration
*

vas well known before the new
South ' editions.

The same applies to the Worm-
wood Shark (Cucullia absinthii Linn.)

/vhich I have caught in the area.

13.9.64. J. S. Badmin (3406).

REFERENCE
iOUTH. R. (1961). The Moths of the British Isles. 4th
edn Frederick Warne, London. Series I, pp. 215

i and 289.

THE DEATHS HEAD HAWK-
MOTH

I am pleased to put on record that
i had the great fortune of having four

^ pupae of Acherontia atropos Linn,

(Deaths Head Hawkmoth) given to

me. These were found in potato

[Solanum tuberosum Linn.) fields

bordering Stowmarket, Suffolk, in

the first fortnight of October 1964.

ZO.10.64. T. M. Shipp (3490).

TWO RECORDS OF THE CON-
VOLVULUS HAWKMOTH

I should like to record two speci-

mens of Herse convolvuli Linn. (Con-

volvulus Hawkmoth) taken at mer-
cury-vapour light this year.

The dates were the nights of lOth-

I Ith August and 2nd-3rd September,
the specimen taken on the former
being a male and that on the latter a

female. Both were only very slightly

damaged in the hindwings. The place

was Hope End, Nr Wellington Heath,
Herefordshire.

15.11.64. M. R. Young (3759J).

LATE APPEARANCE OF THE
ELEPHANT HAWKMOTH

On 24th October 1964, a friend of

my father brought him a moth, which
he had found fluttering against a

window in Shenley, Hertfordshire.

This turned out to be a specimen
of Deilepbila elpenor Linn. (Elephant

Hawkmoth).
I would be interested to know if

there has been any indication of a

large second brood this year, owing
to the very good weather conditions

this summer, or if this is just one of

a few isolated cases.

15.12.64. A. J. O'Neil (3746).

THE PAINTED LADY BUTTER-
FLY IN SOUTH LANCASHIRE

During the early afternoon of

September 30th 1964 I managed to

secure a specimen of Vanessa cardul

Linn. (Painted Lady) Butterfly in one
of our local fields. I know this

butterfly is a frequent visitor to the

southern counties of England, but I

didn't think it would arrive as far

north as Lancashire on its travels.

I would like to know if any of our
Members in the northern area have
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managed at one time or another to

e cure this butterfly.

.10.64. A. J. Davenport (3545J)

THE CLOUDED YELLOW
BUTTERFLY

At about 11 o'clocl< on the morning
of i^ay 18th 1964, while collecting

butterflies on a grassy bank at Clap-

ham, Bedfordshire, a friend with me,

Mr Peter Sparkes, excitedly pointed

out a Clouded Yellow (Colias croceus

Fourcr.) on a buttercup flower.

After a chase the butterfly was finally

captured at rest on another butter-

cup. It proved to be a female in

excellent condition. It was killed

and set on my returning home. I

consider this record worth being

published as it was, so I believe,

very early for this species to be seen

in this country. Curiously enough
this is only the second Clouded
Yellow I have seen in England. The
first, a male, was caught on the same
area, but across the road, on 31st

August 1958.

Terence F. Knight (3190).

* A BRIEF NOTE FROM EGYPT *

With reference to the question in

the last sentence of Mr P. J. Gent's
" Note from Egypt " (Bull. amat. Ent.

Soc, 23: 144), the Danaid butterfly

which he saw at Aswan was no doubt
Danaus chrysippus Linn., the African

Monarch. At any rate it is common
in Kenya and would, I expect, be

found as far North as Aswan.
I also have seen Vanessa cardui

Linn. (Painted Lady Butterfly) on the

top of Cheop's pyramid, and that was
more than forty years ago.

12.12.64. Sir Robert Saund by (1817).

With reference to Mr P. J. Gent's
note on the last page of the Novem-
ber Bulletin, the species that he has

seen is of course not D. plexippus

Linn, but D. chrysippus, which is

quite abundant at times in Egypt.

C. B. Williams (Hon.).

CALATHUS MOLLIS MARSH.
IN SURREY

On May 7th 1964 I captured two
specimens of Calathus mollis Marsh.

(Col. Carabidae) at Worcester Park,

Surrey. Dr B. P. Moore (1957)

records C. mollis as not occurring in

Surrey. N. H. Joy (1932) states that

C. mollis is to be found on maritime
sandhills, but I found these particular

specimens in rubble on a bombsite in

north Surrey.

LAEMOSTENUS TERRICOLA
HERBST IN MIDDLESEX

I captured one specimen of Laemo-

stenus terricola Herbst (Col., Carabi-

dae) in Bushy Park, near Hampton
Court, Middlesex, on September 6th

1964. Again, referring to Moore
(1957), this beetle is not recorded

from Middlesex, although it is re

corded from Surrey, London, Buck
inghamshire and Berkshire — the

counties surrounding Middlesex.

14.12.64. Jonathan Cooter (3290J).
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STOP PRESS

The Annual Exhibition this year will

:be held on Saturday, 9th October at

the Hugh Myddelton School, W.I.
Full details will be circulated before

the Exhibition and will also appear

in the August issue.

EDITORIAL

Would Members please note that

the office of General Secretary has

been transferred from Mr D. E.

Dodwell to Mr D. Ollevant, while

Mr Dodwell remains as Enrolment
Secretary. It will be appreciated if

Members take care to address com-
munications to the correct officers

as shown on the 'where to write'

panel opposite.

We have, in fact, had some difficulty

in finding sufficient officers to per-

form the honorary duties without
which the AES cannot function. This

has necessitated that our President,

already a busy man, should take on
the post of General Secretary. We
have a further problem in that our
Treasurer, Mr G. D. Trebilcock, is

also being forced by pressure of work
to relinquish his duties, and there is

an URGENT need for somebody to

come forward, preferably in the

London area, who can be appointed

jto this post. Any offers of help (in

this or any other capacity) will be

gratefully received by the Hon.
President/General Secretary.

A number of Members, particularly

those newly joined, have been won-

Front cover illustration: The ant and its aphids, drawn by
Mr G. Thomson (3689).

dering about the long delay in the

sending out to them of subscription

receipts. These, of course, are sent

out with the Bulletins and since

Bulletins are issued only quarterly

and it is not always possible to include

receipts with the very next issue, a

fair delay is often unavoidable. Perhaps

Members could bear with us in this

matter.

My comments in February 1964

that Members should do all they can

to help when appeals for information

or assistance are made in the Buiietin

or the Wants and Exchanges List,

brought the reply from one of our
Members that perhaps more infor-

mation should be given as to the use

to which any data sent in would be

put, for a reply to some of these

appeals would require considerable

time and effort. I personally feel that

most appeals do promise to write up
material for the Bulletin, etc., and

thus growth of knowledge, provided

other Members co-operate, does

occur. So I would urge once again

that Members spare the time to

answer the odd appeal on which they

have information. Mr G. Thomson's
appeal for data on the Meadow Brown
Butterfly, for instance (see Wants
and Exchan^^;C:S Lists and Bull. amat.

Ent. Soc, 23: M8-9), relies on your
help to make the distribution data to

be published in the Bulletin next year

more accurate.

H. V. Danks (2907).

COLLECTI UQ Ol

The Smaller Moths
Ernarmonia (=Cydia) pomonella

Linn. Mr Bradford's notes read:

—
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Ernarmonia pomonella Linn.

'The forewings are darkish grey with

numerous darl< wavy Hnes from the

costa, but these are not so prominent
as those in £. splendana Huebn. The
most stril<ing feature is the metallic

coppery eye-like markings on the

forewings, edged with black. There is

also a faint bluish look about the

forewings at times. The hindwings

are a darkish brown.
The larva varies from a creamy-

white to various shades of pink and

pinkish-yellow, and it can be found

from August to October. It spins up

in a cocoon under the bark or in the ji

earth and hibernates in the cocoon, r

The moth is on the wing in June and

July. I have a book published in 1909

on fruit pests and the author (F. V.

Theobald) mentions that there were
j

two broods in 1906. In very favourable jl

years I expect you can get two broods

but I think that it is rather a rare

occurrence."
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This moth is a common pest in the
fruits of Apple (Malus spp.), Pear
(Pyrus communis Linn.), and surpris-

ingly, the White Beam (Sorbus aria

(Linn.) Crantz). I should think that

Mr Bradford's pink larvae were
ready for hibernation, as many Tort-
ricid larvae turn pink at this stage

—

why I haven't been able to discover.

My own observations are that this

moth is normally double-brooded.
My own apples are full of them despite

the numbers that I kill every year,

which reminds me of the old saying

"there is only one worse thing than
finding a grub in an apple and that is

to find half-a-one."

Ernarmonia splendana Huebn. Mr
Bradford's notes read:— "I found
a very nice specimen of this moth on
a fence in my garden and this is a

drawing of it. The larva feeds on
acorns and according to L. T. Ford,
chestnuts and occasionally walnuts.
Some are most likely imported in the
nuts. I don't know how common it is

around here yet (Borehamwood,
Herts), but it must have been fairly

common as dozens of baby oaks
(Quercus spp.) come up each year in

the garden and acorns abound. There
are numbers of large oaks and
saplings in this area; relics of the
original oak woods that once covered
much of the area. The moth is very
much like a paler and greyer version
of £. pomonelia, the most noticeable

difference being the lighter area on
the forewings against which the lines

and streaks show up more. When
seen under a lens the forewings show
a fine whitish speckling all over. July

is the month to look for the moth.
This specimen was taken on 8th
August. The larva feeds from August
to October and hibernates in a

cocoon on the ground, sometimes
for two winters."

My impression is that this moth is

fairly common, certainly in the South
of England. I am surprised that Mr

Bradford found the moth so late in

the season, although I have found a

specimen in my collection taken in

August. This is probably because
most of mine have been bred speci-

mens. I would say that the best way
to take this moth is to pick up the

acorns that have just fallen and keep
them in a plant-pot, in which there is

sand, for the winter.

The larva of Mompha ochraceella

Curt, mines into the leaves of Great
Hairy Willowherb or 'Codlins and

Cream' (Epilobium hirsutum Linn.),

so pluck off lower leaves and hold

them up to the light, and the pupal

chamber will be seen as a blister in

the leaf; do not let the leaves get too

dry (or the opposite) and the moth
should emerge during the first two
weeks in June. Another species of

Mompha may be found in May, A^.

conturbatella Huebn., which spins

together the terminal shoots of

Rose-bay Willow-herb (Chamaenerion

angustifolium (Linn.) Scop.); it pupates

away from the leaves in June, the

moth emerging in late June or early

July. In June, the stems of Rose-bay

may be carefully examined for the

reddish galls caused by M. nodicolella

Fuchs. A hole in the gall indicates

that the larva has left to pupate.

In July the larvae of Depressaria

heracleano Linn, are very common in

most places, the larva feeding on the

seed-heads of Heradeum spp. and

then entering the stem by biting a

hole part of the way down, doing this

usually about the middle of July. The
moth emerges in September. The
flower-heads of Hardheads or Black

Knapweed (Centaurea nigra Linn.)

may be collected for the larva of

Euxanthis straminea Linn, which will

emerge in late August.

D. Ollevant (1514).

REFERENCES
FORD, L. T. (1949). A Guide to the Smaller British

Lepidoptera. South London Ent. and Nat. Hist. Soc,
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The Hymenoptera Aculeata

At the start of another collecting

season I would like to draw attention

to one obvious, simple, and yet

sometimes neglected, aspect of the

subject, the timing of the earliness or

lateness of the season. Botanists and

ornithologists certainly pay great

attention to this aspect, watching for

and noting the first blossoming of

each flower and the first appearance

of each summer visitor or nest.

The Aculeate Hymenoptera, and

particularly the bees, are doubly
rewarding from this point of view.

Firstly, it is interesting to relate the

state of the season as measured by

the appearance of the various bee

species with that shown by the

blooming of the various flowers.

Bees and flowers have evolved to-

gether over the ages, and any

tendency for seasonal variation to

affect the two groups differently

would be important. Secondly, the

early spring bees are among our most
interesting, and include some rare

species.

The species of Bombus allow of

several measures of the rate of

development of the season. First the

appearance of the overwintered

queens, then of the first workers and

finally of the males and fresh queens.

The first capture of workers of

Bombus pratorum Linn, is one of the

best measures of the state of the

season. It has the particular merit of

representing the culmination of

several functions, and thus an inte-

gration of weather conditions over

several weeks. Some early dates I

have for East Kent are April 1 0th in

1957, 16th in 1961, May 3rd in 1959,

for workers; and May 9th in 1957,

16th in 1961, 17th in 1958, and as late

as June 16th in 1962, for males.

The richness of the spring bee

fauna lies in the genus Andrena. Pride

of place for earliness goes to Andrena

clarkella Kirby. The earliest record

for the country is February 19th in

1893. In East Kent it has also been
taken on February 22nd in 1897, and

I took it on March 5th in 1961. All

these early records refer to males,

and it is usual for the males of Andrena

to emerge somewhat before the

females. Indeed this is general for all

species overwintering as pupae or as

adults in the larval chamber. In

March, several further species of

Andrena appear, most commonly, A.

haemorrhoa Fab., A. jacobi Perkins and

A. armata Gmel., and by April many
other species are out. A. armata,

formerly and descriptively known as

A. fulva, is a particularly obvious

species, and the female at least is

easy to recognise. The two-tone
effect, the thick chestnut coloured

hairs being darker on the thorax than

the abdomen, is unmistakable when
the female is at rest on Doronycum or

flowering currant, though in flight

care must be taken not to confuse A.

armata with Osmia rufa Linn., which
latter can appear as early as April. A.

armata is a species definitely worth
watching for. It is particularly well

adapted to gardens where it burrows
into bare batches on the lawn or into

hard, undisturbed parts of flower

borders. Its distribution is recorded

by Perkins (1919) as: local; absent

from many areas, abundant where it

occurs. Perhaps AES Members can

help to define this more closely.

2.3.65. J. C. Felton (3740).

REFERENCE
PERKINS, R. C. L. (1919). Trans, ent. Soc. Load., 1919:

The British species of Andrena and Nomada.

COLLECTtNG CRANE-FLIES

In the last issue of the Bulletin I I

wrote about crane-flies and where to I

find them. I now want to deal with
j

the techniques of collecting and I

handling these insects.
\

The only piece of apparatus you
|:

need for catching crane-flies is an
j

ordinary butterfly-net. Personally 1 I
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have found that a white net shows up
one's captures much better than a

coloured or dark one. A large, wide
net is not really needed, nor is a long

handle, as very few flies of this group
have to be chased. Indeed a small net

is often at an advantage in capturing

your quarry amongst tangled vege-

tation in a wood.
From conversation with other

entomologists it seems that many are

deterred from collecting crane-flies

by the difficulty of getting specimens

into their store-boxes with all six

legs still attached. There is no need

to worry about this overmuch, as it

is not necessary to have a full com-
plement of legs in order to name
your insects, though of course they

look better with six apiece. I pin all

my specimens, all but the very

largest on to polyporus strips, and I

have found that pinning them side-

ways through the thorax tends to

retain the legs better than if the pin

is driven vert/co///through the thorax.

This method also has the important

advantages that the underside of the

head can be seen easily (necessary in

identifying Tipula species), the top of

the thorax can be seen in its entirety,

with the pattern of markings often

used in separating species, and the

genitalia can be examined more
readily. On the other hand, sideways

pinning makes it less easy to see

markings on the pleurae (the sides of

the thorax), and for this reason one
learns with experience to pin some
genera, e.g. Nephrotoma, in the

traditional vertical manner.
The large 'daddies' can take up an

immense amount of space in your
collection, but mounting them side-

ways and not attempting to set the

legs fully extended in a natural

position—this is quite unnecessary

—

reduces the space considerably.

I never kill my insects (of any

Orders) in the field. This is partly

because I do not like to be encum-
bered out-of-doors with a messy

killing agent, but mainly because in

my experience live insects travel

better than dead ones. One spot of

moisture (e.g., from ethyl acetate) on
a small crane-fly's wings and it may be

a hopeless task to try to identify it.

Moreover unless you aim to be

nothing more than a collector of

dead bodies you must record a full

range of data about habitat, etc., for

each specimen, and a killing-bottle

or pooter full of insects makes this

very difficult or impossible. So I

bring my captures home alive, each

in a separate numbered tube (though

occasionally two or three small

insects from a single habitat in the

same tube). 'Alka-Seltzer' tubes are

large enough to hold the biggest

flies, and they do not break easily: I

use them almost exclusively. Person-

ally I much prefer their screw tops

to corks, which often seem to come
out in my pocket. I make a note in

pencil in my cheap Woolworth's
notebook as soon as I have put a fly

in a tube, recording against the

number of the tube the precise

habitat, e.g., beneath a Coltsfoot

leaf, on a Hornbeam trunk, flying

over a slow stream, and of course

locality and date and, if in hilly

country, approximate altitude. This

information is later written on the

label to be attached to the specimen.

When back at home, or at my
holiday base, I kill the flies with amyl

acetate, a very cheap chemical obtain-

able without fuss from any chemist,

and less volatile than the generally

recommended ethyl acetate (which is

extremely difficult to obtain in small

quantities). My method is to tear off

a tiny piece of newspaper, dab it

with the moistened cork of the

poison bottle, and put it in the tube

with the fly. Death occurs within a

few minutes—perhaps a little longer

in the case of the very big 'daddies.'

The fly must not be allowed to get

wet with the poison, or the wings

may become irrevocably crumpled,
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making it extremely difficult or even
impossible to see the arrangement of

the veins, one of the characters used

to separate genera in this group.

(This is another reason for using large

tubes.)

When pinning the insect it has to

be remembered that to facilitate

identification at least one wing must
be fully visible, and on the rare

occasions when the wings do not

separate themselves naturally it is

necessary to hold one wing out with

an extra pin until the fly is set.

It is a good idea to dry your crane-

flies in a vertical position, so that

when they are finally put into store-

boxes or drawers (which may be

horizontal) their long abdomens do
not droop downwards, but remain

naturally extended backwards. I do
this by pinning newly-killed flies

directly on to a sheet of cork, and

then standing the sheet of cork

upright for three days, ample time

to set crane-flies.

Occasionally, milky wings and pale-

coloured body suggest that you have

caught a tenerai (immature) speci-

men. In such cases the fly must be

left alive for up to twenty-four hours

so that any markings can develop.

Now I must say something about

the identification of crane-flies. Your
essential requisite here is the key by

R. L. Coe in the Royal Entomological

Society's series of Handbooks for the

Identification of Britisli Insects, Vol.

IX Part 2, published in 1950 and

available from E. W. Classey or direct

from the Royal Ent. Soc. Frankly, if

you are new to the study of Diptera

you will find parts of this key difficult

to use at first; but with practice the

difficulties will soon resolve them-
selves and after a short time you will

be able to name most of your captures

fairly easily. A hand-lens with a x 10

magnification will suffice for examin-

ing most ofthe species, and with a x20
lens you can probably cope with

everything except the genus Mo/o-

phiius. But for many of the smaller

crane-flies a microscope is a great

help in the examination of the male
genitalia, which are well illustrated in

the Handbook.

Perhaps 1 should warn you of one
source of trouble which you may not

have met in other groups of insects.

The various authors who have written

about flies do not all use the same
technical terms. For example, the

system used for naming the wing-
veins in Colyer and Hammond (1951)

is quite different from that used by

Coe in the Tipulid part of the Hand-
book—and neither of these books
provides any cross-reference to the

other system. You will also find that

the Handbook uses many terms with-

out explaining them, merely refer-

ring readers to the introductory

volume on Diptera in the R.E.S.

series; and if you have spent £1 or

more on the purchase of the Hand-
book you may not be able immediately

to afford to buy this further book.

However, this should be taken as a

challenge to your enthusiasm. Certain-

ly the difficulties can be overcome
only by patience and perseverance,

but in mastering them a great deal

of information will be learned which
will be invaluable when you come
to widen your reading later on by

studying the works of foreign ento-

mologists.

in conclusion, may I say that 1

shall be very pleased to hear from
any Members who are taking up the

study of crane-flies, or who are

thinking of doing so.

R. M. Payne (2982).
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A WELCOME RETURN FOR
SOME OF THE VANESSIDS

The following observations were
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made on nettles near my house at

Staines and on the Middlesex bank
Df the River Thames at Staines.

In 1964 there was a marked
increase in the number of Red
Admirals (Vanessa atalanta Linn.),

particularly the larval stages, in the

vicinity of my house. In previous

^ears the larvae have often occurred

singly and then they are often parasi-

tised. Last year I found one fully fed

larva at the end of June and this I

fully expected to be the only find of

the year. However, the larvae

abounded, on the areas of nettle

mentioned above, in the last week of

August and the first week of Sept-

ember. The larvae were in many
different stages of growth ranging

from some in the second instar to

some that were pupating.

I took eighteen larvae of varying

stages and saw about twenty more in

these two weeks. These eighteen

were all reared successfully and all

the imagines had emerged by 27th

September and were subsequently

released.

It would appear from recently

published records that last year was
a good one for Red Admirals. Unfor-

tunately no mention is ever made in

these records of whether larvae are

found, and this is surely a bad omis-

sion. I would much prefer to know if

the butterfly bred in this country
than just to know that hordes of the

butterflies were seen flying around
the countryside: let's have some
information on what happened to

them! It would also be interesting

to see if there is any marked increase

in the numbers of Red Admirals seen

this spring. (Can the butterflies hi-

bernate successfully in this country?)

Two further Vanessids made a

welcome appearance in my area.

First was the Comma (Polygonia

c-album Linn.) of which I have not

seen the imago since 1961 and have
never previously found the larvae.

Last year three larvae were found.

together with the Red Admirals, on
nettles near my garden in late

August. Also for the second year
running I saw a single specimen of

the Painted Lady {Vanessa cardui

Linn.) on flowers in the garden.

The Small Tortoiseshell {Aglais

urticae Linn.) was very common, and
the larvae of the August (second)

brood were, as usual, more plentiful

than those of the first brood. Al-

though the imagines of the Peacock
{Nymphalis io Linn.) were often seen,

the larvae were absent from the
nettles last year. I have yet to find

any larvae in this area, and can any
Member comment on this?

Now I have a few words on the

foodplant of all these Vanessids, that

is the common Stinging-nettle (Urtica

dioica Linn.). Members may have
noticed that by August the nettles

that fed the first broods of the Small

Tortoiseshells in May and June have
flowered and the leaves have become
very coarse. Many of the plants

become very tall and weedy, offering

a very limited anchorage for web-
spinning larvae. Each year in July the

nettle-beds on the riverbank here at

Staines are cut down in preparation

for the annual regatta, and this means
that by the middle of August the

nettles have grown again to the size

they attained in May. The Vanessid

larvae found always seem to show a

marked preference for these younger
nettles, none of the larvae mentioned
above being found on older plants. In

the last two years I have made sure

that some of the nettles near my
house are cut down in June and

others left to grow normally. It is

interesting to note that the larvae

always occur on the newly grown
nettles and not a single larva is found
on the old nettles, there often only

being a few yards distance between
the different nettle-beds. Why do the

imagines only lay on these younger
nettles when the older nettles are

nearby? Could this have any effect on
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the distribution of the Vanessids? Is

there for instance likely to be a larger

second brood, in August, in areas

where the nettles are less advanced
than in areas where the nettles are

fully grown ?

I would like to hear from any other
Members who have noticed this

apparent avoidance of older plants or
who can offer any explanation for it.

6.1.65. J. Muggleton (3253).

COMMUNAL ROOSTING
HABITS

Mr A. G. W. Deacon in his note
on the Old Lady Moth (Mormo maura
Linn.) in Bull, amat. Ent. Soc, 23: 143

asks whether other Members have
noticed behaviour similar to that of

his specimens, which always chose the

same corner of his porch to roost by
day, and congregated there in num-
bers of up to five at once. I have

recently done so.

At the end of November a farmer
told me that during last summer's
harvest he and his men were shel-

tering from a rain-storm in a disused

war-time pill-box, and when some of

them lit their pipes the air was all at

once filled with "hundreds" of

butterflies. I therefore visited the

two local pill-boxes. The one in which
the farmer had sheltered now held

only a solitary Peacock (Nymphalis io

Linn.), but the other contained a

solid phalanx of butterflies in one
corner: it was otherwise untenanted.

There were Peacocks and Small

Tortoiseshells (Aglais urticae Linn.) in

about equal numbers. They were too

closely packed to be counted exactly

without my disturbing them, but

there were certainly more than

thirty-two and probably fewer than

forty. They were occupying an area

no bigger than a single page of the

Bulletin.

The corner the butterflies had

chosen was in the north-eastern area

of the pill-box. It was therefore

probably the coldest spot, and also

possibly the lightest, for the low
winter sun peering through the

weapon slits would tend to throw
light on to the wall below the butter-

flies: but I very much doubt whether
either of these factors determined
the selection of this corner.

This sardine-like behaviour during

hibernation seems in this instance to

have been inimical to survival, I

revisited the pill-box at the end of

December and found only seventeen

butterflies remaining, while two large

well-looking spiders nestled hard-by;

and on my third visit, at the end of

January, all had vanished. There had

been no weather mild enough to

tempt them abroad. A puzzling

feature of the story was the relative

absence of corpses or severed wings:

I could find the dismembered remains

of only about two Small Tortoise-

shells on the floor below. Possibly

some predator other than the spiders

had been raiding this attractive larder

and bodily carrying off its victims.

I have noticed analogous behaviour

when beating haystacks or thatch for

hibernating 'micros', in that the

moths are commonly found in patches,

and likewise when beating yew trees

{Taxus spp.) I have known a number
of moths to fall from one branch while

the neighbouring branches, to all

appearance equally suitable, submit
a 'nil return'.

The often-noted predilection of a

succession of butterflies for the same
spray or leaf on which to settle and

sun themselves reveals a similar type

of behaviour, but may not spring

from the same cause. I frequently

observed this habit, especially in the

Nymphalids, when I was in India and

Burma during the war, and in this

country I once netted three successive

Purple Emperors (Apatura iris Linn.)

from the same lofty perch. It is

possible that the butterflies leave a
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jcent behind them which is attractive

CO other members of the same species.

Yet it does not seem at all likely for

smell to be the magnetic force draw-
ing insects together when their

apparent purpose is not to savour its

delights but to enjoy the oblivion of

sleep.

I wonder if the Martians when they

do a little man-watching from their

flying-saucers speculate on the causes

which lead humans to congregate in

large numbers at seaside resorts in

the summer. Does the spot or the

company provide the attraction, or is

it a bit of each ?

7.2.65. A. M. Emmet (1379).

I

THE IDENTIFICATION OF
LEPIDOPTEROUS LARVAE

If you do not know much about
larvae, how do you identify the

specimens which fall into your beat-

ing tray or your sweepnet or which
you find by searching ? This has always

been a laborious process for me. I

have The Caterpillars of the British

Moths' by Stokoe, but good as it is, it

takes me a long time to work out a

|specimen's identity.

1 I also have *Larva Collecting and
Breeding' by Rev. St. John, published

1890, which lists the species which
feed on each tree or plant. Now we
are getting somewhere, but (I) the

book is out of print, (2) the names of

some species (scientific of course)

have been changed, (3) in the case of

some plants the list is very long, e.g.,

there are 98 feeding on oak (Quercus),

and includes several I shall never
collect unless I make a special trip at

a distance.

It is unlikely that a book to suitour

purpose could be published to suit

our purse, but there is no reason

why we should not make our own
index.

First, you will need a book which

gives the foodplant and the months
during which the larvae are feeding.

Stokoe is better set out for this

purpose than South (1961), if not

quite so up-to-date. There are of

course others. Decide on a tree or
plant which you will be beating,

sweeping or searching e.g., oak. Go
through your book and each time you
see "Oak" among the foodplants, jot

down the species on a sheet of paper
and against it the months it is feeding,

e.g., "betularia 7.8.9.*'. There is no
need to include species which do not

occur in your area, or which are

very rare.

Now take a 5"x3" Record Card

(100 cost less than two shillings). Rule

into four columns, which gives room
for 40 entries on each side—more
than you will need. For the heading

write OAK on the left and APRIL on
the right. Go down your list and

where there is a 4, list the names on
the card. You can add s (small) m
(medium), or I (fully grown) for the

appropriate month if you think it will

help in identification. Make out a

similar card for each month. Then
proceed with the other trees and

plants which you are likely to en-

counter.

When you come to identifying a

specimen, you have a 'short' list of

the species it is likely to be. You can

immediately rule out a lot of them
because you will know whether you
have a Geometrid or not and that

about halves the possibilities. And
you are probably familiar with the

general appearance of certain groups

such as Hawks, Tussocks, Tigers,

Thorns, etc., which will reduce the

area of search.

We have now gone one better than

the Rev. St. John. We can go even

further where the possibilities are

still too many, by breaking them
down into subsidiary lists according

to general ground colour (but take

care as some come in different

colours) or special features such as
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hairs, protuberances, spots, lines and

so on. But it will probably be best to

put this extra information in a note-

book and not on cards. This will leave

you with a reasonable number of

possibilities for a final search in

Stokoe or whatever reference book
you use.

Two more words of warning. There
is individual variation in larvae. And
in some seasons they may not keep
strictly to the book as to the months
they occur.

Oh, and don't forget the butter-

flies !

L. W. Siggs (243).
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THE DEATH'S HEAD HAWK-
MOTH AT SHOLING HANTS

For three years I have tried to

secure one or two specimens of

Acherontia atropos Linn. (Death's

Head Hawkmoth); even going on
holiday in Lincolnshire was unsuccess-

ful. Quite unexpectedly last summer
(1964) a specimen came to my notice

and is now in my possession.

My father heard of a large cater-

pillar whilst at work and managed to

obtain it for me the following day. It

turned out to be exactly what I

expected: a Death '5 Head Hawkmoth
larva.

The larva had apparently been
found on a potato patch in a small

back garden, at Sholing, Hampshire,
on 12th August. I received it on 14th,

by which time it was full-fed. On the

15th it stopped eating and turned

from its grass green and beautiful

stripes to a dusty yellow colour

along the back. On the 16th, after

wandering for three hours in the

morning, it burrowed in soil pre-

pared for it. I dug the pupa up on the

30th, and after forcing well into

October the imago emerged on 27th

October 1964.

The following notes on the methods
and materials used for pupation and
forcing, may be of help to someone
in the future.

The pupating material that I used

was a Might' earth similar to that in a

potato field: a leaf mould would not

prove satisfactory because the larva

would find difficulty in making its

compressed cell with springy material.

The larva burrowed about four inches

down in the soil and built a large

chamber of compressed earth that

was quite hard when dry.

The apparatus used for forcing the

pupa consisted of a saucer and an

earthenware flower pot. The flower

pot was filled with clean, moist sand

and a depression, the same length as

the cell, scraped in it. The depression

was then lined with moss (the fine

type and very moist) and the pupa
laid in it. A further layer of moss was
placed over the pupa (but not touch-

ing it) to prevent evaporation. The
flower pot, now stood in a saucer of

water, was put in a small cage at a

temperature of 60-70 degrees Fah-

renheit.

After about five weeks of daily

watering, particularly of the moss,

the pupa began to develop, changing

from chestnut to dark brown in

colour. At the first sign of develop-

ment it was transferred from the

flower pot to a similar depression of

sand and moss on a flat tray, placed

in a large netting cage. A piece of moss
was placed over the entrance to form
a complete cell and to make some
resistance when the imago emerged.
The pupa continued to develop and

appeared almost black but the imago
emerged about seven days after this.

It may be interesting to note that

there is not usually such a long period

between apparent development and

emergence in our own resident

hawkmoths. The imago emerged at
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8 o'clock in the morning and wing
expansion took less than half-an-hour.

The specimen, a female, is now in

my collection, but just to breed this

magnificent species from a larva is

worth more than a dried specimen.

9.3.65. D. C. Goldsmith (3483J).

BREEDING THE INDIAN
MOON MOTH

To breed the Indian Moon Moth
{Actios se/ene Huebn.) there are two
methods. The first one is to buy a few
cocoons and continue from that point.

The other is to buy eggs. I personally

prefer the second method as one can

and should keep a record of the

different stages of the life-cycle, the

surrounding temperature, the best

foodplant for the larvae, etc. The
most appropriate time to buy the ova

Is at the beginning of June, that is to

say just a few weeks before the larvae

come out. The larvae at first appear

very small and red; then they quickly

change to green and just before

reaching the pupal stage are almost

yellow. Their favourite foodplant is

undoubtedly Rhododendron. Out of

two dozen caterpillars feeding on
rhododendron leaves, twenty cocoons
were formed.
From the primary caterpillar stage

to the final stage, there is an interval

of six weeks (until the pupa is formed)
Then from the pupal stage to the

actual moth takes three months (at a

constant temperature of 70 degrees

Fahrenheit. The results were satis-

factory: nineteen out of twenty moths
emerged, the exception being a

crippled specimen.

Once the moths had emerged I

paired them in cylinder rearing-cages

with netting tops. Inside the cages

were a few branches for the moths to

climb on, but it seems that they

prefer to hang from the netting top
almost touching each other. The

temperature in the room must be 70
to 75 degrees Fahrenheit. During the
day they remain motionless except
for sudden jerks from time to time.

Mating occurs at night between
midnight and 2 a.m. In the morning
they still sit very close to each other,

and the female has loose fluff around
her abdomen. After two to three days

the female lays her eggs : most of them
are laid on the netting. I would advise

on this point not to touch the eggs for

a day or two, so as to give them time
to get formed. However, later they

must be removed and placed in a

small plastic box at the bottom of the

refrigerator until mid-August when
the larvae will emerge.

J. M. Danner (3774J).

THE STEM-FEEDING MOTHS

[It has been customary to reprint from
time to time articles of particular

interest which have appeared in early

Bulletins and which therefore are not

available to many of our present

Members. We continue this practice by

bringing together the three parts of a

series on the stem-feeding moths, by

Mr W. £. Collinson, previously pub-

lished in Bull. amat. Ent. Soc, 8: 82; 9;

I and 30 (1949 and 1950).]

1. The Butterbur (Hydraecia

(=Gortyna) petasitis Doubl.).

"This species is far more common
in many places in Northern England

than is generally realised. In two
districts particularly studied in the

West Riding, one out of every three

plants of the butterbur was found to

contain a larva. The fact that the

plant completely covers some areas

hundreds of yards square, means that

the population of larvae is very

appreciable.
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The ova are deposited in autumn
and the young larvae may be found

during spring the following year. At
the end of April the young larva is

about half an inch long and is then in

the stem of the larger leaves of the

butterbur. By mid-May it eats its

way through the stem and into the

"heart" of the plant where the young
leaves are forming. This becomes its

headquarters for most of its remain-

ing larval growth. First it eats out

completely the young rolled leaves

and the presence of the larva may
always be detected by the fact that

the outer leaf of the heart goes a

dirty brown in colour; also a fair

amount of frass surrounds it. Only
one larva per plant is ever found at

this stage, though whether this was
because there was only one egg laid

per plant or to later selection I cannot

say as yet. Having eaten all the centre

leaves, the larva eats down into the

rootstock. It may be found in the top

two or three inches of the root, just

below the affected heart, until it is

fully grown about mid-June.

The moth comes out in late July

and the season, for this district at

least, is over by the first week in

August.

The following notes may assist in

collecting and rearing. The larva is

best collected at the end of May. The
stems of the leaves should be cut

some three inches from the base. Dig

down about three or four inches and

cut through the root. This leaves you
some eight inches of plant made up
half of stem and half of root. About
half a dozen of these stems (each

containing one larva) may be planted

in a ten-inch pot containing six inches

of earth. The pot should be covered

with a gauze or muslin cover. No
other attention is necessary except a

little watering once a week. The
larva, being almost fully grown when
collected, will promptly feed up,

burrow deeply in the earth and duly

hatch about July 20th."

2. The Brindled Ochre (Dasypolia

templi Thunb.)

"The illustration of this species in

South *s Moths is very poor, compared
with the others. The moth when
newly hatched is a fine tawny colour

and is in every way a handsome and
very interesting insect.

Most collectors and the majority of

the text books know this moth as a

definitely maritime species but there
is at least one area of Yorkshire and
Lancashire which has been well known
for the Brindled Ochre for many
years. One old collector made the

following record: "Over 100 at light

in Halifax— 1898"; and again: "very
common throughout the district,

1902." Those days are, unfortunately,

over; but we have had the moth every
year since the war, generally coming
to light. Barrett records that almost a

century ago the ardent Lancashire

collectors used to cross the border
into Yorkshire during the winter and

take down walls, etc., in search of the

hibernating moth. More than one
legal dispute arose between the said

collectors and the Yorkshire farmers

—evidently the War of the Roses

extended even to bug-hunting!

The moth is on the wing in late

autumn and is generally supposed to

pair before hibernation. My own
experience seems to confirm this

belief. The females are out again at

the same time as the sallows are in

bloom, but although they may be

taken around the sallows I have never
found them actually on the blossoms.

The ova are deposited in nature on
the young shoots of the cow-parsnip
(Heradeum sphondylium) but in con-

finement the moth will lay freely

enough in a chip box. Only a few ova

are deposited nightly and it would
seem that, in common with other

stem feeders, not more than one or

two are deposited per plant.

The young larva eats into the

centre of the stem, thence to the root
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and is not seen above the earth again

until it "hatches" in autumn. In the

meantime it eats an amazing amount
of food and the whole of the root-

stock turns to a messy pulp after its

attention. It would appear to assist

in keeping down the weed.
A batch of ova duly hatched and

the larvae were reared in 1948. A few
were forwarded to several southern

members, and C. H. Hards (196) was
very successful in getting results by

the simple means of planting cultivated

parsnip in an old box and leaving the

larvae to their own devices! Person-

ally, I found the wild foodplant the

most successful and the potting

method described for rearing the

Butterbur will be found to act very

well for this species also."

3. The Frosted Orange (Ochria

ochracea Huebn. (=Gortyna
flavago Schiff.))

"Anyone wishing to study the

stem feeders could do no better than

commence with this handsome
species. It is obtainable throughout
almost all the British Isles and is very

interesting to rear. The usual facts

about the life history are given in the

text books but this article may assist

in collecting and rearing the larvae.

A strange fact about this species is

that it can be well established in a

locality without ever being taken

unless definite attempts are made to

discover the larvae. In this district an

old collector discovered a locality for

it and took half a dozen pupae in 1868.

Exactly 30 years later another collec-

tor went to the same spot and took
some more—and that record was the

last we had for the district— 12 larvae,

July 1898. On looking through the

old records, which are always a

source of much pleasure and edifi-

cation, it struck me that it would be

interesting to see whether the species

was to be had from this same locality

in 1948, just 50 years later. One of our
former members had lived and collec-

ted in this locality for almost the

whole of the 50 years and had never
seen the moth in any of its stages, but

on the second search we made, the
exact spot indicated in the old record
was found to produce the larvae

—

just 80 years after the first record! It

should be said that this area consists

of two fairly large fields and despite

intensive searching I have not found
a single specimen outside them.
The choice of food-plants is inter-

esting. As the area was so small I was
able to examine every likely plant,

and the result was as follows :

—

Marsh Thistle— I larva in every third

stem.

Creeping Thistle— I larva in every

fifteenth stem, but only the really

large plants were worth examining.

Spear Thistle—No larvae whatever
discovered despite abundance of this

plant.

Ragwort— I larva in every sixth stem.

It will be seen that easily the best

plant for this area is the Marsh
Thistle. Southern friends tell me that

a favourite plant in the southern part

of the country is the Burdock.

Unlike the two species previously

described, ochracea does not leave

the stem and attain full growth in the

root; for even when fully grown it

may be found either in or at the base

of the main stem. When ready for

pupation it chooses a spot some three

or four inches above the root and

there it eats a hole in the stem large

enough to allow the moth to find a

way to the outer world. The larva

then pupates, head uppermost, in the

stem. The best time to obtain this

species is about July 31st, for then

both pupae and fully-grown larvae

may be obtained. Extreme care must
be taken in collecting, as the stem of

the plant has a bad habit of snapping

just at the point where the larva or

pupa is located. The best plan is to

cut the thistle low down—say two
inches below the surface of the

ground and to split the stem carefully
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upwards. If it is found to be empty it

can be discarded but if the desired

specimen is within the whole stem
should be taken home. Pupae should

be carefully taken out of the stem and

kept between dock leaves until they
hatch. The reason for this is that the

thistle stem goes so hard and dry that

the moth will not be able to escape

when it emerges. Larvae should be

left inside the stem until they pupate
and then dealt with as described

above.

Obtaining pairings in captivity is

very difficult and hardly worth trying

out. It is much better to obtain a few
wild larvae occasionally. It might be

mentioned in closing that the moth
is very " greasy"and one of the pre-

scribed methods should be used in

dealing with it."

W. E. Collinson (247).

TETRACHLORETHANE AS A
KSLLING-AGENT FOR LEPI-

DOPTERA

In AES leaflet no. 28, tetrachlore-

thane is described as a killing-agent

for Lepidoptera. I quote from this

paper: "advantages: does not damage
colours, cheap, leaves specimens re-

laxed. Disadvantages: evaporates

quickly, dangerous to inhale."

Some years ago I decided to try

tetrachlorethane out, to see whether
it is as good as the above factors

indicate. Its effect on colours is very

good indeed, and even the green

pigments in the Emerald moths were
unaffected, if the moths were left in

contact for no more than an hour,

otherwise the greens were bleached.

Tetrachlorethane leaves the insects

in a settable condition, but not as

relaxed as with ammonia. In fact the

small moths have to be relaxed before

setting. It appears that insects killed

in this reagent should be set as soon

after death as possible to ensure easy

setting.

There are three main disadvantages

with this reagent.

1. The liquid evaporates rather

quickly and consequently there is

some trouble from condensation on
the sides of the killing-bottle, similar

to that experienced with ammonia
killing-bottles.

2. The vapour is dangerous to

inhale, but as little of the liquid is

required to be effective this is not a

serious disadvantage.

3. The most serious disadvantage of

this reagent is its very objectionable

odour, which somewhat resembles

decaying fish. This in itself would not

be much trouble, but tetrachlore-

thane appears to be very strongly

absorbed on to the insects, the result

of which is that the insect takes on a

very diluted odour of tetrachlore-

thane. This odour does not seem to

disappear in the course of time. The
overall effect of using this reagent is

that the cabinet or store-box which

is used to house the collection has an

unpleasant aroma about it, an aroma
which permeates the room in which

it is housed, with the resulting com-
plaints from the women-folk.

It is thus evident that tetrachlore-

thane, though useful in many respects,

has little use as a killing-agent for

domestic collections.

21.2.65. M. Hull (2542).

AMMONIA AS A KILLING-
AGENT FOR LEPIDOPTERA

In nearly every published note on
the use of ammonia as a killing-agent

it is stated that the strong '.880'

ammonia is essential.

It seems to me that many authors

have repeated this statement from
earlier works without first trying out

other weaker sources of ammonia
gas.
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In my experience of ammonia, an

agent which I have used almost

exclusively when killing Lepidoptera,

it is by no means necessary to use the

strongest solution—and indeed there

appear to be advantages of using

weaker solutions. I personally now
use ordinary 'household' ammonia,
which is very satisfactory except for

certain excitable moths such as the

'Prominents' which may damage
themselves once boxed if not des-

patched almost within seconds: for

these an individual treatment is best

I

in any case.

The weaker solution has generally

less effect on colours than .880

ammonia, which is very liable to alter

for example certain reddish and

brownish shades of the Nymphalid
butterflies if they are left in the

killing-jar a fraction too long, in

addition, of course, to nearly all

greens. In particular, .880 ammonia
may have a very slight effect on
certain ochreous or buff shades

which are not affected by the use of

weaker solutions. This was made
doubly clear to me when a few years

ago I visited an AES Member in Kent
and remarked on the fact that most

' of his specimens in a series of the

, Small Heath Butterfly (Coeno-

1

nympha pamphilus Linn.) were much
I

duller in colour than those which I

5 had taken in Surrey. There were a

jl

few specimens, however, which were

I

as bright as mine, and it transpired

I
that these brighter specimens had in

' fact been killed with household 'rock

ammonia', a very weak source of

ammonia which this Member had

used for a short time as a killing-agent

before being able to obtain the .880

solution.

We detected slight differences too
in specimens of other species which
had been killed by one or by the

other source of gas.

The explanation appears to be that

the weaker solutions, though effec-

tive in killing, do not build up such

concentrations of ammonia fumes so

quickly. Because the time necessary

for killing is determined by the time
taken for the gas to enter every pill-

box in the killing-jar, with .880

ammonia very high concentrations

have built up in some pill-boxes by
the time that the killing-jar can be
re-opened. Since this build-up with
weaker solutions is slower and the

fmal concentration of the gas is pro-

bably less in any case, the killing

time is much less critical than with
.880 ammonia if colour change with
the latter is to be avoided.

Apart from this advantage, house-
hold ammonia is less unpleasant to

use and easier to obtain: and, of

course, just as with the strong

solution, it leaves specimens beauti-

fully relaxed for setting.

28.2.65. H. V. Danks (2907).

[Do any other Members have com-
ments of this nature about particular

ki 1 1 i ng-agents.

—

Ed.]

THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT TIME

As I have only recently become a

Member of the AES, I have not had a

previous opportunity to report two
incidents during my last holiday in

the summer of 1964 when I made
some fortunate captures.

The first was on August Nth. My
family and I had taken a walk to the

grounds of an ancient ruined castle

known as Sandal Castle Hill on the
outskirts of Wakefield in Yorkshire.

I came upon a large patch of Spear
Thistle {Cirsium vulgare (Savi) Ten.)

in a steep hollow, and hovering about
above I saw what from that distance I

took to be a Small Tortoiseshell

Butterfly (Aglais urticae Linn.). It

came closer however, and I was able

to recognise it as a Painted Lady
{Vanessa cardui Linn.). I slowly moved
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closer to the edge of the hollow and

waited. I took a sweep and missed,

but pursued it a short distance. I then

remembered having read about the

way in which this species often

returns to its original feeding ground
and I came back and waited. Before

long it did return and on a second

sweep I took the specimen and boxed
it carefully.

On setting it I was glad to find that

it was in perfect condition and

although I thought that it is a difficult

species to sex I eventually put it

down as a male.

The second incident was by a rail-

way line at Crossways, near Dor-
chester, Dorset on the4th September.

My brother walked down to the

track while I took my net and con-

tented myself with trying to raise

Small Coppers (Lycaena phlaeas Linn.)

and Small Heaths (Coenonympha pam-
philus Linn.) from a patch of waste
ground nearby. Soon my brother

returned and showed me a male and

a female Clouded Yellow (Colias

croceus Fourcr.) which he had cap-

tured together. He said that he

thought there had been between
seven and ten flitting about and land-

ing on the flowers. I did not know
whether this was a protected species

or not; but as he had seen them in

such numbers I thought that no
harm had been done. I took a look

over the area with him but we saw
no more until we had almost gone
away, when I saw and captured

another male specimen.

On arriving home we tried to get

them to breed, understanding from
R. South 's The Butterflies of the

British isles' that C. croceus is a

species which is easy to rear. We
were unsuccessful, however, and one
of the males was very badly damaged.
The female was set with some diffi-

culty but I found that the remaining

male was impossible to set. It seemed
that the wings had stiffened up far

quicker than is usual. At that time I

had no means for relaxing, so I re-

placed it with a specimen from L.

Christie's butterfly list in order to

make up the pair.

7.1.65. A. S. Warde (3789J).

DORSET AND CORNWALL
1964

I find it an inspiration to observe
and collect the butterflies of an area

which supports a different fauna

from that region to which I am
accustomed. This year it was my
fortune to spend almost two months
in Cornwall, visiting on the way the
Lulworth area of the Dorset Coast.

On 5th August we arrived at the

cottage on the Dorset coast which
was to be our home for the next

three days. The weather when we
arrived was the warmest I had

experienced for some years. It was
late afternoon and our condition

after some three days' travelling was
something less than respectable.

However, we were warmly welcom-
ed, in spite of our beards, and dirt

(which was soon removed), and a

short survey of the area made me
anxious to explore the countryside.

The 6th August turned out to be

the hottest day of the year and the

highest temperatures since 1959

were recorded. Unfortunately, all

my collecting was done by hand or

by my woollen sweater, which was
cast off in a few minutes in the early

morning sun. The beautiful limestone

cliffs which rise from the sea are

mottled with areas of bramble (Rub-

us sp.), various grasses and rushes.

Several species of 'skippers' (Hesper-

iidae), the Hedge Brown (Maniola

tithonus Linn.), the Meadow Brown
(M. jurtina Linn.), the Peacock (N/m-
phalis io Linn.), the Red Admiral

(Vanessa atalanta Linn.) as well as the

common whites (Pieridae) were in

full flight. With packed lunch, we
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began our trek over the flint and

limestone from our cottage towards
Durdle Door and Lulworth Cove.

After an area of semi-cultivated

fields, the terrain opens into a series

of attractive slopes which make for

difficult walking. Unfortunately, I had

left my walking boots behind in pre-

ference to a light pair of shoes, but

these provided no foothold on the

dry grassy descents which usually

provided me with a speedy slide to

the bottom. Where flowers enhanced
the heaths, the Marbled White
(Melanargia galathea Linn.) was
common, as were the Wall {Pararge

megera Linn.), M. tithonus, the Gray-
ling (Eumenis seme/e Linn.), the

Small Heath (Coenonympha pamphilus

Linn.), the Common Blue {Polyom-

matus icarus Rott.), the Small Copper
(Lycaena phlaeas Linn.), the Large

White (P/er/s brassicae Linn.), the

Small Skipper (Thymelicus sylvestris

Poda), the Lulworth Skipper (T.

acteon Rott.) and the Large Skipper

(Ochlodes venata Br. and Grey). Oc-
casionally the Chalkhill Blue (Lysandra

coridon Poda) crossed our path, but

no specimens were taken.

Everywhere the Six-spot Burnet
Moth (Zygaena filipendulae Linn.) was
at rest or flying, copulating or sun-

ning itself in the blistering heat.

Almost every yellow head of the

Common Ragwort (Senecio jacobeae

Linn.) was populated by at least one
of this species.

Three other Lepidopterists were
collecting on a ledge just above
Durdle Door when we arrived. We
lunched and sunned outselves, the

others bathing while I overdid my
tan. We began our return in mid-

afternoon when the sun was beginning

to lose some of its sting. Most species

seen on the road to Durdle Door
were still on the wing, though the

burnets were now somewhat more
restful.

Dusk fell just as we were arriving

at the top of the hill which overlooks

the cottage. A Glow-worm {Lampyris

noctiluca Linn.) crawled in the grass

close by the footpath, but as I couldn't

keep it alive it was set free.

It was a bit more cloudy when we
left the next day but there was still

no hint of the warm weather break-

ing. It was not until 1 0th August that

we finally settled on the north
Cornish coast at Perranporth.

The famous surfing beach held little

to attract me but the bare sand dunes
and heather tracts looked promising
from an entomological point of view.

The cliffs are of granite and slate with
occasional tin-bearing seams and
sand everywhere. There are very few
woods in the area and those which do
exist are small and incapable of sup-

porting woodland species. By our
campsite i caught a very worn Ringlet

(Aphantopus hyperanthus Linn.). We
moved into the Cliffside Hotel the

next day, which was to be my first

day's collecting. By now I had made a

net to replace the one torn by my dog
and I had high hopes as I set out in the

summer sun, fanned as ever by the

west wind from the sea. The sand

dunes behind the impressive Perran

Beach, though windswept, made
collecting a tiring and warm business.

The Six-spot Burnet was still on the

wing and the yellow and black larvae

of the Cinnabar Moth (Callimorpha

jacobeae Linn.) were met with fre-

quently on the Common Ragwort. P.

megera, £. semele and M. tithonus

(where there were brambles) were
very common. A wayside path pro-

duced a female Silver-washed Fritillary

(Argynnis paphia Linn.) which turned
out to be an interesting form—fore-

wings normal and hindwings var.

valezina. The following day's activity

was little more than a quick survey,

though I took a Magpie Moth {Abraxas

grossuiariata Linn.). Myfriend brought
me the report that he had seen five

Clouded Yellows (Colias croceus

Fourcr.) within a very few minutes.

On 13th August the weather was
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suitable for my hunt for the Clouded
Yellow. The Dark Green Fritillary

(Argynnis agiaia Linn.) flew at great

speed over the heaths, M. jurtina, the

common Satyrids and Pierids were
everywhere. In one of the hollows

between high cliffs a Clouded Yellow
settled on the head of a dandelion

(Taraxacum sp.) but flew off before I

made any move towards it. The 15th

August produced several more
species. A rather small race of the

Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary

(Argynnis se/ene Schiff.), which has two
broods in Cornwall, flew ratherweak-

ly in some of the sunny hollows, while

the Brown Argus (Arcicia agestis

Schiff.) accompanied P. icarus among
the long rough grass, disappearing

when the sun went behind a cloud. A
similar hunt the next day was fruitful

when I took the Painted Lady (Vanessa

cardui Linn.), a short series of P.

icarus, A. agestis, M. jurtina, P. megera,

and a few others. T. sylvestris, though
not common, flew among the rough

grass by the cliff path to the west of

Perranporth.

A boy who was trimming a privet

bush (Ligustrum sp.) came running

into the kitchen with a fully grown
larva of the Privet Hawkmoth (Sph/nx

ligustri Linn.) which pupated after a

week or so in an improvised rearing-

cage.

A trip to Newquay before the end
of the month did not hold anything

exciting, but another C. croceus did

escape capture. St Agnes, to the west,

was equally unimpressive though the

Small Tortoiseshell (Agiais urticoe

Linn.) was more common than else-

where. Truro, to the south, was
populated in a similar way, and

another specimen of C. croceus flew

past my net.

A heather heath behind the town
and towards the old tin-mine which
was recently re-opened was relieved

from monotony by small hollows

coloured by flowers which proved
attractive to N. io, V. atalanta, V.

cardui and A. urticae. At the turn of

the month the weather broke to a

storm which lasted two days and was
followed by much cooler weather.
The butterflies were affected, though
V. cardui, A. urticae, P. icarus, A. agestis

and worn M. tithonus still flew in

numbers.
The last serious collecting was on

17th September. I had hoped to find

C. croceus and—this time—net it. I

walked along the foot of the cliff

which rose from Perran Sands, collect-

ing A. agestis and P. icarus as I went,
and turning inland where the sands

end and the coast turns to rock. A
small marsh with a stream which
holds water for part of the year was
the starting point of my hunt. Down
came a specimen of C. croceus flying

strongly as usual with its beautiful

yellow and black wings shining in the

sunlight. It settled, apparently caught

on a small but firm spider's web. My
heart beat as I cautiously stepped
towards the struggling insect. It was
in a difficult position to net, but I

confidently aimed. My net served only

to dislodge the creature, which
immediately rose to the sky and dis-

appeared. That was the last I was to

see of C. croceus this year—a yellow

spot fading into the blue backcloth of

an autumn sky. On my return I

collected several Coenonympha pam-
philus, which is quite rare in that

area, and at the hotel was welcomed
by the news that my friend had also

seen Colias croceus.

We left the next day—a little dis-

appointed—but with a good catch

and a great deal of information about

a spot I had hitherto heard of only in

travel guides.

23.12.64. George Thomson (3689).

SOME NOTES ON 1964

I always fmd that at the end of the

season when I review my notes, I
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find odd things of interest, not of

themselves worthy of an article.

Firstly, I have noticed that the

Common Wasp (Vespula vulgaris

Linn.) has a habit of hovering around
the flowers of common Figwort

(Scrophularia nodosa Linn.). It is not

after insects (or at least after aphids)

as I tried posting these in the flowers

before the wasps' arrival. They were
not taken. Does anybody know why
the wasps do this?

Secondly, a moth pairing problem I

encountered this spring I would like

to bring to light. In the early after-

noon of April lOth a male Brindled

Beauty (Lycia hirtaria Clerck) emer-
ged. I cooled it, and kept it until a

female emerged on the Nth. I put

them together in a cage, and they
paired during the whole of the 12th.

When they parted I removed the

female for laying and cooled the male.

On the 1 3th another female emerged,
and I put the male in with her. They
paired during the 14th. However, the

second female did not lay for several

days, and I noticed that she started to

'call'. By this time I had had enough
and I left her out on my windowsill

overnight. In the morning she was
sitting there with a male. The same
day she laid fertile ova. It seems pro-

bable that she paired with the wild

male, but why was not the first male
enough? Did he have the sperm for

only one female, and yet paired when
he was 'spent' ? It may be noticed that

this account tallies closely with P. B.

Mo Allen's experience with the
Peppered Moth (Biston betularia

Linn.) recorded in his book 'A Moth
Hunter's Gossip'. Incidentally I collec-

ted a Brindled Beauty larva which I

am sure was newly hatched as it was
crawling along a piece of dead wood
and was in its first skin. I fed it up and
it produced a large dipterous parasite.

What an extraordinary sense for

caterpillars these flies must have, to

find the larva so soon. [In many of

these parasites eggs are laid on the

ground, in the bark of the host's

foodplant, etc., and the newly hatched
parasite larvae 'rely' on attaching

themselves to, and burrowing inside,

a passing host larva.

—

Ed.]

It may interest some to know that

a large and poor collection of British

insects I was landed with recently

contained an Arran Brown (Erebia

iigea Linn.). It also contained a French
Swallowtail (Papilio machaon gorganus
Fruhst.) and a very suspicious number
of Camberwell Beauties (Nyni]phalis

antiopa Linn.)! All insects were very

old and, most unfortunately, without
data.

The Purple Thorns (Se/en/o tetra-

lunaria Hufn.) yielded a total third

brood this year, although not exposed
to unseasonal conditions of any sort.

They were referable to the second
brood in shape and size, but with the

pink of the upperwings brighter in

tone. Is this third brood normal ?

1964. R. J. Dickson (3674J).

A FEW LOCALITIES REVISITED

During August 1964 I and my family

decided to spend a fortnight camping
in Dorset. We took two tents with

us and all the gear loaded into the

back of our Bedford L/t;//broke. Apart
from camping equipment and impedi-

menta, a net and collecting boxes
were included though there was no
intention of making it a bug-hunting

holiday.

Our first stop was the New Forest

for which I had obtained a camping
permit by post. There are large areas

in the Forest where camping is per-

mitted and we chose a spot on the

edge of Beaulieu Heath. It was really

too late for woodland butterflies but

on the heathland there were plenty

of Graylings (Eumenis seme/e Linn.)

on the wing. This area a month earlier

would have been thick with the

Silver-studded Blue (Pfebejus argus
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Linn.), but now they were gone. We
spent some time driving round the

smaller forest roads looking for

suitable areas for another season and

then went via Wareham to the hills

behind Swanage where we found a

nice camping site on farmland. Here
we set up camp and made it our
headquarters for the rest of the week.
The town and bathing made it attrac-

tive for the family and there are many
spots worth visiting in the area.

The first outing was to Worth
Matravers, a delightful little village

on the crest of the cliffs, overlooking

the Channel, from which a valley runs

down to the sea. On the slopes are

Strip Lynchets which terrace them
and here we were pleased to find the

Chalkhiil Blue (Lysandra coridon Poda)

quite plentiful. Some areas had been

quite heavily grazed and in others the

grass had grown rank, a sign of the

reduction in the rabbit population.

The Common Blue {Polyommatus

icarus Rott.) was also present with

some tattered Small Skippers {Thy-

melicus sylvestris Poda). On the short

grass areas there were Graylings

flying, and coming in from the sea

there were Red Admirals {Vanessa

otalanta Linn.), Painted Ladies (Van-

essa cardui Linn.) and Large Whites
(P/er/s brassicae Linn.). Every now
and then there came a fast flying

Clouded Yellow {CoHas croceus

Fourcr.) and all netted were males.

They made no attempt at lingering

but were making inland as fast as

possible. A few Marbled Whites
(Agapates galathea Linn.) were still

flying and one male which I netted

was newly emerged, the remainder
being very rubbed. Byasmall cottage

in the valley there was a Buddleia

bush, 6. davidii Franch., and in

addition to the Red Admirals, Large

Whites and Painted Ladies the bush

had attracted a large number of

Peacocks {Nymphalis io Linn.). This

butterfly was commoner in 1964 than

I had seen it for many years and was

reported as being abundant in very
many areas. It was a very fine day and
we followed the path from the

village down to the Winspit. Along
the path were Small Coppers (Lycaena

phlaeas Linn.) Walls (Pararge megera
Linn.) and dozens of the Silver Y
Moth [Plusia gamma Linn.). This area

was once known for the occurrence
of the variety of the Chalkhiil Blue

var. fowleri which has the black

spots of the male upperside replaced

by white. 1 examined a large number
of the males flying on the slopes but

all were typical. C5ur second trip was
to Kimmeridge Bay which is reached

by a private toll road. The only

butterflies of note were again mi-

grants, including a few Clouded
Yellows. The bay is a recognised

hunting ground for fossils which
occur in the strata of the crumbling
cliffs. The sea is a maze of rock pools

and is thick with seaweeds, and the

butterfly net was abandoned for the

shrimping net and bucket. In the

field adjoining the camping site I

found the larvae of the Red Admiral
and of the Comma [Polygonia c-album

Linn.) on a clump of nettles, and in

lane leading uptowardsthecliffsthere

were several Speckled Woods {Par-

arge aegeria Linn.) flying. The males

were very dark with the paler mark-
ings almost obliterated. Our third

outing was to the Studland beach

where there is a Natural History

Reserve. The road leads to the ferry

to Bournemouth across Poole Har-

bour entrance and again is a toll road.

The beach area is all sand dunes and

the Grayling was quite common.
Behind the dunes is a large area of

heathland with a large freshwater

lake which lies within the Reserve.

The heath is covered with Heather
(Calluna vulgaris (Linn.) Hull), and

Bell Heather (Erica cinerea Linn.) and

£. tetralix Linn. This was swarming
with Honey Bees (Apis mellifera

Linn.), and a few Red Admirals and

Painted Ladies. The only interesting
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beetle was the Tiger Beetle Cicindela

sylvatica Linn., which was flying on
the dunes. I thought it was C. mari-

tima Dej. but it was correctly iden-

tified by my father on our return.

The heath has several small pools

which looked interesting but a

rowing-boat trip was scheduled and

I was not able to do any further

exploration. This is an ideal spot for

bathing and a picnic and has the

added interest of the surrounding
countryside immediately to hand.

The final trip was to Lulworth Cove.
The mass of day trippers with a car

park jammed with several hundred
cars (at 2/- a time) came as a shock
and rather spoilt first impressions of

the scene, but while the family had a

look round Lulworth I climbed up on
to the downland above the cove and
found this deserted. The view was
well worth the climb and I found the

slope alive with butterflies. The
Chalkhill Blue was everywhere and
I saw several Graylings, while Cloud-
ed Yellows raced along the hillside

and away over the ridge. At last I

spotted a Skipper and was able to net

!
it. It turned out to be a rather rubbed

j

female Lulworth Skipper (Thymelicus

I

actaeon Rott.), so it still survives in

the place from which it gained its

English name. I have normally found
it abundant about the second week
in July and this specimen had deposit-

ed its eggs. The Meadow Brown
{Maniola jurtina Linn.) was also

common and many specimens appear-

ed to be freshly emerged. This butter-

fly seems to have the longest emer-
gence period of any of our species as

the first individuals appear in early

June. Bred under fairly natural con-

ditions in captivity I have observed
the wide difference in growth rates

both before and after hibernation of

the larvae and this factor must be the

cause of the long emergence period.

I have no evidence of a second brood
which occurs in many of the other
Satyrids.

53

Our next move was along the coast

to Chickerell just beyond Weymouth
and we camped on a farm overlook-
ing the Fleet. Milk production is the
main farming pursuit in the area and
the fields are heavily grazed, with few
butterflies. All round the hedges,

however, I found the large Bush
Cricket (Tettigonia viridissima Linn.),

the largest of our Orthoptera. These
carried on a continuous stridulation

every evening but were difficult to

find as they have great ventriloquial

ability. We were able to bathe in the

Fleet which is tidal and lies between
the Chesil Beach and the mainland.

The water is very weedy and the

local fishermen have boat channels

through the weed so that they may
pass over to the Chesil Beach from
which they use Seine nets to catch

Mackerel. The Chesil Beach which
stretches from Abbotsbury to the

Isle of Portland is a massive bank of

shingle and apart from migrants

flying over it the only butterfly seen

was the Small Copper. We did turn

up a few beetles at the Abbotsbury
end near the Swannery, among which
were Chrysolina banksi Fab., Broscus

cephalotes Linn, and Bledius spectabilis

Kraatz. From Weymouth we were
able to have a good look at the

coastal Downs westwards as far as

Bridport but found them very sparse

in butterflies. One afternoon on a

rather overcast day we left the family

to explore Weymouth and I and my
wife went up the steep hill leading to

the centre of the Isle of Portland. The
Island is almost solid Portland stone

and apart from the quarries is densely

built-up. However, many of the

stone workings are abandoned and

have a reasonable growth of vege-

tation. Here there was a varied

butterfly population which included

the Chalkhill and Common Blue, the

Small Copper, Grayling and all the

migrants seen previously. I also took
a specimen of the Coastal Bush

Cricket (Platycleis denticulata Panz.)
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a species which is very local. The
Six-spot Burnet {Zygaena filipendulae

Linn.) was common on the grasses

and many were very small specimens,

possibly due to the sparsity of vege-

tation. The Graylings were of the

pale form found on chalk downland
and the females were in the course

of laying despite the lack of sunshine.

We spent a pleasant afternoon wan-
dering about the quarries, and the

quiet and absence of people was a

pleasant contrast to the thronged

beaches of the town of Weymouth
below.

At the end of a fortnight we made
a return journey through Somerset
and Wiltshire across the Salisbury

Plain to London, well satisfied with

our first holiday under canvas and

our brief look at some Dorset
coastal areas.

3.65. P. W. Cribb (2270).

9

MJGRANTS

I do not profess to know the first

thing about the factors which cause

an insect to desert the land of its

birth, though I suppose i should, but

I can I think gauge the scarcity of

various migratory species by obser-

vation and by counting my captures.

In 1963, whilst 'home grown'
species were as plentiful as ever, I

found that in Hampshire at any rate

the migratory population was more
or less non-existent. I did not during

the whole year see one specimen of

Vanessa atalanta Linn. (Red Admiral
Butterfly) except for a few in June.

At the time I looked upon this as a

failing of this particular species, but

now i recall a noticeable lack of all

migratory species during that year.

1964, however, has told a very

different story. Not only has the Red
Admiral been seen in numbers which
fully make up for last year's lapse,

but I have observed or netted many

species which I have previously looked
upon as great prizes. Vanessa cardui

Linn. (Painted Lady) was common,
but in my part of the world it has

always been a much sought rarity. I

saw three or four specimens of Colias

croceus Fourcr. (Clouded Yellow) and,

though I cannot draw any conclusions

from this myself without other
records, I caught a good-sized female

Herse convolvuli Linn. (Convolvulus
Hawkmoth) in good condition in mid-
August in a mercury-vapour light-

trap.

I doubt very much that these

observations are merely coinciden-

ces, and no doubt similar ones have
been made throughout the country.

How much is known about migration

in entomology? If any Member knows
reasons why these insects should or
should not 'take it into their heads'

to migrate, let him speak, or rather

write a long and interesting article

for the Bulletin.

1.10.64. A. J. H. Pott (324IJ).

[In the August issue, a special number,
appears a review of our knowledge of

insect migration, very kindly written

for us by Dr C. B. Williams (Hon.)

-Ed.]

THE STAG BEETLE IN ESSEX

The Upminster Colony

Last year I realised that there is

a quite well established colony of

Stag Beetles {Lucanus cervus Linn.) in

the Upminster area of Essex. It

appears to exist in quite large num-
bers, appearing year after year.

Spasmodically, stray specimens wan-
der to various parts of Essex. A male

specimen was found crawling in

Billericay High Street during July,

1964. This specimen almost certainly

was a stray from the Upminster
Colony.

The species used to be common at
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South Ockendon and at Aveley,

where the main breeding area was at

Belhus Parl<, which is now mostly
built upon.
Peak years at this area were :

—

1948

1949

1952—present in very large num-
bers.

1956

It was also common at Gidea Park.

Here are the records I have from
the Upminster Colony :

—

Male—found on apple tree trunk
9th May 1963, Upminster.
Male—found having just alighted

30th May 1964, Upminster.
Male knocked down whilst in

flight 30th May, 1964, Upminster.
Male—31st May 1964, Upminster.
Male—24th June 1964, Upminster.
Male— 1st July 1964, Hornchurch.
Female—27th June 1964, Upmin-
ster.

Female—28th June 1964, Upmin-
ster.

Female—24th July 1964, Upmin-
ster.

I give my thanks to Mr. A. M.
Freebrey (3359), who contributed

some of the information.

27.2.65. M. Johnson (3564J).

THE DISTRIBUTION OF
TROPIPHORUS OBTUSUS BONS.

(COL., CURCULIONIDAE)

Whilst on a ramble on 27th April

1963 I took a single specimen of a

weevil near a wood at Hopwood, in

Middleton, Lancashire. I mounted it

and placed it in my collection and

thought no more about it. L. N. Kidd

of the Werneth Park Study Centre
and Natural History Museum, Old-

ham, later identified it for me as

Tropiphorus obtusus Bons. and told

me that it was apparently a new
county record for Lancashire. This

prompted me to find out more about

the species.

T. obtusus is stated by Linssen

(1959) to be very rare. From the

records I have found this would
appear to be so. The species has a

northern distribution, not being

found south of Derbyshire. The main
records are from Scotland and it has

been taken in Ireland. In Scotland it

has been taken in Inverness-shire,

Perthshire, Dumfriesshire, and Mor-
ayshire. At the time of Fowler (1891)

it was only known from Dumfries.

P. Harwood (1925) took it in flood

refuse at Strathspey, Inverness, in

1924. G. H. Ashe (1952) found it

abundant in moss during June at

Nethy Bridge, Inverness. T. Hudson
Beare (1905) took it in fair numbers,

together with 7. tomentosus Marsh.

(=terricola Newm.), at Rannoch in

Perth. H. Donisthorpe (1907) also

took it at Rannoch in 1906, by sweep-
ing. J. Murray (1936) took a single

specimen by evening sweeping in

June 1935, in Dumfries. R. B. Angus
(1964) records a single specimen from
the Culbin coastal sand dunes, Mor-
ayshire. These Scottish records also

show the distribution of the best

worked areas in Scotland.

F. H. Day (1904) took this species

in flood refuse in Cumberland in 1903

and again, by sweeping, in 1906. G. C.

and G. W. R. Bartindale (1948)

record a single specimen from
Walker Barn, Cheshire, 5th July 1937.

J. N. Halbert (1937) took the species

at Powerscourt Demesne, Ireland, in

June 1926 and April 1935.

B. Tomlin (1904) notes the distri-

bution of 7. obtusus known at that

time. Additional records he gives

are: Johnson and Halbert (List of the

Beetles of Ireland) Derry, Armagh,
Carlow, and Kilkenny; Kidson Taylor,

in 1903, Millers Dale Derbyshire; and

he took it himself at White Park Bay,

Antrim, Ireland in 1902.

The above records show that

7. obtusus is widely distributed. The
sparsity of records is probably due to
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the sparsity of coleopterists in Scot-

land and Ireland and of course to the

rarity of the beetle. The species is

probably more generally distributed

in Scotland and Ireland and possibly

the north of England. It is probably

entirely absent from southern Eng-

land and Wales.

Beetles of this genus are supposed
to be associated with Dog's Mercury
(Mercurialis perennis Linn.) but 7.

obtusus doesn't appear to be assoc-

iated with this plant. It has been

taken on sand dunes where it is

unlikely that Dog's Mercury would
be growing and Dog's Mercury has

not been found in or near the wood
where I took my specimen. It has

been taken twice in flood refuse,

which may be significant. No special

mention is made of the plants from
which it was swept. It has been taken

in fair numbers twice but it usually

appears to have been taken singly.

Adults have been taken in April,

June, and July.

15.3.65. Michael G. Fitton (3462J).
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WING VENATION: MAKING
AND STORING RECORDS

Mr D. H. Smith's article in the

August 1964 edition of the Bulletin

(Bull. amat. Ent. Soc, 23: 90-6)

gave a clear account of the purposes
of naming the veins of insects and the

systems by which they are named,
but many entomologists shirk a

serious study of venation because of

the difficulty of observing, recording

and storing the vein patterns, and
resort to the textbooks on the

subject—and rightly too, as cleared

wings are difficult to store (even in

slide form) and the drawing of veins

is more easily done from another
drawing than from the actual wings.

However, there is an efficient and
accurate method for those who can

afford a few shillings for the purchase
of some inexpensive photographic
materials. All that is required is

some photographic printing paper

—

hard no. 3 or 4; developer—DI63;
and 'hypo' fixing. All this can be

purchased for under ten shillings.

Some wings do not require to be

treated in any way but those of

certain Orders (Lepidoptera and
others) have to be cleared of scales

before they can be used. There are

many combinations of chemicals

which will clear the wings of insects

but the mixture I use requires not

more than a small quantity of 95%
alcohol (carbon tetrochloride is a

fair substitute), 10% hydrochloric

acid (I sometimes use household
vinegar), an aqueous solution of

household bleach and salt, and clean

water (preferably distilled). The pro-

cedure is as follows:

1. Have each solution ready in

separate shallow saucers.

2. Remove the wings from one side

of the insect very carefully with a

disecting needle, taking care not to

damage any joining apparatus.

3. Wet the wings in alcohol.

4. Immerse in the acid for a few
minutes.

5. Change to bleaching solution. If

they are slow to clear immerse in

acid again then return to bleach. In

fifteen minutes the wings should be
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completely cleared and can be washed
in the clean water and dried.

When the wings are completely dry

they can now be used for the next

process. Using the wings as 'negatives'

place them on the photographic

paper in a semi-darkened room
(ideally with a yellow/green safe-

light), cover with a clean piece of

glass and form a 'wedge' by switching

on a white light and gradually cover-

ing the paper at five second intervals,

returning to the safelight and deve-

loping as instructed by the makers of

the printing paper, finally fixing in

'hypo' for ten minutes. By studying

the result it is possible to determine
the correct exposure to which the

'photograms' can be printed. If an

enlarger is available the wings can

again be used as a negative and

enlarged in the normal way. It is

important to aim for a pure white

and a black black.

The result is a very clear impres-

sion of the veins of the wings which
can be easily stored, pasted in a note

book, reproduced as illustration or

in fact used in any way that a student

of wing venation would wish.

5. 1 .65. George Thomson (3689).

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON
BUTTERFLIES IN THE
GIRONDE DEPT. OF

WESTERN FRANCE, 1964

The following observations were
made on the Atlantic coast of France

during the first two weeks of June,

1964, and relate in particular to

species which are either not found,

or are rare, in Britain. The area in

question is the peninsula west of the

estuary of the Gironde River which
leads down to the Medoc vineyards

and Bordeaux. The littoral scene

features large sand dunes, the dom-
inant vegetation being Pinus mari-

tima Poir., Erica arboraea Linn., and

brooms of various species, but further

inland mixed coniferous and decid-

uous woodland with Honeysuckle
(Lonicera periclymenum Linn.) and
privet (Ligustrum spp.), reminds one
of parts of Surrey. Plenty of sunshine,

a temperature varying from 75 to 90
degrees Fahrenheit, an abundance of

wild flowers and an absence of pois-

onous spraying, etc., all add up to

offer plenty of scope for butterflies.

After the scarcity of recent years in

Britain, it was exciting to see so many
species on the wing, and in such

numbers. I will deal in detail with

several species of interest:

—

Coenonympha arcania Linn., which was
just out is larger than our Small

Heath (C. pamphiius Linn.) and

resembles the Hedge Brown (Maniola

tithonus Linn.) when in flight. I found

it to inhabit shady rides in woodland
and almost invariably in damp sur-

roundings or near water. Only one
specimen was seen by the roadside in

hot sunshine. It was not seen to feed,

and could be described as common
but local.

Another interesting Satyrid was

Pararge aegeria aegeria Linn., which

is the typical southern subspecies of

our Speckled Wood, but differs from

the latter by having the light yellow

markings replaced by a much deeper

shade. It seemed to favour open
bushy country more than does our
subspecies, although I did see a few
individuals in shady places. It was not

seen to feed and was often found

resting on leaves at a low level with

partly or fully spread wings.

Single examples of Vanessa cardui

Linn. (Painted Lady) were seen inland,

but of particular interest were six

individuals of that species which flew

in from the sea over the beach in an

easterly direction.

The two White Admirals Limenitis

rivularis Lewis and our species L.

Camilla Linn, were numerous. L
rivularis has a flight similar to L.

Camilla but is not so gregarious and
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is to be seen in more open situations,

often by the roadsides in full sun

feeding from bramble (Rubus) and

privet blossoms. It is very easy to

approach, in fact, its liking for salt

often causes it to settle on one's arms
and legs to drink perspiration.

I had the opportunity to see

Nymphaiis polychloros Linn, (Large

Tortoiseshell) for the first time, when
I found half a dozen examples feeding

from a damaged oak tree (Quercus sp.)

that was oozing sap; in company with

Vanessa atalanta Linn, and hornets

(Vespa sp.). It is a very wary species,

flying up to the lower branches of

trees when approached. It was not

seen to visit flowers. Just near this

tree was a small stream, on the bank

of which there was a stunted sallow

bush {Saiix sp.). On this I found an

almost fully fed larva of Nymphaiis

antiopa Linn. (Camberwell Beauty).

The fritillaries were represented by

Melitaea athalia Rott. (Heath Fritill-

ary), colonies of which were fairly

numerous. I have never seen it flying

in England and found it considerably

more agile than I had imagined. It

inhabited clearings in damp woods,

but also by roadsides in full sun. it was
seen feeding on Yarrow (Achillea

millefolium Linn.) and bramble.

Boloria (=Clossiana) dia Linn.

(Weaver's Fritillary) inhabited the

same type of woodland, but in the

open flying low and fast over a fairly

recently felled clearing, feeding from
bramble and Ragged Robin. (Lychnis

floS'Cuculi Linn.) It was common in

this small area only and extremely
wary and difficult to approach.

I encountered three species of

'coppers'. Lycaena dorilis Hufn. was
almost over, and worn specimens
looked at first glance like faded

female Polymmatus icarus Rott. It has

similar habits to L. phlaeas Linn, which
was common in most places, and

which did not seem to vary at all

from English specimens. I was, how-
ever, most impressed with the beauti-

ful Lycaena alciphron Rott., when I

came across three freshly emerged
males on Ox-eye daisy (Chrysanthe-

mum leucanthemum Linn.). This large

'copper' has a pale blue pearl sheen
superimposed over the copper colour

of the upperside of the wings. When
first seen they were flying in a group
and feeding from flowers at the

roadside, but a couple of days later

they had split up and had established

'territories'. One individual in part-

icular had taken up an area of fallen

brushwood where it sat on a log in

the full heat of the sun and was
making swift sallies at any other
butterfly that passed by. It rested now
with closed wings, and was difficult

to see, and was to be found at

exactly the same spot for several days

following.

'Blues' were very abundant, mostly

Polyommatus icarus Rott. (Common
Blue). Less common and more inter-

esting was Glaucopsyche cyllarus Rott.

the males of which are a lovely violet-

blue with an underside similar to

Cyaniris semiargus Rott. (Mazarine

Blue) but with green scaling at the

wing-bases. The 'hairstreak' Strymon

ilicis Esp. was found in small numbers,
freshly emerged. The females are

quite large and appear very black

on the wing. They are, however, very

easy to approach, and feed at ground
level on Ox-eye daisy, white clover

(Trifolium repens Linn.), etc., fre-

quenting roadsides, and borders of

woods in full sun. The only other

hairstreak I saw was Strymonidia

w-album Knoch. (White Letter Hair-

streak) a colony of which were feed-

ing from privet, but this was on the

journey home, and further north, in

the vicinity of Nantes.

The Pierid which held my attention

most was Aporio crataegi Linn. (Black-

veined White). It was abundant in the

area and has a fairly steady but rather

slow flight, with more gliding than

Pieris spp. and with shallower wing-

beats. It is fond of resting on leaves
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with half-open wings and feeds very

often from flowers in a pendulous

position. It is not as restless as P/er/s

and easier to approach. Roadsides,

fields, waste ground and the borders

of woods form its habitat. It falls an

easy victim to road traffic, probably

because of its rather slow flight. It

was seen to feed from Ragged Robin,

Red Clover (Trifolium pratense Linn.)

Greater Knapweed (Centaurea scab-

iosQ Linn.) and thistles (Cirsium spp.),

incidentally all red flowers.

Colias croceus Fourcr. (Clouded

Yellow) was seen singly on many
occasions, usually ovipositing females.

Neither Leptidea sinapis Linn. (Wood
White), Goneptery rhamni Linn. (Brim-

stone), nor Anthocahs cardamines

Linn. (Orange Tip) were seen south

of Nantes.

Swallowtails were unfortunately

almost over. Graphium (=Papilio)

podalirius Linn, was seen feeding at

the top branches of an unidentified

white-flowering tree (probably Prunus

sp.) north of Nantes on the way
down, and several Papilio machaon
Linn, were observed flying in the

vineyards of Medoc, but on none
could a close-up observation be made.

B. R. Stallwood (1547).

ENTOMOLOGY IN
NEW ZEALAND—

4

Lepidoptera

A review of this order is handi-

capped by the absence of any recent

catalogue of the New Zealand Lepi-

dopterous fauna. Hudson, in a fine

series of books (1928, 1939, 1950),

described and illustrated all the

species known to him, and the folfow-

ing is based mainly on these publi-

cations. He took a broad view of

genera, and it may be that some
lepidopterists would prefer to place

New Zealand species, attributed by

Hudson to broad genera, into more
restricted ones.

Hudson (1939, p. 472) tabulates a

census of species. Some have been
described since this date, and there

may be a few synonyms included in

his totals, but the figures are no
doubt of the right order of magnitude.

Lepidoptera have probably received

more attention from collectors in

New Zealand in the past than any

other insect order, so that it is likely

that the majority of the fauna has

now been described. Hudson's census

totals 1471 species, of which 107 are

common to Australia and New
Zealand, while almost all of the

remainder are presumably endemic.

One of the most striking features of

the New Zealand lepidopterous

fauna is the very poor representation

of butterflies (discussed later), and

there are but two hawkmoths,
neither of which is endemic. Some of

the primitive moths are numerous.
Hudson (1928, pp. 16-17) summar-

ises Meyrick's and his own views on
the geographical affinities of the New
Zealand lepidopterous fauna. He
states that the largest genera of New
Zealand moths almost all have affin-

ities with South America rather than

with Australia. He says: "We are

therefore forced to assume that these

highly characteristic forms reached

New Zealand by v/ay of the Antarctic

at a time when its climate was much
ess rigorous than at present."

Hudson observed that unusual

number of the larvae of New Zealand
Lepidoptera (especially amongst the

Pyralidae and Tineidae) are internal

feeders; either living within the

branches of trees, or under bark, and

subsisting on wood, or subterranean

feeding on the roots of grasses, or on
moss. These habits would enable the

larvae to thrive in a cold, wet, tem-
pestuous climate, such as no doubt
existed in the Antarctic lands, when
climatic conditions there were much
less severe than at the present time."
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It seems much more likely to me that

they evolved these habits in order to

be able to survive in the severe

climates which existed in New Zea-

land itself during Pleistocene glaci-

ations.

The preponderance of species are

confined to the South Island, as noted

by Hudson, but this cannot be taken

as proof that their ancestors entered

New Zealand from the south. All it

indicates is that the majority of

species are adapted to colder climatic

conditions than at present prevail in

most parts of the North Island. Such

conditions would have prevailed in

all except the far north during

glaciations, when much of the South

Island was under ice, and forest was
very restricted. This does not mean
that some Lepidoptera did not enter

New Zealand from a temperate
Antarctica during Tertiary times, but

they will have had several million

years of independant evolution in

New Zealand since then.

The genus Sabatinca (Zeugloptera,

Micropterygidae), includes the most
primitive of existing moths; at least

with regard to wing venation (which

is almost identical with that of the

caddis Rhyacophila), and mouth parts

(functional mandibles and laciniae are

present and the galeae are free, there

being no proboscis). Larvae of Sabat-

inca have been found amongst liver-

worts, on which they presumably
feed. The pupa, which is contained

within an oval cocoon, has functional

mandibles. The adults are small,

(wing expanse 6-14 mm.), and super-

ficially resemble certain Tineids.

There are eighteen species described

from New Zealand, most of which
are confined to damp forests where
liverworts thrive. The genus is also

represented in Australia. Micropar-

daiis, an endemic genus with two
known species, differs from Sabatinca

mainly in wing venation.

Mnesarchaea, which was formerly

included in the Micropterygidae by
Hudson, Meyrick etc., is now placed

in the suborder Monotrysia, in a

family of its own, the Mnesarchaeidae
(cf Tillyard, 1926, p. 412; Imms. 1957,

p. 538). This is related to the Erio-

craniidae, buttheadult is morespecial-

ised. When the larvae are discovered

it will be interesting to see whether
they are more generalised than the

rather specialised legless leaf-mining

larvae of Eriocraniidae. Usually

families or subfamilies confmed to

New Zealand are less specialised in

most respects than their nearest

relatives. Superficially Mnesarchaea
spp. are similar to Sabatinca spp., and

it is not surprising that they were
included in the same family by Hudson
and Meyrick. Mostly they are found

in damp forests or subalpine tussock

grassland.

The Hepialidae, although few in

species, are better known than most
moths because of their size. Charagia

virescens Dbld., the Puriri Moth, is

New Zealand's largest. The wingspan
of the male is about 100 mm. and of

the female up to 140 mm.; with a

body length of up to 70 mm. A
detailed account of the fascinating

life-history is given by Hudson (1928,

pp. 358-9). The female lays about

2,000 small eggs, which are deposited

apparently indiscriminately, so that

the young larvae have to find their

own way to their food plants. A wide
range of native and introduced trees

and shrubs are attacked; among
which is the Puriri (Vitex lucens T.

Kirk). The larva usually tunnels in the

trunk of its host plant, but sometimes
in a branch. Apparently larval life

lasts for at least five years, and the

pupal period for about three months.

Adults appear in early spring, al-

though I have seen a freshly emerged
female about 20th August (late

winter) in the north near Auckland.

Larvae of the genus Oxycanus

(Porina of Hudson) are well-known

to naturalists when attacked by a
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parasitic fungus (Cordyceps robertsii

(Hook.) Berk. (=hugelii Corda)) and

converted into "vegetable cater-

pillars." The fructification of the

fungus grows up above the surface of

the soil, giving the appearance of a

club-shaped stick, which leads to the

discovery of the parasitised larva. The
rate of parasitisation seems to be

quite high, and in my experience

"vegetable caterpillars" are found

much more often than the adult

moths. An ichneumon wasp, Pro-

boloides buchanani Cameron, parasit-

ises larvae of several Oxycanus spp.

(Hudson, 1928), and they are also

attacked by a tachinid parasite, Proto-

hystricia aids Walk. (Miller, 1950).

Perhaps it is just as well that Oxycanus

caterpillars are kept under some
measure of control by these various

parasites. They are 'grass-caterpillars'

which live by day in underground
tunnels, and at night emerge and

damage pastures and lawns. The
commonest species are Oxycanus

signata Walk, and 0. umbraculata Gn.

The adult moths are moderate-sized

to large insects, usually dull brown or

orange in colour and often quite vari-

able.

The Stigmellidae is represented by

about fourteen species of Nepticula,

minute moths whose larvae are leaf-

miners in various Compositae. The
Incurvarioidea apparently have no

New Zealand representatives.

About twelve genera of Gelechii-

dae are present, none of which are

very numerous in species. Larvae of

the native species construct pro-

tective cases from fragments of leaves

or other part of their food plants.

Introduced species include the notori-

ous Potato Moth, Phthorimea {=Gnor'h

n)oschema) operculella Zell. The Cos-

mopterygidae is represented by about

twenty species, including Limnoecia

phragmitella Staint., which is almost

cosmopolitan in distribution. Meyrick
considered its occurrence in New
Zealand to be natural. The larva feeds

in heads of the bulrush (Typhaangusti-

folia Linn.), the distribution of which
is also almost cosmopolitan.

The Oecophoridae constitute one
of the more important elements in

the New Zealand Lepidopterous

fauna, with almost 200 species record-

ed. About 80 of these are included in

Borkhausenia, but many of the remain-

der are in small endemic, often

monotypic, genera. Borkhausenia spp.

are small insects which frequent scrub

or open forest, and some of them are

abundant. They usually resemble
fallen leaves, and drop to the ground
when disturbed. The larvae live in

subterranean tubes constructed of

silk and debris. Their food is roots,

or in some cases, decaying vegetable

matter. The Plutellidae include the

notorious Diamond-backed Moth
(Plutella niaculipennis Curt.) and

twenty-five other species, mostly

endemic.

There are about 60 species of

Glyphipterigidae known from New
Zealand, most of which are included

in Clyphipteryx or Simaethis, Charixena

iridoxa Meyr., a remarkable mono-
typic moth, is sometimes found in

various subalpine localities. Its larva

is a miner in the leaves of Asteiia

cockaynei Cheesem. TheTineidae have

about 70 New Zealand species, most
of which belong to endemic genera.

Tineola biseilieila Hum., the Clothes

Moth, has been introduced. The
following tinaeoid families each have

a few representatives: Xyloryctidae,

Elachistidae, Gracillariidae, Heliodini-

dae. The Copromorphidae, a small

family confined to Australia and New
Zealand, has three species in the

latter country. The larva of Isonomeu-

tis amauropa Meyr. lives under the

scaly bark of Rimu (Dacrydium cup-

ressinum Soland.), feeding on the soft,

juicy inner bark and sap, and forming

galleries of frass and silk. The dull-

coloured adults are found in forests

during summer.
The superfamilies Cossoidea and
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Castnioidea have no known New
Zealand representatives.

There are two species of case moths
(Psych idae) of which Oeceticus omni-

vorus Fereday is common throughout
the country. As its name implies, it

has a very wide range of food plants,

both native and introduced. The case

is constructed of tough, brown silk,

with fragments of twigs, leaves or

bark of the foodplant attached to the

outside. Adult males are obscure
dark brown insects, and are very

rarely seen, considering how common
are the larvae and females. The
Cochliidae and Zygaenidae are absent.

The Eucosmidae have but twenty
species in New Zealand, while the

majority of the tortrices (over 100

species) belong to the Tortricidae

sensu strictu. Most of the larvae are

leaf-rollers, but that of Tortrix molyb-

ditus Meyr. feeds on damp moss, and

constructs an elongate cylindrical

case of fragments of moss joined

together with silk, and resembling a

small Oeceticus case. It pupates in its

case in November and the adult

appears in late November and early

December. There are fourteen species

of Carposina (Carposinidae), a pre-

dominantly Australian group, record-

ed.

Morova subfasciata Walk, is the

only known memberoftheThyrididae
in New Zealand. The larva inhabits

galls in the stems of certain climbing

or creeping plants. There are two
introduced Galleriidae, and six Phy-

citidae, which are probably all intro-

duced. Grass Moths (Crambidae) are

numerous (about 90 species, mainly

in Crambus). Larvae of Diptychophora

spp. live in forests amongst moss, on
which they feed. Crambus spp., on the

other hand, are characteristic of

tussock grasslands. There are three

introduced and no indigenous Pyrali-

dae. The Pyraustidae include about
130 New Zealand species, of which
over 100 are included in the genus
Scoparia. These are rather small moths

many of which are prettily coloured.

Larvae of some species feed on mosses
or lichens, while others feed on the

roots of grass. There are sixteen

species of plume moths (Pterophori-

dae) in New Zealand. The larva of

Platyptilia aeolodes Meyr. feeds on
the rush Juncus tenuis Willd.

Bombycoidea and Calliduloidea are

unrepresented by indigenous species,

but the Gum Emperor Moth, Anther-

aea eucalypti Sc. (Saturniidae), has

been introduced from Australia.

Adults are fine large moths with

wing markings rather like those of

Saturnia. The larva is a handsome
pale green creature with scoli carry-

ing retractile red and blue spines. It

feeds mainly on the leaves of Eucalyp-

tus spp., which are frequently planted

in New Zealand as farm shelter belts.

The moth was introduced in the

vicinity of Wanganui early this cen-

tury, and for many years it did not

spread far from there. In the last few
years, however, it has appeared in

most parts of the North Island.

The New Zealand butterfly fauna

is so small that it is worth discussing

in detail. Only eleven species are

certainly indigenous, while two
others have established themselves

within historic times after apparently

reaching the country by their own
flight. Pieris rapae Linn, is the only

species certainly introduced by man.
It is so destructive near Auckland
that many residents do not bother to

grow cabbages in summer.

Danaus plexippus Linn, (the Mon-
arch) first appeared in New Zealand

about 1840. It has occurred in many
lowland localities since then, and is

quite common wherever its food

plants (Asclepias spp.) are growing.

These are usually cultivated specifi-

cally for feeding the larvae. The
Monarch is a popular classroom insect

in primary schools as it is large,

attractive and easy to rear.

The Lesser Wanderer, Danaus chry-
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sippus Linn., was recorded several

times in scattered localities, apparent-

ly as a rare accidental migrant from
Australia, where it is common.
Recently it has been discovered

breeding in New Zealand.

Argyrophenga antipodum Dbld.

(Satyridae) is a common butterfly of

tussock grasslands in the South
Island. It shows considerable indivi-

dual and geographical variation in its

colour patterns. The larva feeds on
the tussock grass Poa caespitosa Forst.,

the blades of which it resembles

closely. A. antipodum is endemic, but

has close relatives in the mountains
of Chile. Dodonidia heimsi Fereday is

a colourful species which is rarely

seen, and more rarely captured

because of its habit of flying and
resting out of reach. Its larva feeds on
a sedge (Gabnia setifolia Hook.) near

which the adults are occasionally

seen in summer.
The only other New Zealand Sat-

yridae are two species included by

Hudson in Erebia, but not closely

related to this genus. Percnodaimon

pluto Fereday is fairly common on
mountains in the South Island. It is a

moderate sized black butterfly with

a variable number of small white
ocelli near the margin of the fore-

wings. It frequents shingle slopes

between 4,000 and 6,000 feet, and

rarely descends to lower altitudes

along shingle river-beds. Erebiola

butleri Fereday is found at similar

altitudes, but is rarer and more local

in its distribution. It seldom settles

on shingle, resting mainly on moun-
tain grasses.

Hypoiimnas bolina Fab. (the Blue

Moon), has been seen frequently in

some years, usually after a period of

strong westerly gales, but it is not

known to breed in New Zealand,

although suitable foodplants grow
there. Another common Australian

species which occurs occasionally in

New Zealand, but does not breed
there, is Precis villida Fab. This species

(or a close relative of the same genus)

was once erroneously recorded from
Hampstead Heath, England, under
the name of Cyntbia bampstediensis

Stephens ("Albin's Hampstead Eye")!

A few other Australian butterflies

have been recorded only once or

twice in New Zealand.

Vanessa goneriiia Fab., the New
Zealand Red Admiral, resembles the

European Red Admiral but has more
red on its wings. Its larva feeds on the

dwarf nettle (Urtica incisa Poir.) and

the tree nettle (Urtica ferox Forst.).

Vanessa itea Fab. the Australian

Yellow Admiral, has bright yellow

and brown markings on its forewings,

and brown on the hindwings. Its

caterpillar feeds on the dwarf nettle.

The Red Admiral is common every-

where except in the far north, while

the Yellow Admiral occurs only in

the North Island. It is a common
species in Australia. The Australian

Painted Lady, Vanessa cardui ker-

sbawii McCoy is rather irregular in

its occurence. This subspecies differs

from the typical form only in the

black spots on the hind wing, which
have blue centres.

The Lycaenidae are represented by

Zizero labrada Godt., a frequently

abundant small 'blue' shared with

Australia, and three endemic species

of Cbrysopbanus. C. salustius Fab.,

the New Zealand Copper, is the

commonest species. It is very variable,

both individually and geographically.

C. enysi Butl. is less common, and has

extensive dark markings on its wings.

C. boldenarum White is the smallest

of these species. The upper surface of

the wings of the male is iridescent

purple, while the female is pale

yellowish brown with dark markings.

Larvae of all three species live on
Mublenbecl<.ia spp.

There are no Papilionidae, Hesperi-

dae or indigenous Pieridae in New
Zealand.

The Geometridae, with about 260

recorded species, constitute one of
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the most important elements in the

fauna and include many of the most
beautiful moths. The bulk of these

are 'Carpets' (Hydriomeninae). Chlor-

oclystis includes about thirty-five

species, most of which have beautiful,

intricate wing patterns. The larvae

feed on blossoms, growing rapidly in

order to complete development
during the period of flowering of the

food plant. Pupal development is

unusually long, and some species

overwinter as pupae, emerging short-

ly before the flowering season of the

food plant. Over 60 New Zealand

species are included in Xanthorhoe.

The known larvae feed on herbaceous
plants, especially on water-cress

{Nasturtium officinale Linn.). Tatosoma

is an endemic genus of eleven species

which show striking sexual dimorph-
ism. Larvae feed on forest trees or

shrubs. The foodplant of T. lestevata

Walk, is Coriaria ruscifoiia Linn.

(Tutu), which is toxic to mammals.
The Monocteniinae are represented

by 4 small endemic genera, and an

Australian genus, Dichromodes, the

larvae of which feed on lichens. The
Selidoseminae, with about 50 New
Zealand species, include some fair

sized, strikingly beautiful moths,

placed mainly in Selidosema and Dec-

lana. The larva of S. suavis Butl.,

which normally feeds on leaves of

native trees, has recently become a

pest of Pinus radiata D. Don.
Neither of the New Zealand

Sphingidae are endemic, but both

are strong fliers, and there is no
reason to believe that they have been
artificially introduced. Herse convol-

vuli Linn, is quite common. Its larvae

feed on Convolvulus and the Kumara
(sweet potato) of the Maoris. Hippo-

tion ce/er/o Linn, has been seen very

rarely, and is probably only an occas-

ional accidental visitor from Austra-

lia.

The tigers (Arctiidae) are few
(five species), but of exceptional

interest. In the endemic genus Meta-

crias the females are fat insects with
only the slightest rudiments of wings.

Two of the three species are alpine

in distribution, the larvae living on
mountain grasses. The males are

diurnal fliers. Probably the best

known of all New Zealand moths to

the layman is the Magpie Moth,
Nyctemera annulata Boisd. (Hypsidae).

This is a day-flying moth with black

wings spotted with white. Its 'woolly-

bear' larva feeds on various native

and introduced Compositae, especi-

ally Senecio spp. and Cineraria mari-

tima Linn.

The Noctuidae (about 160 species)

include many familiar moderate sized

moths, some of which are pests. The
Flax-Notcher {Persectania steropastis

Meyr.) is a pest of the native flax

Phormium tenax Forst., the fibre of

which is used as a substitute for jute

in making rope and sacks. The cater-

pillars make V-shaped notches in the

margins of the leaves, thus shortening

the fibre. Persectania composita Guen,
is a New Zealand Army Worm,
which at times causes considerable

damage to crops. Over 50 New
Zealand Noctuids are included in

Melanchra, many of which are rather

obscure brown moths. The larvae are

typical Cutworms, some of which are

pests of horticultural seedlings. M.
mutans Walk, is one of the common-
est and most destructive species. It

must not be thought that all New
Zealand Noctuids are pests, however.
There are several endemic genera

(e.g., Ichneutica) of innocuous, rather

beautiful, usually fairly rare moths.

2.3.65. J. C. Watt (3578).
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JUNIOR NEWS SECTION

f I do hope you have all enjoyed a

rhappy hibernation and are now fully

prepared with newly patched nets

and highly polished 'pooters' to face

another glorious season.

C. S. Smith, of 9 Be Ifield

Close, Weymouth, Dorset, tells us

he had a splendid time last summer
with some exciting butterfly catches.

He managed to net Painted Ladies

(Vanessa cardui Linn.), Dark Green
Fritillaries (Argynnis aglaia Linn.) and

Lulworth Skippers (Thymelicus acteon

Rott.)—actually from Lulworth—and

many others. I know he was particu-

larly pleased with the fritillaries. I

wonder whether C. S. visited the

Studland Bay nature reserve near

Poole, Dorset. It is a real haven for the

naturalist just a few yards from a

crowded holiday beach. I saw several

so-called Wood Tiger Beetles (Cicin-

dela sylvatica Linn.) when I was there

last year. It was such a pity I could not

take just one.

Michael Langden (3708J) of 158

1 Ravensbourne Avenue, Shortlands,

I Kent (also from the south of England

:

I there are not any young entomologists

in the North) writes: "On 19th

September I saw half a dozen Red
Admirals (Admirables) on a Michael-

mas daisy patch in the garden. I took
several which appeared to be fairly

fresh. Over the next few days I saw at

least thirty individuals of which a

number were very worn. After five

or six days they disappeared as

quickly as they had come although

the occasional specimen was seen up
to early November!
He believes that it is unusual to

fmd such large numbers of this species

in such a small area. He has lived in

Shortlands for eight years and has

seen nothing like it before. Can
anyone explain it please?

Michael is off with some friends to

the New Forest, Hampshire, at Easter

hunting for insects and spiders— I do

hope he lets us know how successful

the trip was.

Wesley Caswell (3I33J) is planning

to search for insects and other
animals in Jugoslavia during the

summer. Mind the scorpions Wesley!
If any of you are thinking of plan-

ning collecting expeditions, whether
in tent. Youth Hostel, or hotel, do
make sure you have the necessary

permission from the right authorities,

if you are hunting in the New Forest,

apply to the Forestry Commission,
Queen's House, Lyndhurst, Hamp-
shire. They will issue a permit and

tell you what you may take and

where you may or may not go. It is

most embarrassing to be stopped by

one of the uniformed foresters just

as the biggest insect you ever saw is

getting away.

The London embassies of the

foreign countries you wish to visit

will give you all the information you
need about permits, and the Ministry

of Agriculture, at Tolworth, Surrey,

will issue permits for the importation

of specimens. You do not want to

have spent a fortnight busily collecting

and packing to have the whole lot

trodden on by the customs man as

contraband.

I had quite a good idea for a light

insect carrying cage sent in last

season by Neil Sutton (3569J) of 33

Shakespeare Street, Coventry, War-
wickshire. It consists of an oblong

wire frame in which is suspended a

muslin cylinder which is cleverly

sealed at one end by a zip fastener.

This makes the cage light and gives

protection to the grasshoppers or

butterflies in the cylinder cage (see Fig).

As so many of you seemed to fmd
the quiz I set you in last May's issue

interesting, I thought you might like

to have a shot at another.

1. Which British insects belong to

the same family as locusts?

2. How do 0. Horse-flies b. Male

wasps (Vespulo spp.) c. Dragonflies

(Odonata) sting?
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muslin

3. Where is the heart of a typical

insect found ?

4. What are the small breathing-

holes on an insect's body called ?

5. How does the American Cock-
roach (Periplaneta americana Linn.)

protect its ootheca (egg-purse) after

it is laid ?

6. How does the resting position of

an adult Anopheles mosquito differ

from that of Ct//ex?

7. Name the only British member
of the Lepidopterous family Saturn-

iidae.

8. An adult insect is correctly called

a. an ileum b. an icon c. an imago?
9. What does adragonfly nymph use

to catch its prey?

10. To which group of insects do
Cockroaches belong?

11. Who was the famous French

entomologist who wrote many popu-
lar books based on his own obser-

vations in Provence at the beginning

of the 20th century?

12. Which organs do insects use to

smell with ?

13. Grasshoppers stridulate, What
does this mean ?

14. Which rare and beautiful butter-

fly comes in to Britain as a stowaway
on Scandinavian timber ships?

15. Why have you not written to

the Youth Section of the AES Bulle-

tin ?

16. Which insects are responsible

for spreading the Plague.

17. What do adult Cabbage White
Butterflies (P/er/s spp.) feed on?
18. Wnich International entomolo-
gical society has Gonepteryx rhamni

Linn, as its emblem ?

19. Name the five parts of an insect's

leg.

20. What types of insects are a.

Swallowtails b. Bombadiers c. Water
boatmen d. Daddy longlegs?

1 do hope you all have an enjoyable

spring—entomologically anyway. Do
let me have any news, notes, or even
criticism. H. J. Berman (297IA).

A NOTICE TO ALL JUNIOR
MEMBERS

It is proposed that the Society runs

a reading circle, for the use of

Junior Members. Various entomolo-
gical journals will be circulated to

paid-up Members of the Society. A
subscription of about 4/- per member
per magazine is to be paid by each

member wishing to receive the

magazines. The proposed magazines

are:

The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,

Entomologist's Gazette,

The Entomologist, and

The Entomologist's Record.

The reading circle will be run in

the following way; I will put a list of

members that have subscribed to the
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circle inside the magazine. I will then

post it to the first member on the

list, and when he receives it he will

mark in the date, keep it for about
four days, and then mark on the list

the date he sends it off. He will send

it to the next member on the list,

who in turn will send it to the next,

and so on until the last member, who
will return it to me.

If you are interested in taking part

in the reading circle, please will you
send me a postcard or letter, saying

which magazine(s) you would like to

receive, to:

Jonathan Cooter, 174 Seaforth

Gardens, Stoneleigh, Ewell, Surrey.

I will inform you, through the

magazine, when your subscriptions

are due.

2.2.65. Jonathan Cooter (3290J).

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sir,— I read with great interest the

notes about mercury-vapour light-

traps from your Northern Corres-

pondent, published in the August
1964 issue of the Bulietin. He says that

our climate simply will not permit

the use of an unscreened 'm.v.' bulb

in a light-trap.

I have been using a completely

unprotected 125 watt *m.v.' bulb in

a Robinson light-trap in all weathers
since 1950, from Ross-shire and

Inverness-shire to the South Coast. I

have never yet had an 'm.v.' bulb

broken owing to rain or snow. I have

had only one bulb broken in fourteen

years, and that was caused by a direct

hit from a fir-cone in a westerly gale.

I am unable to understand why
some people should suffer from
breakages in rain or snow. My bulbs

always seem to run cool enough to

avoid this.

Perhaps your Northern Corres-

pondent would be kind enough to

elucidate the mystery.

12.1.65. Sir Robert Saundby (1817).

Mr. W. E. Collinson comments:

—

The letter from Sir Robert Saundby
is of particular interest because, of

the many received on the subject of

'm.v.' traps, his was the only one
which came from a Member who had

not suffered from broken bulbs. The
aim of my remarks on this point was
to assist the many people who, like

myself, had suffered grevious loss.

I think that the most likely answer
to the mystery is simply that Sir

Robert and I were not talking about
the same thing. I too have an 'm.v.'

bulb which I have used successfully

over several years in all sorts of

places and all sorts of conditions. This

bulb forms part of the portable trap

which goes out with me on expedi-

tions from time to time. Like me it

only goes out when the weather is at

least within reasonable bounds for

mothing and, again like its owner, it

returns to the safety of the home
when conditions get too bad. More-
over, such a bulb even if used fairly

frequently burns for only a hundred
or couple of hundred hours per

season and should reasonably last for

several years.

Clearly our Member cannot be

referring to that maid-of-all-work, the

garden-trap, about which I was writ-

ing. This bulb is switched on at the

beginning of April and continues

every night until the end of October
each year. At an average of say ten

hours per night this means a seasonal

total of about two thousand hours.

I understand from the makers that

one could anticipate a "reasonable

life-expectation of about 1000 hours

for such a lamp". This means that in

a normal season I would have no
complaints if one or two bulbs saw
me safely through. So it would appear

certain that Sir Robert cannot possib-

ly be referring to such a garden-trap

because in the fourteen years he

mentions, his two bulbs would have

had to burn over 14,000 hours each

and would truly be the non-pareils.
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the veritable 'grand-daddies' of all

bulbs.

Let me assure all would-be 'm.v.'

trappers that a regular garden-trap,

used in all manner of weather, will

cost the earth if not properly pro-

tected. I am not sure what tempera-

ture is reached by an 'm.v.' bulb but

it must be very high. Even a domestic
60-watt bulb may cause a serious

burn if grasped with the naked hand.

Now if a glass bulb at such a tempera-
ture was suddenly subjected to a

drenching of cold water, as from a

sudden flurry of rain, it seems to me,

from sad experience, that immediate
cracking would be the inevitable

result. Members of a scientific turn

of mind may try a small experiment
of taking a defunct light-bulb and

placing it first in boiling water then

rapidly into cold water, standing well

clear the while. Perhaps, on second

thoughts, especially as we have

Junior Members I would not suggest

doing any such thing, but simply

suggest that Members should take

my word for it.

I hope that this answer, if some-
what inadequate, will assist Members
to sort out the problem for them-
selves and to reply at least in part to

Sir Robert's interesting . te.

W. E. Coliinson, F.R.E.S. (247).

Sir,—Last year I found an old Song
Thrush's nest, three feet up in a

hedge. Later, when taking it to

pieces to look for insects, I was
surprised to find a moth pupa inside

it. The pupa was kept and later

produced a specimen of the Clouded-
bordered Brindle (Apamea crenata

Hufn.) Surely this was a very unusual

place for a caterpillar to pupate.

Have any other Members found

pupae in birds' nests

?

25.1.65. Wendy Russ (3784A).

Cullompton Junior Insect Club.

Sir,— I am a school-teacher, and find

that the rearing of caterpillars is very
popular amongst the children. In my
young days, when living in a remote
village in Suffolk, I could rear to the

perfect stage any caterpillar I found:

but now things seem different.

The fcdowing notes and a sugges-

tion may be of interest to your
Members: at least it may give them
something to discuss!

About twelve years ago I bought
a few larvae of three or four species

of silkmoth for the sake of my young
family, and we reared them without

much difficulty. I obtained their food

from my own garden where no
sprays were used.

A few years later we moved to

another house, and I introduced the

hobby to the school where I was
working, at the same time keeping a

few larvae for myself. I found it was
almost impossible to rear them at

home, while a child who was very

keen was able to do so at her home
quite successfully. They came in the

same batch, which we shared.

Eventually I came to the conclusion

that the trouble was in the water,

which I used for washing the food-

plant, keeping it fresh in jars, and

spraying.

In my first house, the water came
from a well, and my friend who was
successful also depended on a well.

But in my second house the water

came from a source where it was
treated very heavily with chlorine,

and possibly with other chemicals.

It also happened that when we
used well-water we made very good
home-made wine, but when we
moved to a mains supply we were
quite unable to produce normal fer-

mentation and we could not make a

single bottle of wine during the six

years we were there.

This year I shall use distilled water

for both wine and livestock, and see

what happens.

22.1.65. T. P. H. Payne
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EDITORIAL

In this Bulletin we depart from
standard practice to present a special

issue.

We are able by this means to make
available to entomologists two
particularly valuable reviews, which

would not ordinarily be found in this

convenient form in the Bulletin. We
are indebted to our authors, Mr G.

D. Trebilcock and Dr C. B. Williams,

and to Mr E. S. Bradford who has

produced the illustrations for the

title page of each article.

Additional copies of this issue have

been printed, and are available (to

Members and non-Members) from
our publications agent, Mr L. Christie.

It is hoped that other such special

Bulletin volumes will be produced at

intervals—in addition to the new
Handbooks, leaflets, etc., in pre-

paration—to widen the range of the
Society's service to amateur ento-
mologists.

However, Members will appreciate

that the Society's resources do not
allow this to be done as often as

might be wished, and any donations
towards our publications fund will

be very gratefully received by the
Hon. President/General Secretary,

Mr D. Ollevant.

H. V. Danks.

ANNUAL EXHIBITION 1965

Full details of the 1965 AES
Exhibition appear on the inside and
outside back cover of this number.

THE LONDON NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY

This Society has sections covering all aspects of natural

history and in particular, entomology. Lectures and

field meetings are arranged and research work carried

out. Papers on entomological subjects are prepared

by members and published in the Society's journal

"The London Naturalist". The Society has a library

housed at Ealing Public Library.

Further details may be obtained from:

The General Secretary, Mrs L. M. P. SMALL,

13 Woodfield Crescent. Ealing, W.5.
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PART I : THE GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

In compiling the following guide

and list of some of the insects to be

found in the Newquay area of North
Cornwall, I soon became conscious

of the lack of written material

available for Cornwall. However,
there is always a conflict in most
minds when engaged in such a project.

The fear is that by adding a little to

the written material of Cornwall one
is in the long run doing a disservice.

There is a growing need for conser-

vation of our natural flora and fauna

in Great Britain. Cornwall has been

especially fortunate as much of the

country for years has remained

unspoilt. Unfortunately, those days

have passed and resident naturalists

in Cornwall are becoming more and

more justifiably concerned about the

need to protect the wild life of

Cornwall from the depredations of

unscrupulous collectors, and from
short sighted organisations who are

more concerned with commercial as-

aspects than to stop the unnecessary

destruction of part of our heritage.

Thus, if any reader expects to find

exact information concerning the

rarer insects of the county he would
be well advised to stop reading at

this point and look elsewhere.

My aim is two-fold, to increase the

written material available and to offer

some indication of what may be

expected and observed in this partic-

ular area. I would like to acknowledge
the help and information so kindly

given by Mr C. A. Brind, W. H.

Docwra and Colonel Rossel of Fowey
for his advice and discussion on the

problems of conservation in Cornwall.

My thanks are also due to Mr B. F.

Skinner for checking identification of

the more unusual moths, and, to

the National Trust, the Meteorologi-

cal Office, London and the Cornwall
County Council.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Cornwall is the most westerly and
southerly county of England. It is

just over 80 miles long and approxi-
mately 45 miles wide at its broadest
point and narrows to about 6 miles.

The economy of the county is pre-

dominantly one of agriculture and
tourism, both ofwhich are favoured by
a mild climate. Rotation of grass is as

extensive as tillage crops; farms
generally are small, approximately
half are about 20 acres in size, also

there are numerous farms of between
50-100 acres. Roughly half of the
population live in small towns, and
the rural areas are characterised by
small villages and isolated farms and
hamlets (see p. 83).

The North Coast in general is

indented by stretches of alternating

rock forms. In certain areas rocks of

uniform type and form create long

stretches of cliff. This can be seen

quite clearly at Watergate Bay. The
1952 Cornwall Development Plan

describes the coastline as " in a

mature stage of development, but

with many of the streams reaching

the coast through deep narrow
valleys entrenched in the marine
platforms, showing a more youthful

topography. They form small coves

with sandy or boulder beaches; the

high gradients may produce hanging

waterfalls." The cliff profiles are

described as "flat-topped cliffs with

vertical (marine erosion) or inclined

subaerial faces, result from recession

into the marine platform." This can

be seen between Bedruthan and

Newquay (see p. 84, map 4.

Perhaps the County's greatest

asset is its mild climate. Severe and

prolonged frosts are rare and it is

only in exceptional winters that the

whole County is covered with snow.

From May to September the average

hours of sunshine range between 220
to 150 per month, with an average

temperature ranging from I4.6°C to
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AVERAGE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 'C

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year

NEWQUAY ... 8.5 8.3 10.2 12.1 14.6 17.2 18.5 19.0 17.5 14.4 11.4 9.4 13.4

BUDE 8.6 8.2 10.5 12.4 15.1 17.7 18.7 19.2 17.7 14.7 11.6 9.5 13.7

PENZANCE ... 9.6 9.4 I 1 .0 13.0 15.6 18.3 19.7 19.9 18.2 15.1 12.3 10.4 14.4

AVERAGE MINIMUM TEMPERATURE C

NEWQUAY 4.1 3.5 4.7 6.2 8.4 II.

3

13.0 13.1 1 1.7 9.3 6.7 5.0 8.1

BUDE 3.3 2.9 4.0 5.6 7.7 10.8 12.7 12.7 1 1.3 8.6 6.0 4.3 7.5

PENZANCE 4.8 4.3 5.6 6.7 8.8 1 1.5 13.1 13.3 12.0 9.6 7.2 5.6 8.5

AVERAGE SUNSHINE TOTALS

NEWQUAY ... 59 78 133 182 218 220 196 196 150 109 70 53 1664

BUDE 59 79 135 182 212 215 184 187 142 111 67 52 1625

PENZANCE ... 61 83 129 187 220 22! 205 205 156 117 75 57 1716

.AVERAGE DAILY SUNSHINE HOURS

NEWQUAY 1.90 2.75 4.29 6.08 7.02 7.33 6.33 6.31 5.00 3.51 2.33 1.73 4.55

BUDE 1.92 2.79 4.37 6.06 6.85 7.18 5.94 6.04 4.74 3.57 2.22 1.67 4.45

PENZANCE ... 1.95 2.93 4.17 6.23 7.09 7.35 6.63 6.61 5.21 3.77 2.51 1.87 4.70

AVERAGE RAINFALL IN INCHES

NEWQUAY 3.80 2.68 2.31 1.94 2.18 1.78 2.65 2.68 2.64 3.76 3.94 3.82 34.18

BUDE 3.69 2.52 2.15 1.94 2.10 1.79 2.68 2.82 2.96 3.77 3.94 3.81 34.17

PENZANCE 5.01 3.50 3.17 2.51 2.44 1.96 2.74 2.95 3.15 4.36 4.90 4.84 41.53

BODMIN 5.50 3.97 3.42 2.81 3.12 2.49 3.56 3.95 3.82 4.96 5.80 5.50 48.90

CAMELFORD 6.64 4.73 3.71 3.46 3.4o 3.18 4.64 4.82 4.83 6.16 6.97 6.69 59.29

I9^C. These climatic conditions are

most important in the formation of

its present flora and fauna.

NEWQUAY AND AREA

Newquay is the largest town in

the area and one can be sure to find

the town over-crowded between the

beginning of July and the middle of

August in any year. Those who wish

to stay in Newquay during this period

are well advised to book their accom-
modation as early as possible.

The town offers little scope to

entomologists during this period.

However, there are many beautiful

and interesting walks. I have included

two maps of walks well within easy

reach of the town. The walk to

Crantock along the estuary of the

Gannel is very pleasant and any

naturalist worth his salt should find

much to interest him. The walk can

be accomplished in an evening. How-
ever, much would be missed if there

is a shortage of time (see pp. 84, 85.

During the busier weeks I find the

town quite unbearable. Each morning
and evening there are regular traffic

congestions which may spread up to

two or three miles. For those who
have cars, they are in my opinion well

advised to drive from the town and

visit many of the more pleasant areas.
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Journeys to St. Mawgan, Crantock,

Cubert and along the coast towards
Trevose Lighthouse and Padstow are

full of interest to a naturalist.

The area is hilly but not excessively

so. The most dominant feature is the

effect the strong prevailing winds
have had upon the flora, and with the

exception of those in the sheltered

valleys, trees are windswept and at

times stunted. Fields are generally

small and have thick bushy hedges.

Most roads are bordered by high

banked hedgerows which contain a

wide variety of plant life. These
hedges are kept in trim with tractor

mounted hedge cutters.

The Cornwall County Council

maintains approximately 4,000 miles

of trunk and county roads. In order
to ensure that these roads are not

obstructed by vegetation growing
out from the hedges and verges, the

County Council undertake the cut-

ting or trimming of some 2,000 miles

of hedges each year. This work is

mainly carried out during the period

1st June-30th September. This period

avoids interference with nesting

birds. Care is taken to avoid cutting

foxgloves and any wayside flowers,

particularly during the early part of

the season. The County Council does

not use selective weedkillers or

organic herbicides on hedges or

roadside margins. The only weed
control treatment employed is the

use of sodium chlorate solution where
necessary to deal with weeds in the

water tables of carriageways and the

surface of footpaths. The quantity

used is relatively small.

ORGANISATIONS

Cornish Naturalists Trust

This Trust was formed on March
2nd 1962. The stimulus for the

creation of this organisation arose

out of the need for conservation of

the wild life of Cornwall.

What the Trust aims at doing is :

—

"I. To list sites of special interest

to natural history throughout
the country, to study such sites,

recording the present condition

of their geology, flora and fauna

—noting any changes that take

place from time to time.

2. To encourage among the general

public, and particularly the

young, interest in and support
for an intelligent policy of nature

conservation in this county.

This is not to run counter to the

reasonable interests of agricul-

ture, forestry, mining, sport or
recreation. Progress and nature

conservation need not necess-

arily clash.

3. To co-operate with other

national and county organisa-

ations, and with the local

authorities and landowners, in

the interests of nature conser-

vation.

4. To do what it can to discourage

indiscriminate tree felling and

destruction of naturally attrac-

tive roadside verges.

5. To prevent the dumping of

refuse at sites of scientific

interest or natural beauty.

6. To preserve any such site that

may become threatened, and

if considered desirable, to

acquire and administer them as

local reserves."

The first Newsletter was published

in August 1962. It contains some
interesting botanical notes by L. J.

Margetta and on Cornish mammals by

F. H. Turk. I am sure anyone inter-

ested in the Natural History of

Cornwall would do well to support

the Trust.

Hon. Secretary,

J. K. Williams,

Mount Pleasant,

Tehidy,

Camborne,
Cornwall.

Membership 10/- p. a.
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The Notional Trust

The National Trust has been active

in Cornwall in obtaining property of

historic interest or natural beauty.

Thanks to its activities many areas

have been saved from misuse. Obvi-

ously such organisations need as

much support as possible. Unfortu-

nately since their property is wide-

spread it is inevitable that many of

the Byelaws of the Trust are not

enforced. Naturalists would be

interested to read Byelaws 2b, c, 3,

9b, I I and 25.

The properties held by the National

Trust in the Newquay area are Kelsey

Head, the sand dunes at the back of

Holywell Bay, West Pentire Point and

a fair amount of land on the Southern

shore of the Gannel Estuary, includ-

ing the sand hills behind Crantock
Beach and a small area of land to the

south of Bedruthan Steps: also a

small country house not far from
Newquay, at Trerice (see p. 82).

CLIFFS AND CLIFF TOPS

The strong prevailing winds have

had a marked influence not only on
the cliff areas but throughout the

area. The main vegetation is in

general stunted in growth. Since the

cliffs are not continuous and are often

broken up by small streams, making
little valleys, here and on the more
sheltered easterly aspects the vege-

tation is often more prolific. It is not

uncommon to fmd in such places

plants which one would associate

with more inland areas e.g. Lonicero

periclymenum Linn. (Honeysuckle),

Eupotorium connobinum Linn. (Hemp
Agrimony) and Hedera helix Linn.

(Ivy).

The main vegetation of the cliff

cops is rough grass and turf which
usually ends with the beginning of

arable cultivation. Root crops and

cereals are most often grown and do
not appear to suffer from their

exposed position. The cliff tops
contain a wide variety of plant life,

and Thrift (Armerio moritima (Mill.)

Willd.) and Rock Samphire {Crith-

mum maritimum Linn.) are particularly

common. Throughout the spring and
summer the cliffs are full of colour.

In May it is common to see cliffs

covered with primroses {Primulo

vulgoris Huds.) and cowslips (P. veris

Linn.). Among the more common
plants to be seen are Birdsfoot-trefoil

{Lotus corniculatus Linn.), Silverweed
(Potentilla anserina Linn.), yellow

stonecrop {Sedum sp.). Thyme {Thy-

mus drucei Ronn.) and Curled Dock
{Rumex crispus Linn.). In places

heather and heath are quite common
(the Dorset heath. Erica ciliaris Linn,

may be found between Newquay and

St. Agnes) and members of the Com-
positae are always numerous. Lichen

is often common among the cliff

rock and dry stone walls.

Any naturalist, no matter what his

particular interest may be, will find

something of interest. It is not

necessary to plan an extensive walk-

ing tour, as a stroll before dinner will

always be rewarding.

For example, during July 1964 Mr
Docwra, owing to a strained back,

remained at one spot on the cliffs

near Watergate. On this occasion he

observed the following moths and

butterflies.

Imagines : M. stellatarum — 6

V, cardui — 30

P. Icarus numerous
P. napi — 12

0. venata numerous
L phlaeas — I

A. urticae several

A^. jurtina — 2

P. aegeria — I

P. megera several

C. pamphilus — I

Larvae : Z. fiiipenduilae several

A. caja — I

Other observations made by Mr
Docwra during the same holiday

period are :
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M. stellatarum (Humming-bird
riawkmoth). "Numerous battered

specimens.

To prove they were not the same
ones I netted all I saw one afternoon

and pill-boxed them until I had 15 in

confinement.

They are not too easy to catch, but

only one was missed on this occasion.

One sent home by post obligingly laid,

the remainder were released the

same day.

V. cardui (Painted Lady). Numerous
battered specimens were seen along

the cliffs some patrolling the path in

characteristic manner.

P. icarus (Common Blue). Were plen-

tiful most days and were good sized

specimens.

P. napi (Green-veined White). These
were mainly confined to the fields

just behind the cliffs but some
ventured down the slopes. They did

not appear to be outstanding speci-

mens.

0. venata (Large Skipper). Many to be

seen.

A. urticae (Small Tortoiseshell). Quite
frequent visitors to the slope.

M. jurtina (Meadow Brown). Numer-
ous and good sized specimens, in fact

some of the best I have seen, but as I

was not collecting for set specimens
none were taken.

P. aegeria (Speckled Wood). Only
one seen and rather an unexpected
visitor to such a treeless position.

P. megera (Wall). Plentiful most days.

C. pamphiius (Small Heath). Several

seen on most days.

£. seme/e (Grayling). One only, newly
emerged at the end of holiday.

Larvae

Z. filipenduilae (Six-spot Burnet).

Many on cliff paths.

A. caja (Garden Tiger). One full

grown.
L. quercus (Oak Eggar). Three roam-
ing prior to pupating. These were
raised and pairing obtained from
which another brood is being raised.

P. potatoria (Drinker). Several roam-

ing prior to pupating. These unfortu-

nately later proved to have been
attacked by parasites.

M. rubi. Several seen but not taken.

Ova
D. porcellus (Small Elephant Hawk-
moth). Found after hatching on
yellow bedstraw which had been
gathered to feed M. stellatarum larvae

hatched from ova laid by captive

female,"

I feel this is an excellent piece of

observation by a naturalist who is a

keen conservationist. "Other
Orders" are equally well represented

on the cliffs. It is possible to follow

cliff paths almost the entire length of

coastline from Perranporth to Pad-

stow. Changing features of the coast-

line and the varied insect life offer

wide scope for any interested natural-

ist.

SAND HILLS AND DUNES

Interspersed along the coast are

areas of sand-dunes. These are both
partially fixed and well established. It

is common to find amongst the parti-

ally fixed dunes a number of non-
maritime species of plants. The most
common plants are marram grass.

Sea Rocket (Cakile maritima Scop.),

Sea-beet (Beta maritima Linn.) and

several others. As the dunes become
fixed the vegetation becomes thicker

and more varied.

Marram grass remains plentiful,

but where plants begin to grow close

together it becomes choked out. The
grass which appears to be most com-
mon is Festuca arenaria Retz. Carex

arenaria Linn. (Sand Sedge) is often

found in many places. Mosses are to

be found, the most numerous being

Brachythecium albicans and Tortula

ruralformis. These are often found on
Golf-courses and similar areas. Golf-

courses are often situated at the rear

of a line of sand-dunes, e.g., Fistral

Bay.
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In some hollows Prunus spinosa

Linn. (Blackthorn), and Crataegus

monogyna Jacq. (Hawthorn) are quite

common, and also patches of Clematis

vitalba Linn. (Traveller's Joy) are

quite plentiful.

In late July and August these areas

are bright with Common Ragwort
(Senecio jacobaea Linn.), interspersed

with thistles and other bright flower-

ing plants. Such areas should prove to

be a sheer delight to botanists. I am
sure there are many interesting plants

to be found. Insect life is plentiful, A.

urticae, N, /o, V. cardui and the

occasional A. cydippe and V. atalanta

can be observed as well as the 'Blues'

and 'Coppers.'

The dunes are full with life at dusk

with the common Leucania pallens and

L. impura busily moving about. On
wet, cold evenings the flowering-

heads of marram grass receive many
species of moth which are content to

rest quietly and can be easily observed

with a torch light.

INLAND AREAS

Woodland in the area is scarce, the

better known woods being at Car-

nanton, St Mawgan and along the

valley of the river Camel to Bodmin.

Here is found one of the largest woods
at Dunmere. The impression that

one obtains in Cornwall is the general

scarcity of trees and woods. During

the past few years there have been

many examples of indiscriminate

felling of trees.

From the naturalist's point of view

the activities of the Forestry Com-
mission cannot be greeted with joy.

For example, Dunmere Woods used

to be a delightfully large area of mixed

woodland, with good-sized, well-

shaped trees. The usual formal lay-out

of fir plantations, the apparent trade-

mark of the Forestry Commission, is

rapidly changing the whole appear-

ance of the woods. The effect of this

transformation on the flora and
fauna of the woods must be consider-

able. Butterflies such as the Large

and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries

already appear to becoming more and
more restricted and fewer in number.
The inland border of the area dis-

cussed is limited by the main A30
trunk road. Visitors using this road

will pass through quite extensive

areas of moorland. The acreage is

being gradually reduced by extending
cultivation. This is an area well worth
exploring by visiting naturalists.

The reclaiming of land for culti-

vation is having some effect upon the

wild-life. Mr C. A. Brind has noted

that one colony of the Grayling has

been destroyed by extensive burning

and cultivation.

It seems obvious that there is a

need for a planned system of conser-

vation in the county which need not

go against the changes of time. One
hopes that the Cornish Naturalists

Trust will obtain full support for this

aim of theirs, and will eventually be

successful.

THE LARGE BLUE

Although there are no records of

the capture of the Large Blue butter-

fly (Maculinea arion Linn.) in the

Newquay district of Cornwall, it

would seem appropriate that some
mention should be made in this

article. This butterfly is possibly the

most widely known of the Cornish

Lepidoptera and is in the greatest

need of protection. The best way to

illustrate the precarious position of

this insect in Cornwall is to quote

two extracts which were published

fifty years apart. The first is from

Royal Institutions of Cornwall, vol.

XVIII.
" The species turns up every year

in considerable numbers in spite of

the fact that the 'dealer' has dis-

covered its whereabouts and sends
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I

his 'collectors' to capture quantities

I for sale.

A resident farmer in the district

told me that one year a collector (not

!
an entomologist) whom he met on

I

his own land volunteered the state-

ment that 'he had netted over five

I

hundred specimens during that

\ season, and that he had been there

and taken many more than that in

the previous year.' The farmer's

j
reply was: 'If ever I catch you on my

j

land again I promise you the taste of

! a little powder and shot.' I lived

afterwards for a fortnight at the house

of this worthy farmer, and found him
to be a true friend of the scientific

entomologist—a man who desired

not the extermination of these rare

and frail 'children of the air'."

The second extract is from an article

by P. W. Cribb in the AES Bulletin,

Vol. 17, no. 215. (1958).

i "A day was spent in the old

Cornish area, as it was possible to

cover a large area of these localities.

Some parts are terribly overgrown
with gorse and bracken so that

travelling from valley to valley is a

nightmare. Where such conditions

had arisen, it was possible to find only

small patches of thyme and the sun-

loving-ants appeared to have moved
out. The main area of previous years

was completely burned off last year

and now supported only meadow
grasses and stone-crop (and adders).

The farmer informed us that one
specimen had been captured by a

collector in 1956 but we saw none
throughout the day despite a brilliant

I

sun and perfect conditions. The only

area which might have supported a

colony, as it was thick with thyme,
was in the last stages of being plough-

ed, a sacrifice to the Government
subsidy. It is quite possible for the

butterfly to be farther south, but the

country is very difficult and the roads

almost impossible for motor traffic

and time would not permit further

exploration."

A sad story. The following snippet
is extracted from Entomologist's
Record, Vol 73., page 186, referring

apparently to the same locality.

"Dismayingly large increase in young
gorse growth." However, a few
M. arion were seen.

The latest information I have been
able to find concerning the Large
Blue is in the News Letter No. 6 of

the Cornish Naturalists Trust. During
1963 and 1964 the Devon and Corn-
wall Trusts have been endeavouring
to ascertain how many of the Large
Blue butterflies are surviving in the
two Counties. It is encouraging to

read that they consider that the
butterfly's population has not yet

reached "the point of no return."

Also at some of the sites the popu-
lation has shown increase. The facts

from the survey were as follows :

''Facts and Figures from the Purvey

(indicating more butterflies in 1964

but in fewer sites.)

1963 (bad weather conditions)

—

85 butterflies seen at 13 sites (27 at

best single site).

1964 (good weather conditions)

—

170 butterflies seen at 10 sites (119
at best single site).

(All butterflies caught were released

undamaged after marking)."

MIGRATORY INSECTS

Cornwall is fortunate in that many
of the migratory insects from the

continent eventually find themselves
in the County. An interesting record

of the migratory Bath White is to be
found in C. B. VVilliam's book "Insect

Migration."

"In 1945 an immigration occured
on a scale quite unprecedented for

the country. On 14th July, John
Blaythwayt captured thirty-eight

individuals in less than an hour on a

field about two miles from the sea in

North Cornwall; and on the same
day in another Cornish locality Dr
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Kettlewell caught thirty-seven." It is

more than likely that any naturalists

visiting the area will observe at least

one or two of the more common
migratory insects. Regular butterfly

visitors are the Painted Lady, Red
Admiral and the Clouded Yellow.

Less regular is the Pale Clouded
Yellow, and, of course, if one is

extremely fortunate one might see

the Bath White or even the Milkweed.

Moths are equally numerous, and

the Common Silver Y is always

available. Of the large moths the

Convolulus Hawkmoth is a regular

visitor, whilst the Striped Hawkmoth
puts in an occasional appearance.

The Victoria County History has

this interesting comment: "At Bude,

Mawgan Porth, Hayle and elsewhere

on the north coast a long fringe of

black scum has been occasionally

observed on the advance water of the

inflowing tide or else a crepe-like

band on the sand at highwater mark,

which on examination is found to

consist of millions of drowned insects,

presumably overtaken by adverse
weather when en route, or blown
out to sea by sudden storms. At
Chapel Porth, St Agnes and at

Mawgan Porth in the vale of Lan-

herne, an irregular stream of insects

has been occasionally observed for

hours at a stretch passing steadily

out to sea, sometimes in large flocks,

sometimes in two's and three's,

never showing undignified haste, but

rarely loitering much before their

departure."

The high water mark is always an

interesting place to search for insects.

I on one occasion found a rather

damp and battered Convolulus Hawk
stretched out on the tide-line.

I hope that the past pages will

prove to be of interest and useful to

future visitors to the area. In con-

clusion I would like to quote a remark
written by Stainton in the Weekly
Intelligencer of }une 1859.

"We continually fmd that it is

the person and not the place that

makes a good locality."

NflTIONflL TroST PrOPERTV

a. PenTIRC HeADAMO LoNovftfly.

d. Kelssv Head /\wo HoLywelu.

a LflMHVORoclC.

Map I. National Trust Property and roads.
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Land classification

tAap 2. Land Classification.

TYPES OF FAmtNG

Mop 3. Types of Farming.
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LANDSCAPE

Treoose Uead

Short" sbetch«so-f attracbi/e

also se^/e^al ^o<xl beacKes
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os\<L shales
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1
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imd clones
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Map 4. Landscape.

Mop 5. The Gannel.
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Map 6. Newquay and Fistral Bay.
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PART II. THE LOCAL LIST OF INSECTS

LOCAL LIST

Records and written material of

any kind on the flora and fauna of

Cornwall are few. Therefore, it must
be pointed out that this list will with

all probability contain manyomissions.
I am very grateful to Messrs. C. A.

Brind, W. H. Dowcra, G. Thomson,
and P. Siddons for their assistance.

Without the help of Mr Brind, this

article and list would have been
impossible to compile. Many of the

records included are from Mr Brind's

own collection. His advice and detail-

ed knowledge of the area have been
indispensible. Microlepidoptera have

been neglected in the past, and I

have the impression that county

records are far from complete. My
thanks are due to Mr D. Ollevant for

his help on this section of the local

list.

Added to the information supplied

are the records of my own collection

as well as information gleaned from
the Victoria County History, Ento-

mologists Record, Entomologist,

Bulletins of the Amateur Entomolo-
gists' Society, Royal Institutions of

Cornwall, and odd records which

have appeared in various publications.

In some cases insects have been
recorded as captured on "North
Coast of Cornwall" these I have
taken the liberty of including. For

those visitors who may be visiting

the Redruth area, there is a very
useful list published by the Entomo-
logists Gazette, Vol. 12., No. 3. The
article is entitled "Lepidoptera from
Cornwall 1943-1958" by W. G.
Tremewan. The sections on micro-

lepidoptera appear more extensive

than those published in this present

article.

Lastly, it will be apparent that I

have deliberately refrained from
supplying detailed information con-

cerning particular localities for any

insect. It is my hope that this will

discourage any unscrupulous collectcr

who uses lists purely to obtain infor-

mation of a collecting area for the

rarer insects, many of which need

protection rather than a visit from
such a person.

Throughout the list of Lepidoptera

I have followed the "Check List of

British Lepidoptera" (1947) by I. R. P.

Heslop, M.A., F.R.E.S.

May 1965. G. D. Trebilcock.

Barnet, Herts.

LEPIDOPTERA

PIERIDAE
1. P/er/s bross/cae Linn. Large White

Very common throughout the whole area.

2. P/er/s rapae Linn. Small White
Common in all areas, but does not appear to be as numerous as

P. napi and P. brassicoe.

3. P/er/s napi Linn. Green-veined White
More common than the above two species, variations are fairly

common.
4. Pontia daplidice Linn. Bath White

Occasional captures have been recorded since beginning of the

century. The author captured one male in the area in 1947.

There is an article in the Ent. Gazette, Vol. I, No. I. Page 49, describing

the occurrence of this butterfly in N. Cornwall during the period

22.7.45 to 2.10.45. It includes notes on breeding.
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5. Euchloe cardamines Linn. Orange Tip

Common in all areas. In some places there appears to have been an

increase in number.
6. Leptidea sinapis Linn, Wood White

Recorded in V. C. H. as uncommon. Later records of its capture

have not been found.

7. Colias hyale Linn. Pale Clouded Yellow
Variable in occurrence depending upon year.

8. Co/Zos croceus Fourcr. (=eduso Fab.) Common Clouded Yellow
To be seen most years. On occasions it is abundant.

9. Gonepteryx rhamni Linn. Brimstone
Widely distributed, more common in certain areas.

DANAIDAE
10. Danaus plexippus L'\r\r\. Milkweed

Captures have been recorded for Cornwall throughout present

century—none for this particular area.

NYMPHALIDAE
Argynninae (Fritillaries)

11. Argynnis paphia Linn. Silver-washed Fritillary

Widely distributed, generally not numerous. Mr Thomson records

an interesting capture in 1964—normal forewing and var. valezina

hind wing.

12. Argynnis cydippe Linn. {=adippe Rott.)

High Brown Fritillary

Scarce.

13. Argynnis aglaia Linn. Dark Green Fritillary

Generally scarce for whole area, yet common in certain localities.

14. Argynnis euphrosyne Linn. Large Pearl-bordered Fritillary

Was quite common in certain areas a few years ago. Becoming res-

tricted in certain localities.

15. Argynn/s se/ene Sch iff. Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary

Generally distributed, but gradually becoming restricted as with

A. euphrosyne. Certain colonies have been decimated or destroyed by

caravan sites. Mr Thomson noted that A. selene is double-brooded in

Cornwall and quite different from the Scottish A. selene. There is a

record of the capture of the variety margo-striata in Entomologist's

Record, Vol. 77, No. 4, page 105.

16. Euphydryas aurinia Rott. Marsh Fritillary

Scarce, only to be found in a few scattered localities. Recorded in

Entomologist, Vol. 86, p. 272 (Nov.).

Nymphalinae
17. Polygonia c-album Linn. Comma

VVidely distributed throughout area. Population increasing in certain

areas.

18. Aglais urticae Linn. Small Tortoiseshell

Very common and widespread.

19. Nymphalis polychloros L\nn. Large Tortoiseshell

V.C.H. records that it has occurred in the area. Unable to trace any

later records of capture.

20. Nymplialis io Linn. Peacock
Very common. At times hundreds can be seen flying in small areas.

It is as common as A. urticae, sometimes even more abundant.
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21. Vanessa cardui Linn. Painted Lady
Observed every year, not uncommon. It was observed on the wing
in the Newquay area from May until October, 1964.

22. Vanessa atalanta Linn. Red Admiral
Widespread, but not common. Increased in numbers during 1964.

SATYRIDAE
23. Melanargia galathea Linn. Marbled White

Very rare—V.C.H. records capture of two specimens in the area in

1902. The author saw and C. Brind captured one specimen in 1947.

The rarity of this insect in the County may be because it does not

appear to have established colonies, but may be widespread in

distribution, but few insects seen at any one time.

24. Pororge oeger/o Linn. Speckled Wood
One of the commonest butterflies in the area, can be observed from
April to October. Its numbers decreased owing to the bad winter of

1962-63. By the end of 1964 summer it appears to have regained

former position.

25. Pararge megera Linn. Wall Brown
Widespread distribution, not as numerous as P. aegeria.

26. Eumenis seme/e Linn. Grayling

Widespread distribution, but not common. It has suffered from
farming, etc. One colony in Newquay area wiped out through extend-

ing cultivation. Another on moorland was destroyed by burning and

cultivation. Recorded in Entomologist, Vol. 86, p. 272 (Nov.) as

being "consistently abundant" at heights of 1,075 ft and 744 ft above
sea level.

27. Mon/o/o jurt/no Linn. (=jon/ro Linn.) Meadow Brown
Common everywhere.

28. Maniola tithonus Linn. Gatekeeper
Common, numbers depleted during the winter of 1962-3, it is regain-

ing its former position; but not as quickly as P. aegeria.

29. Aphantopus hyperanthus Linn. Common Ringlet

Common in all areas.

30. Coenonympha pamphilus Linn. Small Heath
Can be observed throughout the area. Some indications that in certain

areas on the coast numbers are decreasing. It is not very common in

the immediate Newquay area.

RIODINIDAE
31. Hamearis lucina Linn. Duke of Burgundy

There is a recorded capture of this insect in 1903 "on the North
Coast." (Royal Institutions of Cornwall Vol. XVIII, 1910-11).

LYCAENIDAE
32. Thecia quercus Linn. Purple Hairstreak

Very local and uncommon. When found colonies may be extensive.

Again this insect may suffer in the future owing to farming and des-

truction of the few wooded areas in the country.

33. Strymonidia w-album Knoch White-letter Hairstreak

Very scarce in the area. Seen only twice by the author.

34. Callophrys rubi Linn. Green Hairstreak

Scattered distribution, common in certain areas.

35. Lycaena phlaeas Linn. Small Copper
Common in all areas. Many varieties have been recorded which
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could include Lycaena hippothoe Linn.

36. Lampides boeticus Linn. Long-tailed Blue

Capture of this insect was recorded on 2nd August, 1904. (R.I. of C,
XVIII).

37. Plebejus argus Linn. (=aegon Schiff.) Silver-studded Blue

Common in certain areas.

38. Aricia agestis Schiff. (astrache Bergst.)

Brown Argus
Distribution widespread throughout area. Car parks and caravan

sites have taken their toll.

39. Polyommatus icarus Rott. Common Blue

Common throughout whole area.

40. Celastrina argiolus Linn. Holly Blue

Not common. Distribution scattered. At one time there used to be
a thriving colony in the Public Gardens at Newquay. This colony now
appears to have been completely wiped out. The insect has not

been seen there for years either by Mr C. Brind or the author.

41. Maculinea arion Linn. Large Blue

See text in Part I.

HESPERIIDAE
42. Pyrgus malvae Linn. Grizzled Skipper

Scattered distribution, inclined to be uncommon.
43. Erynnis tages Linn. Dingy Skipper

As for P. malvae. It is at times numerous on sand hills.

44. Thymelicus sylvestris Poda (thaumas Hufn.)

Small Skipper

Widely distributed, common in places.

45. Ochlodes venata Br. and Grey (sylvanus Esp.)

Large Skipper

Common throughout area.

Super-family SPHINGES

SPHINGIDAE
1. Mimas tiliae Linn. Lime Hawkmoth

Not common, but appears to be widely distributed.

2. Laothoe populi Linn. Poplar Hawkmoth
Widely distributed, not common, by no means as common as in

Southern England.

3. Smerinthus ocellata Linn. Eyed Hawkmoth
Widely distributed and common.

4. Acherontia atropos Linn. Death's-head Hawkmoth
Captures recorded over most of area, but far from being abundant.

During 1899-1900 larvae appeared to be plentiful in potato fields.

5. Herse convolvuli Linn. Convolvulus Hawkmoth
Fairly common all over area. It appears regularly every year. In Ent.

Record, Vol. 68, No. 1 1, P. 269, it is recorded that seven specimens

visited a light trap in fourteen days. The author remembers an

occasion in 1947 when H. convolvuli were so numerous in the Public

Gardens at Newquay that they gave the impression of being more
plentiful than T. pronuba Linn. (Large Yellow Underwing).

6. Sphinx ligustri Linn. Privet Hawkmoth
Widely distributed throughout area, fairly numerous.
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7. Ce/er/o euphorbiae Linn. Spurge Hawkmoth
There is a record of 19 larvae of this insect having been found in the
area in 1889—(The Entomologist, Vol. 26, No. 366, November 1893,

page 315). This led to a dispute between the defenders of the record
Rev. J. Seymour, Messrs Hanbury and Fry, and Mr Tutt. The latter

was inclined to believe the whole matter rather dubious. Personally

after reading the published letters on this matter I am inclined to

give the benefit of the doubt to this record.

8. Ce/er/o lineata Fab. (livornica Esp.) Striped Hawkmoth
Frequently taken within area. Very scarce. Capture recorded in

Entomologist, Vol. 92, No. 1 15, page 168.

9. Deilephila porcelius Linn. Small Elephant Hawkmoth
Scattered distribution, never very common.

10. Deilephiia elpenor Linn. Large Elephant Hawkmoth
Widely distributed throughout area, often common.

11. Macroglossum stellatarum Linn. Humming-bird Hawkmoth
Appears regularly almost every year. In some years it is particularly

numerous. Can be observed throughout whole of area.

12. Hemaris tityus Linn. (=bombyliformis Esp.)

Narrow-bordered Bee Hawkmoth
Capture of this insect recorded in Entomologists' Record, Vol. 69,

No. 10, page 223.

Super-family BOMBYCES

NOTODONTIDAE
13. Ceruro furcu/o Linn. Sallow Kitten

Can be found in a few localities, appears to be quite scarce. Larva

may be found from July to September.
14. Cerura vinuia Linn. Puss Moth

Scattered distribution, usually scarce. Larva feeds on poplar, sallows

and willow during July and August. The moth is on the wing during

May and June. Recorded in Entomologist, Vol. 86, page 272 (Nov.)

as "very common."
15. Stouropus fog/ Linn. Lobster Prominent

To be found in certain localities. In some places it is quite numerous.
Very pale specimens are quite frequent. Larva feeds on beech and

sometimes birch, oak and hazel. Moths on the wing during May and

June.

16. Pheosia tremula Clerck Greater Swallow Prominent
Scarce, scattered distribution. The moth is on the wing during May
and in August.

17. Pheosia gnoma Fab. (dictaeoides Esp.) Lesser Swallow Prominent
Generally distributed, never abundant. Comes readily to light.

18. Notodonta ziczac Linn. Pebble Prominent
To be found throughout area, often common. Often found at rest

on walls and hedges which are covered with close growing foliage.

19. Notodonta dromedarius Linn. Iron Prominent
Generally distributed, but never in large numbers. Comes to light

but does not seem to settle close to the light source. Larva found on

birch and elder from June to August.

20. Notodonto onceps Goeze (trep/do Esp.) Great Prominent
Recorded in Ent. Record, Vol. 70, No. 788, also in Entomologist,
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VoL 86., page 272 (Nov.). It has been taken by Mr Brind during

May 1965.

21. .Lophopteryx cucullina Schiff (cuculla Esp.)

Maple Prominent.

Recorded in Entomologist, Vol. 86, p. 272.

22. Lophopteryx capucina Linn, (camelina Linn.)

Coxcomb Prominent
As for N. dromedarius, but more numerous. There are two broods.

The moths of the first brood fly in May/June and the second in

July/August.

23. Pterostoma palpina Linn. Pale Prominent
In certain localities, at times very common. Comes to light very
readily.

24. Phalera bucephala Linn. Buff-tip

Scattered localities. Moth flies in June and July but is not seen often

during the daytime.

THYATIRIDAE
25. Habrosyne derasa Linn. Buff-arches

To be found throughout area, often common. Favours areas where
bramble is plentiful.

26. Thyatira batis Linn. Peach-blossom

As H. derasa, rarely common, but frequently seen.

27. Tethea duplaris Linn. Least Satin Lutestring

Only in a few localities. The larva may be found during August to

October on birch. The moth emerges in June.

LYMANTRIDAE
28. Orgyia antiqua Linn. Common Vapourer

Recorded in V.C.H.
29. Dasychira pudibunda Linn. Pale Tussock

Found only in certain areas. The moth appears in May and June.

30. Euproctis chrysorrhoea Huebn. (phaeorrhoea Don)

Brown-tail

Recorded in Ent. Record., Vol. 69, No. 10, page 223.

31. Euproctis similis Fuessl. (chrysorrhoea Linn.)

Gold-tail

Widespread distribution, often common.
32. Lymar)tria rDonacha Linn. Black-arched Tussock

Found in certain localities only. At times very common. The males

are attracted to light, whereas females are more usually found by

searching.

LASIOCAMPIDAE
33. Malacosoma neustria Linn. Common Lackey

Widespread distribution—common.
34. Trichiura crataegi Linn. Pale Eggar

To be found in a few localities. Not common.
35. Poeciiocampa populi Linn. December Eggar

Only to be found in a few localities.

36. Lasiocampa quercus Linn. Oak Eggar

To be found throughout the area. Most seem to be the variety

callunae—common.
37. Lasiocampa trifolii Schiff. Grass Eggar

Only found in certain localities, not numerous.
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38. Macrothylacia rubi Linn. Fox Moth
Only to be found in certain localities.

39. Philudoria potatoria Linn. Drinker Moth
Very common, distributed throughout the whole area.

Note:

All moths in this group come very readily to light. Larvae of P.

potatoria and L quercus are very plentiful in the whole area. Males

come to light more readily than females. I have observed the ratio

to be generally one female to every 8-10 males. My captures of P.

populi have taken place on Christmas Days, all attracted by light.

SATURNIIDAE
40. Saturnia pavonia Linn. Emperor Moth

Widely distributed throughout the area. The moths are out in April

and May, and the males may be seen on sunny days. The female flies

at night, may be seen occasionally resting on heather during the

daytime.

DREPANIDAE
41. Drepana binaria Hufn. Oak Hook-tip

Frequent in several localities. Larva feeds on oak. The moth comes
readily to light.

42. Drepana falcataria Linn. Pebble Hook-tip

The larva feeds chiefly on birch and is found in June and July also

again in September and October. The moth comes to light.

43. Drepana lacertinaria Linn. Scalloped Hook-tip

Taken in only one area known to author. The larva feeds on birch

in June and July, also in August and September. The moth is double

brooded appearing in May and June and again in August.

44. Cilix glaucata Scop. Chinese-character

Widespread distribution. The moth is double brooded appearing in

May and June, again in July and August. The larva feeds on Hawthorn
and sloe.

HYLOPHILIDAE
45. Beno prasinana Linn. Green Silver Lines

Scarce, only record known to author comes from one locality. Larva

feeds on oak, birch and beech in August and September. The moth
flies in June and July.

46. Pseudoips bicolorana Fuessl. (quercana Schiff.)

Scarce Silver Lines

Seems to be more widely distributed than 6. prasinana. Very local and

scarce. Larva feeds on oak. The moth is on the wing in late June and

in July.

ARCTIIDAE
47. Spiiosoma lubricipeda Linn, (menthastri Esp.)

White Ermine
Fairly common and widespread. The moth emerges in June and comes
readily to light.

48. Spiiosoma luteo Hufn. (lubricipeda auctt.)

Buff Ermine
As for S. lubricipeda.

49. Diacrisia sannio Linn, {russula Linn.) Clouded Buff

Only in certain localities—local. When locality is found it is often

common. Also recorded in Entomologist, Vol. 86, page 272.
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50. Phragmatobia fuliginosa L\nn. Ruby Tiger

Common throughout whole area. Comes readily to light.

51. Arctia caja Unn, Garden Tiger

Common. Attracted by light.

52. Arctia villica Linn. Cream-spot Tiger

Scattered localities, scarce. It is seen more often in the coastal regions

of the area. The moth emerges in May and June.

53. Panaxia dominula Linn. Scarlet Tiger

Found in scattered localities, does not ever seem to be abundant.

The moth appears in June. It has been captured during periods of

sunshine.

54. Utetheiso pulchella Linn. Crimson-speckled Footman
Mr C. Brind recorded the capture of this insect in AES Bulletins

in 1962.

55. Callimorpha jacobaeae Linn. Cinnabar
Scattered throughout area, quite plentiful.

56. Atolmis rubricollis Linn. Red-necked Footman
Very local and not numerous.

57. Comacia senex Huebn. Round-winged Footman
In a few widespread localities, appears never to be plentiful in number,
except that in one or two places it is more abundant than elsewhere.

It is found in some marshy and meadow valleys.

58. Miltochrista miniata Forst. Rosy Footman
As for C. senex, never abundant. The author took two specimens in

10 days. It appears to be more scarce than C. senex. It will come to

light.

59. Cybosia nnesomella Linn. Four-dotted Footman
Not common, found in a few scattered localities. It seems to prefer

wooded areas and valleys.

60. Lithosia quadra Linn. Large Footman
To be found in scattered localities. In some years it is abundant. It

appears that there is every good reason to believe that in certain

localities colonies have been established.

61. Eilema deplana Esp. (depressa Esp.) Buff Footman
In scattered localities, not in large numbers generally. However,
Mr Brind found one locality where he observed 56 in one night.

62. Eilema lurideola Zinck Common Footman
Abundant, widespread throughout area.

63. Eilema complana Linn. Scarce Footman
Widespread distribution, far less apparent than £. lurideola.

64. Eilema caniola Huebn. Hoary Footman
Capture recorded in Ent. Record, Vol. 69, No. 10, page 223. One
locality known. It is local but not uncommon in these places.

AGROTIDES

CARADRINIDAE
65. Colocasia coryli Linn. Nut-tree Tussock

Only in certain localities, never in large numbers. It has only been
taken at light by the author, and on these occasions it has been in

sheltered wooded localities.

66. Apatele leporina Linn. Miller

Uncommon and scarce, only recorded captures in scattered localities.
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Moth appears in May and June.

67. Apatele megacephola Fab. Poplar Dagger
Uncommon. The moth is on the wing from late May to mid August.

68. Apatele aini Linn. Alder Dagger
Widely distributed, never plenti ul, often very scarce. The moth
flies during May and June.

69. Apatele psi Linn. Grey Dagger
Widespread distribution, often common.

70. Apatele rumicis Linn. Dusky Knot-grass Dagger
Widespread distribution, often common.

71. Cron/ophofo //gtistr/ Sch iff. Crown
Erratic in appearances, scarce. Attracted to light.

72. Cryphia perIa Fab. Marbled Beauty

Widespread distribution, quite numerous at times. Attracted by

lit windows and light traps.

73. Cryphia muralis Forst. {par Huebn.) Marbled Vert

Scattered localities, never numerous. Comes to light especially in

areas where lichen is plentiful. Moth is out in July and August,

74. Agrotis segetum Schiff. Turnip Dart

Widespread distribution, at times plentiful.

75. Agrotis vestigialis Rott. Archer Dart

Often abundant in those localities suited to it. Always attracted by

light even on poor nights. Larva feeds on bedstraw and various

grasses. The moth is on the wing during July and August.

76. Agrotis clavis Hufn. {corticea Huebn.)
Heart and Club

Can be found in scattered localities.

77. Agrotis puta Huebn. Shuttle-shaped Dart

Extremely common, many varieties to be found as well as large

range in size.

78. Agrotis trux Huebn. (lunigera Steph.) Crescent Dart

Widespread distribution along the coastal areas. Larvae may be

found on thrift and very probably on other coastal plants.

79. Agrotis exclamationis Linn. Heart and Dart

Widespread, abundant. In 1902 it was claimed that A. exclamationis

"destroyed some rows of garden turnips and of cabbages at New-
quay." (V.C.H.) Mr Brind records that in 1956 and again in 1963 it

was more abundant than usual.

80. Agrotis ipsilon Rott. Dark Dart

Regular appearance every year, usually in modest numbers. Sugar

is quite attractive to it.

81. Agrotis ripae Huebn. Sand Dart

Occasional captures recorded at various localities, scarce.

82. Euxoa nigricar)s Linn. Garden Dart

General distribution throughout area.

83. Euxoa tritici Linn. White-line Dart

Similar localities to A. vestigialis but does not appear to be so numer-

ous. Sometimes to be found at rest on marram grass.

84. Euxoa obelisca Huebn. Square-spot Dart

Can be observed in reasonable numbers in those localities suited to it.

85. Lycophotia vor/o Vill. {strigula Thunb.) True Lovers' Knot
Found in widely distributed localities and then often numerous. It
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comes to light very readily.

86. Peridroma porphyrea Schiff. {soucia Huebn.)
Pearly Underwing

Scattered distribution, rarely in large numbers. Comes quite readily

to sugar.

87. Ammogrotis lucernea Linn. Northern Rustic

To be found most years, comes to 'm.v.' lamp.

88. Spaelotis rovida Huebn. (obscura Brahm)
Stout Dart

Met with occasionally.

89. Graphiphora augur Fab. Double Dart
Found only in certain localities.

90. Amathes agathina Dup. Heath Rustic

Author knows only one locality for it.

91. Amathes giareosa Esp. Autumnal Rustic

Widespread distribution.

92. Amathes baja Fab. Dotted Clay

Very local.

93. Amathes c-nigrum Linn. Setaceous Hebrew-character
Widespread distribution, very numerous. Always double brooded.
The author has taken specimens which are much lighter in colour

than those he has observed in N. London.
94. Amathes stigmatica Huebn. Square-spotted clay

Found throughout the area.

95. Amathes sexstrigata Haw. (umbrosa Huebn.)
Six-striped Rustic

Generally distributed, often common.
96. Amathes xanthographa Fab. Square-spot Rustic

Widely distributed and very common. Double brooded.

97. Diarsio brunnea Fab. Purple Clay

Only found in certain localities, not numerous for the area as a

whole. However, in the particular localities it is quite numerous.
98. Diarsia festivo Schiff. Common Ingrailed Clay

Widely distributed.

99. Diarsia rubi View. Small Square-spot

Widely distributed, often common. Double brooded.

100. Ochropleura plecta Linn. Flame Shoulder
Widely distributed, often common. Double brooded.

101. Axy//a putr/s Linn. Flame Rustic

Distribution similar to 0. plecta, but not quite as common.
102. Anaplectoides prasina F2ib. Green Arches

Found in certain localities, never common. However the use of

*m.v.' in the correct area seems to increase the numbers recorded.

103. Triphaena comes Huebn. (orbona Fab.)

Lesser Yellow Underwing
Generally distributed, often numerous.

104. Triphaena pronuba Linn. Common Yellow Underwing
Widespread distribution, very abundant. Very wide range of vari-

ation in the upper wings.

105. Triphaena janthina Esp. Lesser-bordered Yellow Under-
wing

Found in certain localities, scarcer than T. comes and T. pronuba.
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106. Triphaena interjecta Huebn. Least Yellow Underwing
Restricted to few localities, scarce.

107. Lampra fimbriata Schreb. (fimbria Linn.)

Broad-bordered Yellow Under-
wing

Widely distributed, never numerous.
108. Polia nebuiosa Hufn. Grey Arches

Found throughout the area.

109. Mamestro brassicae Linn. Cabbage Dot
Widespread and common.

I 10. Melanchra persicariae Linn. White Dot
Widespread. Always a frequent visitor to light.

III. Ceramica pisi Linn. Broom Brocade
To be found in certain areas, sometimes common.

I 12. Diataraxia oleracea Linn. Bright-line Brown-eye
Widely distributed, common.

113. Hadena thalassina Kozt. Pale-shouldered Brocade
114. Hadena trifoiii Rott. Small Nutmeg

Widespread distribution, often common. Author has captured this

insect flying around Buddleia at dusk. Frequent visitor to light.

I 15. Hadena nana Hufn. (dentina Esp.) Light Shears

Found in certain areas, often common.
I 16. Hadena barrettii Doubl. (iuteago auctt.)

Barrett's Marbled Coronet
Has been taken in one locality in the area. Larvae may be observed
on the roots of Sea Campion.

I 17. Hadena conspersa Esp. (nana Rott.) Common Marbled Coronet
Widely distributed, often common.

I 18, Hadena bicruris Hufn. (capsincola Huebn.)

Lychnis Coronet
Similar to H. conspersa but observed much more frequently. It is

regular visitor to light.

I 19. Hadena cucubali Fuessl. Campion Coronet
Similar to H. conspersa. possibly less abundant.

120. Hadena capsophila Dup. Pod Lover
Known to be found in one locality.

121. Hadena serena Fab. Broad-barred White Gothic
Widely distributed, but never common.

122. Heliophobus albicolon Huebn. White Colon
Local and scarce. Only one locality known.

123. Tholera popularis Fab. Feathered Gothic
Widely distributed throughout the area, often abundant.

124. Tholera cespitis Fab. Hedge Rustic

Found in several localities. On cold nights can be found at rest on

the flower heads of marram grass.

125. Cerapteryx graminis L\nn. Antler

Local and scarce. Does not seem to appear until late afternoon. Will

come to light.

126. Eumichtis lichenea Huebn. Feathered Ranunculus

To be found in a few localities, at times numerous. Larvae at times

found on thrift and sea plantain. Very much restricted to coastal

areas.
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127. Bombycia viminalis Fab. Minor Shoulder-knot

In certain localities only.

128. tuperina testacea Schiff. Flounced Rustic

Widespread distribution often abundant. Found on poor nights at

rest on the flowers of marram grass.

129. Procus strigilis Clerck Marbled Minor
Widespread distribution, at times common.

130. Procus latruncula Schiff. Tawny Minor
Found in certain areas, scarcer than P. strigilis.

131. Procus versicolor Borkh. Rufous Minor
As for P. latruncula.

132. Procus fasciuncula Hdiw. Middle-barred Minor
Widespread distribution, often observed, never abundant.

133. Procus literosa Haw. Rosy Minor
Found in several localities.

134. Procus furuncula Schiff. {bicoloria Vill.)

Cloaked Minor
Fairly widespread, often met with.

135. Apamea obscura Haw. (gemina Huebn.)
Dusky Brocade

Fairly widespread, often common.
136. Apamea sordens Hufn. (basilinea Fab.) Rustic Shoulder Knot

Scattered distribution, does not appear to be very common.
137. Apamea unanimis Huebn. Small Clouded Brindle

Only found in a few places.

138. Apamea secalis Linn, (didyma Esp.) Common Rustic

Widespread distribution, extremely common.
139. Apamea ophiogramma Esp. Double Lobed

Very scarce. Mr Brind captured a specimen at light, almost mistook
it for A. secalis.

140. Apamea crenata Hufn. (rurea Fab.) Cloud-bordered Brindle

Scattered distribution. It has a marked preference for coastal areas.

141. Apamea lithoxylea Fab. Common Light Arches
Scattered distribution, often observed, never in large numbers.

142. Apamea monoglypha Hufn. (polyodon Linn.)

Dark Arches
Widespread distribution—very common.

143. Apamea hepatica Huebn. Large Clouded Brindle

Found in certain areas only.

144. Apamea scolopacina Esp. Slender Brindle

Rare.

145. Apamea ypsilon Borkh. (fissipuncta Haw.)
Dismal Brindle

Found in scattered localities, rarely common generally.

146. Aporophyla lutulenta Borkh. Deep Brown Rustic

As for A. ypsilon, but much more scarce.

147. Aporophyla nigra Haw. Black Rustic

Found in scattered localities. However, distribution may be more
widespread. Observations on this moth have been taken when seen

visiting Ivy blossom.

148. Aporophyla australis Boisd. Feathered Brindle

Appears in a few places, not common.
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149. Antitype fiavicincta Fab. Large Ranunculus

Widespread distribution in coastal areas and at times common.
150. Antitype xanthomista Huebn. Blacl<-banded

Occasional specimens, rare. Capture has also been recorded in the

Ent. Record, Vol. 73, page 217. Larvae found on flowers of thrift and

on the flowers and seeds of Sea Campion and Sea Plaintain. It does
not appear to come readily to light or sugar.

151. Gr/pos/o opr/7/na Linn. Common Merville-du-jour

Local distribution, not common.
152. Meganephria oxyaconthae Linn. Green-brindled Crescent

Scattered distribution, common, observed every year.

153. Eupiexia lucipara Linn. Small Angle-Shades

Scattered distribution, often common. Frequent visitor to light.

154. Ptilogophora nneticulosa Linn. Large Angle-Shades

Widespread distribution, very common. Can always be found flying

along fiedgerows at dusk.

155. Celaeno ieucostigma Huebn. Brown Crescent

Uncommon, only one known locality.

156. Phaiaena typica Linn. Type Gothic

Local distribution, it is quite numerous in low-lying marshy ground.

157. Hydraecia ocuiea Linn, {nictitans Borkh.)

Common Ear

Appears in scattered localities, never numerous.
158. Hydraecia micacea Esp. Rosy Ear

Colonies in several places throughout area. It is then fairly numerous.
It appears to prefer the coastal regions of the area.

159. Gortyna flavago Schiff. {octiracea Huebn.)
Orange Ear

Similar distribution to H. micacea.

160. Nonagria sparganii Esp. Webb's Wainscot
Ent. Record, Vol. 72, Page I I.

161. Nonagria typhae Thunb. Bulrush Wainscot
Ent. Record, Vol. 73, Page 217.

162. Nonagria geminipuncta H2LV/. Twin-spot Wainscot
Found occasionally. Larva feeds during May and June. The moth is

on the wing during August. Has preference for coastal areas.

163. Nonagria dissoluta Treits Brown-veined Wainscot
One locality known for this species.

164. Coenobia rufa Haw. Rufous Wainscot
Scattered distribution, restricted numbers. Moth flies during July

and August.

165. Arenostoia pygmina Haw. (fuiva Huebn.)
Small Wainscot

Distribution similar to C. rufa. Larva found during June and July

in stems of marram grass. Moth is on the wing during August and

September.
166. Rliizedra iutosa Huebn. Large Wainscot

Few localities known for this insect, not common. The moth is on the

wing from August to September.
167. Leucania paiiens L'\nn. Common Wainscot

Widely distributed and very common. Always abundant where there

is marram grass.
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168. Leucania impura Huebn. Smoky Wainscot
Similar to L. pollens and equally as common.

169. Leucania straminea Treits Southern Wainscot
Ent. Record, Vol. 69, No. 10, Page 223.

170. Leucania litoralis Curt. Shore Wainscot
Appears in a few localities, it is then numerous. Larvae may be found
by searching marram grass. Moth is usually on the wing from June
to early August.

171. Leucania comma Linn. Shoulder-striped Wainscot
Common in the localities where it is found. Larva feeds on cocksfoot

and other grasses from August to April. The moth flies during June
and July.

172. Leucania l-olbum Linn. White-L Wainscot
There are several localities for this insect, it is quite common.

173. Leucania putrescens Huebn. Devon Wainscot
Ent. Record, Vol. 69, No. 10, Page 223.

174. Leucania unipuncto Haw. White-speck Wainscot
Captured occasionally, uncommon.
Recorded in Entomologist, Vol. 92, No. 1 155, Page 173.

175. Leucania vitellina Huebn. Delicate Wainscot
Ent. Record, Vol. 70, Page 217 and Vol. 73, Page 257.

176. Leucania lithargyria Esp. Clay Wainscot
Widespread distribution, common.

177. Leucania conigera Fab. Brown-line Bright-eye

Widespread distribution, common.
178. Mythimna turca Linn. Double-line Wainscot

Only a few localities known for this insect. Moth is on the wing
during June and July.

179. Stilbia anomaia Haw. Anomalous Wainscot
Very local, only one locality known, at times it is quite numerous.

180. Meristis trigrammica Hufn. Treble-line Wainscot
One locality known for this insect, scarce.

181. Caradrina morpheus Hufn. Mottled Wainscot
Local and scattered localities.

182. Caradrina alsines Brahm Uncertain Wainscot
Author has always found it in company with C. taraxaci. Comes
readily to light.

183. Caradrina taraxaci Huebn. (blanda Treits)

Smooth Rustic Wainscot
Widely distributed—sometimes common.

184. Caradrina ambigua Fab. Vine's Rustic

Appears to be local and scarce.

185. Caradrina clavipalpis Scop, (quadripunctata Fab.)

Pale Mottled Willow
Widespread distribution, often common.

186. Laphygma exigua Huebn. Small Mottled Willow
Captures recorded from several localities. Also recorded in Ento-

mologist, Vol. 95, p. 172, No. 1 190.

187. Petilampa minima Haw. (arcuosa Haw.)
Small Dotted Buff

Found in certain areas only.

188. Rusina umbratica Goeze (tenebrosa Huebn.)
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Brown Feathered Wainscot
Widely distributed, at times common.

189. Amphipyra pyramidea Linn. Copper Underwing
Appears to be restricted to low areas, in these areas it is very com-
mon. It comes to sugar very readily.

190. Amphipyra tragopogonis Linn. Mouse Wainscot
Not particularly common. It is met with on occasions, depending
upon whether it is more numerous.

191. Cosmia trapezina Linn. Dun-bar
Not uncommon in certain areas, but does not appear to have wide-

spread distribution.

192. Cerastis rubricosa Fab. Red Chestnut
Widespread distribution. The larva feeds from April to June on
dandelion and groundsel. The moth is on the wing during March and

April. It is attracted to light.

193. Orthosia gothica Unn. Common Hebrew Character

Widely distributed, not uncommon in certain areas.

194. Orthosia cruda Schiff. (pulverulenta Esp.)

Small Quaker
To be found throughout area.

195. Orthosia stabilis Wiev/. Common Quaker
As for 0. cruda, more common.

196. Orthosia incerta Hufn. Clouded Drab
Found in the area. Appears to be local in distribution.

197. Omphaiosceiis iunosa Lunar Underwing
Found in certain areas only.

198. Agrocho/o /oto Clerck. Red-line Quaker
As for 0. lunosa.

199. Agrochola macilenta Huebn. Yellow-line Quaker
Does not appear to be as common as A. iota.

200. Agrochoia circeiiaris Hufn. Brick

Not uncommon on Ivy.

201. Agrochoia iychnidis Schiff. {pistacina Fab.)

Beaded Chestnut
Widely distributed—not uncommon.

202. Anchosceiis heivoia Linn. Flounced Chestnut
Not uncommon in certain areas.

203. Citria iutea Stroem. (fiavago Fab.) Pink-barred Sallow

Not uncommon.
204. Cirrhia icteritia Hufn. (fuivago aucct.)

Common Sallow

Widespread distribution. The moth is out during September and

early October.

205. Conistra vaccina Linn. Common Chestnut

Widely distributed, not uncommon.
206. Conistra iiguia Esp. Dark Chestnut

Found in a few localities.

207. Eupsiiia transversa Hufn. (sateliitia Linn.)

Satellite

It has a restricted distribution.

208. Lithophane semibrunnea Haw. Tawny Pinion

Not uncommon—widespread distribution along the coast. Regular
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visitor to ivy blossom.

209. Lithophane socio Rott. Pale Pinion

In some areas it is more common than L semibrunnea. It has been
captured visiting ivy blossom.

210. Xylocompo oreolo Esp. Early Grey
Common and widespread distribution throughout the area.

2! I. Cucullia verbosci Linn. Mullein Shark
Records available in Ent. Record. Common all over area.

212. Cucullio umbrotico Linn. Common Shark
Distribution as for C. verbosci.

213 Cucuilio chomomiiiae Schiff. Chamomile Shark
Capture recorded in a few localities only. Larvae found feeding on
Chamomile growing by seashore.

214. Anorto myrtilli Linn. Beautiful Yellow Underwing
Recorded in V.C.H.

215. Panemoerio tenebrata Scop. Small Yellow Underwing
Recorded from a few scattered localities, does not seem to be com-
mon.

216. Heliothis peltigero Schiff. Dark Bordered Straw
At one time it was relatively common in one locality. However, in

recent years it has become more scarce. This is a migrant insect.

217. Heiiottiis ormigero Huebn. Scarce Bordered Straw
One locality known, scarce. Also a migrant insect.

PLUSIIDAE
218. Jaspidio pygargo Hufn. (fosciano ouctt.)

White Spot Marbled

Only one known locality for this insect. Uncommon. Larva feeds

from July to September. Moth is on the wing during June and July.

219. Eustrotio uncula Clerck Silver Hook
Scattered localities, at times common. Larva feeds during July on
coarse grasses. Moth is on the wing during late May and early June.

220. Rivulo sericealis Scop. Straw Point

Found in a few places. Moth is on the wing throughout the summer
months. It has a preference for damp places.

221. Piiytometro viridorio Clerck Small Purple Bars

Common in the one known locality. Moth flies during May and June.

222. Scoiiopteryx iibatrix Linn. Herald

Widely distributed, often common. Can always be found flying along

hedgerows at night.

223. Piusio chrysitis Linn. Common Burnished Brass

Widely distributed, numerous. Moth is on the wing from June to

September.
224. Piusio festucae Linn. Gold Spot

Uncommon. Moth is on the wing during June and July, again at

times during September.
225. Piusio ioto Linn. Gold Spangle

Widely distributed and often very common.
226. Piusio chalcites Esp. {eriosomo Dbld.) Golden Twin-spot

Capture recorded in North Cornwall on the coast. (Entomologists

Record, Vol. 72, p. 227).

227. Piusio gommo Linn. Common Silver Y
Widely distributed—abundant from Spring to October. The follow-
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ing remark appears in Entomologist, Vol. 92, No. 1155, p. 169. "a
white house wail at Perranporth, Cornwall was covered with Plusia

gamma.''

228. Plusia interrogotionis Linn. Scarce Silver Y
Recorded in V.C.H.

229. Abrostola triplasia Linn. Dark Spectacle

Not common, widely distributed. It has been taken flying around
Cat-Mint. The moth is on the wing during June and July, occasionally

during August and September.
230. Abrostola tripartita Hufn. {urticae Huebn.)

Light Spectacle

Similar to A. triplasia but more common. The moth is on the wing
from May to August. It is attracted to light.

231. £uc//d/mero m/ Clerck Mother Shipton

Widely distributed, not uncommon. Flies during periods of sunshine
during May and June.

232. Ectypa glyphica Linn. Burnet Companion
Similar distribution to £. mi. Flies during sunshine in May and June.

233. Mormo maura Linn. Old Lady

Widely distributed, often met but not numerous. Mr Brind states

"except if you know where to look."

234. Tathorhynchus exsiccata Led. Levant Blackneck

Recorded in Entomologist, Vol. 88, No. 1105, Page 128 "North
Cornwall."

235. Zanclognatha torsipennalis Treits. Brown Fanfoot

Widely distributed, numerous.
236. Zanclognatha nemoralis Fab. (grisealis Huebn.)

Small Fanfoot

Widely distributed, numerous. The moth flies during June and July.

237. Bomolocha fontis Thunb. Beautiful Snout
Only one locality known for this insect, uncommon. The moth is out

during June and July. Hides by day amongst heather, etc.

238. Hypena proboscidalis Linn. Common Snout
Widely distributed and very common. Whenever there is nettle

present. The moth flies during June and July.

239. Hypena rostralis Linn. Buttoned Snout
Recorded in V.C.H.

240. Schrankia taenialis Huebn. (albistrigalis Haw.)
White-line Snout

The moth is on the wing during July and early August. Distribution

unknown, appears to be both local and rare.

GEOMETRIDES

MONOCTENIIDAE
241. Alsophila aescularia Schiff. March Usher

Generally distributed throughout area. The moth is out during

spring and is sometimes observed at rest on tree-trunks, etc. The
female is wingless, the male is attracted by light.

GEOMETRIDAE
242. Pseudoterpna pruinata Huebn. Greater Grass Emerald

Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth flies during

June and July. The larva feeds on broom and gorse.
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243. Hipparchus papilionaria Linn. Large Emerald
Generally distributed throughout the area. The moth flies during

June and July, it is sometimes disturbed from resting places in

hedges, etc. The larva feeds on birch, hazel and beech.

244. lodis lactearia Linn. Little Emerald

To be found in scattered localities. The moth flies in May and June,

and sometimes can be disturbed from its resting place in hedges.

The larva feeds on various plants such as birch, oak, hawthorn, etc.

245. Hemithea aestivaria Huebn. (strigata Muell.)

Common Emerald
It is widely distributed throughout the area. The moth may be seen

from late June and July. It is easily disturbed during the day.

246. Sterrha fuscovenosa Goeze (interjectaria Boisd.)

Dwarf Cream Wave
Scattered distribution. The moth is usually found on weed-covered
banks, hedges and near woods or large clumps of trees.

247. Sterrha dilutaria Huebn. (holosericata Dup.)

Silky Wave
Recorded in V.C.H.

248. Sterrha inornata Haw. Plain Wave
It is known to occur in a few localities. The moth is out during July.

It seems to have a liking for areas which contain heather and is

sometimes seen at rest on pine trees. The larva has a wide variety

of foodplants.

249. Sterrha aversata Linn. Riband Wave
Widely distributed throughout the area. It comes to light very

readily during June and July. The larvae feed on several of the low-

growing plants.

250. Sterrha biselata Hufn. Small Fan-footed Wave
It occurs in one locality known to Mr C. Brind. The moth is on
the wing during June and July. The larva feeds on bramble and

dandelion.

251. Sterrha dimidiata Hufn. Single-dotted Wave
Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth is out in June

and July.

252. Scapula fioslactata Haw. (remutaria Huebn.)
Greater Cream Wave

Scattered distribution. The moth is out in May and June.

253. Scapula immutata Linn. Lesser Cream Wave
Scattered distribution throughout area. The moth is in flight during

June and July especially in marshy places in woods and fields.

254. Scapula marginepunctata Goeze. Mullein Wave
Widely distributed throughout the area. South notes that "A
practically black form, with white fringes, has been noted from North
Cornwall (ab. orphnaeata F. Fuchs.)" The moths are double-brooded,

first appearing in June and July, again in August and September.
They are attracted to light.

255. Scapula nigropunctata Hufn. (strigilaria Huebn.)
Sub-angled Wave

Recorded in V.C.H.
256. Scapula imitaria Huebn. Small Blood-veined Wave

Scattered distribution. It flies during the evening and at dusk during
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July and August. It is sometimes disturbed from resting places

during the daytime. It is attracted to light.

257. Calothysanis amata Linn. Large Blood-vein

Scattered distribution but less common than S. imitaria. The moth
is at times double brooded, appearing May/June and again in August.
The moth seems to prefer localities where the ground is damp.

258. Cosymbia punctaria Unn. Maiden's Blush

To be found in a few localities. The moth is double brooded, appear-

ing first in May and June, and again in August. The larva feeds on oak.

259. Cosymbia linearia Huebn. Clay Triple-lines

Recorded in Ent. Record, Vol. 73, page 217. Scattered distribution,

it has been recorded from widely separated localities. The moth is

double-brooded, flying first during May and June, again in August
and September.

260. Anaitis plagiata Unn. Slender Treble-bar

The moth is out in May and June and again during August and Sep-

tember. It is sometimes observed at rest on posts, etc. and at times

disturbed by walking through the rougher ground behind sand-

dunes.

261. Chesias legatella Schiff. (spartiata Fuessl.)

Streaked Carpet
The larva feeds on broom. The moth is out in September and October.

It is sometimes seen by day; at night it flies around its food plant.

It is attracted to light.

262. Chesias rufata Fab. Broom-tip Chevron
Recorded in Ent. Record, Vol. 73, page 217. The moth usually appears

from May to July. According to South, it is erratic concerning time
of appearance.

263. Notliopteryx carpinata Borkh. Early Tooth-striped

The larva feeds from June to July on Honeysuckle, Sallow and Alder.

The moth has a scattered distribution in the area and is on the wing
during April and May.

264. Acasis viretata Huebn. Brindle-barred Yellow
Does not appear to be numerous. The moth is out in June and July.

During the day it rests on trees. The larva feeds on the leaves of

holly, ivy and privet.

265. Calocalpe unduiata Linn. Scallop Shell

Scattered distribution, not numerous. The moth is out in June and

July. The larva feeds on sallow and bilberry and may be found in the

Autumn in spun leaves at tip of shoots.

266. Ecliptopera sHaceata Schiff. Small Phoenix
VVidely distributed and fairly common. It is readily attracted to

light, it is out in May and June, and a second generation occurs later

in July and August.

267. Lygris prunata Linn. Large Phoenix
Widely distributed and often numerous in certain localities. It is

readily attracted to light. The moth flies during July and August.

The author has observed this moth in the garden in Cornwall every

year.

268. Lygris testata Linn. Common Chevron
Does not appear to be numerous, found in scattered localities. The
moth flies in July and August.
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269. Lygris populata Linn. Northern Spinach

Common in certain localities. The moth is out in July and August.
It is attracted to light.

270. Lygris mellinata Fab. (associata Borkh.)

Currant Spin^ach

Widespread distribution, fairly numerous in certain localities. Mr
C. Brind records "we caught a variety with blue and purple markings
on the forewings, not unlike a large Barred Yellow." The moth flies

during July and August, and is readily attracted to light.

271. Lygris pyraliata Schiff. {dotata auctt.) Barred Straw Chevron
Widely distributed and often common. The moth is easily disturbed

during the day.

272. Cidariafulvata Forst. Barred Yellow
Scattered distribution, never common. The moth is out in June and
July. The larva feeds during May on wild rose.

273. Electropliaes corylata Thunb. Broken-barred Carpet
The moth is out during May and June, at times it can be disturbed

during the day by beating hedges. It may be observed at rest on
tree trunks and fences.

274. Dysstroma truncata Hufn. Common Marbled Carpet
Widely distributed, very common all over the area.

275. Dysstroma citrata Linn, (immanata Haw.)
Dark Marbled Carpet

Appears to have a restricted distribution. It is numerous in the

localities in which it occurs. The moth is out in July and August, it

is sometimes observed at rest on walls during the day.

276. Cliloroclysta miata Linn. Autumn Green Carpet
The moth has a scattered distribution. It is in flight during September
and October, and may be observed around the flowers of ivy. It

appears again in Spring after a period of hibernation.

277. Thero variata Schiff. Grey Spruce Carpet
Restricted distribution. The moth is double brooded, appearing

first in May and early June, and again in August and September.
278. Thero obeliscata Huebn. Grey Pine Carpet

Distribution similar to 7. variata. The moth flies in May and June. It

is reasonably common in pinewoods.

279. Thera firmata Huebn. Reddish Pine Carpet
Distribution similar to the previous two species. The moth is out
in September and October. It is sometimes disturbed by shaking

pine boughs. It is possible that this moth and the previous two species

owe their presence in the area to the activities of the Forestry

Commission.
280. Lampropteryx otregiota Metcalfe Metcalfe's Carpet

This moth has a restricted distribution. It is common in the localities

in which it occurs. The moth is on the wing during July and occas-

ionally during late August and September.
281. Lampropteryx suffumata Schiff. Water Carpet

Scattered distribution. The moth is out, according to South, in

April and May and occasionally in June and July.

282. Xanthorhoe ferrugata Clerck non Huebn. (uriidentaria Haw.)
Dark Twin-spot Carpet

Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth is double brooded.
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appearing first during May and June and again in August. It is fairly

numerous in certain localities.

283. Xanthorhoe spadicearia Schiff. (ferrugata Staud. non Clerck.)

Red Twin-spot Carpet
Distribution similar to that of X. ferrugata. The larva feeds on various

low-growing plants such as dandelion, knotgrass, etc. The moth is

double brooded, flying during May and June and again in July and
August.

284. Xanthorhoe designata Rott. Flame Carpet
Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth is out during
May, June and again in August.

285. Xanthorhoe montanata Borkh. Silver-ground Carpet
Widely distributed throughout the area and often common. The
moth is out in June and July.

286. Xanthorhoe fluctuota Linn. Garden Carpet
Widely distributed and common. It is often seen at rest on lighted

windows.
287. Colostygia olivata Borkh. Beech-green Carpet

Recorded in V.C.H.
288. Colostygia pectinataria Knoch. (viridaria Fab.)

Spring Green Carpet
Widespread distribution throughout the area. The moth is out

during June and July. It comes readily to light.

289. Colostygia didymata Linn. Small Twin-spot Carpet
The moth is out in July and August. The larva feeds on primrose and

red campion. The moth is attracted to light.

290. Rhodometra sacrario Linn. Vestal

Mr C. Brind records the capture of this insect in the AES Bulletin,

Vol. 23, No. 253, page 24, '*Rhodometra sacraria, ab labda Cramer,
(Vestal), at a kitchen window here at St. Columb Minor, on the

North Coast of Cornwall. It was attracted to the lit window at

10.5 p.m. on 29.8.61."

291. Ortholitha mucronoto Scop. Common Lead-belle

Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth flies during May
and early June. The larva feeds on broom and furze.

292. Ortholitha plumbaria Fab. July Belle

This moth is considered in the Heslop List to be the same as the

above. However, in South it is listed as a separate species. Mr Brind

has both moths in his collection. It does not appear to be so widely

distributed as 0. mucronato and usually the moth flies during the

latter part of June and July.

293. Ortholitha chenopodiata Linn, {limitata Scop.)

Shaded Broad-bar

Scattered distribution. It does not appear to be very common in

certain areas. It comes readily to light. The moth is out in July and

August,

294. Lorentia clavaria Haw. {cervinata auctt.)

Mallow Carpet

It is known to occur in a few localities. The moth is on the wing

during September and October. It is active at dusk and early evening.

295. Orthononia lignata Huebn. {vittata Borkh.)

Oblique Carpet
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Only one locality known for this moth. It is double brooded, flying

first in May and June and again during August and September. It

has a preference for marshy places.

296. Oporinia dilutata Schiff. November Carpet
Scattered distribution. The moth is out during October and Novem-
ber. It is attracted to light and sometimes may be observed around
ivy blossom.

297. Asthena albulata Hufn. (candidata Schiff.)

White-waved Carpet
Widely distributed, often numerous. The moth is out during May
and June. It is double brooded.

298. Minoa murinata Scop. Drab Carpet

This moth appears to have a restricted distribution. The moth flies

by day and is usually seen during May and June. It is attracted to

light.

299. Hydrelia testaceata Don. Sylvan Waved Carpet
The moth is on the wing during June. It does not appear to be
common and only a few localities are known for it.

300. Hydrelia flammeolaria Hufn. (luteata Schiff.)

Yellow Waved Carpet
Recorded in V.C.H.

301. Operophtera brumata Linn. Common Winter
Widespread distribution and often very common. It is attracted

very readily to light.

302. Pelurga comitata Linn. Dark Spinach

Does not appear to be very common in the area. It is known to

occur in a few places. The moth is in flight during July and August.

303. Mesotype virgata Rott. Oblique-striped

Recorded in V.C.H.

304. Epirrhoe galiota Huebn. Galium Carpet
Widespread distribution, it is quite numerous. The moth is on the

wing from June to August.

305. Epirrhoe rivata Huebn. Wood Carpet
Widespread distribution and common throughout the area. The
moth is on the wing during July and August. It is readily attracted

to light.

306. Epirrhoe alterriata Muell. (sociata Borkh.)

Common Bedstraw Carpet
Widespread distribution and common throughout the area. The
moth is out in June and July, again in August and September. It is

readily attracted to light.

307. Euphyia picata Huebn. Cloaked Carpet
Scattered distribution. It may be common in those localities suited

to it. The moth is out in June and July. The larva feeds on chickweed.

308. Euphyia bilineata Linn. Yellow Shell

Widespread distribution, but uncommon in many areas. It appears

to be more numerous amongst sand-hills. The moth occurs through-

out the summer.
309. Euphyia cuculata Hufn. Royal Mantle

Found in scattered localities. The moth flies during June and July.

It is attracted to light; in the author's experience it is seldom num-
erous.
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310. Euphyia rubidata \^dib. Ruddy Carpet
Widespread distribution. It is easily disturbed during the day. The
moth flies during July and August. The larva feeds on bedstraw.

311. Mesoieuca albiciliata Linn. Beautiful Carpet
Found in a few scattered localities. The larva feeds during August
and September on bramble, raspberry and wild strawberry. The
moth is on the wing in June.

312. Lyncometra ocellata Unn. Purple-bar Carpet
Widespread distribution and fairly common throughout the area.

The moth is usually out in June and early July. The author has taken
it during August at light. The larva feeds on bedstraw.

313. Plemyria bicolorata Hufn. Blue-bordered Carpet
Found in a few localities. The moth is out in July and August. It is

often observed during early evening.

314. Perizoma a ffinitata Steph. Large Rivulet

Widely distributed and at times it is numerous. The moth flies

during June and July. It is attracted to light. The larva may be found

eating the seeds of red campion.

315. Per/zomo o/c/iem///oto Linn. Small Rivulet

Distribution similar to P. affinitata. The moth is often common and

comes readily to light. It is in flight from June to August.

316. Per/zomo f/ovofosc/oto Thunb. (deco/oroto Huebn.)
Sandy Carpet

Widespread distribution and often common along the coastal areas.

The moth may be observed from May to August. The larva feeds on
the flower buds of red, white and bladder campion.

317. Per/zoma a/bu/oto Schiff. Grass Rivulet

Recorded in V.C.H.

318. Perizoma bifasciata Haw. (unifasciata Haw.)
Barred Rivulet

Only one locality known for this insect. It is found during the end

of July and in August. It may be observed at night visiting flowers.

It is attracted to light.

319. Hydriomena furcata Thunb. (sordidata Fab.)

July Highflyer

Widely distributed over the area and extremely common.
320. Hydriomena coerulata Fab. (impiuviata Huebn.)

May Highflyer

Far more restricted in distribution than H. furcota. The moth is out

during May and June.

321. Earophila badiata Huebn. Shoulder Stripe

The moth appears in March and April. It does not seem to be very

common in the area. However, this may be because of lack of obser-

vation.

322. Coenotephria derivata Schiff, (nigrofasciaria Goeze)
Streamer

Does not appear to be widely distributed in the area. The moth is

out in April and May. It may be observed at rest on fences, etc.

during the day. It flies at dusk and is attracted to light.

323. Nyctosia obstipata Fab. (fiuviata Huebn.)
Narrow-barred Carpet

Distribution appears to be restricted; only a few localities known
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for this moth. The species is migratory, it has been recorded in the

Entomologist Vol. 92, No. I 155, Page 165 as being captured on the
following dates: October I, 13, 28 and Nov. 2.

Eupitheciinae

324. Eupithecia centaureata Schiff. (oblongata Thunb.)
Lime-speck Pug

Widely distributed, often very common. The moth is out from May
to August. It is attracted to light.

325. Eupithecia pulchellata Steph. Foxglove Pug
Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth is out during

May and June.

326. Eupithecia linariata Fab. Toadflax Pug
Distribution similar to £. pulcheiiata. The moth is on the wing
during May and June.

327. Eupithecia expallidata Doubl. Bleached Pug
It is known to occur in a few localities. The moth is out from June
to August. The larva feeds on the flowers of golden rod and ragwort,

328. Eupithecia assimilata Doubl. Currant Pug
Recorded in V.C.H.

329. Eupithecia vulgata Haw. Common Pug
Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth may be found

from May to September.

330. Eupithecia castigata Huebn. Grey Pug
The moth is out during May and June. It was taken for the first time
during May 1965 by Mr Brind.

331. Eupithecia exiguata Huebn. Mottled Pug
Recorded in V.C.H.

332. Eupithecia subnotata Huebn. Plain Pug
Scattered distribution. The moth is in flight during July and is some-
times seen resting on fences, etc. It is attracted to light.

333. Chioroclystis coronata Huebn. V Pug
Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth flies from May
to August.

334. Chioroclystis rectangulata Linn. Green Pug
Scattered distribution. The moth comes to light during June and
July.

335. Chioroclystis debiliata Huebn. Bilberry Pug
Recorded in V.C.H.

Geometrinae

336. Abraxas sylvata Scop. Clouded Magpie
Only one locality known for this moth. The moth is on the wing
during May and June.

337. Abraxas grossulariata Linn. Common Magpie
Widely distributed and cammon throughout the area.

338. Lomaspilis marginata Linn. Clouded Border
Widely distributed throughout the area. It may be seen from May
onv/ards throughout the summer.

339. Ligdia adustata Schiff. Scorched Silver

Scattered distribution. The moth is on the wing in May and June and

again in August. It is also recorded in the Ent. Record, Vol. 73,

page 217.

340. Perconia strigilloria Huebn. Grass-waved
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Known to be found in only a few localities. The moth is out during

June and July.

341. Aspitates ochrearia Rossi Yellow Belle

This moth is found along coastal areas, especially where there are

sand-dunes. The moth is double brooded, flying first during May and

June, again during August and September.

342. Aspitates gi'varia Fab. Straw Belle

The odd record of capture of this insect has come to notice. Distri-

bution is uncertain. The moth flies during July and August.

343. Gnophos obscurata Schiff. {pullata Staint.)

Common Annulet
Widely distributed. The moth varies in colour depending upon the

locality in which it is caught. Mr Brind records that he has taken

specimens in one area which are much darker than those in other

areas. The moth is out during July and August.

344. Bapta bimaculata Fab. White-pinion Spotted

Widely distributed throughout the area. It is attracted to light. The
moth may be seen on the wing during May and June.

345. Bapta temerata Huebn. Clouded Silver

Scattered distribution. The moth is in flight during May and June.

346. Cabera pusaria Linn. White Waved Silver

Widespread distribution, often very common. The moth is out from
May until August.

347. Cabera exanthemata Scop. Common Waved Silver

Widespread distribution, often very common. The moth is on the

wing from May onwards.

348. Eliopia fasciaria Linn, (prosapiaria Linn.)

Barred Red
Restricted to a few localities, never very common. The moth is out

during June and July, occasionally later—the author took one
specimen at light towards the end of August.

349. Campaea margaritata Linn, {margaritaria Linn.)

Barred Light-green

Widely distributed. However, it is very much more common in some
localities than others. The moth is out during June and July; it has

a strong preference for wooded areas. The larva feeds on oak, birch

and beech.

350. Angerona prunaria Linn. Orange Thorn
Only a few localities known for this moth. The larva feeds on various

foodplants such as honeysuckle, hawthorn, sloe, etc. The moth is

on the wing during June and July. The male begins its flight much
earlier in the evening than the female.

351. Semiothisa alternaria Huebn. Sharp Peacock Angle

Widely distributed throughout the area, not uncommon. It is

usually on the wing from May until August. It is double-brooded.

352. Semiothisa liturota Clerck Tawny-barred Angle

It appears to have a restricted distribution. The moth is usually to

be found in fir woods, it is in flight in June and July, and again during

August and September.

353. itame wauaria Linn. V Looper
Scattered distribution, it does not appear to be very numerous. The
moth is on the wing during July and August.
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354. Theria rupicapraria Huebn. Early Umber
Scattered distribution. The moth appears during January and Feb-

ruary.

355. Erannis marginaria Borkh. Dotted Border
Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth is out during
March and April.

356. Erannis defoliaria Clerck. Mottled Umber
Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth may appear
from October until March.

357. Anagoga pulveraria Linn. Barred Umber
Widely distributed. The moth is usually seen during May. It is

attracted to light.

Ennominae
358. Plagodis dolabraria Linn. Scorched-wing

It appears in scattered localities. The moth is out during May and
June. It is attracted by light.

359. Ennomos quercinaria Hufn. (angular'ia Borkh.)

August Thorn
Scattered distribution. The moth is out during August and September.
It comes freely to light.

360. Deuteronomos alniaria Linn. Canary-shouldered Thorn
Scattered distribution. In some localities it is quite numerous. The
moth is out during the autumn and comes readily to light.

361. Deuteronomos fuscantaria H^iY/, Dusky Thorn
Scattered distribution. The moth is on the wing during August and
September. It comes readily to light.

362. Deuteronomos erosoria Borkh. September Thorn
Widespread distribution. The moth is on the wing during August
and September. There is a useful note in South, Series 11, page 264,

concerning Ennomos and Deuteronomos.

363. Selenia bilunario Esp. Early Thorn
Widespread distribution. It is very common. The moth is on the

wing during April and May, again in July and August. It comes readily

to light.

364. Selenia tetralunaria Hufn. Purple Thorn
Scattered distribution. Some moths have been taken which have

been very highly coloured. Mr Brind has not succeeded in capturing

specimens of the Spring brood. If it is present during the Spring

months, then it is quite rare. The moth is usually observed during

July and August. It is attracted to light.

365. Apeira syringoria Linn. Lilac Beauty

Widely distributed. It is quite numerous in certain localities. The
moth is on the wing during June and July.

366. Gonodontis bidentata Clerck Scalloped Hazel Thorn
Widely distributed. The moth is out during May and June,

367. Crocallis elinguaria Linn. Scalloped Oak Thorn
Widespread distribution, common all over the area. The moth is

out during July and August.

368. Colotois pennaria Linn. Feathered Thorn
Widespread distribution—common. The moth is out during October
and November, Males come very readily to light,

369. Opisthograptis luteolata Linn. Sulphur Thorn
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Widely distributed and extremely common.
370. Epione repandaria Hufn. {apiciaria Schiff.)

Common Bordered Beauty
Widespread distribution and common throughout the area. The
moth is out during July and August.

371. Pseudopanthera maculoria Linn. Speckled Yellow
Widespread distribution. The moth flies during the daytime, espec-

ially during periods of sunshine. It is on the wing during late May
and June.

372. Lithina chlorosata Scop, (petraria Huebn.)
Brown Silver-lined

Widely distributed throughout the area. At times it is very numerous.
The moth is out during May and June and is fond of areas where
bracken is present.

Ourapteryginae

373. Ourapteryx sambucaria Linn. Swallow-tailed Elder

Widespread distribution. Common throughout the whole area.

The moth flies in July and comes readily to light.

Bistoninae

374. Biston strataria Hufn. Oak Brindled-beauty

Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth is usually out

during March and April. It may be observed resting on fences, trees,

etc. during the day. The male will come to light.

375. Biston betularia Linn. Pepper and Salt

Widely distributed. The moth is fairly common. They are of the

normal form and ab. carbonaria Jordan does not seem to be present.

The moth is on the wing from May to July. It comes readily to light.

376. Geora ribeata Clerck. (abietaria Huebn.)
Satin Beauty

Scattered localities. The moth is out from June until the first weeks
of August.

377. Cleora lichenaria Hufn. Brussels Lace

Widely distributed. The moth is on the wing during July. It is readily

attracted to light.

378. Cleora rhomboidaria Schiff. {gemmaria Brahm)
Willow Beauty

Widely distributed throughout the area. It is very common.
374. Cleora repandata Linn. Mottled Beauty

Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth is out during

June and July.

380. Cleora jubata Thunb. {glabraria Huebn.)
Dotted Beauty

It appears to have a restricted distribution, only a few localities

known. The moth is on the wing during July and August.

381. Ectropis bistortata Goeze (biundularia Borkh.)

Early Engrailed

Widespread distribution and common throughout the whole area,

382. Ectropis crepuscularia Huebn. Small Engrailed

As for £. bistortata.

383. Ectropis extersaria Huebn. {luridata Borkh.)

Brindled White-spot
Only one locality known for this moth. It is on the wing during May
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and June.

384. Ectropis consonaria Huebn. Square Spot Beauty
Found only in certain localities, it is not numerous. The moth is out
during May and June. It is attracted to light.

385. Ematurga atomaria Linn. Common Heath Beauty
It appears to have a restricted distribution in the area. The moth is

on the wing during May and June.

PYRALES

PYRALIDAE
386. Eudoria resinea Haw. Resin Grey

The moth flies during Ju^y and August. It flies during the evening and
is attracted to both light and sugar.

387. Eudoria mercurea Haw. (frequentelia Staint.)

Small Grey
The moth appears during June and July. It may be observed at rest

during the day on rocks, walls, etc.

388. Dipieurina crataegelia Huebn. Whitethorn Grey
The larva is found on mosses, trees, walls and rocks, etc. It is widely
distributed throughout the area. The insect is to be found during

July. It seems to prefer resting on trees which are in the open.

389. Witlesia alpina Staint. Alpine Grey
Recorded in V.C.H. as being common at Newquay in 1901.

390. Scoparia cembrae Haw. (zelleri Knaggs)

Large Grey
The moth flies from June to August and is attracted to light. The
larvae are found on the roots of ox-tongue and coltsfoot.

391. Scoparia dubitaiis Huebn. Hoary Grey
Recorded in V.C.H. as being common throughout the county. It

flies at dusk and is often disturbed during the daytime in June.

392. Scoparia ambigualis Treits. (otomalis Doubl.)

Brown Grey
Recorded in V.C.H. captured at Bodmin. Sometimes observed at

rest on fences. It flies at dusk and comes readily to light.

393. Schoenobius forficellus Thunb. Pale Water-veneer
Recorded in V.C.H. It is widely distributed throughout the area. The
moth appears in June and July.

394. Cataclysta lemnata Linn. Small China-mark
Recorded in V.C.H. This insect is on the wing between June and

August.

395. Cataclysta stagnata Don. Beautiful China-mark
Recorded in V.C.H. The moth flies during June and July. It rests

amongst the herbage at water's edge by day. It comes to light.

396. Nymphula nymphaeata Linn, (potamogalis Linn.)

Brown China-mark
Recorded in V.C.H. The insect is on the wing between June and

August. It flies at dusk and comes to light.

397. Eurrhypara hortulata Linn, (urticata Linn.)

Magpie China-mark
Recorded in V.C.H. Widespread distribution; to be observed during

June and July.

398. Margaronia ur)ionalis Huebn. Scarce Olive-tree Pearl
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Capture of this insect has been recorded in the Ent. Rec. Vol. 72
page I I, It has been captured in several localities in the area. It is a

migrant and has been taken during June and July. The moth flies at

night and has been captured at light, sugar and on the flowers of

buddleia.

399. Nomophila noctuella Schiff. (hybridalis Huebn.)
Rush Pearl

Recorded in V.C.H. The author has taken this insect at light. The
insect is on the wing from June to September. It is common through-
out the area. This moth is a well-known migrant.

400. Pyrausta cingulata Linn. Silver-barred Sable

Recorded in the V.C.H. as rare and that one capture was made at

Newquay. The insect flies during periods of sunshine.

401. Pyrausto nigrata Scop. Wavy-barred Sable

Recorded in V.C.H.
402. Rhodoria purpuralis Linn. Common Crimson-and-goid

Recorded in V.C.H. as taken at Bodmin. It flies in sunshine during

May to June and again during July to August.

403. Rhodaria purpuralis var. ostrinalis Huebn.
Scarce Purple-and-gold

Recorded in V.C.H. as being captured at Bodmin.
404. Rhodaria cespitalis Schiff. Straw-barred Sward Pearl

Recorded in V.C.H. It has been captured in various localities through-

out the area. It is apparently common. The larva feeds on ribwort

and greater plaintain. it may be observed in flight during May and

again in July and August.

405. Hapalia (=Udea) lutealis Huebn. Pale Straw Pearl

Widely distributed throughout the area. The moth is on the wing
during July and August. It may be found on any waste ground and is

easily disturbed during the day. It flies at dusk and comes readily

to light. The larva feeds on a great variety of plants.

406. Hapalia ferrugalis Huebn. Rusty-dot Pearl

Mr C. Brind has taken this in a couple of localities. It may be observed

In flight in May and during the autumn. It is attracted to blackberry

and ivy blossom.

407. Hapalia prunolis Schiff. (nivealis Fab.) Dusky Brindled Pearl

It has been taken by Mr C. Brind. It may be observed during June

and July.

408. Hapalia olivalis Schiff. Olive Brindled Pearl

It is a common moth throughout the area. The moth is in flight from
June to July. It flies at dusk and comes to light.

409. Anania nubilalis Huebn. (lupulinalis Guen.)

Cloudy Wormwood Pearl

Recorded in V.C.H. taken in the Padstow area.

410. Notarcha ruralis Scop, (verticalis Schiff.)

Mother of Pearl

Recorded in V.C.H. It is common throughout the area.

411. Perinephela sambucalis Schiff. Garden Elder Pearl

Recorded in V.C.H. It may be observed in flight during June and

July.

412. Perinephela lancealis Schiff. Long-winged Pearl

Recorded in V.C.H. It may be seen in flight during June and July. It
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has a preference for localities which contain wet woods and marsh
ground. The larva feeds in August and September on hemp agrimony.
It flies at dusk and comes to light.

413. Perinephela terrealis Jre\ts. Northern Pearl

Recorded in V.C.H. It is in flight during July. It occurs on the coast

and hillsides. The larva feeds from July to September on golden rod.

The moth flies at dusk but can be disturbed from food plant during
the daytime.

414. Mecyna asinalis Huebn. Madder Pearl

The moth appears from May to October. It flies after dark and may
at times be found at rest on the flowers of ragwort. It is most frequent
in the coastal areas.

415. Microstega pondoHs Huebn. Bordered Pearl

Recorded in V.C.H. as occuring sparingly at Bodmin. The moth
appears in June. It is most frequently found in wooded areas,

416. Psammotis crocealis Huebn. Small Ochreous Pearl

The moth appears in July and August. It comes to light after dusk.

417. Uresiphita polygonalis Schiff. Yellow-underwing Pearl

Recorded in V.C.H.

418. Mesogrophe forf/co/is Linn. Garden Pebble

It is found in several areas. The larva is to be found in cabbages, etc.

The insect is in flight from May to August.

419. Pyro/;s g/o(Jc;no/;s Linn. Double-striped Tabby
The moth appears in July and August. It flies at dusk and comes to

both sugar and light. The larvae may be found on decaying vegetable

matter.

420. Pyraiis (=Hypsopygia) costalis Fab. {fimbrialis Schiff.)

Gold-fringed Tabby
The moth appears in July and August. Occasional captures have been

made during October. It flies at dusk and comes to both light and

sugar.

421. Pyrolis farinalis Linn. Common Meal Tabby
This insect comes readily to light. It may be observed in flight from
June until August.

422. Agiossa pinguinalis Linn. Large Stable Tabby
Widely distributed throughout the area. It flies at dusk during June

and July. It is often observed around hay-lofts, etc.

CRAMBIDAE
423. Anerastia lotella Huebn. Coast Knot-horn

Recorded in V.C.H. It may be observed during July. By day it rests

on stems of grass and may be taken by tapping grass and watching

for the moth to drop on to the ground or sand. It comes to light.

424. Pempelia dilutella Huebn. Powdered Knot-horn
Recorded in V.C.H. The moth flies freely at dusk during July and

August. The larvae may be found amongst wild thyme.

425. Dioryctria palumbella Fab. Mealy Knot-horn
Recorded in V.C.H. as being taken at the Fern Pits. It is easily dis-

turbed during the daytime and flies freely at dusk during July and

August. The larvae feed on heath from August to May.

426. Ephestia figulileila Gregs. (ficulella Barr.)

Cake Knot-horn
Recorded in V.C.H. as being taken in the Bodmin area.
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427. Euzophera advenella Zinck. Dove-coloured Knot-horn
The moth is in flight during July and August. It hides during the day
in hawthorn. It flies at dusk and comes to light and sugar. The larva

feeds on hawthorn.

428. Aphomia sociella Linn. Green-shaded Honey
This moth has been taken by Mr C. Brind in one locality, can be
seen on the wing from June to August. It hides by day and is not

easily disturbed. It is active at dusk and after dark and comes to light.

429. Crambus pascuellus Linn. Inlaid Grass-veneer

Recorded in V.C.H. It is common and widespread and may be obser-

ved in flight during June and July. It flies in the evening and comes
to light.

430. Crambus pratellus Linn. Dark-inlaid Grass-veneer

Recorded in V.C.H.

431. Crambus chrysonuchellus Scop. Powdered Grass-veneer

Recorded in V.C.H. It flies during May and June at dusk and after

dark.

432. Crambus perlellus Scop. Yellow Satin Grass-veneer

Recorded in V.C.H. It may be observed in flight in July and August.

433. Crambus culmellus Linn. Straw-coloured Grass-veneer

Recorded in V.C.H. Widespread distribution throughout the county.

It is in flight from June to August. The moth flies at night and comes
to light.

434. Crambus pinelius Linn, (pinetellus Linn.)

Pearl Grass-veneer

Recorded in V.C.H. It has been taken by the author and Mr Brind in

several localities. It comes freely to light during July and August.

435. Crambus tristellus Fab. Common Grass-veneer

It has been taken in several localities. The moth is in flight from
July to September at dusk and after dark. It comes to light.

CHOREUTIDAE
436. Anthophila fabriciana Linn. Fabric! us's Nettle-top

This moth is double-brooded. It may be observed during May and

June and again during August and September.

PTEROPHORIDAE
437. Stenoptilia pterodactyla Linn, (fuscus Retz.)

Brown Wood Plume
The moth appears from the end of July to early August. It is easily

disturbed during the day and comes to light after dusk.

438. Marasmarcha lunaedactyla Haw. (phaeodactyla Huebn.)
Livid Crescent Plume

Recorded in V.C.H. The larva is found on restharrow. The moth
flies during July and is easily disturbed during the day.

439. Amblyptilia acanthodactyla Huebn. (calodactyla Haw. non Huebn.)
Beautiful Plume

Recorded in V.C.H. as being common in 1903. It flies during July

and is easily disturbed during the day. The larvae are found on the

flowers of restharrow and cranesbill. It is double-brooded, appearing

again from September to November, when it hibernates. It flies at

night and comes to light.

440. Alucita pentadactyla Linn. Large White Plume
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It is common throughout the area. It is found in hedges and on waste-

ground during June and July. It flies at dusk. Eggs are laid on bind-

weed and the larvae hibernate.

441. Oidaematophorus tephradactylus Treits

Curtis's Plain Plume
Recorded in V.C.H. The moth appears in June. The larvae may be

found on golden rod from October to May.

442. Emmelina monodactylus Linn, (pterodactyla Huebn. non Linn.)

Common Plume
Recorded in V.C.H.

ORNEODIDAE
443. Orneodes hexadactyla Lirtn. (polydactyla Huebn.)

Twenty-plume
Widely distributed throughout the area. It is frequent in hedges
which contain honeysuckle. The moth is in flight during August. The
larva may be found in the buds of the honeysuckle flowers.

PSYCHES

ZYGAENIDAE
444. Zygaena fiiipendulae Linn. Narrow-bordered Six-spot Burnet

Recorded in V.C.H. Common and widespread distribution. There is

a reference to this insect in Part I of The Guide.

445. Zygaena lonicerae Esp. Narrow-bordered Five-spot Burnet
Recorded in V.C.H. Its distribution is similar to Z. fiiipendulae but
it appears to be less common.

SESIIDAE
446. Dipsosphecia scopigera Scop, (ichneumoniformis Schiff.)

Six-belted Clearwing
Recorded in V.C.H. as been taken at Bedruthan. The larvae feed on
bird's-foot trefoil and kidney vetch. The moth is in flight during

July and August.

447. Aegeria muscaeformis View, (philanthiformis Las p.)

Thrift Clearwing
Recorded in V.C.H. with the following comment; "It is now widely

spread round the Cornish Coast, and may be reasonably looked for

wherever thrift is abundant." The moth is out in June and July.

South records that the moth appears to have a liking for the flowers

of thyme.
448. Aegeria tipuliformis Clerck. Currant Clearwing

Recorded in V.C.H. with the following comment; "Common in

many gardens among currant bushes all over the county." The moth
is in flight during June and July. It is often found at rest on the leaves

of currant bushes.

COSSIDAE
449. Cossus cossus Linn, (ligniperdti Fab.) Goat Moth

Recorded in Ent. Record Vol. 69 page 223. The moth may be observed

at rest on tree-trunks, fences or gateposts during June and July. It

has a scattered distribution, is never common. The author took a

female at light in July 1964. The female is sometimes attracted to

sugar patches.
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TORTRICES
PHALONIIDAE

450. Phalonia smeathmanniana Fab. Smeathmann's Conch
The moth is on the wing during June and July. The larva may be

found during September and October feeding on the flowers and
seeds of chamomile and yarrow.

451. Phaionia vectisana Westw. (griseana Steph.)

Isle of Wight Conch
Recorded in V.C.H. The moth appears in May and again during July

and August. The larvae feed on and may be found in the roots of sea

arrow-grass and are usually found in marshy coastal areas.

452. Phalonia alismana Rag. {udana Meyr.) Oblique-barred Grey Conch
Recorded in V.C.H. with the note that it had been found near small

ponds in the Gannel Estuary. The moth is in flight from June to

August. The larvae may be found in the flower stems of water plan-

tain.

453. Euxanthis zoegana Linn. Zoega's Conch
Recorded in V.C.H. as being observed in the Bodmin area. The moth
is in flight from June to August and is attracted by light. The larvae

may be found in the roots and stems of greater knapweed. It has a

general distribution.

454. Euxanthis hamana Linn. Hook-marked Conch
The larva may be found in the roots of various thistles. The moth
flies from June to August.

TORTRICIDAE
455. Cacoecia piceana Linn. Pine Hook-tipped Twist

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth flies during June and July. It may be

observed fluttering to the ground when pine-trees are given a shake,

usually between the hours of 3-8 p.m. The larva is found on scotch fir.

456. Cacoecia podana Scop, {fulvana V/ilk.)

Great Brown Twist

Recorded in V.C.H. The larvae may be found on the leaves of oak and

privet. The moth flies during July.

457. Cacoecia crataegana Huebn. {roborana Huebn.)

Oak Red-barred Twist

Recorded in V.C.H. Widely distributed. The moth flies during July

and the larvae may be found on the leaves of oak, elm and ash.

458. Cacoecia sorbiana Huebn. Hazel Twist

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth flies during June and July. The larvae

may be found in the rolled leaves of oak, birch and hazel.

459. Pandemis corylana Fab. Great Chequered Twist

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is on the wing from July to September.
The larvae may be found during May on the leaves of hazel, ash and

oak.

460. Pandemis cinnamonneana Treits Cinnamon Twist

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth may be observed during July. The
larvae are found on the leaves of larch and birch.

461. Pandemis heparana Schiff. Dark Oblique-barred Twist

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is on the wing during July and the

larvae may be found by searching hawthorn, blackthorn and elm.

462. Tortrix postvittana Walk. Walker's Spindle Twist

Recorded in the Ent. Record, Vol. 70, No. 2, page 73. H. C. Huggins
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comments, "found very commonly at Newquay, spinning in the

flower shoots of red valerian—possibly a new food plant." This moth
is an Australian species accidentally imported into Newquay. It is

established and spreading on Euonymus japonica and on other orna-

mental shrubs. The larvae may be found during July in the spun
shoots of £. japonica. The moth is on the wing at the end of August
and September.

463. Tortrix forsterana Fab. (adjunctana Treits)

Forster's Twist

Recorded in V.C.H. The larva may be found from September to May
in the spun leaves of privet or ivy. The moth appears during July.

464. Tortrix costana Fab. {latiorar.a Staint.)

Straw Oblique-barred Twist

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is on the wing during July. The larvae

may be found during May and June on a variety of plants such as

cinquefoil, willowherb, knapweed and sea aster.

465. Tortrix muscuiana Huebn. Afternoon Twist

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is on the wing during May and June.

The larvae may be found on the leaves of oak and birch.

466. Eulia ministrana Linn. Yellow-barred Twist

Distributed throughout the area. The larvae may be found in the

folded leaves of hazel, birch and alder. The moth is in flight during

May and June.

467. Cnephasia conspersana Dougl. (perteraria Doubl.)

Coast Grey Shade
The moth is out during July, and may be found during the day at

rest on fences, etc. The larva feeds during June on the flowers of

chrysanthemum, dandelion and rockrose.

468. Cnephasia incertana Treits {subjectana Guen.)

Allied Shade
The larva feeds during May and June on the leaves and flowers of

chrysanthemum, trefoil, etc. The moth is in flight during June and July.

469. Peronea permutana Dup. Buff Rough-winged Button

The moth is on the wing during August and September.
470. Peronea variegana Schiff. Common Rough-winged Button

Distributed throughout the area. The larvae may be found during

June and July in the folded leaves of hawthorn, blackthorn and rose.

The moth is on the wing from July to September.
471. Peronea cristana Fab. White-tufted Button

Recorded in V.C.H. as being found at Newquay. The larva is found

from May to July on blackthorn and hawthorn. The moth may be

observed from September to May.

EUCOSMIDAE
472. Acroclita naevana Huebn. (unipunctana Haw.)

Marbled Single-dot Shoot
Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is in flight during July and August. The
larva is found on holly and blackthorn.

473. Ancyiis inornatana H-S. (biarcuana Steph.)

Sharp-angled Roller

Recorded in V.C.H. as being observed "occasionally" in the Gannel.

The moth may be seen during April to June. The larva feeds on
dwarf sallow.
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474. Polychrosis dubitana Steph. {littoralis Westw.)
Shore Doubtful Marble

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth flies during July and again in September.
The larva feeds on the seeds of ragwort, hawk's-beard, golden rod

and hawkweed, etc.

475. Endothenia antiquana Huebn. Blotched Marble
The moth flies during June and July. It has been taken at dusk and
later at night. The larvae may be found in the roots of corn wound-
wort.

476. Argyroploce pruniana Huebn. Lesser Cloaked Marble
Recorded in V.C.H. The larvae are found in the spun leaves of black-

thorn and cherry. The moth is in flight during June and July.

477. Argyroploce striana Schiff. Straight-barred Marble
The moth flies during June and July and has been taken at light after

dusk. The larvae may be found in the roots of dandelion from Feb-

ruary to May.

478. Argyroploce lacunana Dup. {herbaria Guen.)

Indefinite Marble
The larvae may be found on many low-growing plants. The moth is in

flight during June and July. It is attracted to light.

479. Notocelia uddmanniana Linn. Uddmann's Bell

Recorded in V.C.H. The larvae may be found during May, spun in

the bramble family. The moth appears during June and July.

480. Notocelia aquana Huebn. (roborana Treits)

Greater Brown-cloaked Bell

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth appears in July. The larva may be found

in spun rose leaves.

481. Eucosma farfarae Fletch. (brunnichiana Froel.)

Tawny-blotched Bell

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is out during May and June. The
larvae may be found in the roots and flower-stalks of coltsfoot.

482. Eucosma penkleriana F-R. Variable Red Bell

Recorded in the Ent. Record of 15th March 1951, page 38, as being

taken in North Cornwall. The moth is in flight during the period

July to September.
483. Eucosma ramella Linn, {paykulliana Wilk.)

Grey Double-crescent Bell

Recorded in V.C.H. as being taken in the Bodmin area. The moth is

out during July and August.

484. Eucosma solandriana Linn. Solander's Bell

Recorded in V.C.H. as being taken in the Newquay area. The moth
is out during July and August.

485. Eucosma scopoliana Haw, {hohenwarthiana Guen.)

Scopoli's Bell

The moth is out from June to August.

Hemimeninae
486. Hemimene petiverelia Linn. Petiver's Drill

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is on the wing during June to August.

487. Hemimene simpliciana Haw. {caliginosana Treits.)

Purple-black Drill

Recorded in V.C.H. as being common at Newquay in 1902. The moth
is out during July and August.
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488. Laspeyresia woeberiana Schiff. Woeber's Piercer

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is on the wing during June and July.

It emerges in the morning about 10 a.m.

489. Laspeyresia ulicetana Haw. (succedana Froel.)

Light Striped-edge Piercer

The larvae feed during June and again in September and October on
the seeds of gorse. The moth flies during May and again in August
and September. It is widely distributed.

490. Laspeyresia compositeila Fab. Triple-striped Piercer

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is out in June. The larvae may be
found during August in the flower-heads of clover.

TINEIDES

GELECHIIDAE
491. Mniophaga domestica Hzw. Domestic Groundling

The moth is on the wing during July and August. It frequents build-

ings with old thatch, etc. Recorded in V.C.H. as being plentiful at

Newquay in 1903.

492. Phthorimaea tricoloreila Haw. Crescent Groundling
Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is on the wing from June to August.

OECOPHORIDAE
493. Dasycera sulphurelia Fab. Sulphur-underwinged Tubic

The moth is on the wing during May and June. It is also recorded in

V.C.H. as having been found at Carnanton, St. Columb.
494. Batia lambdelia Don. Greater Tawny Tubic

Recorded in V.C.H. as having been found at Perranporth on dead

gorse. The moth is on the wing during June and July.

495. Borlihausenia pseudospretella Staint. Large Common Tubic

The larvae are found on seeds, dried plants, etc. during the period

from June to April. The moth is on the wing from May to September.
496. Depressaria nervosa Haw. Coarse Wainscot Flat-body

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is on the wing from September to

April. The larva may be found during June and July on spun flowers

of water dropwort.
497. Depressaria heradiana Deg. Cow-parsnip Flat-body

The moth is on the wing from September onwards.

498. Depressaria olereila Zell. Angle-barred Flat-body

The larva may be found during June and July on the spun leaves of

yarrow. The moth is out from September to April.

499. Depressaria litureila Schiff. {flavella Huebn.)
Straw-coloured Flat-body

The larva may be found during May and June on the rolled leaves of

black knapweed. The moth is on the wing during July and August.

500. Depressaria cardueiia Huebn. Thistle Flat-body

The moth is on the wing during July and August.

501. Depressaria applana Fab. Common Flat-body

The moth is on the wing during the period August to April.

502. Depressaria oceilar)a Fab. Red-letter Flat-body

The larvae are found during June and July on spun leaves of sallow

or goat willow. The moth is out from August to April.

ELACHISTIDAE
503. Eiachista dispuncteiia Dup. (triseriateila Staint.)
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Three-row Dwarf
Rec crded in V.C.H. with the following remark, "has been bred

with difficulty from larvae on Brachpodium sylvaticum gathered near
Mawgan Porth." The moth is out during June and July.

SCYTHRIDAE
504. Scythris grandipennis Haw. Raven-feather Owlet

The moth is out in June.

HYPONOMEUTIDAE
505. Swammerdamia combinella Huebn. {comptella Huebn.)

Peacock-feather Ermel

Recorded in V.C.H. The larva may be found from July to September
on the lower leaves of blackthorn in a web. The moth is out during

May and June.

506. Hyponomeuto padella Linn. Common Hawthorn Ermel

The moth is out during July and August. The larva may be found from
August to the following June in a web on hawthorn, blackthorn,

plum and apple. The larva, however, does not begin feeding until May.

507. Hyponomeuto cognateila Huebn. (euonymella Scop.)

Allied Ermel

The larvae may be found during May and June. The moth is out
during July and August.

508. Hyponomeuto crotoegello Linn. Local Hawthorn Ermel

Recorded in V.C.H. The larva is found in May and June on hawthorn
and blackthorn in a web. The moth is on the wing during July.

COLEOPHORIDAE
509. Coleophoro albitorselio Zell. Violet-black Case

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is on the wing during June and July.

510. Coleophoro loricello Huebn. Larch-mining Case
Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is on the wing during June and July.

GRACILLARIIDAE
511. Lithocolletis sylvello Haw. {ocerifoliello Zell.)

Maple Porcelain Midget
Recorded in V.C.H. with a note stating that it has been found by

beating maple bushes in the Bodmin area. The moth is on the wing in

May and August.

512. Lithocolletis schreberello \^2b. Ray's Midget

Recorded in V.C.H. with a note stating that it had been bred from
Elm at Newquay. The moth is on the wing during May and August.

513. Ph///ocn/st/s SL/ffuse//o Zell. Ochre-tinged Slender

Recorded in V.C.H. The larva is found in the leaves of poplar. The
moth is out in July and from September to April.

514. Orn/x gutteo Haw. White-spotted Slender

Recorded in V.C.H. The larva is found during July and August on
apple. The moth is out during May and June.

515. Gracillaria syringello fdib. Confluent-barred Slender

Recorded in V.C.H. The moth is out during May and again in July.

The larva may be found during June and again during August and

September on the leaves of privet, lilac and ash.

PLUTELLIDAE
516. Orthotaelia sparganella Thunb. Veinous Smudge
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The moths are on the wing during July and August. The larvae feed

during May and June on reed meadow-grass.
517. Ypsolophus xylosteilus Linn, (harpellus Schiff.)

Tooth-streaked Hooked Smudge
The moths are out during July and August. The larvae feed on honey-
suckle during May and June.

LAMPRONIIDAE
518. Teichobia verhuellello Staint. Verhuell's Smut

The moth is out during June and July.

ADELIDAE
519. Nemotois degeerella Linn. Degeer's Long-horn

The moth flies during June, at times in large groups, in periods of

sunshine.

520. Adela croesella Scop, {sulzello Schiff.) Sulzer's Long-horn
The moth is out during June and flies in sunshine.

NEPTICULIDES

NEPTICULIDAE
521. Nepticula torminalis }M.V^. Hereford Pigmy

Recorded in V.C.H. with the note that the larva was raised from
cultivated cherry near Bodmin. The larva may be found during July

in the leaves of Pyrus torminalis. The moth is on the wing during May
and early June.

522. Nepticula betulicola Staint. Common Birch Pigmy
Recorded in V.C.H. The larva may be found during July and again

during September and October, on birch. The moth is out during

May and August.

523. Nepticula septembrella Staint. Johnswort Pigmy
Recorded in V.C.H. with the note that, "it has with difficulty been

raised from larvae in the leaves of St. John's wort taken near New-
quay." The moth is on the wing during May and June and again in

August.

524. Nepticula cryptella Staint. Obscure Lotus Pigmy
Recorded in V.C.H. with the note that the larva had been taken

from leaves of bird's-foot trefoil picked near Perranporth. The moth
is on the wing during May and June.

MICROPTERYGES
HEPIALIDAE

525. Hepialus hecta Linn. Golden Swift

526. Hepialus lupulina Linn. Common Swift

Widespread distribution and often very common.
527. Hepialus humuli Linn. Ghost Swift

Scattered distribution and often common.

MICROPTERYGIDAE
528. Eriocrania sparrmannella Bosc. (caledoniella Griff.)

Gold-brindled Purple

Recorded in V.C.H. The larva feeds on the leaves of birch during

June and July. The moth is on the wing during April and May.
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ODONATA

The records below have been
collected from the Victoria County
History records. Those which were
annotated with remarks which in-

dicated wide distribution and appar-

ent commonness in the county have

been included. Other records have

been supplied by Mr C. Brind and

Mr G. Thomson. I am extremely
grateful for the help and advice given

so freely by Mr A. McGeeney.

Although records of dragonflies

are far from numerous for Cornwall,
these insects are often seen in many
localities of the area covered in the
Guide. It is possible that there is

much useful work to be done by
visiting naturalists.

Two very useful books which
would be indispensible to anyone
deciding to take an interest in this

order are those of Corbet et al.

(I960) and Longfield (1940.

ODONATA

1. Agr/on v/rgo Linn. Demoiselle Agrion
Very common in certain areas.

2. Agrion splendens Linn. Banded Agrion

This insect does not appear to be common, it has been seen in only

a few areas.

3. Brachyton pratense Muell. Hairy Dragonfly

Found on moorland where ponds are present.

4. testes sponsa Hansemann Green Lestes

Widespread distribution but not as numerous as Pyrrhosoma nym-
phula.

5. Pyrrhosoma nyrr)phula Sulz. Large Red Damselfly

Not uncommon, seems to prefer marshy valleys near the coast. It

can also be observed in moorland areas and in low-lying meadows
inland.

6. Ischnura elegans Van der Linden Common Ischnura

Appears along the coastal areas, does not seem so common inland.

7. Erythromma najas Hansemann Red-eyed Damselfly

8. Aeschna cyanea Muell. Southern Aeshna
9. Aeschna juncea Linn. Common Aeshna

10. Anax innperator Leach Emperor Dragonfly

Appears to have a scattered distribution, and observations on this

insect are few.

11. Cordulegaster boltoni Don. Golden-ringed Dragonfly

Very common from early June throughout the summer months.

Widespread distribution— it has been observed on beaches, sand

dunes, cliffs and inland areas.

12. Sympetrunr) striolatum Charp. Common Sympetrum
Not uncommon in certain areas. It has been observed by the author

and Mr Brind when it was flying over marshy fields in wooded valleys.

13. Sympetrum sanguineum Muell. Ruddy Sympetrum
Common in low lying fields and often seen in the coastal areas of the

region.

14. Sympetrum danae Sulz. Black Sympetrum
One example of this insect was taken by Mr Brind in a moorland

area.
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15. Orthetrum cancellatum Linn. Black-lined Orthetrum
It has been observed in several wooded areas, not an easy insect to

capture on the occasions it has been observed.

16. Libellula quadrimaculata Linn. Four-spotted Libellula

17. Libellula depressa Linn. Broad-bodied Libellula

This insect has been observed and captured by Mr Brind as it was
flying in moorland areas.

18. Orthetrum coerulescens Fab. Keeled Orthetrum

SIPHONAPTERA

The following list of fleas comes
almost in its entirety from "The
Siphonaptera of Cornwall and the

Isle of Scilly with the description of

a new sub-species" by Frank A. Turk
Ph.D., F.R.E.S., F.Z.S., Entomological

Monthly Magazine vol. Ixxxii, 24th

May, 1946. The fleas recorded were

taken from the bodies of animals and
nests of birds.

Although there is no direct con-

nection with the area described in

Part I, "The Guide," I hope it will

serve as an indication of the insects

of this Order which may be observed.

It has also the advantage of drawing
some of the scattered written mater-

ial on Cornwall together.

SIPHONAPTERA

PULICIDAE
1 . Pulex irritar]s Linn.

2. Archaeopsylla erinacei erinacei Bouche
3. Ctenocephalides canis Curtis

4. Ctenocephalides felis Bouche
5. Spilopsyllus cuniculi Dale

6. Ornithopsylla laetitiae Rothsch.

CERATOPHYLLIDAE
7. Ceratophyllus farreni Rothsch.

8. Ceratophyllus garei Rothsch.

9. Ceratophyllus borealis Rothsch.

10. Ceratophyllus galiriae Schrank
11. Mo/oroeus pen/c///ger G rube

12. Nosopsyllus fasciatus Bosc.

13. Megabothris turbidus Rothsch.

14. Dasypsyllus gallinulae Dale.

15. Poroceros me/;s Walk.
16. Ctenophthalmus agyrtes nobilis Rothsch.

17. Ctenophthalmus bisoctodentatus Kol.

18. Rhadinopsylla pentacanthus Rothsch.

LEPTOPSYLLIDAE
19. Doratopsylla dasycnemus Rothsch.

20. Palaeopsylla sorecis Dale

21. Palaeopsylla minor cornubiensis Turk
22. Leptopsylla segnis Schoenh.

HYSTRICHOPSYLLIDAE
23. Hystrichopsylla talpae Curt.

ISCHNOPSYLLIDAE
24. Nycteridopsylla longiceps Rothsch.
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DIPTERA

The following Diptera are taken

from lists published by Rev. A.

Thornley, in the Transactions of the

Society for British Entomology, Vol.

2 part I, July 8th, 1935. Those records

which made particular reference to

the area concerned in this publication

were abstracted as well as those

which were recorded as widespread

and commonly distributed through-

out Cornwall as a whole. Added to

the above are the odd records which
have been found in various articles in

other publications.

As far as I can ascertain, the Rev.

Thornley's list is the only attempt at

recording Diptera since the publica-

tion of the Victoria Histories at the
beginning of this century. I have
made no attempt to give brief notes

on insects listed, mainly for the
reason that my knowledge of this

family is limited. I have never taken
particular interest in this order
during the years that I have been
collecting in North West Cornwall.

The Kloet and Hincks Check List

(1945) has been used as well as

additional checking of common usage

of better-known names with Colyer
and Hammond (1951).

DIPTERA

SYRPHIDAE
1. Paragus tibialis Fall.

2. Phalangus virens Fab.

3. Suicatella metallina Fab.

4. Chrysogaster hirtella Loew
5. Chrysogaster solstitialis Fall.

6. Chrysogaster virescens Loew
7. Orthoneura splendens Meig.

8. Cartosyrphus antiquus Meig.

9. Cartosyrphus scutellatus Fall.

10. Cartosyrphus paganus Meig. {==pulchripes Loew)
1 1. Chilosia illustrata Harris

12. Chiiosia variabilis Panz.

13. Chilosia intonsa Loew
14. Chilosia impressa Loew
15. Chilosia albitarsis Meig.

16. Chilosia vernalis Fall.

17. Platychirus manicatus Meig.

18. Platychirus albimanus Fab.

19. Platychirus scutatus Meig.

20. Platychirus clypeatus Meig.

21. Cheilosio granditarsa Forst.

22. Melanostoma mellinum Linn.

23. Melanostoma scalare Fab.

24. Xanthandrus comtus Harris

25. Leucozona (=Syrphus) lucorum Linn.

26. Ischyrosyrphus glaucius Linn.

27. Ischyrosyrphus laternarius Muell.

28. Syrphus venustus Meig,

29. Syrphus vitripennis Meig.

30. Syrphus diaphanus Zett.
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3L Syrphus latifasciatus Macq.
32. Syrphus consisto Harris (=corollae Fab.)

33. Syrphus luniger Meig.

34. Syrphus balteatus Deg.
35. Syrphus auricollis Meig.

36. Syrphus cinctellus Zett.

37. Sphaerophoria scripta Linn.

38. Sphaerophoria menthastri Linn.

39. Sphaerophoria ruppellii Wied. (=flaYicauda Zett.)

40. Xanthogramma citrofasciatum Deg.
4L Xanthogramma ornatum Meig.

42. Baccha obscuripennis Meig.

43. Baccha elongata Fab.

44. Ascia podagrica Fab.

45. Rhingia campestris Linn.

46. Voiuceiia peliucens Linn.

47. Voiuceiia bombyians Linn.

48. Voiuceiia bombyians Linn. var. bombyians Linn.

49. Voiuceiia bombyians Linn. var. piumata Deg.
50. Eristalis (= Lathyrophthaimus) aeneus Scop.

51. £r/sto//s tenox Linn.

52. Eristalis intricarius Linn.

53. Eristalis arbustorum Linn.

54. Eristalis pertinax Scop.

55. Eristalis nemorum Linn.

56. Eristalis horticola Deg.
57. Myiatropa fiorea Linn.

58. Helophiius paraileius Harris (=tr/Wttotus Fab.)

59. l-leiophilus hydridus Loew
60. Helophiius pendulus Linn.

61. Merodon equestris Fab.

62. Criorhina fioccosa Meig.

63. Xy/oto (=Ze//mo) segn/s Linn.

64. Xy/oto (=Ze//mo) sy/vorum Linn.

65. Syr/tto pipiens Linn.

66. Humerus sabulonum FalL

67. Eumerus strigatus Fall.

68. Eumerus tubercuiatus Rond.
69. Ser/comy/o borealis Fall.

70. Chrysotoxum cautum Harris

71. Chrysotoxum elegans Loew
72. Chrysotoxum festivum Linn.

73. Chrysotoxum bicinctum Linn.

TACHINIDAE
74. Larvaevora (=Echinomyia) (era Linn.

75. Larvaevora (=Echinomyia) grossa Linn.

76. Lorvoevoro ferox Panz.

77. Varichaeta radicum Fab.

78. Eumea westermanni Zett.

79. Phryxe vulgaris Fall.

80. Biepharidopsis nemea Meig.

81. Euryclea (=Pelmatomyia) phalaenaria Rond.
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82. Epicampocera succincta Meig.

83. Lydella {=Paraphorocera) grisescens Robin-Des.

84. Londella nigripes Fall.

85. Nilea {=Pales) pavida Meig.

86. Exorista {=Chaetotachina) simulans Meig. (=rustica Meig.)

87. Exorista {=Microta china) erucorum Rond.

88. Salmacia (Gonia) ornata Meig.

89. Voria (=Plagia) ruraiis Fall.

90. Wagneria latifrons Zett.

91. Wagneria carbonaria Panz. {=nigrans Meig.)

92. Crocuta (=6ucentes) geniculata Deg.

93. Crocuta (=Bucentes) cristata Fab.

94. Macquartia dispar

95. Dufouria (=M/ne//o) chalybeata Meig.

96. Eriottirix rufomaculatus Deg.

97. Thelaira ieucozona Panz. (=n/gr/pes Fab.)

98. Dexia rustica Fab.

99. Dexiosoma caninum Fab.

100. D/nero gr/sescens Fall.

101. Parafeburia {=Plesina) maculata Fall.

102. Paralophora pusilla Me\g.

CALLIPHORIDAE
103. Protachaeta {=Sty!oneuria) discrepans Pand.

104. Phyto melanocephala Meig.

105. Rhinoptiora lepida Meig.

106. Sarcophaga aratrix Pand.

107. Sarcophaga canaria L\nn.

108. Sorcophogo crassimargo Pand.

109. Sorcophogo frenata Pand.

1 10. Sarcophago melanura Meig.

111. Sorcophogo nigriventris Meig.

1 12. Sorcophogo obscurata Rond. (=offuscoto Sch.)

1 13. Sorcophogo scoparia Pand.

I 14. Sorcophogo setipennis Rond.

1 15. Sarcophaga teretirostris Pand.

1 16. Sarcophaga subvicina Rohn. (=vicina Vill.)

I 17. Sarcophila latifrons Fall.

1 18. Nyctia halterata Panz.

1 19. Miltogramma germari Meig.

120. Pterelia {=Setuiia) grisea Meig.

121. Metop/o campestris Fall.

122. Sphixapata (=Sphegapata) conica Fall.

123. Polienia rudis Fab.

124. Polienia vespillo Fab.

125. Protocalliphora {=Phormia) azurea Fall.

126. Lucilia caesar Linn.

127. Lucilia illustris Meig.

128. Lucilia sericata Meig.

129. Calliphora erythrocephala Meig.

130. Calliphora vomitoria Linn.

131. Onesia agilis Meig.

132. Melinda caerulea Meig.
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MUSCIDAE
133. Musca domestica Linn.

134. Musca autumnalis Deg. (=corvina Fab.)

135. Orthellia (=Cryptolucilia) caesarion Meig.

136. Ortheliia (=Cryptolucilia) cornicina Fab.

137. Dasypliora cyanelia Meig.

138. Graphomya maculata Scop.

139. Myospila meditabunda Fab.

140. Mesembrina meridiana Linn.

141. Muscina stabulans Fall.

142. Muscina assimilis Fall.

143. Muscina pabulorum Fall.

144. Morella aenescens Robin-Des.

145. Morella hortorum Fall.

146. Morella simplex Loew
147. Stomoxys calcitrans Linn.

148. Haematobia stimulans Meig.

149. Pseudomorellia albolineata Fall.

150. Polietes lardaria Fab.

151. Pharonia palpata Stein.

152. Pharonia scutellaris Fall.

153. Pharonia variegata Meig.

154. Pharonia basalis Zett.

155. Pharonia signata Meig.

156. Pharonia incana Wied.
157. Lophosceles cristatus Zett.

158. Lasiops semicinereus yN\e6.

159. Drymeia hamata Fall.

160. Trichopticoides decolor Fall.

161. Hydrotaea occulta Meig.

162. Hydrotaea cnerea Robin.-Des.

163. Hydrotaea irritans Fall.

164. Hydrotaea dentipes Fab.

165. Ophyra leucostoma Wied.
166. Fannia canicularis Linn.

167. Fannia aerea Meig.

168. Fannia armata Meig.

169. Fannia scalaris Fab.

170. Fannia manicata Meig.

171. Fonn/o /nc/surota Zett.

172. Fannia serena Fall.

i 173. Fannia mutica Zett.

174. Aze//o c///pes Hal.

175. Aze//a macquarti Staeg.

176. Aze//o zetterstedti Rond.
177. Aze//o tr/quetera Wied.
178. Hebecnemo fumosa Meig.

179. Hebecnema umbratica Meig.

180. Hebecnenna vespertina Fall.

I

181. Mydoeo urbana Meig.

182. He/;no otr/pes Meade

I
183. Helina setiventris Ringdahl
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184. Helina latitarsis Ringdahl (=niyalis Stein)

185. Helina impuncta Fall.

186. Helina depuncta Fall.

187. Limnophora (Pseudolimnophora) triangula Fall.

188. Limnophora (Limnophora) maculosa Meig.

189. Limnophora (Limnophora) exsurda Pand.

190. Lispe (=Lispa) consanguinea Loew
191. Pegomya winthemi Meig.

192. Pegomya bicolor Wied.
193. Pegomya hyoscyami Panz.

194. Pegomya nigritarsis Zett.

195. Hylemya (Hylemya) strenua Robin.-Des. (=strigosa Fab.)

196. Hylemya (Hylemya) variata Fall.

197. Hylemya (Hylemyza) lasciva Zett.

198. Delia criniventris Zett.

199. Delia cilicrura Rond.
200. Erioischia brassicae Bouche
201. Delis trichodactyla Rond.
202. Pegohylemyia discreta Meig.

203. Pegohylemyia fugax Meig.

204. Meimia pulluia Zett.

205. Pycnoglossa flavipennis Fall.

206. Egle (Paregie) radicium Linn.

207. Egle aestiva Meig.

208. Nupedia dissecta Meig.

209. Anthomyia pluvialis Linn.

210. Fucellia maritima Hal.

211. Opiogaster (=Hoplogaster) mollicula Fall.

212. Caricea tigrina Fab.

213. Coenosia tricolor Zett.

214. Coenosia decipiens Meig. (=pedella Fall.)

215. Schoenomyza litorella Fall.

HETEROPTERA

The following list of Heteroptera

is taken from a "Provisional List of

Cornish Insects" by Rev. A. Thornley

in the Transactions of the Society for

British Entomology, 1934: added to

which are various records which have

been found in various other publica-

tions. The 1964 Edition of Kloet and

Hincks has been used throughout the

following lists.

HETEROPTERA

PENTATOMIDAE
1. Podops inuncta Fab.

2. Dolycoris baccarum Linn.

3. Palomena prasina Linn.

4. Pentatoma rufipes Linn.

COREIDAE
6. Enoplops scapha Fab.

7. Coreus marginatus Linn.

8. Syromastus rhombeus Linn.
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9. Arenocoris falleni SchiN.

10. Coriomeris denticulatus Scop.

1 1. Corizus hyoscyami Linn.

12. Myrmus miriformis FalL

BERYTINIDAE
13. Berytimus signoreti F\eb.

14. Neides tipularius Linn.

LYGAEIDAE
15. Macrodema micropterum Curt.

16. Stygnocoris fuligineus Geoffr.

17. Peritrechus nubilus Fall.

18. Beosus maritimus Scop.

VELIIDAE
19. Velia (Plesioreiia) caprai tamanini

NABIDAE
20. Aptus mirmicoides Costa.

21. Stalia major Costa.

22. Nobis nugosus Linn.

SALDIDAE
23. Saldula orttiocliiia Fieb.

24. Saldula saltatoria Linn.

CIMICIDAE
25. Cimex lectularius Linn.

ANTHOCORIDAE
26. Anthocoris nemorum Linn.

27. Orius niger Wolff, ssp. compressicornis Sahl.

MIRIDAE
28. Stenodema laevigatum Linn.

29. Stenodema holsatum Fab.

30. Phytocomis longipennis Flor.

31. Phytocoris reuteri S2Lun6.

32. Plesiocoris rugicollis Fall.

33. Lygocoris pabulinus Linn.

34. Lygocoris spinolai Meyer-Dur.
35. Orthops campestrls Linn.

36. Liocoris tripustulatus Fab.

37. Capsus ater Linn.

38. Pithamus maerkeli H-S.

39. Monalocoris filicis Linn.

40. Dicyphus constrictus Bohm.
41. Pachylops bicolor Douglas and Scott

42. Mego/oco/eus p//osus Sch rank.

HOMOPTERA—very little recorded except for:

Aphrodes histrionicus Fab.

Ptalymetopius ur)datus Deg.

Eupteryx aurata Linn.

Cixius nervosus Linn.

Delphacinus mesomelas Bohm.
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CENSUS OF SPECIES

Papiliones

Sphinges

Bombyces

Agrotides

Geometrides

Pyrales

Psyches

Tortrices

Tineides

Heslop Check Local

List N. W. Co
(73) Papilionidae 2

Pieridae 10 9

Danaidae 1

Nymphalidae 20 12

Satyridae II 8

Riodinidae 1 1

Lycaenidae 20 10

Hesperiidae 8 4

(19) Sphingidae 19 12

(107) Notodontidae 25 12

Thyatiridae 9 3

Lymantriidae II 5

Lasiocampidae 12 7
Endromidae 2 —
Saturniidae 1 1

Drepanidae 6 4
Nolidae 5 —
Hylophilidae 4 2
Arctiidae 32 18

(306) Caradrinidae 310 153

Plusiidae 59 23

(303) Monocteniidae 5 1

Geometridae 298 144

(225) Pyralidae 81 37
Crambidae 99 13

Choreutidae 7 1

Pterophoridae 37 6

Orneodidae 1 1

(58) Limacodidae 2 —
Zygaenidae 12 2

Syntomidae 3 —
Sesiidae 16 3

Psychidae 22 —
Cossidae 3 1

(362) Phaloniidae 47 5

Tortricidae 89 17

Eucosmidae 226 19

(694) Gelechiidae 146 2
Cosmopterygidae 27 —
Blastobasidae 2 —
Oecophoridae 79 10

Heliozehdae 6 —
Heliodenidae 5 —
Glyphipterygidae 7

Elachistidae 39 1

Douglasiidae II

Scythridae II 1

Hyponomeutidae 56 4
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Nepticulides

Micropteryges
(83)

(20)

Odonata
Siphonaptera

Diptera

Heteroptera

Coleophoridae 88 2
Gracillariidae O 1 r

5

Epermeniidae 9

rlutelliaae 26 2
Lyonetiidae 35 —
Tineidae 49
Lamproniidae 1

J

1

1

Adelidae 14 2
Nepticulidae 83 4
Hepialidae 5 3

Micropterygidae 15 1

23 13
1 7*^

572

Kloet and Hicks

1945

Check List Local List

4z 1 o
1 o

4/ 24
Syrphidae 234 73

Tachinidae (228) 2V
Calliphoridae (99) 29
Muscidae 454 82
[vjtner ramiiies A 1 QAl^1 O^J

Pentatomidae 4
Coreidae /

Berytinidae 9 2
Lygaeidae 70 4
Veliidae (4) 1

Nabidae 1

12 3

Saldidae 20 2
Cimidae 4 1

Anthocoridae 25 2
Miridae 184 15

858

CONCLUSION

It is now obvious to the reader that

the lists of Orders included in the

past pages are far from complete, and

also there are many omissions. This

in itself illustrates that there is plenty

of observation and recording to be

undertaken by visiting naturalists

during their stays in Cornwall.

The list of Lepidoptera outnumbers
that of any other group, mainly

because there seem to be a large

number of people interested and also

because it is this Order that is my
own special interest.

However, I hope that this effort of

mine will encourage others to con-

tinue the work and remove the many
gaps so apparent in the previous

pages. I shall be only too pleased to

receive any criticisms, new records

or observations, so that in time a

revision may be made and possibly a

supplement issued.

G. D. Trebilcock.

42 Normandy Avenue,
Barnet, Herts.
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rNSECT MrCRATION

I. THE MIGRATION OF BUTTER-
FLIES AND MOTHS

Your Editor, Mr H. V. Danks, has

asked me to write a review of our
knowledge of insect migration, with

special reference to the Lepidoptera,

and the situation in the British Isles,

so that field naturalists here can see

how their own observations fit in

with what is already known or

suspected.

I must however start with two
warnings: first that the evidence that

has been accumulated, particularly

in the last fifty years, already includes

many thousands of records, relating

to several hundred species of butter-

flies and moths, so that anything I

can tell you is only the smallest

fraction of what is known; and
secondly that all we think we know
is microscopic compared to what we
don't know.

Historically records of insect migra-

tion date back to about 1500 B.C.

when swarms of locusts (and their

relation to wind) were described in

'Exodus.' In the twelfth century there

are two vague reports of butterfly

migration, which however may refer

to the same event. We have however
an account of a migration of white
butterflies in France in the year 1508

which is remarkable in that it gives

the locality, date, time of day and

direction of the flight, and the brief

description makes it almost certain

, that the insect was Pieris brassicae

Linn. Many people in 1965 could

I learn a lot from this on how to

I
record

!

The migrations of Lepidoptera

have been most frequently noticed

in the butterflies and the larger

hawkmoths. Of our 68 butterflies no
i fewer than seventeen species either

do not normally survive the winter

Title page illustration : Vanessa cardui Linn. (Painted La

here or are strongly reinforced in the

summer by immigration. Nine of our
eighteen hawkmoths are also only

summer visitors. The butterflies can

be briefly classified as follows :

—

1. Summer visitors which seldom
or never breed here.

The Monarch {Danaus plexippus

Linn.), Camberwell Beauty (Nymphalis

antiopa Linn.), Queen of Spain Fritill-

ary {Argynnis lathonia Linn.), Bath

White (Pontia daplidice Linn.), Long-

tailed Blue (Lampides boeticus Linn.),

Short-tailed Blue {Everes argiades

Pall.), Mazarine Blue {Cyaniris semi-

argus Rott.).

2. Summer breeders which
seldom or never survive the winter.

The Painted Lady (Vanessa cardui

Linn.), Red Admiral (V. atalanta

Linn.), Clouded Yellow (Colias cro-

ceus Fourcr.), Pale Clouded Yellow
(C. hyale Linn.), and perhaps the

New Clouded Yellow (C. australis

Verity).

3. Resident species which are

also immigrants.

The Large White (Pieris brassicae

Linn.), Small White (P. rapae Linn.),

Green-veined White (P. napi Linn.),

Peacock (Nympliaiis io Linn.), Small

Tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae Linn.),

and possibly the Swallowtail (Papilio

machaon Linn.).

No British 'skipper' is considered

to be a migrant, but skippers in other

parts of the world may be so.

In the Hawkmoths, the following

do not normally survive our winter

so that each summer we are depen-
dent on immigration.

The Death's Head (Acherontia

atropos Linn.), Convolvulus (Herse

convolvuii Linn.), Humming-bird (Mac-

roglossa steliatarum Linn.), Striped

(Ce/er/o iivornica Esp.), Spurge (C.

euphorbiae Linn.), Silver-striped (Hip-

potion ce/er/o Linn.), Oleander (Daph-

nis nerii Linn.), and also Ce/er/o nicaea

de Prunner.

Butterfly).
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Immigration also occurs among
most of the families of motiis included

in the 'Macrolepidoptera,' and has

also been established in a few of the

'Micros': but the number of species

is so large and the number of obser-

vations so few that anything like

complete lists cannot be given. The
following species can be considered

as almost certainly migrants either

occasionally or regularly.

The Speckled Footman {Utetheisa

pulchelia Linn.), White-letter Wains-
cot {Leucania l-aibum Linn.) and

several other species in this genus,

Small Mottled Willow (Caradrina

{=Laphygma) exigua Huebn.), Silver

Y (Plusia gamma Linn.) and several

other species in this genus. Vestal

(Rhodometra sacraria Linn.), Gem
{Nycterosea obstipata Fab.), Rush
Veneer (Nomophiia noctuella Schiff.),

and Diamond-back (Pluteila maculi-

pennis Curtis).

This list could probably be exten-

ded to five or six times as long to

include suspected migrants, but

enough has been said to show that

regular summer immigration of

butterflies and moths into these

islands from the continent is not a

rare occurence, but something which
happens in many species and may
involve millions of individuals.

To give some idea of our very

limited knowledge of the movements
of some of these migrants I will select

a few different types for brief sum-
mary.

The Painted Lady Butterfly

This species has only very rarely

been seen in Britain in the winter

months as a hibernating adult. In fact

it is doubtful if it normally survives

the winter in any stage in Europe
except in the areas bordering on the

Mediterranean. The winter appears to

be passed chiefly breeding in the

northern half of Africa in the areas of

low irregular rainfall north and south
of the great desert belt. From here in

our spring great numbers move
northward into the Mediterranean
coast, and cross this inland sea with-
out difficulty. On arriving in southern
Europe they may lay eggs—but
generally the movement continues
towards the north, and the first

Painted Ladies normally reach the
latitude of southern England at the
end of May or early in June. In some
years they go even further north and
occasionally stragglers reach Iceland,

and northern Scandinavia beyond the
Arctic Circle. This northward migra-
tion is well established by hundreds
of observations, but the number of

butterflies concerned varies from
year to year, from very small numbers
up to many millions.

In the autumn in Europe a definite

southerly migration occurs, consis-

ting of the descendants of the north-

erly spring migrants. It is small and
inconspicuous in Britain and central

Europe, but as the butterflies fly

south the migration builds up steadily

so that flights are more frequently

observed. In September 1943 I

watched for over a week a very
definite southerly migration of

Painted Ladies over the Atlantic

between Portugal and the north-west

coast of Africa over fifty miles from
land, the butterflies flying steadily

southward a few feet above the level

of the water and quite out of sight of

each other. There is confirmatory

evidence of this southward flight into

Africa in several records of sudden
appearance of Painted Ladies in

numbers about this time of the year

in several parts of West Africa.

There is also some evidence of the

appearance of Painted Ladies in

southern Africa during their summer,
but the records are still insuflPicient

to say whether or not this is a regular

to and fro migration corresponding

to that in the northern hemisphere.
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In North America the same species

occurs, and has almost identical habits

of migration. The only known winter

habitat is in western Mexico, an arid

region climatically similar to its

winter quarters in Africa, and in

about the same latitude as northern

Africa. From here in the spring

migrations, sometimes on a very large

scale, spread northwards west of the

Rocky Mountains into California and

British Columbia, and north-east-

wards to cover sometimes the greater

part of the mid-west and eastern

states of the U.S.A. In some years the

butterfly is abundant in eastern

Canada—and is occasionally quite

common in Newfoundland and Labra-

dor. There is no evidence of any

immigration from the south through
Florida—in fact the butterfly is rare

in the West Indies and South Amer-
ica. So it seems that the Painted

Ladies in the north-eastern states

have either flown from western
Mexico or are the offspring of indivi-

duals which started from this area.

There is, as in Europe, some evid-

ence of a return flight to the south in

the Autumn, but the records are few
and it is difficult to speak with cert-

ainty on this point.

Finally the Painted Lady has been
recorded in mass directional flights

in south-west Asia, in the Himalayas,

and in Australia. It has also been
captured on occasion over 500 miles

from land in the Indian and the

Atlantic Oceans.

The Large White Butterfly

A British butterfly with a some-
what different pattern of migration

is the Large Cabbage White (Pieris

brassicae). In this country it is only a

partial migrant, as considerable num-
bers survive each winter in the pupal

stage, so that each summer our popu-
lation is partly resident and partly

the result of immigration. The mig-

rations of this species are frequently

accompanied by P. rapae and less

often by P. napi.

On the continent of Europe there

is evidence of a small northerly move-
ment in the spring (end of May) and a

more definite southerly movement
just after midsummer—presumably
the next generation. There are also

a few records of autumn flights, which
must be a still later generation. In

Britain we have a large number of

records of mass flights, most of which
are in late July and early August,

when the butterflies were coming in

from the sea along our south-east

coast. It is possible that the directions

of such flights are confused by the

coastline. When we take only records

away from the coast we get some
support for flights in a more northerly

direction during May, and in a more
southerly direction about the end of

July and early August. These immi-
grations are sometimes on an enor-

mous scale, and we have a record in

early August 1911 of several million

butterflies settling on a small island

in the Norfolk Broads, not very far

from the sea.

There is only slight evidence of the

emigration of the Large Cabbage
White from this country in the

autumn, but there is no doubt that

our summer population is largely

reinforced by immigration during the

spring and summer. It has been

suggested that, owing to the heavy

parasitism of the butterfly in Britain,

it might cease to exist here were it

not for the summer reinforcement.

Apart from those for central and

western Europe, there are records of

migration of the Large White in the

Mediterranean, including Malta; in

Palestine; and in India, where the

butterfly makes regular spring move-
ments up the Himalayas as the snow
melts on the upper slopes. Such

migrations have been observed as

high as 12,000 feet.
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The Camberwell Beauty Butterfly

A possible immigrant of still an-

other pattern is the Camberwell
Beauty (Nymphalis antiopa). For many
years this butterfly was considered to

be a very rare resident, but in the

past hundred years or more there

has been no record of any larva ever

being found here. We have on our
files records of over 1,100 specimens

captured or seen between 1850 and

i960; and of these over 400 occurred

in the year 1872. When we make a

map of localities we find a large

number near the east coast of England

from Northumberland down to Kent
and Sussex. There are also records in

Scotland to as far north as Inverness-

shire, and all except one or two of

these are in the eastern half of the

country. The records in England thin

off rapidly towards the Midlands and

there are only a few in Cornwall and

Devon and very few in Wales. There
is one record from Ireland. Nearly all

the records are in late summer and

autumn, and only very few in the

spring.

It thus appears that the Camberwell
Beauty comes to us from the east or

south-east, instead of from the south

like most other immigrants. It is a

common species on the continent as

far north as Scandinavia and it

hibernates as an adult, like our Pea-

cock and Small Tortoiseshell. It is

possible that some of our more
northerly immigrants may come from
Scandinavia. L. H. Newman has

suggested that they are brought
over from this area on ships laden

with timber: but this would fail to

account for the steady influx during

the great war 1939-44 when sea

commerce of this kind was at a stand-

still. Some may come this way but

my own opinion is that most get

across on their own wings along with

millions of other insects.

The absence of any larvae in this

country appears to be due to very

few of our autumn immigrants being

able to survive our often damp winter
and as a result of this there is very
small probability of male and female
survivors meeting to pair in the
spring.

The Camberwell Beauty occurs in

North America where it is known as

the 'Mourning Cloak.' It is generally

considered as a resident hibernator,

but there are a few observations of

numbers moving steadily in one
direction, which support a belief in

the existence of an occasional habit

of migrating.

The Silver Y Moth

The Silver Y Moth {Plusia gamma)
may be taken as an example to show
our small knowledge of migration in

the Noctuidae.

Moths have been seen in Britain as

early as March and as late as Decem-
ber. Although there may be some
winter survival in some stage, there

are undoubtedly one or two waves of

immigrants in late spring and early

summer, and also evidence of late

summer or autumn immigration

sometimes from the east which may
be part of a return movement. There
is considerable variation in size and

colour at different times, and anyone
who uses a light-trap regularly can

see quite sudden changes in type as

though the moths had different

origins. Further study along these

lines is much needed. There are

occasional records of P. gamma as far

north as Iceland.

Another interesting point with

this species is the frequent obser-

vation—both in Britain and on the

continent—of Silver Y Moths and

Painted Lady Butterflies arriving

almost simultaneously in abundance
in areas where they have both been
rare or absent. For one example in

the year 1879 quite exceptional

numbers of both species were recor-
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ded in many parts of western Europe
including Britain.

The Diamond-back Moth

The Diamond-back Moth (Plutella

maculipennis), in spite of its extre-

mely small size, is undoubtedly at

times an immigrant on a vast scale

into Britain from the east or south-

east. As it is capable of only very slow
flight, the movements must be assoc-

iated with steady winds and some
specialised meteorological conditions,

in addition to the build-up of a large

population at the source during the

preceding months. We have records

at long intervals of sudden wide-

spread abundance, particularly along

the south-east and east coasts of

Britain even as far north as Aber-
deen. One of the most remarkable

of these was in 1958, when moths
turned up on the morning of 29th

June on the east coast of Fife—liter-

ally in millions: later it was recorded,

in extreme abundance, further south

along the east coast of England, and

later still on the east coast of Ire-

land. Perhaps the most unexpected
record in this immigration was that

on 4th July, when a number of these

moths settled on the deck of a

weather ship in the Atlantic about
500 miles west of Cape Wrath, the

most north-westerly point of Scot-

land. It was also abundant in Iceland.

Studies have been made of the

weather conditions over north-

western and central Europe during

the flight, but we must wait for

another immigration to check up on
the results so far obtained.

This note is written particularly

for entomologists in Britain, but it

should be added that all over the

world there is evidence of similar

migrations. In tropical countries mass

flights of butterflies moving steadily

in one direction are frequently

1
observed, and there is no doubt that

I
very many different species are

involved.

It should also be pointed out that

similar mass movements of large

populations occur in other Orders of

insects including the Orthoptera
(including locusts), Coleoptera (in-

cluding ladybirds), Diptera (including

hoverflies), Hymenoptera, Odonata
(dragonflies) and possibly many
others. Our study of migration in

these groups—with the exception of

the locusts—has only scraped the

surface.

2. PROBLEMS OF INSECT MIGRA-
TION

The student of insect migration

tries to answer three different types

of question, which may be condensed
into WHAT - HOW - and WHY. We
have given above a brief summary of

'what' some of the migrants do. If

from our field observations we accept

the reality of their migration, then
we can turn to the next aspect

—

how
these movements are achieved.

All winged insects fly, but the

difference between ordinary flight

and that found during migration is

primarily one of orientation—the

flight is continued for a considerable

time and distance in approximately
the same compass direction. I have
seen a migration of butterflies in

East Africa in which tens of thousands
were flying day after day for over
three months in a north-easterly

direction: sometimes a little more
north, sometimes a little more east

—

but never more than an occasional

individual in any other direction.

When on these flights their behaviour

towards obstacles in their route is

also quite remarkable. They will

almost always fly up and over the

obstacle, rather than alter their

direction by turning aside. There is a

record from East Africa of butterflies
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on migration flying straight into a

wall, which was across the line of

flight, so that they fell to the ground.

How is this definite orientation

achieved by the individual insect? Is

it forced upon it from outside—or

has it an internal unknown power of

orientation—or does it combine
internal forces with external stimuli?

The most frequent explanation

given for these directional move-
ments has been that the insects are

blown by the wind—or that they

deliberately orientate in relation to

the wind. Let me deal briefly with

this point. First it should be clear

that if the air is moving at a greater

speed than the maximum possible

flight, no insect can have an upwind
direction of flight relative to the

ground. Winds can range up to 50

miles per hour or more, whereas few

insects can fly over 15 m.p.h.; and in

most of the smaller insects the normal

speed of flight is less than two miles

an hour. Some of the smallest insects

probably cannot manage to fly against

a wind of even one mile per hour

(1^ ft. 'sec). Also we must note that

wind speeds usually increase as we
go higher into the air, while close to

the ground among trees and bushes

they may be very considerably redu-

ced.

For years we considered locusts the

outstanding 'migrant' species in the

insect world. It has however been

found, in the last ten to fifteen years

of very intensive research, that the

main displacement flights of locust

swarms occur high in the air. from

I 00 to several thousand feet up, where
the winds are often strong. As the

maximum air speed of a locust is

about ten miles per hour, it follows

that in a wind of over this a locust

must drift downwind, even if it flies

straight into the wind. So the main

movements of large swarms high in

the air are nearly all down wind. On
the other hand near the ground

locusts are able to make quite long

flights keeping in one direction, in

spite of obstacles and wind change.

It is therefore important to know
if this explanation is more universal;

if other insects, such as butterflies

and moths, are just blown by the
wind in their regular extensive

seasonal movements. It must be
recognised that the vast majority of

observed butterfly 'migrations' have
been (naturally) near the ground,
within twenty feet or so—and only
occasionally even as high as 100 feet.

Does this mean that the main butter-

fly migrations occur near the ground
—or only that we never see those
high up in the air ? There is something
in this criticism, as very occasionally

—with the coming of the aeroplane

—

we get records of swarms several

thousand feet up.

On the other side we have over-

whelming evidence that—at ground
level— migration of millions of insects

can occur; can last for days on end;
and that the direction of flight is

quite independent of the direction of

the wind at the time.

Some years ago I collected nearly

500 records of directional flights of

Painted Lady Butterflies {Vanessa

cardui Linn.), in which the direction

of both flight and wind had been
recorded. There were almost equal

numbers with and against the wind,

and nearly as many diagonally across

the wind. Even more convincing are

the many observations when a single

migration has lasted for several days,

or even weeks, steadily in one direc-

tion in spite of many changes of

wind. There are also a few cases

when from some unknown cause the

flight direction has changed without

any corresponding change in the

wind. In a few cases also I have

observed two species of butterfly

migrating steadily in different direc-

tions for several days—each keeping

its own particular orientation in
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spite of many changes in that of the

wind.

In May 1937 there was a small but

definite flight of Fieris brassicae Linn,

in Hertfordshire in a norttierly direc-

tion, lasting several days. During this

period winds were recorded from
S; S-W; W; E; and N-E. In July and
August 1940 the same butterfly was
migrating in the same district but in

a soutlieriy direction for nearly two
weeks. During actual flights wind
directions were recorded from S;

S-W; W; N-W; and N-E. In no case

was the main direction of the flight

affected by changes in the wind.

Most of the regularly repeated

seasonal migrations of butterflies

—

as for example the southerly move-
ment of Monarch Butterflies (Danaus

piexippus Linn.) in the eastern U.S.A.

in the autumn, do not correspond in

direction to a prevailing wind at any

height above the ground that could

blow them year after year towards
the south.

There are of course cases when a

strong wind has influenced the direc-

tion of flight, but even here there is

evidence that individual insects can

alter the direction of their flight

through the air (course) in the pres-

ence of sudden side winds, so as to

keep their direction relative to the

ground (track) more constant. There
is also little doubt that the small

numbers of migrant butterflies

occasionally found very far out in the

oceans have been driven off their

normal routes by strong winds or by

up-currents carrying them into levels

of high winds.

Among other external factors that

have been suggested as concerned in

the orientation of insects are the

direction of the sun's rays or of the

polarisation of reflected sunlight, and

;

gradients of barometric pressure,

temperature and humidity. With
reference to the two former, it can

I

only be said that definite orientation

of migrating Lepidoptera can occur
in heavy cloud; at night; and also at

midday in the tropics where the sun

is so nearly overhead as to give little

or no indication of any horizontal

compass bearing. In the case of

gradients no-one has yet been able

to suggest how an insect could dis-

tinguish between the very slow
changes of temperature, pressure or
humidity experienced by moving a

long distance, and the possibly greater

changes experienced from hour to

hour by staying in the same place.

It has been suggested at times that

insects have an innate magnetic

sense, but in the absence of any

definite experimental evidence on
this point I can express no opinion.

Many years ago we subjected locust

hoppers to very strong magnetic

fields but obtained no evidence of any

response. Also some years ago I

suggested a field experiment in

demagnetising (degaussing) a small

area through which a migration was
passing, but so far as I am aware no-

one has made the experiment, which
would require considerable electric

power. I suggested this not because I

had any special reason to expect it to

succeed, but because every avenue
must be explored, and few things are

impossible.

My own summing up of the present

situation is that we do not yet know
the method, or methods, by which
insects on migration are able to keep
an approximate true compass direc-

tion for day after day and for mile

after mile—over land, sea, mountains,

deserts, and with all the weather
changes with which these are sur-

rounded.

Another major problem in insect

migration is that of the 'return'

flight. Are the migrations backwards
and forwards at different seasons

between two areas, or are they one-

way overflows, possibly from areas of
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overpopulation into areas wliich are

in some way unsuitable for more
permanent occupation. If this latter is

the case then all the 'migrants' are

lost to the species, as neither they nor

their offspring take any part in its

perpetuation.

In the early days of the study it was
thought that the latter idea was
correct—but it soon had to be

admitted, by force of evidence, that

the Monarch Butterfly in North
America moved to the south in the

autumn and back again to the north

in the spring. Gradually, with increase

in field observations, other species

showed evidence of a return flight,

in some the number of individuals

moving in one direction being much
larger than in the opposite flight.

This would indicate a build up of

population by breeding at one end

and a loss of population by absence

of breeding or by adverse conditions,

at the other. Most of the Monarchs
which fly south in the autumn in

North America do not appear to

breed in the south, but have a period

of hibernation before returning.

Thus the same individual can make
the long journey twice—once each

way—in its lifetime. On the other

hand some of the summer generation

in the middle latitudes of the U.S.A.

do not migrate at all. In other species

—such as the Painted Lady—breeding

undoubtedly occurs at both ends of

the range (and in the middle) but the

same individual, so far as we know,
never makes the journey a second

time, even in the opposite direction.

Among our British species, evi-

dence of the return flight has been

found in the Painted Lady, Red
Admiral (V. atalanta Linn.), Clouded
Yellow (Colias croceus Fourcr.) and

Large and Small Whites (P. brassicae

and P. rapae Linn.). Abroad it has

been established in a number of

butterflies in North and Central

America, in Africa and in India.

The question of the relation of

migration to sex and sexual maturity
is of interest. In the early days there
was a widespread statement that only
males migrated. Later, in connection
with the Monarch in North America,
it was mistakenly said that only

females returned to the north. While
there are many cases where one sex
has been found to preponderate in a

particular flight, there is no doubt
that in nearly all flights properly
investigated both sexes have been
found. The evidence is not always

easy to interpret even if the two
sexes can be distinguished in the

field without close examination. In a

migration of a yellow butterfly,

Catopsilia statira Cramer, that I saw
in Trinidad I estimated from sight

that the males outnumbered the

females, but actual captures showed
nearly equal numbers—of course the

heavy-bodied females might have

been less active and easier to catch

than the males. In a migration of

skipper butterflies in East Africa I

sexed 205, of which 107 were female

and 98 male. This number included

eleven butterflies which had flown

through an open window into a

house, and these were ten females

and one male. Without this curious

exception the catch was exactly 97

females and 97 males! Of course we
must now ask why so few males

found their way into the window. In

a migration of P/er/s brassicae in

Hertfordshire in 1940 captures show-
ed a preponderance of females.

During this flight we picked up from
a smali area of ground 425 wings

which had been dropped by birds

eating the bodies of the butterflies.

These included 312 wings from female

butterflies and 113 from males. This

is a ratio of nearly 3: I females to

males—but there may have been

some selection by the birds: the

female butterflies may have been

easier to catch, or more of a delicacy

when caught. It's not so simple as it
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seems. More and more accurate

observation is required—and the

evidence must be tal<en without

trying to prove a case one way or

the other.

With reference to the state of sex

development, evidence ranges from
cases where the migrants were in a

pre-mature stage, with no developed

eggs or ovaries, to butterflies which

dropped momentarily out of a mass

flight to lay a few eggs and then rejoin

the hurrying throng. Monarch butter-

flies migrate to the south in the fall

without developed eggs. They pair

normally in the spring and lay eggs

on their route to the north. In a long

drawn out migration of Catopsilia

florella Fab. in East Africa that I watch-

ed from late December 1928 to the

beginning of April 1929, females were
dissected at intervals and at first show-
ed a large fat body and no developed

ovaries. Later the ovaries began to

develop, but only towards the end of

March were developing eggs found.

Most difficult of all questions to

answer in any satisfactory way is why
insects migrate. It is obvious that

migrating cannot be a serious draw-

back to the species, as otherwise the

habit, or the species, would be

eliminated. If we say that migration

is an 'advantage ' we only attempt to

explain why the habit has persisted

and not how or why it originated.

In general, migration enables a

species to move between two areas,

one or both of which are suitable

habitats only at certain seasons of the

year. Migration is thus an alternative

to hibernation or aestivation, both

of which are methods of tiding over

inclement seasons by remaining dor-

mant. But there are insects (the

Monarch) and other animals (some
bats) which move long distances and

then enter into hibernation!

We can ask under what circum-

; stances a migration habit would be

most advantageous—and it would
seem that this would be an environ-

ment of great seasonal changes of

daylight, temperature and water
supply—and hence of food supply,

whether of plants or other animals.

Such conditions are found far away
from the oceans in the middle of large

continents, and nearer the poles

rather that the equator. The modern
theory of continental drift envisages

that in past geological periods there
were fewer and larger continents,

and perhaps at first only a single very
large one which has since broken up.

Could these extreme conditions

have had anything to do with the
origin of migration ?

Today most insect migrations in

temperate regions are out towards
the poles in the spring and back
towards the warmer countries in the
autumn. Within the tropics there are

however more complex movements,
which are little understood, but in

some cases—as for example in south
India and Ceylon—they seem to be

related to rainfall as typified by the

monsoons.

The habit of migration is more
strongly developed in some insect

orders than in others, and within an

order may be more common in some
families and in some genera. Yet in

genera with quite a high number of

migrants there may be species that

have not apparently developed (or

perhaps have lost) the habit. Has
migration developed quite separately

many times in different groups? It

would appear probable that this

must be so.

There remains one problem of

personal interest to the amateur.

How can his observations be of use

in the investigation, what types of

observation are most needed, and

what should he do with them when
he has made them ?

In the first place all reliable,
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unbiassed observations on any l<nown

or suspected migrant are of interest,

whetlier tfiey support or disagree

v^itli our present notions. Tliey may
even be of importance, but no-one

knows tliat till afterwards. Also we
need observations indicating that

species not previously considered as

migrating may possibly be doing so.

Records of the occurrence of migrant

insects should be recorded in writing

(not memory)—with the exact date

and locality—and sent to the centre

for the study of British Immigrant

Insects which is at present under the

control of Mr R. A. French at Rot-

hamsted Experimental Station, Har-

penden, Hertfordshire. Mr French

produces a summary of the informa-

tion sent in each year in the

'Entomologist.' If your record seems

of special interest send it also to one

of the standard entomological maga-

zines, under your own name. This

brings it to a still wider public.

If you are fortunate enough to see

an actual directional flight of insects,

then the fullest observations should

be made, and put down in writing

without delay. At a minimum the

particulars should include date,

locality, species involved, direction

of flight and of wind, some idea of the

numbers seen, and how long the

flight lasted. On this latter point make
it clear if the duration given is how
long you were able to observe, or if

you saw the beginning and end of the

flight. Fig. I shows the standard card

that we have adopted for filing

summaries of observed flights, and

this will suggest other points that

could be noted. If you have any note

not covered by the card, still put it

down if you think it to the point.

Numbers of insects are best recorded,

not as 'few' or ' many,' but as the

number observed crossing a measured

or estimated front in a given time.

If you should make observations

relating to British species on the con-

tinent while on holiday, these should
also be sent to Mr French.

If you should be fortunate to travel

further abroad, perhaps to the tropics

—where mass flights of butterflies

are more frequently seen, please

send a copy of your observations to

me at Elm Park Lodge, Selkirk, or
care of the Royal Entomological
Society of London.

At Rothamsted we have many
thousands of cards giving records of

occurrence of British migrant butter-

flies and moths dating back to over
100 years ago. They are filed accord-

ing to species and year so that infor-

mation about any species can readily

be found. In my own files I also have
several thousand cards relating to

foreign butterflies and moths, and to

other orders of insects, but never

enough to satisfy!

If you want to read more fully about
our ignorance of insect migration,

I have written two books on the

subject 'The Migration of Butterflies'

(1930, Oliver and Boyd) and Insect

Migration' (1958, Collins New Natur-
alist series). The first is a somewhat
heavy volume with summaries of

some hundreds of records relating to

butterflies and some moths all over

the world, followed by a detailed dis-

cussion of the evidence. The second

book is easier to read, covers the

wider field of all insect groups, has

photographs and coloured plates, but

does not go into the same detail.

A final word, and in fact a repe-

tition:— remember that in biological

studies such as this problem of migra-

tion there is no expert round the

corner who knows all the answers.

The 'experts' are only a little less

ignorant. The answers will come one
by one in the course of time from
close field observation, accurate re-

cording, and field and laboratory

experiment. You can help.

1.65. C. B. Williams (Hon.)

Elm Park Lodge, Selkirk.
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Year Month aionth and Dates Locality SilAQS/i^'

N.E.

Flight direction if definite

1 " S B. m.
Time of day Wind direction and force

1

Numbers seen No. Captured ; in whose collection

Condition (fresh : worn) Notes :—Extent of flignt
;
speed

;
pairinc; ; egg-laying ; etc.

Present and past weather conditions
;
temperature, rain, sun, cloud, thunder, barometer, etc. Height above ground

Observer and Recorder (names and addresses) Source of information : reference

Name of species Other species in flight Identified by

Fig. I. Example of standard card for migration records.
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ANNUAL EXHIBITION 1965

The Annual Exhibition will be held

on 9th October 1965 at the Hugh
Myddelton School, W.I. Full details

of how to reach the school, etc., are

given overleaf.

The following further notes may be

of assistance to those intending to

visit the exhibition.

Exhibits are not confined to specimens

captured this season: an item need

not be new to be of interest. Any
exhibit related to entomology in its

broadest sense (and nature study)

may be shown. This includes not only

set specimens, livestock and appara-

tus, but also the illustration of tech-

niques, records and observations

with or without specimens of the

species concerned, etc. A covering

for set specimens is advisable—

a

piece of 'polyglaze' or similar mater-

ial may be used as a transparent cover

to protect storebox specimens, for

instance. Exhibits from non-Members
and Members of affiliated societies

are welcomed.

Good labelling of exhibits is essential,

as the value of an exhibit often lies in

the explanation of what the material

displayed represents. The name of

the exhibitor should be added as this

allows not only contact to be made
between the exhibitor and people

particularly interested in the exhibit,

but also allows a note of the exhibit

to appear in the exhibition report in

the Bulletin, so that Members who are

unable to visit the exhibition are

aware of some of the special interests

of other Members.

Juniors* prize: There will be a special

prize for the best Junior Member's
exhibit (A 'Junior Member' is one
who was eligible to pay the Junior

subscription for this year). Group
exhibits are allowed, and in the event
of such an exhibit winning, the prize

will be shared equally between the

members of the group. Exhibits will

be judged by the President. The
method of presentation in relation to

the subject will be the chief criterion

used in judging the exhibits—it is

therefore not necessary to exhibit

large numbers of specimens, or
species which are rare, to win the

prize. Age will also be taken into

account.

Colour slides from the Society's

collection will be shown throughout
the afternoon, and Members are

invited to bring along interesting

slides of their own to show other

Members.

Dealers: At AES Exhibitions it is no
exaggeration to say that nearly every

entomological supplier in the country

is always represented, and this will be

equally true of this year.

Bring an exhibit, large or small
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ANNUAL EXHIBITION, 1965
SATURDAY. 9th OCTOBER

from 2 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.

HUGH MYDDELTON SECONDARY SCHOOL,
Corporation Row, London, E.C.1

ADMISSION FREE

EXHIBITS. The Hall will be open from 1 1.30 a.m. for receipt of exhibits.

Bring along /our specimens (any Order, living or set), equipment, apparatus,
photographs, drawings, etc. If you require a large space, notify the Meet-
ings Secretary in advance. Please label exhibits clearly.

DEMONSTRATIONS. Members will demonstrate setting of insects

of several Orders.

GROUPS. Members of Groups who have been corresponding will be

able to meet for discussion.

SURPLUS TABLE. If Members have spare ova, larvae. Imagines, equip-

ment, books, etc., for sale or exchange, bring them along labelled with

name, price or exchange wants. No charge for use of this table.

ENTOMOLOGAL TRADERS will be in attendance.

Light Refreshments will be available

Offers of help and enquiries to Hon. Meetings Secretary, B. F. SIcinner, 85 Elder Road,
West Norwood, S.E.27. GIPsy Hill 0057.

BRING YOUR FRIENDS AND AN EXHIBIT !

To get there: Farrlngdon Station (Underground) connects with most main stations,

and numerous buses serve the area. Cars may be parked In permitted areas of the School
grounds.

Notice is hereby givtn that neither the Amateur Entomologists' Society nor the London County Council can accept
any liability for damage to vehicles or property which are left in these grounds
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etc., and the general classification
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ly illustrated with delicate and
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AES
Members can help the Society in

several ways:—

(a) By dealing with advertisers and

mentioning the Bulletin.

(b) By bringing in new Members.

(c) By buying AES publications and

suggesting Public Libraries should

buy them.

(d) By friendly co-operation with other

Members.

(e) By taking just that extra bit of

trouble required to record happen-

ings of note for the Bulletin.
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EDITORIAL

I must thank Members for their

2sponse to my appeal in February's

sue for small comments, etc., for

ubiication, which—together with

le effect of August's special issue

—

as resulted in a reasonable amount
' copy accumulating. This, and the

ct that our troubles over finding a

jccessor to Mr Trebilcock as Treas-

rer have been solved by the appoint-

ent of Mr Peter Lindsley to this

Jice, seems to indicate that the

pciety is running rather more
noothly than at times in the past,

lOUgh more help is always needed,

/e are very grateful to Mr Trebil-

)ck for his hard work as Treasurer
Ver a number of years, and to Mr
ndsley for his offer to help in this

ay.

' The official reports presented at

le Annual General Meeting are to be
und on the next few pages, and
ive been delayed until this issue by
le nature of the August number.
Would Members please note the
lange in my address as given on
le 'where to write' Panel.

Mr George Thomson has kindly

Teed to act as the Society's corres-

>ndent for Scotland (see an article

llovs.in|), and I would welcome
jeriestrow Members who feel that

ey would like to perform a similar

rvice for any other region.

Finally, Members will no doubt
are my concern over the contents
the Royal Entomological Society's

ipeal and of the report of our
presentative on the Nature Con-

nt cover illustration: The 'Map' butterfly. Cyrestris
odamas Boisd., and Graphium sarpedori Linn., drawn
Mr G. Thomson (3689).

servancy's Entomological Liaison

Committee, and act accordingly.

H. V. Danks (2907)

COUNCIUS REPORT 1964

The number of subscriptions paid

for 1964 was 778, and together with
those Members joining since 1st

September 1964 the fmal Member-
ship for the year was 824. This com-
prised 61 1 Ordinary and Affiliate, 205
Junior, 2 Life and 6 Honorary
Members.
Members received four issues of

the quarterly Bulletin in 1964, the

February issue containing an up-to-

date list of Members on the Advisory
Panel, and the November edition

contained a 'pull-out' of the second

(1964) Supplement to the Member-
ship List and Geographical Key. All

credit is due to the untiring efforts

of Mr H. V. Danks, the Bulletin

Editor, and to the many contributors

for helping in putting the Bulletin

back on its feet.

The Annual General Meeting was
held in the rooms of the Linnean
Society, at Burlington House, Picca-

dilly, London W.I, on Saturday 21st

March 1964. A fair attendance was
recorded, and those present enjoyed
a very interesting illustrated talk on
The Butterflies of Southern France'

given by the retiring President, Mr
P. W. Cribb, which preceded the

meeting.

Once again, a successful Annual
Exhibition was held, on Saturday

October 24th 1964, at the Hugh
Myddelton Secondary School. A full

report has appeared in the Bulletin.
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During the year, another full pro-

gramme of Field Meetings was arran-

ged, and the usual kind invitation for

our Members to join in the meetings

of other Societies was again received,

and the Council wishes to show its

appreciation of these facilities. The
Council would also be very pleased

to receive any offers of help to lead

field meetings, particularly in centres

away from the London area.

The beginning of 1964 showed the

formation of a sub-committee to look

into the question of publications. The
sub-committee reported that several

leaflets have been marked for revision

and that the revision of the Hymenop-

terists Handbook was already being

carried out. Proposed new publica-

tions included leaflets on 'Light

Traps', 'Close-up Photography', and

'Mounting of Insect Genitalia'. Again,

the Council would welcome offers of

help in the writing, etc., of other

leaflets and Handbooks.
Following the Annual General

Meeting, a special meeting was held

to amend Rule No. 5 of the Society's

Constitution and Rules. This con-

cerned the period of office of the

Hon. President. It was unanimously

carried that the period be extended

from one year to a maximum of three

years of consecutive office should the

President be willing to stand.

The Council met six times during

the year, for the first quarter under

the chairmanship of Mr P. W. Cribb,

and for the remainder of the year

under Mr D. Ollevant.

It is felt that the Society had a

somewhat smoother passage through

1964, but there is still a lot of hard

work to be done. It is hoped that

many more offers of help will be

received, either by way of contri-

butions for the Bulletin, or by the

assistance in some of the many
onerous tasks at present carried out

by just a few of the Members. It is

with these thoughts in mind that we
look forward to brighter prospects

in 1965.

27.3.65. D. E. Dodwell (3482),

Hon. General Secretary.

TREASURER'S REPORT 1965

For the first time since being

elected Treasurer I am not in a

position to offer to the meeting a

detailed report. For the last twelve
months or more I have been con-

scious of the fact that the increased

time needed for my private affairs has

been leaving insufficient time top

carry out my duties. I have reported
|

this to the Council on a number of '

occasions. These past few months ^

have proved beyond doubt that I am ^

no longer able to carry out my duties ^

in a satisfactory manner. I have ^

informed the Council that I must^

resign on July 1st this year. It is

hoped that future offers of help will

be more forthcoming from Membersjf'

than in the past. At the moment T'^

visualise the Society without a Treas- ^

urer, especially when reflecting on
past support. I am afraid that my
position is very similar to that of

many other Council members, who "

have been and are struggling on with

ever increasing burdens. I sincerely ?

hope that the Members will respond

to this appeal. ^

I can tell the meeting that the

books are now with Mr Dillon, the '^'^

Auditor, and a statement of accounts

will be sent out with the next

Bulletin. I feel that the Society is

slowly pulling out of its past difFi- ^'

culties. However, the present sub- ^

scriptions do not meet the cost of the

Bulletin and there appears to be no

other way of ensuring the financial

stability of the Society than by *1e

increasing the subscription. Unless

we can increase reserves future

publications will be difficult to pro-i ^
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vide irrespective of the willingness of

authors to write.

I apologise once more to the meet-

ing for my deficiencies, and hope that

the meeting will accept them as

gracefully as possible.

27.3.65. G. D. Trebilcock (2976),

Hon. Treasurer.

[Since the A.G.M. the Council has

accepted the kind offer of Mr Peter

Lindsley (3363) to serve as Treasurer,

as from 1st July 1965. The increased

subscription rate is now in force

—

Ed.]

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
SOCIETY'S REPRESENTATIVE
ON THE NATURE CONSER-
VANCY'S ENTOMOLOGICAL
LIAISON COMMITTEE FOR

1964-1965

During the last twelve months
^our representative has attended the

;wo meetings of the committee held

n London. Amongst the more impor-

:ant subjects discussed that will be of

nterest to our Members were,

:ollecting and permits for doing so

n the New Forest, the burning of

tubble after combine harvesting, the

praying of roadside verges, and the

;tatus of Maculinea arion Linn., the

.arge Blue butterfly. Regarding the

irst matter it was generally agreed

hat permits should be necessary for

ollecting in the Forest but that the

harging for these was not warranted,

'here was much more liaison now
•etween the Forestry Commission
.ind entomologists than there had

leen in the past and a New Forest

isect Conservation Committee had

een set up to advise the Commission,
leanwhile Dr Massee submitted his

ery detailed report on the sites of

ntomological interest visited during

, 964 in the forest to the Nature

Conservancy so that entomological

interests should be well guarded in

the future.

Your representative brought up

the matter of the extensive burning

of hedgerows which had taken place

this last Autumn due to the uncon-

trolled burning of straw stubble after

the harvest. The Committee was
then informed subsequently by the

Nature Conservancy that the National

Farmers' Union had arranged for a

conference to be held with interested

organisations including the Conser-

vancy, the Ministry of Agriculture,

Fisheries and Food and the Forestry

Commission. As a result of this meet-

ing a draft 'Standards of Practice' is

being drawn up, particular attention

being paid to the conservation aspects

but it remains to be seen what, if any,

effect this will have on our hedgerow
fauna.

The spraying of roadside verges has

been the subject of an intensive inves-

tigation by Dr Moore of the Monks
Wood Research Station and it now
seems as if another factor has emer-
ged. Apparently local councils are

now using flails for the elimination of

weeds on verges which mash up

everything, including wildlife, into a

mulch which needs no collecting as

does the cut herbage or hay which is

produced by normal Allen type

scythes or cutters, thus saving time

and labour but nothing else! As more
and more land is put under cultivation

or is urbanized, road-side verges and

hedgerows offer refuge and become
important reservoirs for our fast

dwindling fauna which increase in

importance as time goes by.

As mentioned in the last report the

investigation into the status of the

Large Blue has continued during the

year and from the results obtained it

is now more apparent than ever that

this delightful insect, far from increas-

ing its range, is actually contracting

as it was not seen at several of its

previous stations during its flight
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period and in ideal weatFier con-

ditions. A great deal of time, money
and effort has and is being spent on
trying to conserve this butterfly and

it is obvious that unless certain

members of our fraternity curb their

collecting activities then this insect

will be gone for 'bad' ! Therefore

your representative would like to

take this opportunity of appealing to

anyone who is thinking of collecting

*arion' during this or subsequent

seasons

—

Please don't ! Give it a miss

and don't be selfishy Our own
Members can do much to discourage

the thoughtless and selfish amongst
us and elsewhere by our own moral

actions in this matters and by the

ostracization of the offenders, rather

than 'turning a blind eye'.

27.3.65. T. G. Howarth (196).

AES BADGES

A badge is now available, to

Members of the Amateur Entomolo-
gists' Society, priced at 3s. 9d. each,

plus 4d. for postage and packing.

The badge is about half an inch

wide, in the form of the Brimstone
Butterfly and coloured yellow with

gilt edging and gilt letters AES. All

badges have a brooch-type fitting.

These are available only from D. E.

Dodwell, Hon. Enrolment Secretary,

28 Summerleaze Park, Yeovil,

Somerset.

31.5.65. D. E. Dodwell (3482).

INSECT CONSERVATION:
AN APPEAL

[The following appeal has been issued

by the Conservation Committee of

the Royal Entomological Society of

London].

"Since the publication of the
appeal made by the Honorary Secre-

i

tary of the Committee for the Pro-
\

tection of British Insects (1951, Proc.

R. ent. Soc. Lond. (C) 16: 23-24), that
i

committee has been reconstituted as i

the Conservation Committee of the i

Royal Entomological Society of i

London. The original committee was
j

instituted in 1925 as a result of many
complaints in the entomological ,

journals of that time about the

activities of unscrupulous collectors; i

certain species were being threatened

with extinction. Since its institution
:

the Committee has met with con-
|

siderable success, and some of those

insects most threatened in 1925 are

now considered to be much more
firmly established.

Modern agricultural practices, the

widespread use of insecticides and
herbicides, urbanisation, the present

heavy forestry programme, and
sometimes the well-intended activi-

ties of local authorities, may threaten

the existence of rare or local species

through the alteration or destruction

of their habitats. The Conservation ^

Committee has taken an active part

in minimising the risks that have

arisen from such causes, and has been
careful to co-ordinate its activities

with those of other organisations!

interested in nature conservation,

particularly the Nature Conservancy.

With the co-operation of entomolo-
gists it is hoped to do even more in

the future to preserve the natural

conditions essential to the existence

of particular insects.

These activities should be sufficient

to safeguard rare or local species of

the less popular orders, but some
species of Lepidoptera are threatened

with extinction at the hands of

thoughtless collectors. It is with

regret that the Committee has to

record that reports are still some-
times received of collectors using

methods of mass collection on local

species; such methods may wellf?i^
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cause populations of such species to

be reduced below the survival level.

Collectors are again earnestly reques-

ted to use the utmost restraint in

taken any of the species listed below
in any of their stages, particularly

when adverse factors have reduced

their numbers. The indiscriminate

capture of large numbers of these

species may not only endanger their

existence but also render more
difficult any negotiations taking place

with a view to preserving them and
their habitats.

Papilio machaon L.

Melitaea cinxia (L.)

Mellicta athalia (Rottemburg)
Maculinea arion (L.)

Lysandra bellargus (Rottemburg)
Strymonidia pruni (L.)

Catocala fraxini (L.)

Minucia lunaris (Denis and Schiffermuller)

Coiobochyla salicalis (Denis and Schiffermuller)

Coscinia cribraria (L.)

Aplasia ononario (Fuessly)

Thalera fimbrialis (Scopoli)

Scapula immorata (L.)

Scapula nigropunctata (Hufnagel)

Eustroma reticulata (Denis and Schiffermuller)

Epione paralellaria (Denis and Schiffermuller)

[vespertaria L. sensu Fabricius]

Zygaena viciae (Denis and Schiffermuller)

Bembecia chrysidiformis (Esper)

Eucnemidophorus rhododactylus (Denis and Schifferm

Swallow Tail

Glanville Fritillary

Heath Fritillary

Large Blue

Adonis Blue

Black Hairstreak

Clifden Nonpareil

Lunar Double Stripe

Lesser Belle

Speckled Footman
Rest Harrow
Sussex Emerald
Lewes Wave
Sub-angled Wave
Netted Carpet

Dark Bordered Beauty

New Forest Burnet
Fiery Clearwing

uller)

Rosy Plume

In 1962 the Nature Conservancy,

at the instigation of the Committee
jind the Devon and Cornwall Natur-

alists' Trusts, undertook the financing

Df an investigation into the status of

Maculinea arion (the Large Blue),

/vhich has been declining in numbers
or some years and is now at a very

ow ebb, with a view to taking the

lecessary conservation measures. The
nvestigation, which took place during

i963 and 1964, has proved that the

ears of the Committee were only too
veil founded. In 1963 some 80 speci-

nens were seen and marked in the

low very restricted locality for this

pecies. During 1964, in spite of

)etter weather, very few more
pecimens were seen, and the indi-

'idual sites within the general locality

had been reduced still further. In

these circumstances it is imperative

that collectors abstain from taking

any specimens of this butterfly until

its numbers have increased consider-

ably; this species, which is evidently

on the verge of extinction in England,

will otherwise be lost.

The Committee would be glad to

receive any practical suggestions from
entomologists. In particular it would
urge them to notify the Committee at

the earliest possible moment of any

observed threat to a rare or local

species or its habitat, so that pro-

tective measures may be taken before

it is too late.

41 Queen's Gate, T. R. E. Southwood
London, S.W.7. Chairman,

May, 1965. Conservation Con)mittee/'
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COLLECTING NOTES
NOVEMBER 1965

The Smaller Moths

Prays curtisellus Don. Mr Bradford's

notes read: "The drawing of this

moth is from a rather richly marl<ed

specimen in blacl< and white. It varies

a bit; one specimen I have is more
brown and white. It is not quite as

fresh as the first specimen but is still

more subdued.

The head and thorax are white, the

body dark brown. The most notice-

able feature of the forewings is the

wide 'V* shaped patch of blackish

brown, the bottom of which stands

out a sharper black. The hindwings

are dark brown and the veining can

be seen fairly well.

I have not bred this yet but hope
eventually to get photographs and

drawings of the larva. The tiny larvae

first of all mine the leaves of the Ash
{Fraxinus excelsior Linn.) in October.

These they quit before they fall.

They then mine the twigs until the

new shoots and leaves appear in the

spring, when they spin together the

young leaves. When fullgrown they

spin a lacey cocoon near the shoot or

in a crevice or other convenient

place nearby and emerge in a matter

of only two or three weeks. The
moth is on the wing in June and

July; I have taken one specimen on
the 8th August".

Swammerdamia caesiella Huebn. Mr
Bradford's notes read: "This is a

common moth around here. Its

food plant—Blackthorn (Prunus spin-

osa Linn.)— is plentiful locally, and I

have it in the garden. I think it may
also feed on Hawthorn {Crataegus

spp.) as I have a number of specimens

taken along a hedge of Hawthorn.
Every year I have seen them along

this hedge. According to Ford the

larvae, two or more, spin a thickish

web among the leaves in June and

when full-fed spin a dense white

cocoon in the same place. The adult

is on the wing in July and August. The
whole moth is palish grey except the
head and thorax, which are white and
stand out, a little like Endrosis lactella

Schiff. The forewings are speckled
with black and white and there is a

darker band from the middle of the
costa to the dorsum. The hind-wings

are not speckled."

A Member has recently asked me
for advice on killing and setting the

Smaller Moths, and I thought that I

would take this opportunity of giving
i

a few brief notes.

I collect the moths in glass tubes

as I find them much easier to handle

than pill-boxes. The usual size is 2" x

I", but larger tubes will be needed
for some of the Pyrales— I have some
3" X I". I carry the smaller tubes

about in cigarette tins packed with a

little cellulose wadding (or paper
handkerchief), the larger ones simi-

larly in square tobacco tins.

The best killing-agent is probably
'.880' ammonia, with ethyl acetate a

close second. There are many ways
of killing the moths. Some collectors

give them a whiff of the killing-agent

to make them unconscious, set them
and then put the whole setting board

in an atmosphere of the agent and so

finally kill them. I have a small hole

bored through my corks and drop
the whole tube into a killing-bottle.

The advantages of this system are

that data can be kept with the moth
by inserting a piece of paper in the

tube, and also there is little chance

of condensation inside the tube.

When dead the moth can be slid out

of the tube on to whatever is being

used for the pinning operation. One
snag I have found is that the corks

become impregnated with the killing-

agent and tend to kill the moth soon

after it is put into the tube, and this

might be too soon for the collector.

A separate set of corks can be used

for killing as a collection of spare

corks is soon built up—especially
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Prays curtisellus Don.

Swammerdamia caesiella Huebn.

lifter an accident or two !

I will write about pinning and

netting next time.

D. Ollevant (1514).

REFERENCE

ORD, L. T. (1949). A Guide to the Smaller British

i Lepidoptera. South London Ent. and Nat. Hist. See,
London.

The Hymenoptera Aculeata

The 1965 season will not go down
s a great one for bees and wasps.

These groups, as I so often stress, are

sun-lovers, and this summer has

given few of the still, sunny days so

necessary to catch them in large

numbers. However, I hope that at

least some of you have a satisfactory

number of captures, and now comes
the time for identification.

The literature needed to identify

all the British species is unfortunately

rather scattered. Up to 1943, it was
fully listed by Dr I. H. H. Yarrow in

the Hymenopterists' Handbook pro-

duced by our own AES, and including
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a check list of the British species

(Amat Ent, 7 (No. 40): 55-81). 1

believe that this booklet is now
rather difficult to come by, but

a revised edition is in preparation.

Everyone at all interested in Aculeates

everyone at all interested in Aculeates

must at least have a long look at it,

and make copious notes if they cannot

possess one. Since 1943, ten species

have been added to the British list.

The details are given below :

—

Omalus puncticollis Mocsary added by

Spooner, 1954, Ent. mon. Mag., 90:

135-138. A species near to 0. viola-

ceus (Scop.); the known records are

restricted to W. and S. W. England.

Ancistrocerus gazella Panz. added by

Yarrow, 1954, J. Soc. Brit. Ent., 5:

78-82. This species had previously

been mixed in British collections with

A. parietum Linn. Both are in fact

widespread with the tendency for

A. gazella to be the more common in

recent years.

Psenulus schencki Tournier added by

Yarrow, 1954, J. Soc. Brit. Ent, 5:

41-42 from two specimens taken in

Surrey in 1922 and one in 1945. One
further female has been taken more
recently at Woking (Felton 1958), so

the distribution of this species is

rather restricted.

Mimesa celtica Spooner, and M.
bruxellenis Bondroit added by Spoon-

er, 1948, Trans. R. Ent. Soc. Lond. 99:

129-172. M. celtica is a western
sand-dune species. It had previously

been included under M. unicolor van

der Linden. M. bruxellennis is more
widely distributed, but not common.
Colletes halophila Verheoff added by

Yarrow. 1954, J. Soc. Brit. Ent., 5:

39-41. This species occurs along the

East Anglian Coast and has now been

recorded from N. Kent (Felton 1961).

It is confined to saltmarsh areas.

Andrena combinata Christ added by

Yarrow, 1955, Ent. mon. Mag., 91:

234-235. One female from Dorset.

Pseudocilissa dimidiata Mor. added by

Baker, 1965, Ent. mon. Mag., 100

(1964): 279-286. An unexpected
species, recorded only from Salisbury

Plain, first in 1949, then in 1964, and
now again this year (Yarrow, per-

sonal communication).

Nomada errans Lep. added by Spoon-
er, 1946, Ent. mon. Mag., 82: 105-106.

This species is parasitic on Andrena
nitidiuscula Sch., and is only recorded

!

from Dorset. It is therefore another
\

species to add to the list of those
|

Aculeates only known in Britain from
the 'hot spot' of S. Dorset and S.W
Hampshire.
Eucera tuberculata Fab. added by

Baker, 1965, Ent. mon. Mag., 100

(1964): 279-86. Previously included

with £. longicornis Linn., it has proved
to be widespread in the south, though

j

less common than £. longicornis.
\

If the above names, and those of

Yarrow's list (1943), are used, then

any captures would be understood.

An appreciable number of species,

however, will need to be known by

different names in the future. Until

an up-to-date general account

appears, it is better to adhere to the

present names.

Some further additions to our list

are anticipated. Dr Yarrow has

recently revised the Chrysis ignita

complex, and this should add some
six or seven species. A further

paper by Major D. B. Baker, who has

worked diligently particularly among
the bees, are also expected.

I have made no mention above of

the ants. These are covered by the

recent work of Collingwood, and

Collingwood and Barrett, 1964, Trans.

Soc. Brit. Ent., 16: 93-121.

One item in the last number of the

Bulletin caught my eye. References

to Aculeates are rare, so it was

pleasant to see one, and one based on

good observation. Mr R. J. Dickson

(Bull. amat. Ent. Soc, 24: 50-51) asks

why the Common Wasp (Vespula

vulgaris Linn.) hovers around the

flowers of Figwort {Scrophularia

nodosa Linn.). The visits are for food,
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but not for the animal food (flies,

caterpillars, etc.) that the wasps feed

to their larvae, but for the sweet
nectar on which the adults themselves

feed. In fact wasps will visit several

flowers. I have taken Vespula sylvestris

Scop, at Cotoneaster flowers, and

snowberry is also attractive particu-

larly to Vespula rufa Linn. However,
none of these flowers are as speciali-

sed as Scrophularia as they are visited

and pollinated by many insects inclu-

Iding, of course, bees. Scrophularia on

the other hand is exclusively fertilised

:oy Vespula. Thus the visits are for

food, and the service of pollination

! ncidental. In fact, Mr Dickson is more
likely to have observed V. sylvestris

-ather than V. vulgaris, as the former
s the species generally credited with

!7isits to Scrophularia.

As a final word, I might add that

r.his year I have not had access to a

^ ight-trap, so I would be particularly

grateful for any information on
Members' experiences of either

vasps or winged ants in light-traps

o build on to my own observations

)ver previous years.

2.7.65. J. C. Felton (3740).

REFERENCES
ELTON, J. C. (1958) Ent. mon. Mag., 94: 244: Psenulus
schenciii (Tournier) (Hym,, Specidae) at Woking,

i ELTON, J. C. Trans. Kent Fd. Club, I: 145: The
Occurrence of Colletes halophila Verhoeff (Hymen-
optera: Apidae) in Kent.

1»LAC1NG SCOTLAND ON
THE MAP

It was not wholly a somewhat
iiationalistic feeling that made me
rery interested in the Editor's offer

hat I should act as a 'Scottish corres-

pondent' for the Society. The insect

'^luna of Scotland, though interesting,

as been comparatively neglected by

ntomologists in the past. Excepting

srtain parts of the north and west,

nd in particular the islands, this

Duntry is shrouded in mystery,

enlightened only by questionable

records and facts which have come to

us through a process of direct cribbing

on the part of the authors of our
textbooks, who, instead of consulting

recent and reliable records, get their

facts from other publications. The
result is that if we look at the most
recent entomological publications the

details about distribution, times of

appearance, etc., are probably iden-

tical to one or other of the standard

works by Tutt, South or Newman
whose austerity I do not doubt—but

whose information refers to our
fauna half a century ago. In that time
such things as I have mentioned
change—unfortunately the contents

of our textbooks have not.

With this in mind I was honoured
to accept the offer. To use Mr Danks'

words; I was to "keep the Society,

and the Council in particular, in

touch with affairs in Scotland." How-
ever the affairs of Scottish members
at the moment appear to be restric-

ted to the reading of the Bulletin,

personal collecting and an occasion-

al article on exploits (usually to the

continent!). It is therefore necessary

to have some sort of action on which
to report.

Field meetings take place very

successfully in England, but for

several reasons a similar type of

meeting may be more difficult to

hold north of the border. Rain is the

proverbial bad penny which keeps
turning up, and it is far more likely

that a wet day would be chosen than

a fine one. The small number of

Members in Scotland is scattered

over the country making it more
difficult for a group to meet. If any

Member has a suggestion for a field

meeting place, or any other sugges-

tion for that matter, I would be very

interested to hear from him.

The function I think I could best

perform is to help to bring some of

the outmoded facts about our insects

up to date. I have several kind friends
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who will keep me informed about

various Orders and aspects of Scottish

entomology. In each issue of the

Bulletin I hope to insert an article

containing records, reports and items

of interest concerning Scottish ento-

mology. Items of interest, records,

etc., however small, will be welcome
at any time as will enquiries about

Scottish entomology which I will

answer myself or pass on to someone
more qualified to answer.

The question of a more active

Membership can only be solved by

each Member taking part in field

meetings and sending information for

the benefit of other Members of our
Society.

10.4.65. George Thomson (3689).

THE SPECKLED WOOD
BUTTERFLY IN SCOTLAND

On reading a paper by J. A. Downes
recently on the distribution of the

Speckled Wood Butterfly {Pararge

aegeria Linn.) in Scotland, I noted

with interest the localities in which
the species had been found over the

past 100 years or so as given on a map
accompanying the article.

It appears from this that up until

1948 there were no records at all of

the occurrence of the Speckled Wood
in either the Central Highlands of

Scotland or the far north, and indeed

its breeding range in this country

would seem to be confined almost

entirely to a few areas on the west
coast. In view of this, readers of the

Bulletin who are interested in the

distribution of this butterfly might

like to know that I saw two specimens

in a small clearing in a larch wood
near Inverness on 6th July 1961. I

captured one of these and it is now
in my collection.

I would be very pleased to hear
from AES Members who could give

me further information on the dis-

tribution of the Speckled Wood
Butterfly in Scotland.

4.4.65. B. Morrison (3761).

REFERENCE
DOWNES, J. A. (1948). journal of Animal Ecology, 17:

131-8. The History of the Speckled Wood butterfly
{Pararge aegeria L.) in Scotland, with a discussion of
the recent changes of range of other British Butter-
flies.

LET*S GET DOWN TO IT . . .

NOW
As a new Member of the AES I am

writing this article as almost a

distress signal. We have all heard of

many sad stories of our Lepidoptera
dying out from their various strong-

holds and localities. We all know of

how the Large Copper (Lycaena

dispar Haw.) and Black-veined White
(Aporia crataegi Linn.) became
extinct. Do we want other species to

do the same? I myself am in the pre-

dicament of losing my collecting

ground. The local council, who do not

bother or care, are making a car park

out of it. This sort of thing is happen-

ing ail the time and our countryside

is slowly diminishing. I ask all Mem-
bers, if they wish, to give a small

donation to the various associations

such as the National Trust, etc. One
should not forget these vital societies.

We may ask ourselves, how can we
help? You can help in a number of

ways. You can help by the breeding

of many species and setting them free

in their respective localities. Do this

to even the common species such as

the Small Tortoiseshell {Aglais urticae

Linn.) and the Peacock (Nymphalis io

Linn.). It is best to try to obtain the

various species in their egg stage as

one is less likely to obtain parasitised

specimens. If each Member interested

in Lepidoptera would breed various

species specially for setting free in
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their localities where their foodplant

flourishes this would help a great

deal. For a reasonable price many
species can be obtained from dealers

and set free.

Collect specimens by all means but

let us stamp out over-collecting. I

suggest four specimens as ample for

ordinary collection work, two of

each sex. Try not to catch females

early but give them time to lay their

eggs before catching them. Make sure

your collections are adequately label-

led with, very important, data labels,

which will help in years to come to

confirm to other collectors various

localities for certain species.

Let us form various breeding

Egroups to help in this task. Those
interested in forming such a group
-write to me, relating your various

ideas on the subject, to the address

below.

Come on you Lepidopterists, let's

put everything we've got into main-

taining the beauty of our countryside,

gardens and parks. Don't just say

"I'll do it next year", let's have

action now and I mean NOW.
23.4.65. K. J. Willmott (3822J).

[Mr Willmott's address is 34 Day-

brook Road, Merton Park. S.W.I 9.]

•

TEMPUS FUGIT—BUT NOT
OUR RHOPALOCERA

The Sirhowy Valley in Monmouth-
shire flattens out a little at Blackwood
ind a few small farms each with a few
imall fields can be explored, a thing

:hat can't be done above or below
:he town where the mountain-sides

:ome steeply down to the river in

:he bottom.
In 1926 as a fourteen-years-old

triking miner there, I had six and a

lalf glorious months of spring,

ummer and early autumn with

lothing to do but go into the country

to study and enjoy it. Even in those

days butterflies had an attraction for

me so I used to take my mother's
'riddle', a small round sieve that

the frugal housewives used to sift

ashes from the kitchen fires to save

the cinders for burning again, and go
out 'catching'. I can feel again the hot

sun on my back and the excitement
as a "Bluey" or a "Soldier" (Small

Copper) or a "Ringy" (Peacock) flew

by; and the slow careful stalk with

the riddle well up in front of my eyes

and the sudden, sharp strike and the

smell of the land as I sprawl, full

length in the herbage. A triumphant
yell, then off with the jersey or shirt

and quickly cover the sieve lest the

captive damage itself. Inducing the

butterfly into a Colman's Mustard
tin was a skill that came only with

practice. Everything about those days

was wonderful, including the hun-

dreds of butterflies that passed to

and fro—and here is the point of my
story: don't hanker after days such

as those, you youngsters, for you will

never see them again in this country.

I think I do not exaggerate when I

say that I could see then more butter-

flies in one day in one four-acre field

that I remember than I see now in a

whole season. The Black-veined

White flew there then, in '26 and '27,

but no more anywhere in the country.

In the last three years I have seen

disappear from this part of the

Cotswolds the Holly Blue, the High
Brown and the Silver-washed Fritill-

aries and in a three mile cycle ride

from Winchcombe to Toddington on
a fine day two years ago I saw only

one butterfly, a Large White which
had turned itself inside out in its

death throes and was flapping its last

on the roadside vegetation that had

already turned a stinking black from
sprayed weedkiller. So, you young
folk, off with your coats and shame
us, your fathers, who so ill-used your
heritage, by fighting to save it; think

and breathe conservation all the time
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for there are those abroad in the land

who for "twenty pieces of silver"

would lay the countryside bare.

Winchombe, Gloucestershire,

3.11.65. L R. Lassman (3254).

A SHORT GLIMPSE OF
NEWFOUNDLAND

In early September last year I was
in Newfoundland for three days await-

ing an aircraft to fly me back home.
The weather generally was cold and

windy but one morning the sun

appeared and for a while it was quite

warm so I took a long walk to see

whether any butterflies were to be

seen.

Newfoundland is a land of lakes and

fir forests and along the roadsides at

that time of year grow masses of

Golden Rod (Solidago graminifolia

Linn, and others) and Michaelmas
Daisy (Aster cordifolius Linn.).

An hour elapsed before I saw any

butterflies at all but then I was
thrilled to see a Camberwell Beauty

(Nymphalis antiopa Linn.) fly by; I

later saw two more but was unable

to track down any area where they

might be settling.

Eventually in a clearing on the side

of a hill near Gander Lake I saw
several very fresh specimens of the

Question Mark (Grapta interrogationis

Doubld.) an American version of our
Comma (Polygonia c-album Linn.) but

with a much darker border to its

wings. They were settling on both

Golden Rod and Michaelmas Daisy so

I was able to take three good colour

photographs of them. This species

hibernates, despite the rigours of the

Canadian winter, and the specimens
I saw appeared to be newly emerged
and of a brilliant rich colour.

13.4.65. P. R. Grey (3820).

ICHNEUMON FLIES WHICH
COME TO LIGHT

Mr J. C. Felton calls attention (Bull,

amat. Ent. Soc, 24: 8) to the attraction

light has for orange-bodied ichneu-

mon flies of the genus Ophion. The
situation is, in fact, far more inter-

esting than Mr Felton suggests. Not
only do I fmd many different species

of Ophion come to my light trap in

Oxford, but ichneumons and bracon-

ids of a number of unrelated genera
are common too. So far as I know, the

Ophion species are all endoparasites
j

of the caterpillars—mainly Noctuids
and Geometrids—which they kill as

prepupae, so that the cocoon of the

moth is eventually found to contain

the tough brown barrel-shaped ich-

neumonid cocoon. Amongst the other
ichneumons I have found two species

of Enicospilus, a close ally of Ophion,

distinguished by the brown marks in

the wing cell just beside the stigma.

Then there are many species ofi

Netelia and Parabatus which are the

kinds which most often sting. They
are quite unrelated to Ophion and

have a small cell in the middle of the

forewing which is absent in Ophion.

They lay small black eggs on the

outside of various caterpillars just

before these spin their cocoons.

The parasite larva feeds externally

with the rear end of the body still in

the black egg shell and kills the

caterpillar before it can pupate.

These ichneumons make rather

slender black cocoons within those

of the host. Then as rarities there are

species of the genus Cidaphus which
can be looked out for. They are dis-

tinguished in the male by a pair of

'tails' at the end of the body. Mr
Eady of the Natural History Museum
kindly gave me a specimen of C.

melanocephalus l-labermehl which he

had found at light in Surrey in Sept-

ember 1959. These ichneumons-

belong to the Mesochorini, all of
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which are hyperparasites of a most
interesting kind. The female appar-

ently inserts her ovipositor into a

caterpillar but lays an egg only in the

body of some other ichneumon larva

she encounters there.

There are in addition some sawfiy

parasites of the genus Perilissus which

are about half the size of the big

Ophion. Their diurnal relatives are

mostly red and black in colour but

they (like Ophion) are orange yellow.

This coloration is so common, not

only in nocturnal insects but also in

those insects which live in the soil

(like wireworms or the yellow field

ant) that there must be some special

reason for it. Perhaps other readers

can suggest one? But the fact remains

that the purely superficial colour

resemblance between different noc-

turnal parasitic Hymenoptera causes

a lot of confusion, much of which

would disappear if collectors exam-
ined the wings of these insects care-

fully with a hand lens.

G. C. Varley.

THE STUDY OF SPIDERS

Part I

The Group Arachnida is a much-
neglected one; 1 must confess that I

had been guilty in this respect myself

for a good many years, until I was
converted almost overnight by the

enthusiasm of a teenage boy who had

been with us on one of our annual

Field Study trips, organised by

the Kingsley Junior Boys' Club
[natural history group.

The study of spiders is just the job

Tor those of us who are—shall we be

^rank and admit it?—a little past the

ige of strenuous activities such as

".earing at top speed with a net after

an elusive fritillary, or hanging head
downwards from a four-inch ledge

about 200 feet up a cliff photograph-
ing a rare rock plant in situ. If your
physical stamina runs more to a

leisurely walk through the woods,
turning over the odd stone or rotten

log that lies in your path, then spider-

hunting is the study for you—and a

fascinating study it proves to be, too.

Of course, if you have a car, or (like

me) a motor-bike, then you will have
a good head start for getting out to

the places where spiders are to be

found; but there are quite a large

number of species to be found on
your own doorstep, in your back

garden, or even behind your book-
case !

The equipment required by the

arachnologist is very modest indeed.

It is practically impossible to preserve

spiders satisfactorily, as the colours

almost always fade, the patterns

become indistinct, and in many cases

the abdomen shrinks and soon bears

little or no resemblance to its original

shape. Far better, then, to study

living spiders, to draw and photo-

graph them, to keep them in cap-

tivity and watch their amazing habits,

and to keep a note-book with copious

entries about all the species you find.

If drawing them appeals to you, you
will need a sketch-block, various

pencils, a soft gum eraser, and either

coloured Indian inks and mapping
pens, or water-colours and brushes

—

whichever you prefer. However, it

should be borne in mind that it is

more important to make your
sketches accurate than to have them
artistic.

My own system is to draw the

various species, as found, with

coloured Indian inks (having roughed
them in first with a 2H pencil) on a

7" X 5" sketch-block, and then paste

each sheet (by the top edge only) into

my nature notebook, on the page

opposite its respective entry in the
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notebook. In my nature diary I keep

all sketches, photographs or other

illustrations on the left-hand side, and

all typed or written notes on the

right-hand pages. I draw two spiders

to a page, with the name of the family

at the top and the genus and species

below each drawing.

One thing you will not be able to

dispense with is a good (and I mean
good) magnifying-glass. Cheap plastic

magnifiers are quite useless—except

for distortion. A triple achromatic

lens is as good as anything. You will

then, we hope, be able to make accu-

rate representations of even small

Linyphia species about 0.05 milli-

metres in length. However, at this

juncture I had better hasten to

mention one small point—to identify

the species in the first place you will

need a low-power microscope, as

comparing minute physiological and

structural features is about the only

way in which many of the species can

be differentiated. Of course, if you
decide to go in for Mygalomorphs and

have 7" specimens sent over from
Africa (try Covent Garden first,

though, if you want to economise on
postage) then you can manage with-

out the microscope; but you will still

need your hand lens for studying

structural detail—and a pair of

leather gloves if you happen to have

any of the poisonous kinds.

Success in photographing spiders

will depend to a great extent on
whether you have an extension tube

to fit your camera. Occasionally quite

good shots can be obtained with no
more elaborate attachment than a

No. 3 meniscus lens; but in the main
only large species and good-sized

webs make satisfactory pictures under
such limited conditions. Still, I will

leave the more photographically-

minded among my readers to experi-

ment with whatever camera and

attachments they wish; this series is

not intended to be a photographic

treatise, but a guide to the spiders

you are most likely to meet with
during your first year.

For the record, my camera is a

Voigtlander Vito B2 35mm. with a

Skopar f2.8 lens and shutter speeds
up to 1/500. I do mainly colour
slides, using a No. 3 meniscus lens, as

previously mentioned, for some of

my close-ups. However, as I do not
consider myself to be an expert '

photographer, I refer you to the many
\

excellent books available on this

subject; I am still learning from them.

Now, to get down to collecting

your spiders for study. Before you
can keep them in cages to study their

habits, examine them under the
microscope or with a hand lens, or
draw, paint or photograph them,
first you must find them and bring

them home. This is most easily

accomplished by going out on a

spider-hunt armed with an array of

flat-bottomed glass tubes, varying

in size from x \Y' (a very useful

size for small Linyphia and Theridion

species) up to x T\ which will

accommodate, say, Amaurobius ferox

Walck. or Segestria senoculata Linn,

without undue hardship. The really

big species, such as Tegenaria atrica

Clerk or T. parietina Fourcr., are

much happier in a plastic bag, in

which they can stretch their very

long legs, so a supply of small plastic

bags, with wire closures, will also be

called for.

Some dealers put up these tubes in

flat metal boxes which fit neatly into

a rucksack or overcoat pocket; one
can also obtain them in cloth rolls,

each tube fitting into a loop to keep
it in position. These are very handy
for travelling.

The really enthusiastic arachnolo-

gist will always carry a few loose tubes

anyway; you never know what you
might meet with unexpectedly, after

all. Just as an example, you might be
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going down to Bournemouth to see

the executors of your late uncle, who
died there in 1902, and whose will has

only just come to light. As well as the

unexpected windfall in four figures,

you might also, possibly, be the

eighth person in the last 200 years to

re-discover Eresus niger Petagna as

you stroll along to the solicitor's

office . . .

While on the subject of glass

tubes, don't forget that corks can

sometimes drop out and be lost in

rank vegetation; this usually happens

to me just as a particularly fme

specimen of Oonops pulcher Tempi,

happens to sit invitingly in a bush.

The moral, then, is always to carry a

few spares, or you will fmd yourself

walking seven miles home holding

the tube closed by one fmger. After

all, Oonops does not turn up every day.

The easiest way to keep spiders in

captivity to study over an extended

period is to make little cages out of

squares of glass joined together by

passe-partout or strong gummed
linen or paper tape. The top has no

glass, a larger square of muslin or

netting being easily held in place over

this by a wide elastic band. These

cages can be made up in various

sizes; a small Linyphia sp. will be

perfectly happy in a cage 4" square,

but if you should be lucky enough to

have Theraphosa leblondi Latr. sent

over to you from New Guinea, four

feet square might be better.

Don't forget to label all your cages

with the name of the species, sex,

Idate and place of capture, and any

other relevant details, and, should

l/ou go in for tropical spiders and

have venomous species sent to you, a

label bearing the legend POISONOUS
in red should be attached in a con-

spicuous position to warn off meddle-

(Some juvenile fmgers.

I may at this juncture point out that

the degree of venomousness attribu-

ted to many exotic species is grossly

exaggerated. While it is, of course,

true that some species, notably

Latrodectus mactans Walck. (U.S.A.),

Euctimena tibialis Koch (Australia)

and Glyptocranium gasteracantholdes

Nicolet (Argentina) are deadly and
should never be picked up in the

naked hand, many of the very large

and hairy tropical species are not

poisonous at all, popular super-

stition and folk-myth having succeed-

ed in creating the 'deadly poisonous*

image in the popular mind. Very
many of the less innocuous species,

too, are capable only of delivering an

irritating nip, usually doing so only

when annoyed.

However, as it is most likely that

you will make a start nearer home
with our commoner British species,

my next article in this series will

describe representatives of some
British families which you are sure to

meet with during your first season,

and also give you a few pointers as to
their treatment in captivity, enabling

you to study their fascinating habits

in comparative comfort, as opposed
to crawling on all fours in the grass

on an exposed hillside, or wading
thigh deep among the reeds in a

muddy pond. Even the Water Spider

(Argyroneta aquatica Clerck) is more
conveniently studied in an aquarium!
15.2.65. Joy O. I. Spoczynska,

F.R.E.S. (751).

(To be continued)

GLASS-BOTTOMED BOXES

Some sort of pill-box is essential for

most entomologists and if the boxes

have a transparent bottom they are

invaluable compared with ordinary

opaque ones. Below I have described

a means of constructing glass-bottom-

ed boxes.
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The following materials are re-

quired :

—

1. A sheet of thin white cardboard

(costs about I /6d).

2. A sheet of thick (nearly an eighth

of an inch thick) cardboard. (Brown
is cheaper than white.)

3. A roll of parcel tape about one
inch wide or passe partout binding.

The former is cheaper and costs about

one shilling.

4. A waterproof glue, Balsa Cement
being ideal.

5. A box of 2f" X 2J'' photographic

cover-glasses, and pencils, scissors,

etc. (The cover-glasses cost 4/9d. for

twenty-four.)

First of all decide the size of the box
to be made, and then hunt around the

kitchen for a round bottle about the

same diameter as that of the box to

be. Obviously the bottle must not

taper. Now decide the height of the

box (nearly the same as the diameter),

and cut a strip, having the height of

the box for its width, from one side of

the thin white cardboard, so that a

long strip of card of constant width
that will wrap around the bottle a

number of times is obtained. Wrap
this strip once around the bottle and

make a pencil mark on the card where
it overlaps itself. Remove it from the

bottle and cut at the pencil mark so

that one has a strip of card the length

of the circumference of the bottle.

Join the two ends of this strip with a

piece of parcel tape or passe partout

binding, and so that the joint does not

overlap.

Slip this ring of cardboard just

formed back on to the bottle. Now
wrap more of the thin cardboard

strip which was used to make the

ring on top of it, and again mark with

the pencil where it overlaps itself.

Glue this on to the ring, making sure

that this join does not coincide with

the previous one, but is not quite

opposite it. Repeat this procedure

with another strip of card. The joins

can be strengthened by sticking a

small piece of tape over them.

You should now have a fairly strong
cylinder, resembling the rudiments
of a pill-box, of three thicknesses of

'

cardboard.

From the thin cardboard once
more, cut another strip of width a

little more than half that of the
cylinder made above. Cut a length of

this strip that will exactly go round
the cylinder, measuring it in the same
way as for the previous strips and
glue this on to the cylinder so that

its edge and the cylinder's edge
coincide. With more of the strip cut

another length that will fit around the

previous one, and stick it on to this,

again making sure that the joins do
not coincide, and strengthen it with
the parcel tape.

To make the lid cut a further strip

of the thin card as wide as the part of

the cylinder that still has only three
layers of cardboard {i.e., just under
half the height of the box), plus the

thickness of the thick cardboard (an

eighth of an inch). Measure out on
this strip the circumference of the

thinner part of the cylinder, and cut

it to this length. Join the ends of this

strip with a piece of parcel tape, but

do not glue it to anything. Slip this

ring on to the cylinder and glue

another strip on top of it. Measure the

diameter of the lid and cut a circle

from the thick cardboard of this

diameter. Stick this circle into the

lid. The latter should slide easily on
and off the body of the box. To
strengthen it, cut a piece of the

parcel tape or passe partout binding

long enough to be wrapped around
it and overlap slightly. Stick this on
the lid so that there is a slight margin

of cardboard at the open end of it. If

any of this tape overlaps the end of

the lid it should be folded over and

stuck on to it. This can more easily

be accomplished if the overlapping Iv;
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tape has slits cut down it (see Fig.).

Similarly the other end of the box has

tape stuck round it with a margin

equal and opposite to that on the lid,

and any overlapping tape is folded

over the end of the box.

SIDE VIEW OF FINISHED BOX

To make the glass bottom for the

:box, one proceeds as follows. Cut a

circle of thick cardboard that will

easily fit into the end of the box.

Place this on one of the photographic

cover-glasses and draw around it with

a wax crayon; with a glass-cutter

draw tangents to this circle and

break off the corners of the cover-

glass along these tangents. (This oper-

ation may be left out, but it makes
further shaping of the glass simpler.)

When the corners have been broken
Dff replace the cardboard disc on the

^lass and hold both of them in a basin

Df water. With a pair of hefty

scissors, e.g., kitchen scissors, also

jcissors e.g., kitchen scissors, also

leld beneath the water, the glass is

larefully cut until a disc of glass that

/vill fit into the end of the box is

brmed, the cardboard circle being

|jsed as a guide to its size. This is

lijuite easy to do with a little practice.

The glass is stuck into the bottom of

he box and any gaps between it and
he sides of the box are filled up with
;lue. Finally, the outside of the box
s varnished.

CARDBOARD TOP

OF I ID

-GLUE GLASS

CROSS SECTION OF BOX (LID SHADEd)

Nests of boxes can easily be made
by using different sized bottles, but
small boxes are more difficult to make
than large ones. Perspex could be
substituted for glass, but thin plastics

(such as celluloid sheet) do not give

any strength to the box and are

therefore not suitable.

7.4.65. Brian Coles (3533J).

I

MERCURY-VAPOUR BULBS

This problem of mercury-vapour
lamps seems to become "curiouser
and curiouser" the further one looks

into it. I, like Sir Robert Saundby,
(Letters to the Editor, Bull. amat. Ent.

Soc, 24: 67) have had very little

trouble with my bulb. The 125 watt
bulb I am using at present has been
running over 6000 hours in the past

three years and I see no reason why
it should not run another 6000 hours.

But what may surprise some people

is that it has never had any protection

from the weather at all. It is put out
every night regardless of weather and

there is not even a sign of a crack in

the glass. The bulb I had previously

was cracked when moving house, yet

it still continued to burn quite
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happily although the cracks spread

fairly rapidly until the bulb was a

maze of cracks. The whole of the

glass casing eventually collapsed when
a bird landed on it. However, to my
surprise the mercury filament and
the other bits and pieces inside the

bulb still worked. The trap was
operated like this for about a week,
but I hasten to add this was before I

knew better about the effects of the

bulb without its glass casing; fortun-

ately the trap had been run in a

position where it could not readily

be seen.

The only other bulb I had I dropped
and that accounts for my total con-

sumption of bulbs over six years.

Since other people seem to have so

much trouble with their bulbs a little

name dropping may save some people

some money. The last time I bought a

bulb I bought a G.E.C. (Osram) 125

watt mercury-vapour bulb from the

local electrician's shop. The price at

that time was 50/-d. If the local

electrician cannot obtain bulbs then
these can be obtained from Osram
(G.E.C.) Ltd., East Lane, Wembley,
Middlesex. I cannot promise that

these bulbs will be any better than

others, but all I will say is that I have

been using one in a Standard Robin-

son trap through all types of weather
for three years. It even survived the

great storm of June 12th last year. It

was put out at the normal time and

within half an hour it had started to

rain; there then followed a tremen-
dous storm with hail and torrential

rain. The bulb could be seen to steam
as the rain 'boiled off' the surface of

the glass. I had my doubts about the

survival of the bulb but after three

hours it was still burning brightly.

Half an hour after this at about 12.30

a.m. during what must have been the

tenth cloud-burst of the night the

bulb went out. I put on a coat and

went to investigate only to find by

the time I got there it had relit

itself. This was probably due to water
getting into the plug causing a slight

drop in voltage and putting out the
bulb. The water then evaporated
away and the bulb relit. However, I

decided that was enough and for the
rest of that night it was turned off

and put away. The following morning
on investigation, I found that the
bulb had suffered no damage at all

and it is still going strong to this day.

I hope that other moth-trap oper-
ators will in future be as fortunate
with their bulbs as I have been with
mine.

27.6.65. M. G. Myall (3503).

JUNIOR NEWS SECTION

The answers to the quiz in the May
section are as follows.

1. Locusts are really nothing more
than rather large swarming grass-

hoppers. They belong to the Orthop-
teran family Acrididae or short-horn
grasshoppers.

2. This was a catch question since

none of the animals concerned sting.

Female horse-flies bite, only female

wasps sting, while dragonflies neither

bite nor sting.

3. The insect's heart is a tube which
lies just inside the body wall along

the top of the abdomen.
4. Insects breathe through holes in

the sides of their bodies called

spiracles.

5. The American Cockroach Peri-

planeta americana Linn, hides its

ootheca (egg-purse) in suitable nooks
and crannies—even in its foodstuffs

(bread, fruit, etc.).

6. The malarial mosquito Anopheles

rests with its abdomen pointing away
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from the resting surface, while the

house gnat Cuiex rests with its

abdomen parallel with or pointing to

the resting surface.

7. The only British member of the

family of great silkmoths, the Saturn-

iidae, is of course Saturnia pavonia

Linn., the beautiful Emperor Moth.

8. An adult insect is an imago.

9. Dragonfly nymphs catch their

prey with a special grabbing 'mask',

which folds neatly under their heads

until needed, when it can be shot out

very rapidly.

10. Cockroaches were until recent-

! ly placed in the Order Orthoptera
with grasshoppers and crickets. Now
they and praying mantids share their

own Order—the Dictyoptera.

ill. Jean Henri Fabre was the famous
French entomologist of the early part

1
of this century. His books are well

I worth reading.

12. Insects smell with their antennae.

13. Stridulation is the proper name
given to the chirping of grasshoppers.

14. The Camberwell Beauty Butter-

fly (Nymphalis antiopa Linn.) occasion-

ally comes to Britain as a stowaway
Dn Scandinavian timber ships.

I

15. I still do not know why you have

I
lot written a few lines about your
entomological activities this season.

16. Xenopsylla cheopsis, Roths., the

at flea, can spread the dreaded
)lague.

7. All adult butterflies eat liquids,

. ispecially nectar.

j
8. You are no doubt wearing a

ittle yellow brooch in the form of a

iny Brimstone Butterfly, Gonepteryx

\ hamni Linn.—the AES badge.
' 9. The five parts of an insect's leg

re: coxa (joined to the thorax), tro-

L hanter, femur, tibia and tarsus.

0. a. Swallowtails are certain

pecies either of butterflies or of

loths. b. Bombadiers are beetles of

he genus Brachinus which are able to

re an explosive mixture at any

nimal too hot on their tails, c. Water-
mtmen are water bugs of the family

Corixidae. They feed on minute pond
life and swim the right way up.

Please do not confuse water-boatmen
with backswimmers—family Noton-
ectidae—which swim at great speed
upside down and are definitely

carnivorous, d. Daddy longlegs can

be crane-flies—true flies belonging to

the family Tipulidae—or harvestmen
—members of the Arachnid class, but

slightly different from spiders.

Michael Fitton (3462J) of Chadder-
ton, Lancashire, wants to know why it

is not possible to have a few meetings
in the North of England: what about
the Annual Exhibition? Michael is

studying various beetles associated

with stored foods, and has kindly sent

me a stock of Grain Weevils (Sitophil-

us (=Calandra) granarius Linn.). I do
hope he will let us know how he

progresses. He was trying to obtain

some Cellar Beetles (Blaps mucronata
Latr.).

Jonathan Cooter (3290J) of Ewell,

Surrey, is also trying to breed Cellar

Beetles. With luck he should have

enough larvae by now possibly to

spare a few. How did you get on in

the New Forest, Jonathan ?

Michael Langden (3708J) of Short-

lands, Kent, has been making special

studies of pond insects and British

spiders. We should like to hear about
your progress, Michael.

Ronald H. Allen (3628J) of Dagen-
ham, Essex, would like to form a

junior study group specialising in

Diptera. He hopes the group will be

working well enough to be able to

put on a comprehensive exhibit at

the 1966 Annual Exhibition.

Richard Claypole (2688J) of Mill

Hill, London, N.W.7, made up a

mercury-vapour light-trap and went
off to Dungeness and Swanage during

the summer. We eagerly await his

results.

St Ivo School Entomology and
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Natural History Society, St Ives,

Huntingdon, had a most enjoyable

and successful expedition to Luxem-
bourg during two weeks in July/

August, costing £28 15s. Od. Wesley
Caswell (3I33J) of London, N.W. 9,

says it does not cost very much more
than £25 for a twelve day collecting

trip to Austria.

I should very much like some
suggestions as to a good spot for

collecting insects either in England

or abroad, and some idea of costs.

Before I go into hibernation I

should like to recommend a little

booklet issued by the Council for

Nature. It is called 'Advice for Young
Naturalists' and includes articles

on the conservation Corps, field

study centres, suggestions on equip-

ment for natural history field-work;

and lists of societies to join and of

books to read. (One copy I /- post

free, or 25 copies for £ I

.)

I still have plenty of Indian Stick

Insects (Carausius (=Dixippus) moro-

sus Br.) and Corsican Stick Insects

{Oonopsis gollica Charp.) spare.

H. J. Berman, F.R.E.S. (249IA).

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sir,—Like Sir Robert Saundby, I was
much surprised to read your North-
ern Correspondent's article in the

August 1964 Bulletin on the subject of

'm.v.' light-trap bulbs. I have run a

trap in my garden since 1957 in all

weathers from March/April to Nov-
ember every year and every night,

NOVEMBER, 1965

except for brief periods when I have
been away from home, and have never
yet had a glass bulb damaged. My light

is completely unsheltered except in

the daytime, when I usually cover the
bulb with a tin to protect it from
accidents.

My trap is exactly what Mr Collin-

son describes as "that maid-of-all-

work, the garden trap."

26.6.65. Sir Eric Ansorge (2508).

Sir,— I can substantiate the letter by
Sir Robert Saundby (1817) in the

1965 Bulletin. I have also run a 125

watt 'm.v.' bulb in a Robinson light-

trap, completely unprotected and in

all weathers—high wind, rain, etc.

—

using the same bulb for 1^ years. The
trap is switched on in March and

continues to November for four days

a week, so the life of this bulb at, say

87 weeks, four days a week, ten

hours a night, in 3,480 hours.

I think your Northern Correspon-
dent must concede that this trap is a

maid-of-all-work.

25.7.65. K. C. Lewis (3680). j™

n
irti

:le;

Sir,—Some of your correspondents

have complained that the Bulletin i^j^,

overloaded with scientific names. Mr
"

Cribb, in your February 1965 issue

(Bull. amat. Ent. Soc, 24: 26), sensibly

remarks "Where the biological item;

referred to is immediately relevantljr,-

to our subject I think we must use th^h
\

scientific name . . . When the item iii

referred to has no particular signifi- fA,

cance, then it becomes pedantic tc srs

use the scientific name. It coulc ion.i

become ridiculous." 'ortli

There is a perfect example of thij k\\

ridiculousness on page 12 of the same ilep

issue. Mr Trebilcock is discussing ; ieiii/

new method of relaxing Lepidoptera 'isra
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He experimented with some badly

set specimens to see if it worked. We
then read this piece of nonsense

—

** using for my experiments five

Gonepteryx rhamni Linn. (Brimstone),

1 two P. aegeria, two P. (=D/ro) megera

Linn. (Wall), and five Coenonympha
tullia Muell. (Large Heath.)"

In this case the scientific names are

utterly irrelevant and a sheer waste

of time and space. I suggest that if we
were less pedantic we would cut our
printers' bills by quite a lot !

4.6.65. John Moore (146).

[Editorial policy with regard to

f English and scientific names is desig-

ned to maintain uniformity in pub-

t-
lished matter, and has been explained

in recent issues

—

Ed.]

Sir,— I was interested in reading Mr
A. J. Davenport's note regarding the

Painted Lady {Vanessa cardui Linn.)

in Lancashire.

My first specimen of this butterfly

was caught at Sandwith on the West
Cumberland Coast in August I960.

Since then I have caught several

specimens in very good condition in

my garden. Last year (1964) was a

particularly good year as I counted
at least six visiting a Buddleia tree in

the garden next to ours.

6.5.65. R. W. J. Read (3830).

Sir,—In Notes and Observations of

the February 1964 issue of the

Bulletin (Bull. amat. Ent. Soc, 24: 266)

Mr A. J. Davenport asked if any Mem-
bers had recorded Vanessa cardui

Linn. (Painted Lady Butterfly) in the

Northern Counties.

Although not primarily interested

n Lepidoptera, I have on occasions

^een V. cardui in the North, although

t is rather local. Most of my records

are of specimens seen on the coast o^

Co. Durham, just north of the river

Tees, mainly during the last days of

August and the beginning of Septem-
ber. I have also several records from
the Middlesbrough district in North
Yorkshire.

16.6.65. G. K. Smith (3795).

NOTES AND
OBSERVATIONS

THE PAINTED LADY
BUTTERFLY

Referring to Mr Davenport's note

in the February Bulletin, he and other
Members may be interested to know
that Vanessa cardui Linn, was not

uncommon in southern Scotland last

year. The first imago was seen flying

inland from the sea near Garlleston

(Wigtownshire) on August lOth. I

had not been collecting seriously

since the 'thirties until a few years

ago but had been familiar with V.

cardui on the wing in Surrey, and
when this insect flew past quite fast,

in a stiff breeze, I immediately thought
it must be a Painted Lady though in

the last five or six years I had not

seen one in Scotland.

Despite the wind a second soon
flew in from the south-east, and
settled on a thistle near my small

daughter (aged 8) who expertly

netted it for me to confirm my
identification. Another two were
taken in the same afternoon, both

travelling in the same direction, and

several more were seen during the

next week in a ten-mile radius. Later

in August and in September several

more V. cardui were seen on the
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east coast in the suburbs of Edinburgh

and in the north of Fife at Newport-
on-Tay.

31.5.65. D. H. Fletcher (3620).

THE SPECKLED WOOD
BUTTERFLY IN N.E. SURREY

On a recent visit to schoolday

hunting grounds in Surrey where I

had, I thought, seen and tal<en rep-

resentatives of all native species of

butterflies to be found over the ten

years from 1930 to 1940, I was sur-

prised to discover a colony of Speck-

led Wood Butterflies (Pararge aegeria

Linn.) close to a main road where I

must have searched a hundred times

before. This was on May 2nd (1965)

and the locality a rough scrubland

area near Cheam with only a few
small trees where the Speckled

Woods were to be found.

i would be interested to hear if

other Members have found P. aegeria

in this suburban part of Surrey or

indeed anywhere else in Surrey

within 12 miles of Charing Cross, or

if this is by chance a recent introduc-

tion as I can scarcely otherwise

understand why I never found it

there in 1930-40.

31.5.65. D. H. Fletcher (3620).

THE DOTTED CHESTNUT IN
SOMERSET

I can report the very unusual

capture at *m.v.' light here of Dasy-

campa rubiginea Schiff. (Dotted Chest-

nut moth) on the night of I3th/I4th

March this year. 1 have never taken it

myself previously and I believe the

records from Somerset (especially N
Somerset) are few.

The specimen was rather lighter

and more yellowish than the ond|bei

shown on Plate 83 of South vol. I

(New edition).

28.5.65. G. H. W. Cruttwell (1 18)

REFERENCE
SOUTH, R. (1961). The Moths of the British Isies

Frederick Warne, London. Series I, PI. 83.

THE STRIPED HAWKMOTHl
IN WORCESTERSHIRE

On the night of May 22nd 1965

caught in my *m.v.' trap at Kemerton
near Tewkesbury (Gloucestershire

Worcestershire border) a fresh

specimen of the Striped Hawkmoth|ac^
(Ce/er/o livornica Esp.).

John Moore (146),

Ir

ral

THE FOODPLANT OF
DEPRESSARIA COSTOSA

IN LONDON
In

leo,

litei

The known foodplants of the

'micro' moth Depressaria costosc

Haw. are mentioned in the February, .

1965 collecting notes in the Bulletin

I have long been impressed by the
|^^'

abundance of this species in Londor
|^

and have doubted whether broon-

sufficienti){Sarothamnus spp.) is

common in gardens to account fof

this. It has been suggested to me thai
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Forsythia might be a food plant. I

have no evidence on that possibility.

Clearing soil that had crumbled on

to a path last summer, I came across

a few assorted pupae. From one of

these I reared Depressaria costosa.

The pupa had been found immediately

beneath a Laburnum tree (Laburnum

nnngyroides Medic), which I had

suspected might harbour the insect.

There was no other plant of the

same family within a windfall of the

spot.

14.2.65. R. W. J. Uffen (1660).

MITES ON THE PALE
MOTTLED WILLOW MOTH

In 1963 I took three specimens of

Caradrina ciavipalpis Scop. (Pale

Mottled Willow) in my 'm.v.' trap,

each having mites on the wings and

body. The dates of capture were 24th

and 27th August and 30th September.
Mr K. H. Hyatt of the Arachnida
Section of the British Museum (Nat-

ural History) kindly identified them
as Cheletomorpha lepidoptorum Shaw,
and tells me that they are known as

'hunting mites' and probably feed on
other 'small fry' carried by the moth.

In 1964 I hacJ another similar speci-

men, and I am wondering why the

mites pick on this species, as I have

not noticed them on any other moth
il have taken in the trap.

The larva of C. ciavipalpis some-
times feeds on grain in stacks and
perhaps it is there that the imagines

pick up these passengers. Some of

:he specimens of this species that I

:ake appear to have no mites; per-

laps these feed on chickweed, plan-

tain, etc.

L. W. Siggs (243).

PALE LEMON SALLOW MOTH
IN NORTH LONDON

On September 16th 1963, while
searching for Puss Moth cocoons
(Dicranura vinula Linn.) on Poplar
trunks in Finsbury Park, North
London, I came across a newly
emerged and beautifully marked
specimen of this rare moth {Cirrhia

ocellaris Borkh.).

29.3.65. B. Wurzell (3718).

EARLY RECORDS FOR 1965

I wish to put on record two early

observations of species seen this year.

1. On the night of 3rd/4th May, a

Poplar Hawkmoth (Laothoe popuii

Linn.) was taken in my *m.v.' trap in

the garden, at Yeovil, Somerset.

2. In Dorset, near Dorchester, on
Thursday 20th May, I observed a

Clouded Yellow butterfly (Colias

croceus Fourcr.).

This is the earliest I have ever seen
either of these species.

31.5.65. Douglas E. Dodwell (3482).

FARIAS BIPLAGA WALK IN
SOUTHERN ENGLAND

I have never gone out of my way to

get 'Micros', but have just taken a

few odd ones that came my way.

Recently these were named, and it

was found that a small green moth
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which I had imagined to be a relative

of Tortrix viridana Linn, was not a

Tortr/x species at all but Earias biplaga

Walk, and probably only the

second specimen ever to have been

taken in this country. It is a native of

North Africa and Egypt where it is a

pest in cotton plantations. It differs

considerably from our native £.

clorana Linn., having narrow fore-

wings which are a paler, brighter

green, with a large diamond-shaped,

golden-brown patch. Unfortunately

it lost its date and locality label, but

1 took it in 1962. Can anyone tell me
more about this species?

29.3.65. B. Wurzell (3718).

NOTES FROM EGYPT

References in the Bulletin (Bull,

amat. Ent. Soc, 23: 144 and 24: 32) to

the African Monarch (Danaus chrysi-

ppus Linn.) in Egypt prompt me to

mention that I used to see occasional

specimens of this beautiful butterfly

at Fayid by the Great Bitter Lake in

the Canal Zone of Egypt when I was
stationed there about fifteen years

ago. I used to wonder how they

arrived there as, except for the thin

green belt irrigated by the "Sweet-
water Canal," there was nothing but

desert for hundreds of miles.

Apart from the ubiquitous Painted

Lady (Vanessa cardui Linn.), there

were plenty of a little tailed 'Blue,'

Syntarucus (^Lampides) telicanus

Lang., and a large brown 'skipper'

(about in. wingspan) which I

believe was Gegenes pumilio Hoffman-
segg.

I also found Death's Head Hawk-
moth (Acherontia atropos Linn.),

Oleander Hawk (Daphnis nerii Linn.)

and Striped Hawk (Cererio livornica

Esp.).

19.4.65. P. R. Grey (3820).

THE WOOD WHITE
BUTTERFLY !

Having recently had the good
fortune to take Leptidea sinapis Linn, i

(Wood White Butterfly) at a large i

wood near Hereford, i would be very
interested to know the a oroximatei
distribution of this specif:, ^n EnglanCi.

|

If any Members who have found it,

would be good enough to write to I

me I would be very grateful.

I would also like to record the

capture of four Silver Cloud Moths
(Xylomyges conspicillaris Linn. var.

melaleuca View.) at a mercury-vapour
,

light-trap at Swainshill, Hereford-

shire earlier this year (22nd-23rd

April).

Having consulted South's 'The

Moths of the British Isles', vol I, itjl

seems to me that this moth is'

normally bred from ova, not taken

at light, and as this is my first season

with an 'm.v.' light-trap I was very

encouraged by their capture.

1.6.65. M. R. Young (3759J).

REFERENCE
SOUTH, R. (1961). The Moths of the British Isles.

Frederick Warne, London. Series I, p. 198.

[Mr Young's address is: Foxdown,
Swainshill, Herefordshire.]

Corrigenda

In the article *A Naturalist's Para-

dise' by Mr D. J. Foxwell, in Bull,

amat. Ent. Soc, 24: 24, the altitude of,

the Mineries, Priddy, should read

750 ft not 1,600 ft. Mr Foxwell 's

number Is given as 270 where it

should read 3270.
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